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SUMMARY
The objective of this thesis was to consider the measure of 
formative influence from the Judaic doctrine of creation upon Sir. Textual 
sources and methodology have been crucial in our research. Sir Hebrew 
fragments, various Greek MSS, rendering Sir in full, and the Latin Vulgate 
edition provided the sources for a comparative study with creation 
tradition in the HB and LXX. The method of investigation has been text 
criticism from a contextual basis.
Our comparative study traced all major creation material in the OT
i
according to the BH order: Gn 1-11, DI, Pss, Wisdom Literature and Early
Apocalyptic. This was followed by a chapter containing an exegesis of all 
the major creation passages within Sir. In an eighth chapter, the purpose 
of creation tradition in Sir was considered under, "Schema In Sir".
Findings from this study raised three important conclusions.' First, 
the long standing claims, from OT scholarship, that Sirach depended largely 
on Wisdom Literature and the Psalms to formulate his document must be 
questioned. The major formative influences in theology, form and creation 
language would appear to be Gn 1-11 and DI. Secondly, there is a 
substantial measure of creation faith in Sir. ^Thirdly, by using the 
doctrine of creation, Sirach developed a schema throughout his book, which 
gave it both form and authority.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the formative influences on
Sirach's doctrine of creation and the significance of that doctrine in
Sirach's thought. ^  It is a well established fact that Sirach drew
primarily from the foundational works of his Judaic heritage: evidence of
such borrowings can be seen from right across the OT and into early
apocalyptic literature. The major shaping forces within this vast literary
field and how they left their mark on Sirach's doctrine of creation is
relatively unresearched. Much of what is claimed needs serious
reconsideration. Consequently, to gain an understanding of Sirach's
doctrine of creation, our method of investigation begins with a close study
of the Judaic doctrine of creation, from J to Jubilees, with an eye to the
formative influence. It culminates in an exegeticai study of his main
creation texts. Throughout the study direct influences are the major
concern,but this is not to infer that the evidence is always conspicuous.
Sirach's style is sometimes subtle. By the placement of a word, a synonym,
a thought pattern, or a restatement, Sirach frequently points to the basis
of his dependency. Sirach's own. creation theology is at times developed in
2)
this same syntactical style.
Unless the context dictates otherwise, within this study 'Sirach' 
will indicate the author's name and 'Sir' his book. The one exception will 
be in chapter headings where the title of the book will be written in full. 
For further discussion on the title, author's name, historicity of the text 
and an explanation for citing texts within this thesis, please see Appendix 
A.
2)
This syntactical style is evident in Sir 16.24-17.14, for 
discussion see Chapter 7 pp.114-123. For a full considerauion of schema see 
Chapter 8,"Schema In Sir",on pp.190-218.
In this research we have not restricted ourselves to a set
definition of creation, believing that any constricting or widening to one
definition seriously hampers how we view the material under consideration.
At times,what may first appear as mere reference to nature can be a strong
addition to the author's concept of creation, whereas in another setting
the appearance of creation language may not denote any concept of creation.
The use of 'snake' or the word 'sin' alone need not have any reference to
Gn 3 but when the two words are paired, as in Sir 21.2a, they allude to the
doctrine of creation in J. On a more conspicuous level, the occurrence of,
"••• (J/7T)/) l 'V y / 2  /’TC 7 0 3  3 when God created his works from the
beginning..." is a key creation clause which helps lay the context for an
elaborate creation statement in Sir 16.24-17.14. The virtue of keeping our
definition flexible is that we do not make the material fit our concept and
thereby give rise to the accusation made against L. Fisher that he so
broadened his defintion that he abandoned all standards for creation or
3)even cosmogonic ideas. On the other extreme, E. G. Singgih having
cautioned against turning too hastily to nature references - heavens,’ sky,
4)
wind and mountains , then proceeded to include the theophanies as a
5)significant part of his concept of creation. What then is to be our 
guide? We believe the context must be the first determining factor, 
followed by the language, form and theology of the writer. Moreover, the 
material under consideration must not be studied in isolation. It was this 
approach that convinced _us to go back through the OT and Apocalytpic 
literature in order to determine the tradition upon which Sirach built.
3)L. Fisher, "Creation At Ugarit And In The Old Testament", VT, Vol. 
15, 1965, pp.313-324. For critique see, D. J. McCarthy, "Creation Motifs 
In Ancient Hebrew Poetry", CBQ, 29, 1967, note 1, p. 393; A. S. Kapelrud, 
"Creation in the Ras Shamra Text", ST, 34, 1980 pp. 1-11; G. Landes,
"Creation and Liberation" USQR XXXIII, No 2, 1978, Note 17, p.89.
4)
E. G. Singgih, "The Concept of Creation In Prophetic Tradition 
From Amos To Deutero Isaiah", (Ph.D. dissertation, The University, Glasgow,
1981).
5)ibid., pp.19-42.
Throughout the research we have found much assistance from the three basic
questions posed by Ph.B. Harner in his attempt to measure the influence of
creation faith in DI. 1/ Does creation faith have more than an ancillary
function? 2/ Does it actually constitute an integral part of the total
structure of thought, with at least a relative independence of its own? 3/
Is it in any sense a part of the author's message instead of just a 
6)presupposition? The findings of our research indicated that the major
areas for a comparative study with Sir were: Genesis, DI, Psalms, Wisdom
Literature and Early Apocalyptic. We were then left with the question of
order. Should we follow chronology? It was soon apparent from Sirach's
use of the tradition (he had all of the above and more) that antiquity was
not a consideration. He chose from his wide selection that which would
give the fullest possible impact to his own personal statement on' the
doctrine of creation. Sometimes this meant drawing upon the works of his
contemporary writers, or at other times choosing to draw upon those which
were long established as part ; of his religious heritage. Thus we
concluded, our order of presentation would not be chronological; instead we
would simply follow the order of works as presented in Biblia .Hebraica.
With this choice we follow the plan indicated by the grandson's description
in his prologue, which points to the grandfather's sources of reference as
being from: the law, the prophets and other books of the fathers.
The lack of any serious previous study of creation faith in Sir has
been a motivating factor, for this research. One of the most perceptive
discussions, though brief, is that offered by J. L. Crenshaw, "The Quest
7)for Survival: Sirach". Crenshaw breaks stride with most OT scholars
when he states, "By far the most allusions derive from Pentateuchal
6 )
. Ph.B. Harner, "Creation Faith In Deutero Isaiah" VT, 17, 1967,
p.299.
7)
J. L. Crenshaw, "The Quest for Survival: Sirach", in Old
Testament Wisdom, SCM Press Ltd. London 1982, pp.149-173.
traditions concerning the Primeval History (Genesis 1-11) and the
8 )
Patriarchal Narratives." We concur with the first part of his statement
but doubt the influence attributed to the Patriarchal Narratives. Beyond a
sampling of cross references Crenshaw does not follow through his theory.
As with most other OT scholars, he seems unaware of the significant
influence of DI upon Sir. This statement is confirmed not only by a lack
of reference to DI,but by Crenshaw's joining his voice with other scholars
9)in claiming that Sirach has a jaundiced view of prophets. Nor are we
happy with his conclusion that Joseph and the four primeval characters are
placed on the honour roll merely, "As an afterthought . These
comments will be considered later in our study. For the present, credit is
due to Crenshaw for pointing in a fresh direction for source dependency
when most scholars still hold that the major influences _ on Sir are derived
from the Psalms and Wisdom Literature. W. 0. Qsterley is representative
when he describes Sir as thoroughly orthodox and holding much affinity with
Job, Psalms and Proverbs. ^   ^ R. E. Murphy in his recent publication,
Wisdom Literature and Psalms, sees such a close dependency of Sir 24 on
Proverbs 8 that having quoted Sir 24.1-23 he offers this directive to the
reader, "See the comments on Proverbs 8 above for the personification of
wisdom and the broader context. Sirach 24 is a reinterpretation of
12)Proverbs 8 ."
ibid., p.150 (our underlining of the word "allusions" is to 
indicate italics by the author).
9)ibid., p.152. 
ibid., p .152.
"^W. 0. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, The University Press, Cambridge, 
1912, p.xxiii.
12)
R. E. Murphy, Wisdom Literature and Psalms, Abingdon, Nashville, 
1983, p.104.
Other scholars seem unaware of the existence of a doctrine of
creation within Sir. This is particularly surprising among Roman Catholic
scholars for whom Sir is a canonical document. G. Lambert in his paper on
creation entitled, "La Creation Dans La Bible", makes no mention of Sir
even though Maccabees and other apocryphal books are included in his
13)study. Confirmation of this lack of awareness of creation faith in Sir
is further evidenced by his list, "Le verbe bara ... dans l'Ancien
14)
Testament." It does not include any of the Sir texts. Citings of
15)7 0 3  in the Hebrew fragment can be seen in Sir 15.14; 16.24; 40.10. The 
first text is particularly conspicuous in its unique creation context,
V7' U/7C7 2/3 73 '"A God from the beginning
. . , D17 (  7 0 3  created man ...
A similar lack of awareness of a doctrine of creation in Sir is evident in
P. Humbert's article, "Emploi et portee du verbe bara (creer) dans L'
16)Ancient Testament."
Beyond the questions of source dependency and the extent of creation 
faith in Sir, other claims about the book need challenging: that Sirach's 
concept of Torah is equivalent :to Pentateuch; that Sir is written as a 
defense contra Hellenization; that it lacks any schematic investigation. 
Concerning the first claim} J. Blenkinsopp's Wisdom And Law In The Old 
Testament represents the most popular view, in a surprisingly wide spectrum 
of OT thinking, when he calls for 71 in Sir as being equated with
13) — — /
G. Lambert, "La Creation Dans La Bible", Nouvelle Revue
Theologique, Vol 75, 1953, pp.252-281.
14)
ibid., p.267, note 44.
15)
See Appendix B, "Verbs and Verbal Roots of Creation in Sirach" 
for complete listing.
16) / /
P. Humbert, "Emploi et portee du. verbe bara (creer) dans
1'Ancient Testament", dans, Opuscules D'un Hebraisant, Neuchatel, 1958, 
pp.147-165.
Pentateuch. This is a questionable assumption. Instead, Sirach seems
to be continuing the understanding of earlier wisdom writers who consider
Tni'Ti as Divine will, a guide to all life. This discussion will receive
close consideration in our exegesis of Sir creation texts. The view that
Sir is primarily a polemic on Hellenization finds little support within the
18)text. This faithful Wisdom Teacher was simply eager to pour out his
insights of J J J /1 and 77/3 DTI . This is readily apparent from his 
autobiographical statements in Sir 24.33-34.
J iS a fK c c X C o iv  &<; i r ^ o f ^ T e i a v  
kcc) a ^ T ^ v  yevekq aiCjvuJV.
l6eT€ o n  odK ejjol jj.ovuj k^0TTiasaii 
&AA' a;TT<i<n\/ roig kKXr]ToO<jiv aur^y.
The last comment in Sirach's testimony is restated in Sir 33.18.
Those who would still claim a narrow definition of wisdom by Sirach,
seeing his work as largely a restating of old proverbial sayings, must be
challenged. G. vonRad begins to clarify the issue when he writes, "Sirach
19)extends the concept 'wisdom' in broad, programmatic terms." However,
this same giant in the field of OT, who once described the doctrine of
17)J. Blenkinsopp, Wisdom And Law In The Old Testament, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1983, pp.l; 140-145. See also G. T. Sheppard, 
Wisdom As a Hermeneutical Construct, W. De Gruyter, Berlin, 1980, Note 59 
p.14; p.82. R.A.F. Mackenzie, Sirach, OTM, 19, Michael Glazier, Inc., 
Delaware, 1983, pp.16; 103. R. E. Murphy, op. cit., p.105.
18)
A. Di Leila says Sir was published to bolster the faith of fellow 
Jews. He then adds, "His purpose was not so much to engage in a systematic 
.polemic against Hellenism, but rather to convince Jews -and even
well-disposed Gentiles that true wisdom is to be found in Jerusalem...", 
"Conservative and Progressive Theology: Sirach and Wisdom" in, Studies In
Ancient Israelite Wisdom, edited by H. M. Orlinsky, KTAV Publishing House 
Inc., New York, 1976, p.403. This same discussion of Sirach's reaction to
Hellenization by Di Leila is also found in the, CBQ, 28, 1966, pp. 139-154.
For further discussion of Hellenization see Chapter 6 , p.80 of our study.
19)
G. VonRad, "The Wisdom of Jesus Sirach", in, Wisdom In Israel, 
Translated by J. D. Martin, SCM Press Ltd., London, 1972, p.241.
creation as a "magnificent foil", is convinced that Sirach's text defies 
21)
any scheme. On the contrary, we shall argue that within Sir the
doctrine of creation has become the central theological force offering both
form and authority.
Although it did not serve as our directive, J.L. Crenshaw's plea for
a paper on the centrality of creation theology in wisdom is an encouraging
confirmation. He writes, "Astonishingly to this day no one has devoted a
full scale essay to this problem despite the constant refrain in scholarly
works that wisdom thought and creation theology are inseparably bound 
22)together." He rightly adds that such a study would have to be against 
the background of creation in the total thought of Israel.
20)G. VonRad, "The Problem of The Hexateuch And Other Essays", 
Translated by E. W. Dicken, Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 1966, p.134.
2 1)G. VonRad, op. cit., note 2, p.240.
22)J. L. Crenshaw, "Prolegomenon", in, SAIW, op. cit., p.26.
CHAPTER TWO 
SIRACH AND GENESIS 1-11
The formative influence of the primeval history in Genesis 1-11 upon 
Sirach's doctrine of creation can not be outweighed by any other OT 
document. The choice of Gn 1-11 for comparison, as opposed to Gn 1-2, is 
important for several reasons. The broader context underlines that man can 
assert his independence as the one who sits at the pinnacle of the created 
order, but he must realize his bounds. The Noah saga dramatically displays 
man's limits and at the same time it carries the important guarantee that
the rO of creation is no longer under the threat of total destruction. C.
Westermann rightly concludes, "The God-created man and the God-created 
world are presented by the biblical authors not in chs 1-3 but in chs
1-11."^ The larger context also ensures that the blessing of God upon all 
flesh, Gn 1.22, is carried through in the P concept of pairs. The blessing 
of male and female in Gn 1.28 moves to Noah, the progenitor, and eventually 
rests with the promised blessing upon Abram in Gn 12.2. In Genesis 
creation faith leads to election faith. As will be seen in later chapters 
this broad form which moves from a universalistic to a particularistic 
message is one of which Sirach is well aware and skillfully adapts from P. 
R. Davidson sums the issue well when he writes, "The book of Genesis begins 
with the broad canvas of creation and narrows down to the particular
^C. Westermann, Creation, Translated by J. J. Scullion, SPCK,
London, 1974, p.28.
history of one nation in its pilgrim forefather Abraham." It is this
broad canvas of creation which we shall hold up against Sir. To appreciate
fully the impact of Gn.1-11 on Sir we have found it helpful to separate
these chapters into the two main categories of Priestly and Yahwist strands
of tradition. Our findings will be organized under these two headings.
Although such a break up in material was unknown to Sirach, it offers an
insightful approach for modern scholarship. We will begin with P.
I Priestly Influence
Almost every major theological concept of P found in the primeval
history has been taken up by Sirach. It begins with P's opening statement
on creation in Gn 1.1,
X 7 7  In the beginning God created
* 'flXI U '/D W T l 7IX the heavens and the earth.
These introductory words offer a summary of the P creation account, and at
the same time make it quite clear that God created all. The ^  of creation
forms a strategic part of Sirach's doctrine of creation. It is summed up
well in Sirach's central chapter with his divine title for God,
0 K7/<TT^£ (XlTCCVtWV, the Creator of all things (Sir 24.8a). At the
beginning of Sirach's book, Sir 1.4a, T T p O ~ f€ p X  TfCC/TtM^ 'before all things'
3)is a phrase which makes way for two important realities: God created all
and wisdom pre-existed. Although personified 77/D 077 was before all things 
she too is part of the created ^0 . This is made evident in Sir 1.1,9 
where Sirach opens his whole text with these thoughts,
2)
R. Davidson, Genesis 1-11, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1973, p.9.
3)We would not want to make too much of the word77<f£* , but not only 
is it the opening word to the Greek text it occurs also in Sir 1.4a, 9c, 
10a. M. H. Segal's Hebrew reconstruction employs the word r* D for all four 
citings in his text, 77 j> M/11 y"V 7} )7 7 3 0  , Bialik Institute, Jerusalem, 
1958, p.fl. '
f \ t
TTcCGCC <To(pid 7T((pct A'UpiQU,,. p^n wisdQm is from the Lord ...
KupiO£ <tisTO£ 6 K T i(f6 v tf^TrjV.r.. The Lord himself created her ...
j '
The reflexive use of the pronoun aU TO g 'himself' makes it very clear that
j \
God alone performed this creation act. (L U T if\y can only refer back to
wisdom, as the RSV rendering 'wisdom' for a u T rjV indicates. This same
concept of the ^ 3  of creation is also in the opening words of Sirach's
poem to the Creator (Sir 18.1),
’0  i  cvv' TOV G .iC j'id  n He who lives for ever
£KT16'£Y I ’d 7iTa\'T(X KC'tVO; created all things in common.
This last'statement is the closest parallel in thought with the concept
implied in Gn 1.1. In Gn, this opening remark, penned during the
-Babylonian captivity sweeps away any possibility of glory for the creation
acts being given to anyone other than God. Although the Sitz im Leben has
changed, Sirach remains faithful to the strong, monotheistic creator
4
concept established in P. Two factors helped Sirach avoid any clash with 
his Hebraic creator theology: 1/ God created wisdom and apportioned her
(Sir 1.9-10); 2/ unlike Proverbs 8 personified wisdom is never portrayed as 
participating in the acts of creation. On the contrary, in Sir 1.8a it 
states, " e [g  € (T T lV  6 0 f 0 £ ,  ( p 0 j 3 ( f t p o f p t f - • • One is wise, to be feared
{ / f ^
greatly ..." It is this One who is rightly called, 0  X f lG T fy G  (ZTTCCYTOOV .
Sirach shows his dependence on the language, form and thought of Gn 1.1
when he writes in Sir 15.14a, ". . ."PTy -£~ )2  Y  - f l 'U /X H A  71 > 7 7 ^  God from in
the beginning created man..." This same thought which is found no where
else in the OT,is restated in Sir 16.24a,
• )’ti/y/3 when G°d from the beginning created
his works ...
Creation by word is the next theological concept which forges a very 
strong bond between P and Sir. Wisdom herself is spoken into existence in 
Sir 24.3a,
/
Eyu; cCTTo (T TO j^aTO ^ UftfTC'J I from the mouth of the most High
€ £ $ [ A 00 V « * . came forth ...
The opening verses of Sirach's poem on the ju/jOO > Sir 42.15-43.33,
further establishes the concept of creation by divine fiat while at the
same time making a play on the words of P's^  creation account. For
comparison they are as follows Gn 1.3; Sir 42.15c,
. . .□ '77 t-QTt’l And God said ...
» . .n '71 b ?t By the word of God ...
The Masada Scrollrmakes the word play on 2S3?L in Gn 1.3 yet more obvious with
the experession, "... By the word of the Lord..." (Sir 42.15c).
Within this same lengthy poem on creation, which is filled with P imagery,
Sirach repeats on three separate occasions the thought or theological
concept,that God creates by his word. The extant Hebrew shows two of these
(Sir 43.5b, 10a). The first citing has, " } 1 33.1)« an^ (at) his words",
while the second reads, "fro 3 ~ n . by the word of God". It is Sirach's
brief, concluding statement to this same hymn which captures most vividly
this P creation concept (Sir 43.26b),
f’J'S)'* P'iHl 21, . ••• an<3 by his words he does his will.
The last three citings noted above are referring to the sustaining creative
power of God's word rather than the protc-creative acts. Whether it is the
sun moving on its course (Sir 43.5), or the stars coming out on parade (Sir
43.10), their work is carried out at God's word. The work of the luminaries
is described by P when he states in Gn 1.17-18,
ZJ'7j|’X Tjyi?C )47 ') And God set them —
TJ 70^77 ±nf> 1 2 in the firmament of the heavens
y^rCTJ 71 f> bo give light upon the earth
H r 21 U I ' 2 an<3 to rule over the day and over the
i i  L night
J 2  P'lHTl?) anc} -t0 separate the light
' - r j V T l  71 j ' J I  from darkness ...
It is this on-going work, enabled by the sustaining power of God, that the 
Greek translator depicts in his paraphrase of Sir 43.26b, "/<&( € Y AOJUt 
OCUTOU (TUyKELTd 7d  V & Y 7& , and by his word all things hold together." The P
stamp of approval on the Lord's works rendered in the expression, " X ”V)
ZLl W *3 ~0) Hr3' { ’ an<^  saw that it was good" (Gn 1.3, 10, 18, 25) is given
full use by Sirach when he states, "xj'IZJ# UrO r*X /0]> God's works are
all good." (Sir 39.16a). Though the fragment is partially mutilated here,
that it is God's works which are under approval,* is confirmed by the same
claim being restated in Sir 39.33a, -jj jo T^CTJltfy/3*" translating
the first of these two texts the grandson wrote in Sir 39.16a,
T d  kpyCL KVpiOU TTcxyrcC All the works of the Lord
o T { K<xAc£ G<pO 6p<*, are very good,
This is a very close summary of God's approval upon all his works in Gn
1.31,
fou C lA w  o & e \ o $   ^ And God saw
1 *  £7TCir[<T6V everything that he created
fta t tdou Kcxkbc A tc tv .  and behold it was very good.
A brief summary of the good works is given in Sir 16.26-27a; 28-30.
The statement corresponds closely in theological concepts, language, and
actual order of creation with the creation account in Gn 1. Unfortunately
only the opening clause is available in the Hebrew fragment. Nonetheless
it clearly points to the source dependency in Sir 16.24(H),
r’TC ?n:n When God created his works from the
beginning ...
The correspondence between the above clause and Gn 1.1 is very close, 
particularly if the P statement is read as a time clause. The full Greek
4)
text carries through this P correspondence in Sir 16.26-27a, 28-30(GK)
As noted in Appendix A, note 4, all quotations in Greek follow A. 
Rahlfs' version. The English translation is not dependent on any version. 
Although it appears stilted at times, we have chosen a more literal as 
opposed to idiomatic style for the purpose of paralleling the texts and 
affording the closest possible wording for both the Greek and Hebrew. It 
should also be noted that the verse and chapter numbers of the Greek do not 
always correspond with the Hebrew. For example, Sir 16.24a(H) is actually 
Sir 16.26a in Greek. The variations in chapter numbering is particularly 
apparent between Sir 30.24-36.16. H. B. Swete explains, "The error seems 
to have arisen from a transposition in the common archtype of the pairs of 
leaves on which these two nearly equal sections were severally written 
An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, Cambridge University 
Press, 1902, p.271. In all references where variation occurs we will
indicate by adding (H) or (GK) to the citing.
i
i
_  v y K V p ( 0  gy judgement of the Lord
,a, aL // ^ u  a ,,i his works are from the beginning
K<xt ecirc tfctir\t( r e i iJ $ a v T i* 'Y   ^ ancj from creating them
6 i€ .(r7 £La GV /A e p ^ o a g  e c v T & V  * he determined their divisions.
GKD0/U>j<f£Y e  ig cu^Vtf He arranged for an eternity
Tcc olu'Tq U his works
Kart, tcag ff.u T ib Y and their dominion
Gig y e v e < x g  a & r & ' / y *   ^  ^ for their generations ...
G.KCUTTOg T&v' TT’A^crto V tx u T c  u Everyone does not squeeze aside
Qu% ’<£ 0  A i his neighbour
fc&L k p i g  C iluJY C g and till eternity
0%J~ & l7 e i6 } ]z r0 V Z ‘ iV  ^ they shall never disobey
TOO p t ] / 4 K 7 o g  U.UTOU . his word.
K<*«. J*eT<x Ta.C/Tc( K fJ f fc g  d with this the Lord
T^v' y^/ k r j e f i X e i y e v looked upon the earth 
KdU 'e y e ir X h & e v  z O r j l V  and filled it
w’v a c T o O  , with his good things.
77<xy70<? t^ u io v   ^ ' With all living beings
i/^GY’ To TTpoGLoiTov he covered its surface,
k<x< cLuT^y ■ j| h it#  <7 7 pO(p'q ecOTujy. and into it they return.
The Greek translator has replaced the opening Hebrew phrase 7 0  3 D  >
by k y  K pf<5€{ > 'by judgement'. J. Snaith suggests that the grandson
mistakenly placed the word K p i< S £ ( 'judgement' for KT((T£l 1 creation'.^
Scholarship is silenced on any other possible changes; however, by
paralleling the text with Gn 1 it is apparent that the translator remained
consistent with the direction into which the Hebrew fragment points. The
only variation is in Sir 16.27c, "O U T6 klT€ (v a .C  OCY O U T £  € K  OTtlGCG&V , they
neither hunger nor grow weary." A similar thought is used to describe the
stars in Sir 43.10. Both are clearly dependent on DI creation faith. This
dependence is considered in Chapter Three page 3 9 . Excluding the DI
reference the whole Sir text quoted above flows in a clipped order
6 )highlighting many of the major creation acts described in Gn 1.1-25.
5 )
J. G. Snaith, Ecclesiasticus, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1974, p.85. For our consideration of the changes see Appendix 
A, p.229, Note 10.
6 ) ”An exegetical study is contained in Chapter Seven: our present
intentions are with continuing to draw out the correspondences between Sir 
and P's doctrine of creation. ..See pp. 115-117.
/
Following the introductory time clause, attention is drawn
immediately to the physical ordering of creation i n t o » (Sir 
16.26b). This includes all the P works of separation: waters from the
waters, waters from the dry land and day from night. The following verse 
reiterates their ordering and underlines at the same time .their eternal 
quality with the phrase, " (CLUJV(X , He arranged (his Works) 
for an eternity." (Sir 16.27a). CCpppL£ CXUTU/V 'their dominion' can only 
be with reference to the work of the created order as it passes from times 
and seasons, generation to generation. same worb used by
the LXX for 'dominion' in Gn 1.16. As stated earlier they carry out their 
functions by the sustaining power of God's H I  . How well the created 
works respond to God's command is concisely stated by Sir 16.28, 
"Kfci riu )g  c d & v o g  OUK a jrecQ lpO L K JlV  TOU pijAoCTOQ auTOV&nd till eternity they 
shall never disobey his word." The P refrain which depicts God reviewing 
his creation (Gn 1.4, 10,18,25) is announced in Sir when the world is
ordered but waiting for life to be put upon it, " K a] jj£7<X. T<X.UT(X K up(0$  6LS  
TT y  £ T f £ p \ £ ^ ( i y  ... and with this the Lord looked upon the earth -..."
(Sir 16.29a). The timing of his statement is more in keeping with • the 
second occurrence of the P refrain in Gn 1.10 which is followed by the 
coming forth of plant life. TUV k .y o c O u jv 'good things' referred to in Sir 
16.29b may include both plant life and sea life unless jrpO <5& 770Y ' surface' 
in the following verse entails the whole earth (air, sea and land) as 
opposed to just the dry land. The use of UCLVfog £ ujov' all living
beings' would support the wider interpretation of i r p O C  UJTTOV • In the P 
account the fish, birds and animals are all categorized as 
ty U p fly  •('U /tftfV (Gn 1.20,24). Like P Sirach reserves the account of man's 
creation for a separate statement, Sir 17.1. This statement which opens 
the next pericope is based largely on the J document, thus will be 
considered later in this chapter. It is not the end of Sir dependency on
the Gn 1 account. Sirach continues by picking up on three more major P
theological concepts: man's dominion, his creation in God's image and
man's ability to praise the Creator.
Like the P writer Sirach states twice that man was given authority
or dominion over the earth (Sir 17.2b, 4). The first reference is more in
keeping with Gn 1.26b,
* * - ***** W<TCC.Y ... let them have dominion
To/ ty B y w v  T t)$ over the fish of the sea
• TU>V TT€T€{VuftTOu OUpcrvou and over the birds of the heavens
KiXlTQ jY^KTY^v u /y  ^ ancj over the cattle
K & i TTflf<f)] yfY )£  ^ and all the earth
KCCt T T & V TU tY T & V ^p rreTW V ' and over every creeping thing
T w v  GpTfOVTmVklT( that creeps upon the earth.
This lengthy P list which details what is meant by, t t c c v t o s  f y o u
is summed by Sir 17.2b, " «cc\ £<?u>K£V a .u r o 'ig  7uW VtT* d'tflijfand he
gave them dominion over things upon it." The aib jtp Q can only refer back to
• The RSV and NEB translators confirm this by , inserting 'earth'
) * ) ^
instead of 'it' Placing so much weight on o tU 7 ) \£ Is keeping
with the clipped style used by Sirach throughout this creation text. The
second reference to man's dominion is more detailed, Sir 17.4. • Its
specific naming of Qf^p(U/V 'beasts' and 77 £ T £ (Y U IV 'birds' gives this text a
close affinity with Gn 1.26 and the blessing of man in Gn 1.28. The latter
is more favoured because of the verb employed in Sir 17.4,
€ 0 t l 'K € Y  TOy (po^oY^ c l u t q v He placed the fear of them
^TT( i r a r r j f  0& pK o<^ upon all flesh
Hou K C LTaK U p(€ V € ( V  and gave them dominion
db[p iu >v  K&i TT6T61Y U JV t (over) beasts and birds.
The first half of the stanza is based on Gn 9.1-3 where the blessing of
God, given to all men in Gn 1, is now placed on Noah and his sons. With the
blessing of God granted there comes the promise of q In Gn 9.1-3
✓
is a sign of man's dominion. The Sir Greek text moves beyond the
^ / 
claim of f o p o g  employing the phrase fta C jc c K v p x e u e fY > as in Gn 9.1.
However, the Gn 9.1 commission to Noah and his sons, is identical to the
portion of the statement from Gn 1.28 where the same verb is used of man's
commission to -subdue the earth. Moreoever, Sirach follows the Gn 1 writer
in addressing man in general, unlike the Noah saga where it is very-
specific. The importance of seeing a universalistic message at this
juncture in Sir will become more apparent later in our research.
As in the P creation account, Sirach placed his statement on the
creation of man in God' s image between the two recordings of man being
granted dominion. The claim that man was created in the image of God 
appears only three times in the-OT: all three occur within Gn 1-11. In Gn
9.6 the P writer is simply restating his claims made in Gn 1.26,27. In its
third context it is recalled as a reason for man not shedding the blood of 
his fellow man. Considering the creation context in Sir, the close
ordering of his statement according to the P form of Gn 1 and the use of
commentary on the very perplexing Gn 1.26 text which infers that God is not 
alone in his creating. This becomes the more obvious " when we realize how 
throughout his whole book Sirach stresses that God alone is creator. It 
may also explain Sirach's statement in the midst of his poem on the works 
of creation where he writes (Sir 42.21c,d),
The thought pattern of this statement reflects that of DI 40.13b-14 which 
raises the question of whom God consults for His counsel. Neither DI nor 
Sir, would appear to lend support to the theory of a plural interpretation 
of the 'Let us' phrase in Gn 1.26a. The grandson's translation makes this
yet more clear when he writes in Sir 42.21d, 0 ’u T T p o a e fe rf it l 0 u£eV O $
the phrase KCCT1 £(K0V<X (X \)TO V 'like his own image', in Sir 17.3b, it is 
apparent that Sirach is drawing directly from Gn 1.27. " K.CC.T' etKOVCC
. « ) / j /
CCuTOU €7T0iH <r£V  OLUTOVQ , and like his own image he created them", is
5 / > <*
almost a direct quote of Gn 1.27b. The choice of £{}f{OVOC OLUTOU ' his image' 
rather than e^KOVOC * ' ' our image' could be considered a personal
Nothing can be added
and nothing can be taken away
he needs no counsellor.
<TVjUftou\ou . And he needs no one to give Him advice." However, there still
remains the question of what Sirach intended by his use of the imago Deo. 
His close aligning of the context so that it parallels the context of the P 
account (that is placing the 'image of God' statement between the two 
claims of man's right to dominion) indicates that he believes it means 
man's ability to share sovereignty with God. Sirach moves from his 
synthesis of P and J when he explains that man is endowed with a strength 
like God's: having a tongue to .speak, ears to hear and a mind to exercise 
free will (Sir 17.6). Sirach then adds that man has been filled with 
knowledge and has been shown good and evil. All of this enables man in his 
personal relationship of shared sovereignty with God to act responsibly. 
Beyond shared responsibility, 'being in God's image' for Sirach also means 
man is endowed with the ability to worship God (Sir 17.10),
M u OVO/ia. tX-ycac/JOLt And they shall praise his holy name,
*iYCC L t f VTa t  ^  ^ that they may declare ~
To. /te y o tA e 'la  T & v  e p y u i y  auTOJt the majesty of his works.
This represents the apex of Sirach's own faith and how he views man in his
7)doctrine of creation. It is this enthusiasm for the praise of God that
enables him to say unto all people (Sir 43.30),
' ’ *1 !* [*73]^  ^ou magnify the Lord
j>)p |/Dnn l i f t  up your voice
b l  with all your strength
•UJ/ O  ^or there is Yet more.
170 ~D‘O H i O  ^ou that exhort him renew your
[ ; n p  n ] ^  0  iitM £ * 1 ' And weary not for you will not fully
search him out.
The language with its strong DI influence is examined in Chapter Three, 
page 43 . Considering Sirach's high priority on man's praise of the Creator 
and the centrality of creation theology to his whole book, it is 
understandable that he should deliberately choose to draw so heavily on the
This creation concept, of man praising the Creator, is vividly 
pictured in Sir 50 which portrays Simon leading the congregation in 
worship. For discussion see pp. 205-208.
Gn 1 account, which places man at the centre of creation and in a personal
relationship with God. Few would deny that within this same P account,
which concludes with the seventh day being made 'blessed' and 'holy', the
8)praise of God orchestrates the whole.
The above resume of P works of creation is not the end of Sirach's 
dependency on this profound writing. The P ordering of created things, 
times and seasons as determined by the luminaries and the Noah saga with 
its many theological implications are all embedded within Sirach's text. 
The order of the created world is fixed in the opening remarks of the Gn 1 
account, "fcy  a r o i ^ e v  o Bzoq r o v  nufcevbv Kcu Tf[V Vhy ... r r \ $  a fla t6 o u  
..." This exact order is found in the opening words of Sir with the 
statement, " QupaVOU KCU T lh  j f O C  Yh$  K ttt C tA tiirfta V ..." (Sir 1.3). It 
is doubtful whether this exact P order is repeated elsewhere in the OT. 
Sirach uses it again in his poem on the created works in Sir 43.1-33. Here 
the whole hymn is structured under the form of heavens (43.1-12), earth 
(43.13-22) and abyss (43.23-26). Moreover, in the portion of his poem on 
the luminaries (43.1-12), the order of sun, moon and stars is identical 
with the created order of the lights as listed in Gn 1-.16.
Sirach draws on the P concept of signs and seasons, days and years 
for two purposes. In Sir 33.7-9(GK) where the translator shows how Sirach 
is endeavouring to explain the inequality within creation we read,
Why does one day 
surpass other days 
when all the light of day 
in the year is from the sun?
By the Lord's knowledge 
they were distinguished, 
and he varied the seasons 
and the feasts.
Some of them he exalted 
and hallowed 
ana some of them he made 
into ordinary days.
g \
C. Westermann rightly insists that Gn 1 & 2 can only be read in 
the context of the praise of God, The Genesis Accounts of Creation, trans. 
N. E. Wagner,-Fawcet Books, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1964, p.4.
f 4 ( *  t i  n *e p < x
Ka) TT<x v  <p(L/$
£v<a.vToC ixtp' i jXt 'OU •
$v yyw6£{ Kupfou
Koci h X X o f i t J fe v  ka.ipov<? 
K fr\ e o p ra q  
<xt7’ ccdT&v L v u y w G G v  
K a i f iy t 'c fC C V  
Kocc ctVTW V p d f \K G .V  
a y x B / ib v  Y j ju e y u s v.
There is a continued link with the P account of the luminaries. The above 
text seems especially to reflect P's description of God appointing tasks to 
the luminaries, "...KtXi SO'TUJS'CI/ K&C £ i q  KcUp>OU$ YylG-pCCS
Kcci d g  €Yl(X.V7CVG • • • > an<3 let them be for signs and for seasons and for
days and for years ..." (Gn 1.14b). The answer to the initial question of
j * ✓
inequality is quickly given by the comment " £ y  y y u jG C L  P up iO U y By the
1
Lord's knowledge." The Lord distinguished, appointed, exalted, hallowed 
and assigned the days. Besides the Lord's knowledge (wisdom) Sirach says 
the created order was decided by his pleasure, ".j an(^
his words he does his pleasure." (Sir 43.26b). This second statement is 
charged with God's ultimate authority to do as he pleases. It is this same 
pleasure or will of God that the P writer portrayed effortlessly with his
refrain, ".. .77 ’Tlr’X 'l/OTC’j > anc* God said ..." (Gn 1.3, 6 , 9, 14, 20, 24,
26). . ,
The second occasion for Sirach's correspondence with the P concept
of signs and seasons comes in his poem on the (S T C p itiM K  K £S xp tO TfjT O S,
'clear firmament'. Although it includes vivid accounts of the sun, moon
and stars, the moon is singled out for a very scientific description which
tells how it controls the signs and seasons in Sir 43.6-7a, 8 .
The moon also shines from time to time
for rule of time and an everlasting
sign.
From it are the festivals and the 
times of decree ...
The month renews itself from the moon 
how terrible is she in her changing.
An instrument of the hosts on high 
she paves the firmament with her
shining.
9)With the Hebrew calendar being lunar it is understandable that Sirach
chose the moon for the explanation of signs, seasons and festivals. The
'month' gets its name from the moon, a fact Sirach is well aware of in his
An excellent discussion of the lunar calendar is contained in R. 
de Vaux's, "Divisions of Time", in Ancient Israel, Trans, by J. McHugh 
Darton, Longman & Todd, London, 1974, pp.178-194.
VIOU/ VTJ'/Tm i l ) '  T i l '  E3J 
f n ? j y j i ) 7 t j  y p j i ^ u / , 3 /3
, . . p )  77 JJ/0T) 14/J/0 ())a
iyi7)v7/D K)71 ) V 1 V 1  tin7) 
t i ' j i u ' f i v T i i  T t i n n / D  
u n/3 J! > j i  ? c i%
word play with ' i / l T l  • The word play becomes reflected in the Greek 
translators' rendering of / t ^ v  for 'month' a n d p tf jy f^ for 'moon'. The Sir 
Greek translator being aware of the Gn 1 parallels endeavours to draw the 
passage yet closer by inclusion of the phrase £y  (XlB-pCUJ/ccCtC OOpxX.VOU 'in 
the firmament of heavens'. The same phrase occurs twice in the P 
description of the luminaries (Gn 1.14, 15). The Sir Hebrew fragment has 
only 'firmament' but it top has strong P affinity (Gn 1.6, 7a,b,c, 8 ,
14, 15,- 17,20). _y ^ p ~ ) » being the hammered out vault of the sky as depicted 
in Gn 1, became a key word in Hebrew cosmogony. It is from the height of 
the y ' p D  that the moon is set for 'rule of' time and seasons. The
Greek translation of 1 j>o as C K c O o Q  'instrument' is an effective one, 
leaving the overall impression of the moon being one large timepiece. 
Sirach appropriately concludes this poem on the lights of creation with the 
most beautiful of all lights, the rainbow. It makes a fitting conclusion, 
not just because of its beauty, or that it enables Sirach to maintain his P 
order of the lights, Gn 1-11, but rather because the V7 W p  draws strong 
lines between P's primeval creation account and his own text. Outside of 
the P account there are only two other occurrences of -V7 W p  'rainbow' in 
the OT. The first citing, II Samuel 1.18, is corrupt. The second 
reference to • J l W p  is in Ezekiel 1.28 where its beauty is used for 
comparative purposes. The description in Sir 43.11-12, is not only to its 
beauty but of its creation. The emphasis on its creation is made very 
obvious when Sirach writes, ' T K i & z i TJ...71 ' u n s - n w p H T O ’
see the bow and bless the one who made it ... the hand of God stretched it 
out ..." (Sir 43.11a, 12b). . It is this > P U / p  which stands as a promise 
that God will preserve his created order for ever.
Besides the inclusion of the rainbow other aspects of the Noah saga 
are carefully placed within Sir. The reason for the flood, which is given 
in Gn 6.11-12, is succinctly restated by the Greek text in Sir 40.10.
ci?) Tov<? iavq/jlovc; 
k K T i f d r i  r a u r a  r r a v r a ,  
Kcu 6C auTO'y/% revere  
O K aTo C K kvG /J iQ S  *
For the wicked 
all these were created, 
and on their account 
the flood came.
The Hebrew fragment, though partly mutilated, supports this translation.
T i j n  T i x i i i  y v i  _y Evil was created for the wicked
; 71 h  V M S i  y n y i i  and on their account 1 1 , 1 complete
* destruction.
Since U / ) /2 \ f l is dubious and the word for 'flood1 is lacking much
weight for interpretation rests with the word 77 rO • That 77 rO is in 
fact referring to the Noah saga is apparent from the context of the word in 
a second text (Sir 44.17b).
cl */0 >/7 TtfaJ Noah the righteous was found perfect,
y J i y^ the time of the complete
, desctruction
; ^ pTTTI 77 *77 he was the progenitor.
Thus, in both texts 71 D is employed as a synonym for • In the
same passage cited above 77 71 is translated by the Greek as meaning one
taken in exchange. This is one understanding but there is ■ yet another.
Sirach used on a second occasion, Sir 48.8b. In the context of
this citing it is regarding Elijah's choosing the prophet Elisha to succeed
him. Here ^ ’^ 17 nT7 means the one who carries forward the role of prophetic
life. Noah, in both the P and Sir accounts, was to carry forward the
essence of all created life. Noah was chosen by God as the progenitor for
new beginnings. Because of Noah, the 'righteous' and ~j j »/]
'perfect' one, all of creation can now live without the threat of total
destruction. Sirach returns to the y p  , which stands as an 77 £ ) y  \T7) 7C
'eternal sign' to this important aspect of the doctrine of creation, by
restating the promise made in Gn 9.11. He writes in Sir 44.18,
1/D.V An eternal sign was cut with him
(Noah)
h o ‘,'J7r>Hr* not to destroy (again) all flesh.
The Noah saga affords one other P addition to Sirach's doctrine of
creation. That addition is the concept of all flesh being created in
pairs. Sirach draws reference to this concept in three separate contexts
(Sir 42.24-25; 33.15; 13.14a,15a Heb). The Hebrew fragment carries the
intent of the first reference even though *the text has lost its
juxtaposition. At the very end of the first pericope on the works of the
Lord Sirach writes (Sir 42.24-25),
777/3 77 7* "Q'DW UrO All things are different one from
another
[Q  7W 7377/3 n a /y  TCr7) and (he) has not made any of them i i i i
■. I H t f  /> r>77 71(7) f>_V TIT one thing surpasses another in its
goodness.
The grandson's translation completes this fragment, with the unintelligible
word which begins with *\U by writing in Sir 42.24,
77^/70: 6 't(T6< X )rm g  ^ All things are twofold,
€ V  K(XT€VCCVT(' TOU 6 V 0 £ one opposite the other
Kctl OUK €TT0iY\G6V 0U&CY ancj he has made nothing
TfO Vt incomplete.
This same sense of P duality is succinctly stated again in the grandson's
account of the inequality or differences within creation in Sir 33.15 (GK)-,
c u T u /g  gig* And thus look upon
tTx v t u  Tie ToO fif{G T O U . all the works of the Most'High,
Sue £ v o /k v  K&T€v<xvT 1 Tou evog0 two by two, one opposite the other.
Besides existing in pairs, that all flesh consorts according to kinds is
underlined by Sirach's comments in Sir 13.14a,15a,
- . .)]'0 2  77 ** I V 111 }>3 All flesh loves its kind ...
. 1 n v H  rO y /D the species of all flesh near it ...
The creation of all flesh in pairs and according to kinds, which is a P
argument based on Gn 1 and the flood saga, ensures two basic principles
within the doctrine of creation: 1/ God'sTJ^niZ 'blessing' on all flesh
with the words, " m u  0 3 ,  be fruitful and multiply", is placed within a
continuum; 2/ this continuum guarantees man's ongoing responsibility of
dominion (Gn 1.28). This P concept of 'dominion' is restated in Sir 17.4b.
Beyond creation theology and language an important P form has an 
overall shaping influence on Sir. That literary form is the placing of 
history and creation t o g e t h e r . T h i s  same combining of history and 
creation is found no where else in the wisdom literature. In DI and the 
Psalms it is always a paralleling of creation and Heilsgeschichte. Apart 
from reference to key figures in the honour roll like Abraham and Moses, 
Sirach seldom mentions any aspect of salvation history. One rare citing of
the exodus -event is given by reference to the waters being heaped in Sir
;
39.17b. On the other hand both Sir and P utilize the combination of
creation and history by listing. In both texts the listing is by
historical succession or chronological order. In Sir the chronological
order begins with Enoch, is broken by a second mention of Enoch, then is
followed by a retrospect containing the names of: Joseph, Shem, Seth and
Adam (Sir 44.16-49.16). The latter names are in reverse chronological
order. For P's listing it is important to note not only that he follows the 
0
tol dot formulae, which infers chronological order, but that he begins his 
historical roll with a creation statement, Gn 5.1-2. The preface creation 
statement contains a reminder that man was created in God's likeness and 
that God blessed them male and female. This is a summary statement of the 
P doctrine of man's creation. Sirach likewise prefaces his historic roll 
with an account of creation, only his is a much more elaborate statement 
(Sir 42.15-43.33). As P entitles his work in Gn 5.1 so Sirach gives a 
title to his list of the faithful, " -U  j> ) J  711 2.7C 77HU/ , Praise of the 
Fathers of Old." The Sir Hebrew fragment sets the title apart from the 
remainder of the text. Sirach then opens his book of the faithful with 
these words in Sir 44.1,
Sirach implants this form in two ways: 1/ history by listing; 2/
the movement of creation faith into election faith. The second is 
considered in Chapters Seven and Nine, PP*107, Note '9'; 137-138; 221-222.
7"D77 •’<£/7'?C XI Hrl^TlX Let me praise faithful men
our fathers in their generations.
T3 J i n m  serves notice of the form that Sirach will follow in his
historical listing. The word ^  is used four times in this opening 
chapter (Sir 44.1,7,14,16). However, it is not the frequency but the 
inference in the first citing that Sirach will present Israel's faithful in 
chronological order that helps strengthen the correspondence with P. 
Moreover, this listing with positive character descriptions is
characteristic throughout Sirach's list. It is also true of P's record. 
The first to receive favourable recognition by P is Enoch (Gn 5.24),
V *  77^77 ~U 7t 1 )3 1 1  I f ’ TIslTJ Enoch walked with God
V  ‘ 7l}>7{ T ij)k  " *0 an<^  was not ^or ^od him.
Sirach, who placed Enoch first on his list, wrote similarly of him (Sir 
44.16a), "... T3^ "J^TUITI) ... n;]71 , Enoch walked with the
Lord ... and (was taken) ...". HLA has 'Was taken' , is
consistent with the verb form used in the second Enoch statement, Sir
49.14b. Likewise P's description of Noah as 'righteous' and
. "0 V3 n/7 ' perfect' is taken up in Sir 44.17. Not only does Sirach draw on 
Gn for the character description, both of these '1'0'T} ' U J J X are placed at 
the head of the historic roll. Three other primeval figures help determine 
the order of Sirach's historical list: Shem, Seth and Adam. A fourth
character who also appears in P's prediluvian list, Enosh, could 
conceivably be included; however, k / i J T C) sometimes translated as if
. the text read k w h  ' among men'. This same spelling for men occurs in
Psalm 8 with the question "••• w n p c n / 3  •" m u x  is also used in Sir 
15.20a. The present reading in Sir 49.16a could be accounted for by
scribal error placing a third " )  " instead of "3", thereby givingVJlM 13i^l
IV)JPC2. • That honour is among men is clearly seen from Sirach's 
understanding of the 'name' being everlasting: living on in the minds and
hearts of the people. He writes, "Their bodies were buried in peace, and 
their name lives to all generations. Peoples will declare their wisdom and
the congregation proclaims their praise." (Sir 44.14-15) This same
concept of the congregation remembering the faithful in their praises is 
also stated in Sir 31.11; 39.10. is favoured by the Greek
translator who renders it as €V CL\l9y?u)TTOi<£ . The Latin follows with,
apud homines.
The inclusion of Seth on the list of praiseworthies is probably 
based on the fact that Seth is. said to have been created in the image of
Adam who in turn was created in the image of God (Gn 5.3). Shem's
importance would seem to lie in being the link between the generations
before and after the deluge. The final applause is left on the honours 
list for Adam of whom Sirach writes, " H T X  s f l l X W l  ’ 77 h  , and above
X f '
all things is the glory of Adam." The Greek translator wrote, " }<CCC UJJSp 
TTCZV X uJO V  &Y Tty KT(G£( A & ty . And' above all life in the creation is Adam." 
When we recall the importance of the of creation, as seen earlier in
both P and Sir, the grandson's conclusion is a most appropriate one. Far 
from being an afterthought, as suggested by J. L. Crenshaw11 ,^ the retrospect 
is a very calculated statement which suitably draws to a close a text which 
has been largely shaped by the doctrine of creation. However, with the
mention of Adam we have already taken a step into the second part of this
chapter.
II Yahwist Influence
The J origin and destiny of man, from to is one Sirach
follows closely in his doctrine of creation. Because the Hebrew fragment 
is not extant for the texts to be considered it is important to note that 
the LXX does use yty as a translation of • In Gn 3.17-19 the J
writer, having told of God's cursing the ground, then depicts God reminding 
Adam of his humble origin and destiny with these words, " yuet K*' e i s ^ v  
c c n e X e u G n  , you are dust and to the dust you shall return." The J 
account also states in Gn 2.7a,
J. L. Crenshaw, op. cit. , p.152.
KCCi €TrA(Zcr£V 0 GcO$ TOV <XY@pu?(TCV And God formed man
y o l 'V  CCTTO T/j£ ,, from dust of the ground ...
12)Sir echoes this J creation thought in Sir 17.1a,
K x jp io q  ^ K T ic r e v  The Lord created
ki< y fjS* CCVdfCOTTOY..- out of the dust man ...
Closer exegetical consideration of this text follows in Chapter Seven, page
118. For the present, however, it is significant to realize that once
Sirach has established the fact that man was created from the dust he
%
parallels the thought with this clipped statement of his destiny,
TTO.\lV C C 7T£G 7p£p£V  CCUJOV <xbTi]V, and turned him back to it again." (Sir 
17.1b). Even though the Greek gives the sense of man in general, 
{XY&ptoTroY > in 'the first part of this same statement, the use of the verb 
CiTFC<STp€^Cy i-n the past tense and the inserting of the singular pronoun
j V
(X U TG V, would indicate Sirach was thinking in particular of Adam's
13)condemnation as cited above. A similar summary of all man's beginning
and end is stated in (Sir 17.32b),
KCLi (OC) cc tB p utTT O i TTCL'VTSS anc* men are
yfj /ice, c -n o & o t; . dust and ashes- ;
The language of the above statement ^  £'<X( GTTcSo^, although out of 
Abraham's confession (Gn 18.27), is considered by most commentators to
belong to the J documentary source. It clearly reflects J language and
creation theology. This same phrase is used a second time by Sirach (Sir 
10.9a). Its context is the poem of man's pride and the extant Hebrew
reads 09K) 77TLl* "T M - The use of such terminology and indeed elements
in no way demeans the. love and personal care of God for man so vividly 
expressed in J. This same love of God for man is mirrored in Sir 17.7-8,
12)
A similar theological viewpoint on man's creation is expressed in 
Sir 33.10(GK).
13)It may be that Sirach has a double edge to his comment allowing 
for the naming of Adam and the including of mankind in general. This may 
explain why the Greek translates it as 'man' while the Syriac used Adam: Gn 
2-3 presents the same problem to the LXX and English translations.
' / /
C TTiJfTY j/ityV  G U VG G G ’a ig -phe knowledge of understanding
'c v e rrA  r j(f €V  c c O r c  O g  ^g f i n e(j them with
Ktf’f CCYitSdt K<x'( XflTKflT and good and evil
y . r T ^ d T f i / < £ U T O (£ # he showed them.
iB rjK tV T b v  c fda:\juov cxuTou He set his eye
€771* Kctp6IJX£ <XbT& Y upon their hearts
OS'f^ca c<(j TO(£  ^  ^ to show them
Ta /je y a A e tO ’S T & v  qpyuiv aurcQ, the majesty of his works.
However, all God's grace and love in creating man in his own image, giving
him shared sovereignty and showing him j / 1 )  j  \lf((X,y<Z0GC KCCL K KK tfyis struck a
blow by man's choice of J O  • The fact of man's being aware of these two
great realities (both J and Sir indicate God showed them to him) and yet is
left to his own free will is a crucial aspect of the doctrine of creation
which both J and Sir underline. Under the influence of J theology Sirach
writes (Sir 15.14),
' n ' V 7 t ' ) l a  T S 'H ^ T t God from in the beginning
v i X  7 ( 1 2 k created man
)77V7'U/') and delivered him into
the hand of the one who spoils him 
7*1 177 and left him in the hand
of his own inclination.
For discussion, particularly of Sir 15.14b, see pp .108-9 of Chapter 7. As
noted earlier the lanaguage of the first clause is P; however the- full
statement rings loudly of J creation theology with its awareness of j[ ) ( $
y i )  and its explicit message that man is left to his own free will or
yetzer. Besides showing man good and evil and providing free will, the
consequences so openly stated in J with the phrase, >/?)/)>/? 'you shall die'
are similarly stressed by Sirach (Sir 15.16-17a),
1 * 3  9r> p S J O  Set before you are
T7 J/0 ) u/ X fire and water
J9T I'J7  1U>7C1 for which (ever) you will
n l>  qj stretch forth your hand.
T77* VJe l* Before man are
* . . ' U l l i O )  ~ 0 " T I life and death ...
Immediately prior to these consequences being stated Sirach acknowledges
again man's right to choose: but with an added word of wisdom (Sir 15.15).
Y 97Is/7 U?C If y°u wish
71) bf/0 1  f t  V y°u can keep the commandment
J ' l l - f i i  -^s understanding to do his will.
It is literally left in the hands of man to decide between good and evil: 
the will of God or his own inclination. It is this man's counsel or
inclination, which ultimately becomes the place of choice.
The instigator, the one who baits man's yetzer for sin, is openly
stated in J and Sir. Sirach refers to him as the 'spoiler' • The
Greek translator uses the name (TdTCCVCCV in Sir 21.27. For the J writer 
the tempter is w n i n  'the snake'. The fact that Sirach is well aware of 
the J account of the snake and its lure to sin is made plain in his warning
which parallels the snake with sin in Sir 21.2,
As from the snake 
flee from sin.
v g  <xTfo r rp o c w T fo u  a tp e v c  
<P£V'f£ k r f o  a  ix <xprC<xg. 
i a v  y a p  Fon if you come to it
<T£ , ■ ' ' it: wil1 bite y°u -
b 6 c v re g  X e o v ro g  0 ( 6 6 6 v T e g < ( if r^ The teeth of a lion are its teeth,
CCVCfffcOvTeg k v fy w fio tv . destroying the souls of men.
Finally the stark reality of what happened when Adam and Eve disobeyed
God's command, thereby succumbing to the snake's invitation, is restated in
Sir 25.24,
From a woman -
txg sin had its beginning
K a i d i '   ^ ancj because of her
it7 ro e v r [< rK o j4 € v  r r u v T e g , we ail die.
Without entering into the whole moral issue of what Sirach might mean here 
it is fair to say that he has a very low profile of women. Amongst many 
texts which give such an understanding is Sir 42.13-14. It also has a not 
so veiled reference to the accusation against Eve.
, < .  ixTTb ycxp J H C l T i v J V  ... for from garments
' tM T v p e u e T a i  e f ) C comes the moth
K<ri terra yuvatKbc and from womarl
T r o v h p i ' a y u V a l K b s .  a woman's wickedness.
to*(Vfflv 7Tovnptct hc/Spb C Better the wickedness of a man
"r[ k y a f f o i r c t b g  vt/vri than a woman wh0 d°es s°°d>
Kitt v v v h  K*T«t<r*i}vov<ra and it: is a woman who brinSs sharae
d f  i v e t S t C M c v  . with dissrace-
Such statements when placed alongside the fact that Eve is omitted from the 
male dominated honour roll, while Adam rates glory that is above all others
in creation, can only further betray his bias against women: a bias
evident both in his interpreting the J account and shaping his own doctrine 
14)of creation. There is one consequence of the disobedience, directed
towards Adam, which Sirach builds into his own creation faith. . That 
consequence is the cursing of the ground by (Gn 3.17c),
... cursed is
. , . J D n y i  77/3 “77(177 the ground on account of you ...
This is pursued by Sirach on two levels. First he echoes the burdensome
consequence (Sir 40.1),
' £ K  p t ’ U  b ) 1  d  p v y  God has aPPortioned a great burden
" '* (affair)
n o  h o f ) a heavy yoke
: -a - i-x . ' ] l  t>y upon the sons of Adam.
Because ] )vy is neo Hebrew for 'affair', 'business', 'occupation' the
Greek serves as a helpful commentary on this text (Sir 40.1a,b),
£KT(6T<(t much labour was created
TT<XVt \  a v fy u s T r w  for every man
X v y o q  0 a P U q  and a heavy yoke
;£7TJ u i o v g  A & • • * is uPon ‘the sons o f Adam'.'..
The choice of C C G ^ohlcX 'much labour' coupled with X u p O q
'heavy yoke' develops much the same picture of arduous, unending labour
described by J. "-j.-j] 'o' rO ~j7jho?C^I in toil you shall eat of it
all the days of your life" (Gn 3.17d). Where J uses -|“ T7 1 /O’ !>o Sirach
expresses the unending character of toil with Sir 40.Id,
U ) ' 7 V  until the day
* ;77 h o  U 7 C  I D  W they return to the mother of all
living things.
*T1 h o  U7t is directly quoted from Gn 3.20.
Though labour is burdensome Sirach commands respect for it. He 
particularly marks out farm labour for this respect because it was 
commanded by the Lord. While Sirach's own appreciation is indicated in Sir
A thorough discussion of Sirach's bias of women is presented by 
W. C. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View of Women, Brown Judaic Studies 38, 
Scholars Press, Chico, California, 1982.
38.31-34, where he sees the labourer's work as keeping stable' the fabric of
There remains one other major influence from the J account which is 
crucial to Sirach's doctrine of creation. The mist coming upon the earth 
and the garden of Eden concept described by J in Gn 2.4b-14 provides Sirach 
with the form and much of the content for his central chapter on creation 
and personified Wisdom (Sir 24). For the present it will be presented only
s
16)in outline with the detailed study being reserved for Chapter Seven. To
begin with Sirach describes personified Wisdom coming forth and covering
the earth like a mist. Nowhere else in the OT is this picture of the mist 
covering the earth rendered except in Gn 2.6. The result in J's 
description of the mist covering the parched, barren earth upon which, "no 
herb had sprung", was the Garden of Eden. The only 'named' plants of this 
garden are the trees (Gn 2.9). Likewise in Sir 24 once personified Wisdom 
has "taken root" in her resting place she depicts herself as a garden of 
trees (Sir 24.13-18). The trees in the J account of Gn 2.9 are both
"pleasant to the sight" and "good for food". This is also the case with
Sirach's garden of trees. Wisdom was exalted like the: cedar, cypress,
palms and olive. This is not only supported by the trees named but Wisdom 
herself says, "I spread out my branches of glory and grace .... caused 
thankfulness to bud and my blossoms were the fruit of glory and riches." 
That there was fruit.good for food is apparent from Wisdom's invitation to 
eat her 'produce' (Sir 24.19). Unlike the fruit of the forbidden tree in
The text is cited as in MS A, but it needs emendation to sustain 
the message.
16)
This brief outline is simply to indicate that there are yet other 
areas of J influence in Sir. The detailed study is located on pp. 132-156.
the world, his actual call for respect is in Sir 7.15, 15)
Hate not toils' 
or farm labourV p h ]  f W  '<! TI73V
lsome labour
 for God apportioned it.
the J garden, Wisdom promises that those who partake of her fruit will
experience neither shame nor sin (Sir 24.19-22). In Gn 2.4-10, the four
rivers formed from the Garden of Eden as listed in LXX and three of the
17)four named in BH are listed in Sir 24.25-27. This list is found no
where else in the OT.
For further discussion on the rivers of creation see p.153 of
Chapter 7.
CHAPTER THREE
SIRACH AND DEUTERO ISAIAH
The fact that Sirach read the works of the prophets is readily- 
acknowledged by the grandson's comment in his prologue to Sir where he 
writes,
0  TTOLTTTTC^ J U O U My grandfather Jesus 
£tT( i r X t io V  fctXUTOV i o v g  after devoting himself fully
eiV%T€77)v r o u  v o p .0 u to the reading of the law
Ktx\ Tu)V TT0O (f>r]TU )V  • • - and the prophets ...
That Sirach knew and respected the work of the prophet Isaiah in particular
is clearly demonstrated within his own text. In describing the victory
over Sennacherib in the days of Hezekiah Sirach writes (Sir 48.20c-d, 22d) ,
[ l  1,1 j/oi/]1) And the Lord heard the voice
of their prayer 
U j / * ! / / ) 1) and delivered them
: jl by the hand of Isaiah.
h i i T i , . . .  who was great
j / D X I T I ) and faithful in his vision.
Sirach's concluding remarks in this same pericope lead specifically to the
prophet of comfort, Deutero Isaiah (Sir 48.24-25),
i l T I M  T1 ) 1 1  By a spirit of might
•nniU: 77? n he saw things to come
; l ) ' 3  ‘hit vnyi  and comforted them that mourn in Zion.
T3 f > ) y  i y  Unto eternity
> f l ) >71] 1>271 he declared things to come
W ll and hidden things
before they happened.
The very expression, " I J )'!£ 1 h x  vnvi ... and comforted them that mourn
in Zion,"^ is a restatement of the opening words of DI, where God
The call in Is 61.2-3 would appear to be an even closer parallel, 
but 61.2b is to, ";U’A n 73711r3 > to comfort all those who mourn." The 
particularizing of this in v3a is considered a gloss. See JB op. cit., 
p.1241, Note 'b ' .
comissioned the prophet to comfort " >/]y , my people". Besides paralleling 
DI 40.1 it also summarizes DI's ministry: the prophet of comfort who
pointed to the glory of God in creation when all else seemed hopeless. The 
expression hidden things' carries the same thought pattern and has
a similar sound to 'hidden things' used in DI 48.6. The first
reference is to God's being hidden. In DI 48.6 it concerns new things,
things yet to come,
v i i v i v  ’j ’ s n y / i v n  I make you to hear new things
7i viy/2 from this time forth
hidden things which you have not
known.
Here Sirach employs which is identical to the expression used in DI
48.6b. Sirach makes a second reference to the unique DI concept with the
expression, ’^ P N I D ]  l/)77 71/>>}/>). ..and he reveals the place of hidden
things." (Sir 42.19b). The final phrase in our first Sir citing, Sir
48.25b, j ^ ) 2  'before they happen' echoes the work of DI in announcing,
‘TO.IJ 77>J7_V 'things that are created now' in DI 48.7a. The employment of
}77] 'things to come' in Sir 48.24-25 helps link the Sir text with DI's
concept of new things to come. To stress this same sense of 'things to
come' DI had used the rare expression >X1) in DI 41.23; 44.7; 45.11. It
is the only time the feminine plural participle of a verb 'to come' is
employed in the 0T. In DI, it reflects a break with tradition to give a
new sense of 'the future'. It is also a more likely explanation for the
seeming apocalyptic overtones which some scholars attribute to Sir 
2)
48.24-25. The early beginnings of apocalyptic writings can be traced to 
the pen of the prophet, whom contemporary scholars refer to as DI. P.
2)
W. 0. E. Oesterley, op. cit., p.331. He points to the apocalyptic 
works of The Martyrdom of Isaiah, and The Ascension of Isaiah as an
influence for •
3)Hanson refers to DI as, "proto-apocalytpic". New vocabulary such as
)* "fl 7C ' things to come', though not necessarily outrig’ntly eschatological
carries shades of apocalytpic colouring. In sum, with this one statement
Sirach has identified the prophet, his language and theology. Having
established Sirach's awareness of the prophet, now known as DI, for the
remainder of this chapter we shall identify DI correspondences in language,
form and theology. These fifteen chapters of OT prophecy have had a
surprisingly strong formative influence, literally from the opening to the
concluding words of Sir.
Sirach opens his text with a dependence on DI's rhetorical form (Sir
4)
1.2.3, 6).
Sand of the seas 
and drops of rain 
and days of eternity 
who can count them?
Height of heaven 
and breadth of earth 
and abyss and wisdom 
who can search (them) out?
... the root of wisdom 
to whom has (it) been revealed? 
and her clever devices 
who can know?
All of the questions raised speak of the countless, immeasurable, 
unsearchable: that which can not be known. In this context Sirach has
changed the subject so that these rhetorical questions are now describing
3)P. Hanson explains, "Since Second Isaiah's use of mythic motifs
points in the direction which apocalyptic eschatology would pursue while 
yet being fully related to the historical realm, we designate his 
prophecy, 'proto-apocalyptic'," op. cit., p.27.
4)
By the term 'rhetorical question' we mean that form of speech
where the answer is not so important as the effect which the question 
causes. Indeed, in most cases the answer is assumed already. DI makes 
very effective use of this form in the opening chapter of his book. See DI 
40.12-14, 18, 21, 25-26a, 28. The answer most often implied is 'God' or 
'the Creator alone'. DI carries this rhetorical form throughout his book;
see also DI 44.7; 46.5; 49.21; 50.1-2b; 51.19; 53.1. In DI'S rhetorical
questions the answer may be given by any man or God. It is most likely 
that under the influence of this DI form Sirach wrote the above text. 
Although the rhetorical question appears in both Job and Proverbs it is 
always addressed to a specific person and never left for 'anyone' to 
answer. For further discussion see pp.68; 72-73; 76-77.
ajU jM ov 0aXa:<f<7uJV  
fjayoyccg' verov 
Ka'i ripLsptxf diLuvog* 
rue 'et.eep t • 
oitpavoO 
Kct\ ttAcxjo (^  y ? jC  
hiu a fiuGCov k<x\ $0(f‘{C(V 
Tu? Vgix v r a & e i ';
• ••rpt%<x FOfi'ccg 
rCvt c(rreMcK^6cj>B>\;
HcCi r k  TTavcupycdjjctTcf cxOr^g
7<V
boundless Wisdom. On the surface this appears as a very bold move since in 
its original setting this literary form was used to mark the 
incomparability of God. Is Sirach saying personified Wisdom is comparable 
with God? No. Wisdom has a close affinity as His first created but is 
always subordinate to God, the creator of all things. (This was stressed 
in our P study pp.9-10 and is considered again in our exegetical chapter on 
the creation texts p.106). All that Wisdom is, her unknowability and 
unsearchabi-lity, can only reflect the greatness of her creator. In trying 
to picture the vastness of Wisdom in Sir 1.3 the order and language are 
from P; the analogy of using the whole of the created order for the 
immeasurable corresponds with DI 40.12. Here DI speaks of waters, heavens 
and earth while Sirach includes heaven, earth and abyss in his analogy.
DI rhetorical style is applied in Sir 18.4b-5,
• • • ' anc} w^0 can search out
Ttt M C y a X e l c t  ctoTQJJ ;  ^  ^ mj_ghty works?
.KfHXTogJu e y < x \ * 6 V '’/! ig  XVTOU ancj his majestic strength
t Cc  : who can measure?
7fgT>pQ<S'£y)6’€i and who can fully recount - .
ret VAeq £<0700 - his mercies?
In this poem God is the subject, making it quite apparent that Sirach, like
DI, believes God is incomparable. In the whole of this creation text (Sir
18.1-10) Wisdom is not even mentioned. The verb UUJ 'to search out'
is used twice (Sir 18.4,6) further underlining the impossibility of fully
knowing the ways of God. These same questions are turned into facts of
reality at the conclusion of Sirach's hymn on, " ^7C*U/y/0» works of God".
(Sir 43.28a,b,30d),
For we can not search (him) out 
» j i \ i iy /o  pJlP he is greater than all his works.
A llpTlJ VT O  ??£) For you will not fully search him out.
This last statement is a direct appeal to DI 40.28f which states openly,
" : unii'nl> y x  . . .  his understanding is unsearchable". Within this
same DI text it is also claimed (DI 40.28cd),
77»77 * a h s  ' U f a  Yahweh is an everlasting God
VTH ip  7t~))ZL Creator of the ends of the earth ...
The title 73 (37c is only used on one other citing in the OT. That
1 1 5)citing is Gn 21.33 which renders it as ~ j j P ) y  p K  • That Sirach is
drawing from the DI text when he writes (Sir 36.17cd),
V~)?C '*'D9?C r3^  That all the ends of the earth may
- __ know
T i 'J i x o  that you are the everlasting God.
is supported not only by his full spelling 7 but paralleling it with a
second DI expression, " 1*0, all the ends of the earth". The
second expression is from DI 45.22b. Both the DI title and thought on
God’s creatorship seemed to be echoed in Sirach's poem to the Creator of
all (Sir 18.1),
C . j \ ) **
0  J.LUV GLq TOV cXtuSVCC The One who lives for ever
€KT((f6Y T<lf ttckvtcc KOlYQ , created all things in common
Although the concept that God created is implicit in P, for
both DI and Sir this becomes an outright claim. DI, in stating that God
stretched out the heavens and spread out the earth wrote (DI 44.24),
. . .1 * 0 7 1  71 v y  77 ) 77' I am the Lord who has created all
things ...
Sirach made a similar claim (Sir 43.33a),
[ ’ ’ ’ T liy y ] rOTJ The Lord created all things.
Although the fragment is partially mutilated it is sufficient to endorse 
the Greek translation, " j t & y TCC y k f  ’eTrOiY[<7€V b ft)pt0£, for the Lord made 
all things." But, what of the )T7nD » referred to by some scholars as 
pre-existent chaos? Is it included within ^ 7 )  ? First, that both
authors are aware of the concept of ) 7) is evident from its employment 
within their texts. DI wrote (DI 40.17),
5)DI is the only OT occurrence of this title if the argument on Gn 
21.33 by A. Alt, that it refers to the god El, is accepted. See A. Alt, 
"The God of the Fathers", in Essays on Old Testament History and Religion, 
Trans, by R. A. Wilson, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1966, pp.27; 50-51.
U ’ l dJ }  ‘pO All of the nations
) 1 D 1  / ' T O are as nothing before Him 
'OQtC 'I as empty and nothing
JIr5" ) they count before him.
Under the influence of this DI text Sirach wrote of the godless (Sir
41.10).
l> f C ’O Q Tt/s iO All that is nought
'O S T t shall return to nought
p  77 hence the godless
• )71 j l k l t  )T)+fl/D from nothingness to nothingness.
This same pairing of j'TlvT)) 7797C t s  found no where else in the OT. With
this common understanding of )7?>n both Sir and DI step beyond any other OT
book to make very inclusive claims for God's acts of creation. DI wrote
(DI 45.7),
- ) ) X  " W ’ Forming light
711/71 x i m i  and creating darkness
'D)£w  71(i/_y making wholeness
y - )  70)2)' and creating evil
71)7V  ' I K  I am the Lord
TiW^J wdo crea^es aH  these things.
DI's employment of all three verbs of creation: 'JO 7 1 “7 and 77 \ y y  further
emphasises God's creative activity in h n  ■ No other OT text either
contains all three creation verbs in the one statement, nor such strong
creation claims for ~J W 77 'darkness' and j/O'evil'. The P writer simply
said the was upon the face of “n ’/OT") , leading some scholars to view
~J 7) as part of a pre-existent chaos. Sirach makes similarly strong
claims in a style which also parallels concepts of J / " ) )  3 . ) W  (Sir 11.14).
jn> i w  Good and evil,
—  ' / T) / 3) -13*'71 life and death
W y~l poverty and wealth
i j*t)7? " ’O  are from Him.
?DW) 77/0071 Wisdom and understanding
;?C)77,,‘/0 0 0 7  ^*177) and discernment of the word are from
Him
■D TW71 Sin and upright ways
, y^) j \ •*,/3 come from Him
H u / l i n )  folly and darkness
L Tj i j / vgf j were formed for sinners
t T J s i y  T l y ~ ) TJ'.yi/D) and as f°r t h e wicked, evil is with
them.
The full statement is retained within the Hebrew fragment but only
partially extant within the Greek. The Latin also contains the full text
with the exception of two changes: "X,t$Tl is translated as Dilectio and
6 )1 2 1  as legis. What brought DI and Sirach to offer such an explanation
for this very difficult aspect of the doctrine of creation? For those
caught in the grips of the Babylonian Exile DI's claim on God being the
Creator of all, including y  ~) , afforded hope. God is somehow still in
control even if that means blaming Him for their evil plight. The
acceptance of this reality could be no more shattering than the realization
that Jerusalem had fallen; indeed it could have been an explanation for
that very event. Jeremiah in warning of the evil which was to befall
Jerusalem said, "Your ways and your deeds have brought this upon you,
• 7I r ’ TC W y  ’JD'7'7" (7eremiah 4.18a). What was the cause for
Sirach's equally bold presentation? Besides the example of DI's creation
theology he had the wisdom tradition with its sharp awareness of the two
opposing realities: j/-')) 3 ) [ $  , 71/33T1 • This dichotomy is further
explained by Sirach when he writes (Sir 39.25; 40.10a),
J. ) G o o d  for the good 
U/TO/3 p r  TJ he created from the beginning
so for the wicked 
I.y'3 ) 2)1$ good and evil.
...Tl-Yl 71702J y v " )  t>y Evil was created for the wicked ...
These last two statements leave the very clear impression that Sirach 
believed God created evil. 717023 seems to come almost as a direct
reverberation of DI's statement • 7t is significant that both
chose the one verb of creation in which God alone can be subject. It would
seem for both authors was part of the £? o from the beginning
( ) • The above statement by Sirach conflicts with his earlier view
seen in our parallel study of J and Sir, that God created man 
with a yetzer. It can only be concluded that on this controversial aspect
6 )This, change fronlUT ro legis will become more understandable in
our discussion 77"})47) 714JOT7 , in Chapter Seven, pp. 144-152.
MS marginal note corrected to y ~ }
of the doctrine of creation Sirach did not leave a neatly packaged
statement. Like DI he went as far as his mind allowed but he too was lost
in the fathomless ways of God. Sirach's translator records of such
searchings in Sir 18.7,
O T 1X V  t f U V T e X e G ' t y When a man has finished,
T c T€  (X p ^ eT G C l• at that time he is beginning.
Kci) OTCCV TTC dJFYjT(X It And when he stops,
r a r e  cdXop'r^B ^se'Tcxt, at that time he will be at a loss.
As in DI 40.13, Sirach could only conclude, '")*$ Xr3)* • • needs
none to g,ive him counsel." (Sir 42.21d). It was this faith in God's
fathomless wisdom which moved Sirach beyond the shoal of evil in creation
into the sea of God's glory as revealed in the created order. In short,
the ways of God can not be fully apprehended but God can be glorified.
When Sirach wanted to portray the ~~j TIL'D of God evidenced by the
works of creation he turned to DI for both language and thought. The
language of DI 40.28c-30 is reflected in the steadfastness of the created
order (Sir 16.27b GK),
0UT<5 & v/ti'd’CTV They neither hunger
COT C £K£?'»7<or<5*a: V nor grow weary
K a l  o u K  ' e j i c X t j r o v and they do not cease • ••••- ■ v y ' 
CClTO TWV e p y u iv  a v T u J V  * from their works.
The stars are selected by both DI and Sirach as a specific example of how
the created works continue to respond to God's command. DI writes (DI
40.26; 48.13b),
Lift up your eyes on high 
TI !>7t 7 0 2  “VO ) ? 0 ) and see, who created these?
  BTtlb D S V f t l  7 t " d ) '0 T l He who brings out their host by number
' V U / 2 73 b l h  calling them all by name
n o  y ‘/ d tc> n*j)7C D i o  for him who is great in might and
strong in power
: i i y i  -xt> v ' T t  not one is missing.
TI 71 ’JX * •“  when 1 cal1 to them
. j*77P ) “j f t  y y they stand forth together.
Sirach captures this same authority and glory of God when he describes the
stars in his hymn r*7C ’ W y/D (Sir 43.9-10),
77 * / 3V lp t ) ' ( l The beauty of heaven
1 j)D 1 1 ]]) is the glory of the stars
VTJho n )?0 a gleaming array
: ' / 0 ) 1 a 2  in the heights of God.
p n - l f t j / '  I3X  1 2 1 2  By the word of God the order stands as
commanded
. 13 V?) 0/3 w?(2. TUffy 7tJ>) they are not sleepy at their watches.
The choice of links Sir with DI's impression of the heavenly host
standing forth like an army on parade. The grandson's translation, "Kctt 
o u  JUY[ £ }<XuBuj ( Tt V CV (puXccKOCiQ (Zu juJV , and they never relax in their 
watches", further strengthens this picture of the stars standing at God's 
command.
That Sirach shares DI's belief that Israel is specially chosen,
/ n8 )
.called by His name, is apparent from Sir 36.12\H). Here Sirach intercedes
for the people of Israel reminding God,
Have mercy upon the people 
■ J / 3 V 1  called by your name
.* 71 'Jl ’] *0 1 ) 0 2  /’T O W 1 Israel surnamed first born.
DI likewise claimed that God having "created Jacob, found Israel" said,
" :77 J7 ’ r> ’ f l x l p  • • • 1 have called you by Name, you are mine". " (DI
43.1). A closer parallel still is in DI 45.4b,
'J/O W 2  Jr* 7 0  p 7C) I called you by name
Ttl3 ) ~J]D7t I surnamed you, who did not know me.
Despite Sirach's earlier claim that man has free will, yetzer, he
carefully plots a whole creation text which makes it abundantly obvious
9)that God has the ultimate decision on man's status (Sir 33.10-19). The
whole pericope is constructed around the potter imagery. Jr 18.1-11; DI 
45.9-13; Sir 33.10-18 all share a common creation theology built around the 
potter imagery. Jeremiah's description of his visit to the potter's house
8 )This particularizing of Israel is first openly apparent by Sir 
24.8-12. For discussion see pp.137-138 of Chapter Seven.
9)Our intentions at this point are simply to continue the study of 
DI influence on Sir. For a detailed examination of Sir 33.10-19,please see 
PP. 158-163.
(Jr 18.2-4) is followed by the conclusion that Israel is to God's hands as 
the clay is to the potter's (Jr 18.5-7). Thus beyond this common theme and 
creator theology the links between the three texts end. Only DI and Sir 
are placed in a creation context. While Jeremiah offers his prophecy as a 
threat of destruction to Israel, DI and Sir use the imagery to demonstrate 
God's right to raise up leadership for the community. The direct
dependency on DI becomes evident when the DI and Sir texts are paralleled. 
DI opens his text with a woe to those who would strive with their maker: 
such resistance is as ridiculous as the clay directing the potter or the 
begotten questioning his parents. With this context the Greek translator 
.then writes in DI 45.11,
QTl  Q U T U J £  X e y e i  For thus says
KQpfO^ o 6co<? . , . the Lord God
Ep uf i Question me
T7€p( T U / V  U & V / A O U  f concerning my sons
Ken T W V  6 u y a T € p ^ v  / jo u and concerning my daughters
■Kcti T f€p) E p y u J v ^,3 concerning the work
J u jv  % ( ~ i p u / V  ju o u of my hands
GVTEt X ctfi&G /JO I . command me.
The Hebrew text has only ' 1 1  ' f a y  which ordinarily means 'concerning my
sons' but can be interpreted as children thereby explaining the LXX use of.
two separate clauses. However, LXX omitts DI's rhetorical form marked by
the words, "... ’33 "r^ y ’3Jr’TCW' DI's purpose for raising the
j \
question becomes more pointed when the x )  71 (CCUTOV) of DI 45.13 is seen as 
referring back to Cyrus. Cyrus is named in the opening verse of this same 
chapter. In sum, DI is saying God will raise for leadership whom He 
chooses. DI places the whole passage in a creation context with the brief 
comment " eyw  €Tf0l'f]6'cX y/jy (XvBpujTTOy ie iT i < Z U T Y \S '" i 1 created the earth 
and man upon it ..." (DI 45.12a).
Having established the reason for inequality within creation as 
being "by the Lord's decision", Sirach, like DI, continues with a
10)
The question of inequality within the created order was 
considered in our P study, po.18-19.Also,see our exegetical presentation on 
pp.157-161. '
creation statement. In this statement Sirach explains how man was formed
from the dust and appointed to his lot (Sir 33.10-12cGK),
Kcu It V B p  u /770 1 TTcKVreg" And all men are
Gfrrb V<for<p o v g , from the ground,
KCi't <sk A&ctju . and out of the dust Adam was created.
Vv T 7 \ y^ 6 ^  ‘e r r tC T 'q ju r jg  In the fullness of knowledge
K V p ( 0 £  & ( £ x u / p f & e v  CcOTOV£ the Lord distinguished them
'/[AXct'u/ceV T&q o 6 c b g  ocuTujv. and appointed their different ways.
*€l- ceirTuJV e O A a y y j d ' C V Some of them he blessed
Ktf / a v 6 \ j / u j6 £ V  and exalted ... ' *
* &rr* acOTwV K(XT7\pCX6ctTO but some of them he cursed
K<xi 'gTcxTTG ( v u / c r e v .  .. and brought low...
Having established the reality that man stands according to God's ordaining
Sirach then makes his direct appeal to DI's potter imagery (Sir 33.13GK),
u j $  'm ^ A b g  K e p c x / je u /g  Like the potter's clay
*€V ccvTO'0 in his hand
— ttcc0- ( \ i  o l\ b & o i CXuTOU - all his ways
KCX7CX 7Y[\/ e 0 6 o  KlCKV <XUTOU-t are according to his pleasure -,
0 U T  u l£  (xvBpvJTTOl }GV thus men are in the hand
TOU TT0tq6'CKVrO£ (X \!/T O 0 £ of Him who made them
( X T T o S o O v a i  a C / T O f g to give them
K £T(x Trjv K p u f iV  a  O T O U . according to his judgement.
As clay is to the potter so are men in the hands of God to shape at his
pleasure. Sirach takes a step beyond DI when he offers a testimony to his
own status in Sir 33.17(GK),
’€ V  e u X o y f c X  K V p tO u  gtpdtXtoC By the blessing of the Lord I excelled
Ktf-i li'Q  T p u y w v  and like a grape gatherer
'e T f\r fp v i< S < X  A ty v O V . 1 filled my wine press.
Following this autobiographical statement on how God chose to raise him up
to a place of blessing, according to the grandson's translation, Sirach
returns to the DI form for his concluding remark (Sir 33.19GK),
> .• y
( X H Q V ( j ( X j e  JUQV> m Hear me»
JUE y  TOi A c x o O , , • you who are great among the people,
Ka.\<?( y y y o t i f j e v o f  ^KKA^6 (Ccg} and you leaders of the congregation,
' e v u / T (Vcr<r£e ♦ hearken.
The DI form of (?CK0U<J<X76 /A C U (DI 51.1, 4,7) enables Sirach to press more
firmly an already strong message, forcing the leaders within the
congregation to remember that their greatness is the Lord's decision. By
His wisdom God creates; appoints .and sustains all things. The sharpness of
this warning of God's ultimate control is heightened when held against the
familiar DI background which speaks of the historical reality that God
chose Cyrus. To the listening sons of Israel, who were aware of the
historical reality recorded in DI 45.1-13, Sirach's creation speech offered
a not so veiled reminder that !> 07) is at God's command. At such a
realization man can only praise the Creator who has promised never again to
destroy his creation by flood w a t e r s . W i t h  their strong similarities in
creation faith it is understandable that Sirach should depend on the words
of DI when- he offered the call to praise in his final creation text (Sir
43.30). r„, •. |*T ir
I . * J P [7 d ] /0 You that magnify the Lord
? iP  lift up your voice
POJ with all your strength
I l ) y  for there is yet more.
You that exhalt him 
770 j 9  ?77V7 renew your strength
r and weary not
[ • ) ”)p77J V7 £ *3 for yOU will not fully search him out.
The opening words follow DI's call to ")(iJp77‘D3  bo'171 , lift up your voice 
with strength", in DI 40.9c. The opening words of Sir 43.30 also contain 
echoes of DI 40.31; 41.1. The final claim in Sir 43.30b arises under the 
influences of DI expressions like, JvflJ) ZNhjs “1p77 J'X • • • his understanding 
is unsearchable" 1 in DI 40.28f,and the whole creation concept of the 
unfathomable nature of God developed in DI 40.12-31. This same theme is 
found on three other counts in Sir. Those citings are Sir 18.4,6; 24.28; 
43.28. The final citing offers a brief response as to why God's ways are 
unsearchable,
-lip 77] Tth >3... for we can not fully search (him) out 
; ) Sort ? ) 1 ?  ITtT) ) and he is greater than all his works.
This DI concept of the unfathomable ways of God served as a key to the
whole of Sirach's doctrine of creation.
11)In our study of P we saw how the flood tradition was included in 
Sirach's doctrine of creation. DI is also aware of its importance when he 
writes, "For this is like the days of Noah to me: as I swore that the
waters of Noah should no more go over the earth." (DI 54.9a). This is one 
of the few references to Noah aoart from P's account.
A profound respect for the work of DI is evident from the opening
words of Sirach's text to the concluding remarks, Sir 51.23-25, where he
extends an invitation to any who would attend his v n /3 'house of
12) ■ learning'. In keeping with the invitation of DI 55.1-3 Sirach also
invites 'thirsty souls', 777£/Oid U D & 9 1 , to come and receive 'without
silver', (Sir 51.23-25). It is such linguistic links combined
with citings of DI form and theology throughout Sir that seriously question
13)J. L. Crenshaw's claim,that Sirach had a "jaundiced view of prophets."
14)
G. von Rad says Sirach's idea of prophets is "astonishingly inadequate". 
Such claims by modern scholarship come out of a clear lack of awareness of 
•the important formative influence DI had on Sir. Nowhere in modern
scholarship have we seen a call for such infuences.
12)
For further discussion on the invitation: DI 55.1-3; Pr 9.4-5a;
Sir 24.19, see Chapter Five, p. 76.
13)J. L. Crenshaw, op. cit., p.152 .
14)
G. von Rad, op. cit., p.258, note 25.
CHAPTER FOUR
SIRACH AND THE PSALMS
The influence of the Psalms and Wisdom Literature on Sir has been 
boldly underlined by OT scholarship. For the present comparative study the
t
Psalms is'our focal point: Wisdom Literature will be considered in the
ensuing chapter. This drawing of firm lines between Sir and Psalmody seems
to have been initiated largely by S. Schechter, who was the first to
identify the newly discovered Hebrew fragments of Sir. Following the
discovery, Schechter immediately joined with fellow Cambridge colleague C.
Taylor in a thorough study of the fragments which opened the door anew on
Sir research. Their findings published . as ' The Wisdom of Ben Sira, in
1899, have had a far reaching influence on OT scholarship's view of Sir.^
Reference to their work is found in every major study which post-dates
1899. It is also important to note that all major English commentaries for
the seventy five year period following the Schechter and Taylor publication
2)came out of Camoridge. The importance of this historical sketch is
twofold: 1/ Schechter, in a vocabulary analysis of Sir, placed the Psalms
as the book most frequently quoted, 2/ later scholarship seems to have left 
this unquestioned and instead -has added to the already lengthy list of 
Psalm dependencies. First let us return to the Schechter listing which he 
introduces with this statement:
1 S^. Schechter; C. Taylor, The Wisdom of Ben Sira University Press, 
Cambridge, 1899.
2)
J. H. A. Hart, Ecclesiasticus in Greek, University Press, 
Cambridge, 1909. W. 0. E. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, University Press, 
Cambridge, 1912. G. H. Box; W. 0. E. Oesterley, "Sirach" in Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha Of The Old Tesrament, Volume 1, edited by R. H. Charles, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1913, pp.268-517. J. G. Snaith, Ecclesiasticus, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974. Although APOT was published 
in Oxford the Cambridge influence is evident from the coauthorship of 
W. 0. E. Oesterlev.
The following list, containing the phrases, idioms, typical 
expressions, and even whole verses about which there can be no 
reasonable doubt that they were either suggested to him by or 
directly copied from the Scriptures, will best show how well^e 
was acquainted with the Bible and how much he made use of it:-
4 )
The results of Schechter's research are most revealing. The
Psalms with sixty , eight direct citings surpasses even the book of Proverbs 
for which Schechter indicates forty five direct dependencies. According to 
his listing, Gn 1-11 and DI have only ten and nine respectively. Having 
concluded that the list speaks for itself in showing the wide use of the OT
canon he then adds, "... what is of special importance, it covers all the
5)books or groups of the Psalms." He then points the reader's attention to 
thirty eight individual Psalms which were drawn upon by Sirach. Box and 
Oesterley continue this line of Psalm dependency in their commentary 
"Sirach" where, within the first chapter alone, they indicate eight counts 
of Psalmody.* (Schechter and Taylor had considered only the Hebrew 
fragments which represent two thirds of the text beginning with Sir 3.6b). 
Oesterley in his own commentary, published in the previous year, had
already described Sir as thoroughly Orthodox and having "so much affinity"
6 ) ,
with Psalms, Job and Proverbs. Outside the English School of thought
the cause for Psalmody in Sir is carried further by S. Mowinckel. In his 
The Psalms In Israel's Worship, he notes a lengthy list of "hymns and 
hymnic motives" (one reference alone included the whole of the honour






W. 0. E. Oesterley, op. cit., p.XXlll (our underlining is to 
indicate italics by the author) .
roll) then describes Sir as a didactic poem written in a "more or less pure 
7)hymnic style." Finally two Belgian scholars H. Duesberg and I. Fransen
in their fairly recent publication, Les Scribes Inspires, compiled a more
abbreviated listing of OT influences within Sir but like Schechter they too
record a high proportion of Psalm dependency. Having introduced their list
with the statement, "Voici une liste de passages tires du Ben - Sirach et
qui s'inspirent de l'AT au point qu'ils paraissent parfois n'£tre que des
8 )centons de remploi", there follow forty three Sir texts bearing a 
reference" to twenty four Psalms in all. Eleven of the citings are 
considered exclusive to the Psalms. What is to be deduced from such strong 
claims on the Psalms for Sir? We do not so much question the affinity, but 
see a need to measure the degree of formative influence. How does Sirach 
use -the Psalms? In making such a measurement there are three questions 
which should* be asked of the correspondences between the Psalms and 
Sir: 1/ is the material used peculiar to the Psalms? 2) what questions do
the Psalms raise or answer within Sir? 3/ how wide a usage do the Psalms 
receive within Sir? These questions will also serve as an outline for the 
remainder of this chapter.
We begin with the creation Psalms as this is the most likely place 
to anticipate a formative influence on Sir. The y n ? t ~ 7 l /0  question of 
Psalm 8 appears to receive two hearings in Sir. The first is Sir 16.15d
where the fragment reads, " ; 137^ ’13 fo V7)Tin ’^ 97 77/0/ ... What
is my soul among the multitude of spirits of all the sons of man?"
Although, on first encounter, this seems to be a paraphrase of Psalm 8 its
employment of > and more so the phrase, x n X ’3 3 ^ 3 'THTIH >n)^p3 ,
7)
S. Mowinakel, The- Psalms In Israel's Worship, Volume 2, Basil 
Blackwell, Oxford, 1962, p.116.
8 ) ✓
H. Duesberg; I. Fransen, Les Scribes Inspires, Editions de
Maredsous Belgium, 1966, p.705.
dissociates it not only from Psalm 8 but the whole of the OT. Neither is
this expression found elsewhere within the Sir text. Most major
9)commentators consider this an early intrusion from the Syriac version. It 
could be that the Greek translator tried to respect the presence of this 
text by rendering the same verse as, " T(£ y'rtp ^  JULOV J€Y
KTl ' f fGl  > What is my soul in the boundless creation?" On the other hand
i
the last phrase, "£y oCjxeTpijTUJ K f { 6 £ ( » in ‘the boundless creation," could
represent Sirach's original text; however, at this point we are moving into
conjecture and so would simply conclude that this is not a sound text for
any serious comparison. The second occurrence is in Sir 18.8. This text
leaves less room for any doubt on its authenticity, even though the Hebrew
fragment is not extant. The reason for this greater confidence is partly
due to the question being contained in a poem which shares many parallels
with Sir 1.1-10; also in its context the question arises naturally
following a vivid description of the omnipotent Creator. The latter gives
Sir 18.1-10 a form which is not unlike Psalm 8 where the glory and power of
God are held in contrast to man. All of this makes it quite likely that
the comment, a v d p u in o ^ > KOLi T ( X / ^ ^ C  OCUTOU ; What is man, and
of what use is he?" is authentic to Sirach and seemingly dependent on the
✓
Psalms. We say Psalms because apart from Psalm 8 which holds the 71
*kv$pui'TT0<7 question and shares the form, Psalm 144 raises this same
question then immediately follows with a statement on the shortness of
man's days. The LXX reads in Ps 143.3-4,
G G T i V  C C vO puJuQ £) Lord, what is man,
o>( *6 y y c ocO r ^ > that you should look to him,
a V B p  tZ t Tc v  t or the son of man
bn A c & U T 0 V  'j  ^ that you should think about him?
Ctvfipu'trOQ /ic c T & lQ 7 )]Tl u . ' j u c i t c & t man is like a breath,
cu tyjiipiXl tib fou ilWi cKik his days are like a passing shadow.
9) * ■
I. Levi, The Hebrew Text of The Book of Ecclesiasticus, Semitic 
Studies Series No. 3, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1904, Photomechanical reprint, 
R. Gottheil; M. Jastrow (eds.), 1969, p.26; G. Box; 0. Oesterley, op. cit., 
p.373; J. Hart, op. cit., p.139. Levi considers the intrusion to include
only the phrase " :'Q171 ?0 . .." we hold to the complete phrase being a
gloss for the reasons stated above.
This too offers a close correspondence with Sir 18.8-9, which follows the
questioning of man's worth immediately by this statement on the brevity of
his life, " ... a_p i OjuCoC, kvS pufT fO V  jT o )\ \c C  6 W 3 0 V . " However,
caution is still due because the same question exists in a wisdom book with
which Sirach was well acquainted. Job 7.17 reads,
T (  y jrp  £<SjiV ccv6fVJTTOQ^ For what is man,
oil <xuTbV that you should exalt* him
VMY or that you should set your mind
£/£ a v T O Y upon him?
Admittedly the above quotation does not appear back to back with a
statement on the shortness of man's days, but that this too is a Jobian
theme is apparent from Job 8.9b which states, " , . . G K 1 0 C  y&f> € {fT lV  ly tf& V £7U
T^lC y7]C & ’ ^°r 0Ur on the earth are a shadow."
In sum, Sirach had at his disposal at least three sources of
influence for his tm?rn/o( v  c iv fyv trro g  ) : to identify it exclusively with
Psalm 8 would be doing injustice to the available tradition. Amongst those
who make such a single claim for Psalm 8 are W. Oesterley'*'^ and more
recently R. A. F. Mackenzie who says, "Cp. a similar contrast in Psalm 8 ,
which Ben Sira is here quoting. ^
Another creation Psalm which requires close consideration for this
study is Psalm 104. There is some scholarly debate about whether Gn 1 was
the source of influence for Ps 104. B. W. Anderson is one who suggests
that the flow of influence might be Psalm 104 to Gn 1. He writes: "Psalm
104 may be relatively early and prior to Gn 1 in literary formulation in
12)which case perhaps the Priestly account is dependent upon it." This
0. Oesterley, op. cit., p.123.
11)
R. A. F. Mackenzie, op. cit., p. 81. (our underlining is to 
stress how current scholarship still too readily credits Psalm influence on 
Sir).
12)
B. W. Anderson, Creation Versus Chaos, Association Press, New 
York, 1967. p.91, note 18. The influences are not confined to Gn 1 but 
include the flood saga which is supported by our discussion which follows. 
As noted above Anderson confines his argument solely to Gn 1.6-30 as shown 
in his text, ibid., pp.91-92.
proposal is offered as a result of a presentation in which he divided the
first thirty verses of Psalm 104 into seven strophes paralleling them with 
Gn 1.6-30. As in much of his text, Creation Versus Chaos, the waters of 
chaos are very key to Anderson's thesis on Psalm 104: the pivot point
rests on the verses which describe the earth being covered or existing in a 
submerged state and then uncovered (Psalm 104.5-9).
2^' He established the earth
77 ‘I) 3/0 P j/ upon its foundations
i iyi 1J l> l-V l>2 so that it should never be shaken.
V)2i>0 77 ) 77 \fi The deep like a garment
covered it 
above the mountains 
' 7J '/3 the waters stood.
J ) V ) V  'f l iy 'r )  ~} /2 At your rebuke they fled
}>) j ) - j / 0 at your thunderous voice
• ^ 9Tp they took to flight.
"O'")71 The mountains rose,
J i i - y p i  )-n' the valleys sank down
71} IV p A ^ X  to the place which
: 17 7Ji> J l l V  you appointed to them.
You set a boundary 
which they should not pass 
never again will they return 
* ' / U ' C t o  cover the earth.
If the waters described above are considered the primeval waters of
chaos one must ask, was the earth created or simply uncovered? If this is
indeed a picture of creation then the promise made in verse 9 concerning
those same waters, "; y")7t77 J] )dD p J l l )  V’ • • never again will they return
to cover the earth", was broken when the flood eventually did come. The
use of the verb before the infinitive does two things to counteract
such a reading: 1/ it stresses emphasis on the Psalmist's confidence in
the promise, 2/ it gives a direct link with the Genesis flood account where
the same verb is used in the infinitive absolute to describe the receding
waters (Gn 8.3a) " — 3 7 ^7(71 i> y /2  B 'A T l ) 2 W >) " And the waters
receded from the earth continually." j . )  W i s  used a second time in this
same account to describe the activity of the ravens (Gn 8.7). Moreover,
the Psalmist's description of ;' "O'")II ) , the mountains rose" which
presumably links with his earlier statement, " ; ~Q O ’"777 £-V , the
waters stood above the mountains", parallels well with the picture of the 
ebbing flood waters of Gn 8.5. Here the Priestly writer states,
: U '17171 ' v x i  )Kl ]  v m k  m x i  ' y v / y i - - -  i n  t h e  t e n t h  m o n t h > ° n
the first day of the month, the tops of the mountains could be seen." 
Besides these correspondences with Gn 8 the Psalmist's use of J. before 
the verb 3,}(i/ leaves no room for repeated action and fits well with the
promise made to Noah (Gn 9.11b), " ; yiTC 7? V777 ^  h l / 3  D *  7 1 'V '
And never again shall flood waters destroy the earth."
In'light of the above it is understandable that G. A. F. Knight in
his recent two volume work on the Psalms should propose that the author of
Psalm 104 had three- possible sources before him: Gn 1, Job 38-41 and a
13)story of the flood. P. Humbert following his study of Gn 1 and Psalm
104 concludes, "En face de rapprochements aussi multiples, pre^ cis et
significatifs*, il est difficile de ne pas conclure que 1'auteur du Ps. 104 
s'inspirait etroitement du modele qu'etait le recit de Gn. l."14  ^ In sum, 
we believe all the lines of correspondence seen in Anderson's parallel
study are more likely a result of the flow of influence from the P works 
(not just Gn 1) to Psalm 104, which assumes a fuller account. Thus, we
stand with the school of thought which sees the influence moving from Gn to
Ps 104. It also moves from Gn to Sir. There is no cause to believe that 
there is any direct influence from Psalm 104 upon the doctrine of creation 
within Sir. Ultimately this decision is based not simply on the 
possibility that the Priestly work predates Psalm 104. Regardless of the
date, we know Sirach had both sources, and from the findings of chapter two
of this study we see that much of Sirach's language, form and theology
points sharply back to P.
13)G. A. F. Knight, Psalms, Volume 2, The Saint Andrew Press, 
Edinburgh, 1983, p.143.
14)
P. Humbert, op. cit., p.77. Although B. W. Anderson referred to 
this same article he made no mention of Humbert's conclusions, see B. W. 
Anderson, op.'Cit., p.91. Note 18. Our discussion is not directed so much 
at solving the dating issue as taking a stand between the two schools of 
thought.
Although the debate between Ps 104 and Gn 1 may not be finalized, 
the above findings present a pattern which holds true for many of the
creation passages used within the Psalms; they too assume a fuller account
15) *of the creation story. Within the list below invariably the writers, in
alluding to the creation story or making a direct appeal, do so as part of
their resource for forming a liturgy. To follow this topic of the Psalms
and cult through would be to open an area which is well beyond the scope of
this chapter; instead, by way of example, we shall consider briefly several
Psalms from our list. The opening verses of Psalm 24 are a clear
indication of how references to the doctrine of creation give this
'Entrance Torah' Psalm a basis for two claims within its liturgy which are
fundamental to the OT believing community: 1/ the privilege of any
believer in associating with such an omnipotent God, 2/ the immense
responsibility laid upon the j f> of any believer who dares to enter the
presence of 77 J 77* « This same claim can be seen in Psalms 121.2; 124.8
with the single statement, " . y - ^ )  ”O'/0 ^ 11V J / 71) T l' ~D ) l~ ) T y  > 0ur
help is in the name of the Lord who made heaven and earth." (Psalm 124.8).
Although the wording of Psalm 121.2 is slightly different, the message is
clearly at one with the above quote. Even more typical of the liturgical
use of creation is apparent in Psalm 136.4-9 where a brief summary of
creation, abstracted largely from Gn 1, has the refrain, ” '.)1'071 *3 ,
for His steadfast love endures for ever", following each creation claim.
Finally in Psalm 148.3-10 the whole of creation is called to "Tl’J 1 7^7,
Praise the Lord!" Amongst those called to praise, the Psalmist includes
(Psalm 148.10)
77 /0 71 tZ ~ rO )  711 17 77 Beasts and all cattle
.* “))95S) U//37 creeping things and flying birds.
15)
Pss • 24.1-2; 33.-4-9;/ 50.6-11; 95.1-7; 96.4-6; 102.25-28;
115.14-16; 119.89-91; 121.1-2; 124.8; 136.4-9; 148.3-10.
Although Sirach uses this same P language he never calls the created order 
to praise: this for Sirach is the highest of gifts reserved for man alone.
There is a combination of liturgy and creation within Sir, but that leads 
into our second question on the utilization of Psalms in Sir which in turn 
will help answer where Sirach employed the Psalms. As an approach to the 
text we shall primarily consider the major creation passages within Sir. 
This approach is chosen with three considerations: 1/ they cover a wide
spectrum of Sir, 2/ the creation texts enable a manageable quantity of 
material 'conducive to our survey, 3/ it is in keeping with the central 
issue of this whole study.
In the opening words to his book (Sir 1.1-10) Sirach places no
exclusive Psalm dependency. This is stated with awareness of the two
counts of sole dependency on the Psalms recorded by Box and Oesterley for
16)Sir 1.3. ’This text is clearly the language and order of P announced in 
a DI form: a matter considered earlier in Chapters Two and Three (pages
18; 35). The expression in Sir 1.8b, " KOi6^/ueVOg 6 J IL T 0 U  BfOVOU QLvTO'O , 
sitting upon his throne" has some correspondence with Psalm 46.9b,
^OiO^fCCl £77( O fO Y O U  (k y l 'o v  (XUTOUj God sits upon his holy throne". The 
source of Sirach's throne imagery could also be Is 6.1 with its description 
" K V f lO Y  KCc Bi\pL€VOY jb77Y d p O Y C V • • • > the Lord sitting upon a throne". 
The next block of creation material (Sir 15.14-18.10) besides containing 
the ' j (  3(xy$f>UHTOg 'questions already considered in the above discussion, 
also holds in the Hebrew (Sir 16.16-17) a text which is quite obviously 
dependent on Psalms 18.7-9; 104.32. Haggai 2.6 with its prophecy on the 
shaking of the whole created order holds a parallel with Sir 16.16a; 
however, the Hebrew fragment adds,
When he comes down upon them they
stand firm,
when he visits them they tremble.
The emended text which reads as follows I. Levi (op. cit.,
p.26, note 'g '). It then continues with verse 17,
U ' 77 'j.Up Also the bottoms of the mountains
3-71 and the foundations of the world
n'n'I’K w'j-ni when he looks on them
,* they tremble greatly.
This text corresponds very closely with the coming down of God in Psalm
18.8, 10a,
Y lt X V  W y e ' l l )  ■^ie ear"th reeled and rocked
JfP'V D ^ T ?  * ' l '& ) / 2 ) an<^  foundations of the mountains
trembled
j ,« ~ *0  ) U / y d 'J l i ) they quaked because he was angry ...
u  'O V  Of*) He bowed the heavens, and came down
and to the phrase in Psalm 104.32a, ".. ^'3/371 > who looks on
the earth and it trembles." Although Jonah 2.7 also refers to, 
u ' T n  . bottoms of the mountains," in favour of the above Psalms is the
action describing God’s coming down to earth and the linguistic links of
"DOT? » > 1 V ) A  and the verbify-) .
The concept of Sheol described in Sir 17.27-28 appears to be under
the influence of Psalm 6.6 in that both purport that there can be no praise
of God in Sheol; however Hezekiah’s prayer (Isaiah 38.18) offers a similar
insight and to a limited degree so does Jonah 2.2. It could be argued that
both latter references are within Psalmody, but of the possibilities the
most likely remains with Ps 6.5. However, Sirach could have turned to his
own wisdom tradition and found plenty of support for his statement where
Qoheleth says, Ecclesiastes 9.10b,
77 W2/>9 ) 1^  **■* f°r there is no work
77/0077) 'T lJ /1 )  J )Z IK /T )] or thought or knowledge or wisdom
t77/)i0 '^ 77 in Sheol to which you are going.
Job could have provided a second wisdom source for such concepts of sheol
(Job 7.9; 21). Despite such a range of possibilities for influence Hart
17)cites only Psalm 6.5 , while Box and Oesterley list five possible
■^J. H. A. Hart, op. cit., p. 143.
18)references as the source: all are Psalms. In brief, apart from the
hymnic language suddenly introduced to describe God's power, a method
19)
called on in much OT poetry which deals with this same subject, there
is little indication of direct Psalm appeal in Sir 15.12-18.10.
The central chapter to Sirach's work (Sir 24) displays a number of
OT influences but there are only two possible Psalm references. The first
is the unique title for God, " o ffTT^VTUJV, The Creator of all
20)things." . There is but this single occurrence within Sir. As will be 
seen later, the fifteen line canticle of the Hebrew Sir 51.12a-o which also 
contains the title is not considered authentic to the text. Please see 
p. 61 . BDB does not record any such title within the whole of the OT; 
however the Jr Psalm found in both Jr 10.12-16; 51.15-19 does require
consideration. This Psalm contains the expression, " ~£)J I [oT7 “*0 * * * ’ 
for He is the‘ one who formed all things."
The Greek for both Jeremiah passages reads, " 0 TTXql(><XQ 7 TT&YTcK 
The use of j j X ^ a j T O Q  to translate M,' is an excellent one. Liddell and
Scott give as a possible meaning of Tt X k g TO G , "formed, moulded in clay or
21) ■ ■ • 
wax." The LXX rendering of this Psalm found within Jeremiah is
r f r '
nonetheless quite different from the Sir " 0  K l (srtxq (XTTCCYTWV". The source
of inspiration for this title is outside the OT: it is within the book of
Jubilees where the title is used on four separate incidences. However, 
further discussion of this is best left till our chapter on early 
apocalytpic literature. Please see p .98. The second consideration for
18)
G. Box; W. Oesterley, op. cit., p.378 (Pss references include:
6.5; 28.1; 30.9; 88.4,5; 115.17).
19)I Kings 8.27; Isaiah 66.1; Job 41.10-11; I Samuel 2.6-8.
20) ,
There is no extant Hebrew for Sir 24.
21)
H. Liddell; R. Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, Eighth Edition, At 
The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1889, p.644.
Psalm influence is within this same passage, Sir 24.8-12, where $ KT(6Tt\Q
CKTT&CVTUJY instructs personified Wisdom to rest her 'tent' in Zion.
Although the verb K<X~TiTTdU<J£V^s with reference to Wisdom's tent in v8 ; it
is apparent that Wisdom was seeking a 'resting place', bcvCCTTCCU6(V , in
v7a. Ps 131GK speaks of a 'resting place' in vv5b, 7a, for God and a
'dwelling place' in v8a. God's choice of Zion is confirmed in Ps 131.13,
OTC €.T*£\e£.CcTo KVpf,OQ For the lord has chosen Zion.
i f y t T { ( T a r o  (X v T tis He has desired it
cCg K XTO lK LC C Y C£<XU7U> for His habitation.
While this Psalm affords some correspondence with Sir 24.8-12 it must be
kept in mind that the invitation for God to reside, for His 'resting
place', in Zion is also written in the Chronicler's report of Solomon
consecrating the temple in 2 Chronicles 6.41. The fact that a similar text
is contained in a prayer by Solomon, the patron of wisdom, would seem to
make it a more likely choice by Sirach, especially since his main subject
in Sir 24 is personified wisdom. Furthermore, echoes of both Ps 131GK and
2 Chronicles 6.41 are evident in Numbers 10.35-36. Thus, the most that can
be argued is that Sirach had at least three possible sources of influence.
On the other hand, when one realizes there is no Psalm impression in the
next creation passage (Sir 33.7-18) it might well be asked: Where is the
Psalm influence found? It is found largely in the latter portion of Sir
where the themes of praise and glory to God are increasingly dominant.
Early signs of these dual themes are found in Sir 39.12-40.11: here
there are two very distinct passages wrapped in the language of the Psalms.
The first of these is Sir 39.14b-15,
Scatter the fragrance, 
and sing a song of praise, 
bless the Lord 
for all his works, 
give to His name 
majesty
and give thanks 
with praise to Him 
with a song on your lips 
and with lyres 
and this you shall say 
in thanksgiving:
SidSoT?^ bc^uriv
kocl aeved 'octe ,
eO \o yY \6ccre^  Kficxov
far) frdjjivrolg £f"(0(q,
SoT£ Tuj OVOjaccTt (x u t o u
Kcti k fG jU & X o y ) j< y < x 6 G e  
'ev aivecsei atno'u
Kcc) kv KivO/pcciq 
K o l \_ < ? £ / / * ?T€
'ev
The Hebrew fragment which begins at Sir 39.15c reads," *77_y psl 3 jD)’
and then you shall say with a shout," rather than "in thanksgiving" which
the Greek translates. In any case the full text is very representative of
the hallelujah Psalms, in particular Psalms 95; 150. The same must be said
of the second passage (Sir 39.35) where the Hebrew fragment states,
l!> r5 DU 7 1 now with all (your) heart 
) ] 77 give a ringing cry
V  V S I X  o n i )  and bless the name of
; V/) ~}J p  T7 the Holy One.
The final main creation text (Sir 42.15-43.33) is inundated with Psalmody.
It opens with a form similar to Psalm 77.12,
77’ call to mind the deeds of the
Lord ...
Sirach writes (Sir 41.15a),
^y/3 7C7 JT 7C  ^will call to mind the works of God
i
Sirach has carefully substituted the synonym xU Jy/2 for ,/>rU'73 which is
understandable since the latter is used largely for deliverance and
judgement while is usually with reference to the theme of creation.
The following verse (Sir 41.16b) combines ' with 1 ) 2 3  to announce
the theme of the whole hymn,
; ) rO i t l  1 ) 3 3 ) . . . ... and the glory of the Lord is upon
all his works.
There follows a picture of Yahweh being praised by the ~ t f ' l i / l p  which has
close affinity with Psalm 89.6-7. The Psalmist declares,
77 V3 W ) *7 ) Let the heavens praise
77)77^ your wonders Lord
~j >fi J I/O also your faithfulness
U ’U/1 /> f’Tipn in the assembly of the Holy Ones
p 77 W3. 73 O  For who in the skies
71l7T> l l - y 1 can be compared to the Lord
71)71* i> 77/01' Who is like the Lord
*, v'hst ’i n  among the sons of gods (heavenly
beings)?
Almost as if in response to the question posed by the Psalmist Sirach
writes (Sir 42.17),
f r / t ' V I l p  Tt!5 The H°ly Ones of God have not the
, power
1 * 'JD K pyj iS'Dp to recount the Lord's wonders.
V j l P T t  y/O'Pt God has given strength to His hosts
: n ) 3 D l J 9 ?  p y y m ?  to endure before His glory.
This also contains DI colourings which become more conspicuous later in the
poem when Sirach is making a similar claim of man's praises. However in
light of • the angels' inability to recount God's wonders Sirach
appropriately opens his poem on the luminaries with yet another Psalm form
(Sir 43.2b), 111 ’U1//0 X ~ ))J 77/3 ..., How terrible (awe inspiring) are the
works of the Lord!" This announcement shows a close parallel with Psalm
66.3a which declares, " y U /X /3  pHJJ 77/0 10'77 ) l / 3 ? i >  Say to God, 'How
terrible are your deeds!' It is only the expression that serves as a link,
I
for in this case the Psalmist recounts saving deeds whereas Sirach 
continues with his concept of creation. On the other hand Sirach's whole 
poem with its accent on God's glory and power is similar in theme and 
purpose to Psalm 19A. This familiar Psalm opens with the vivid statement 
(Psalm 19A.2),
«• ‘/'PC*7)30 uyw77 The heavens are telling the glory of
God ...
Although the Psalmist says 77VO(^ 77 , he singles out the sun as a special
witness to God's glory and power but Sirach includes all four luminaries.
Both Ps 19.7b and Sir 43.2a use the rare poetic word 77/077 when describing
the sun's heat. BDB records only seven occurrences of 77/077 in the OT.
The Psalmist concludes the first part of his hymn with the expression,
" ’J  V7/}7?/0 17ID7 • • nothing is hid from its heat;" while Sirach opens his
22)hymn with a description of the pouring forth its 77/077 The
22)
Sir 43.3-4. Sirach continues with a description of the sun's 
heat comparing it to three times.-that of a blast furnace: here he uses the
synonym X07) for heat.
grandson may have been aware of the close association between these two 
works when he chose to translate Sir 43.2 as, " £ Y OTT’TGLGitf M V
The sun, when it appears, brings tidings as it goes forth ..." 
When Schechter calls for Psalm 33.6 as the sole influence on Sir
43.10 he is correct in that both refer to creation by ~ ) J . l ,but when both
texts are placed alongside DI 48.13b another picture of influence arises. 
The texts for comparison are as follows (Psalm 33.6a; Sir 43.10a; DI 
48.13b),
77 ) 77' 111 1  By the word of the Lord
, ,. ) v y j  t i ' / d v  the heavens were created ...
i>7t 7 1 1 ]  By the word of God
the order stands as commanded ...
TJ 77 1 7t 1 ]7C p  When I call to them
: )7 TP ) 1 / Q y ' they stand forth together.
Since DI and Sirach are talking about God's continuing authority over
creation and both single out the stars as an illustration, the
correspondence is the closer between DI and Sir. Sirach follows his
account of the luminaries with a poem on the climatic elements: it shows
23)some dependence on the Psalms use of the same theme, but Job's treatment
24)
of the same subject within a creation context must not be overlooked. In
keeping with his Priestly order Sirach moves from the description of j ) ) /y  W77
and yi?[77 to a brief portrayal of the ~D ? 77 NT7 • This latter segment seems
to be written under the influence of Psalm 107.23-26 which speaks of both
the wonders and the dangers of the deep. Sirach captures both in his brief
statement (Sir 43.23b-24),
~D 117 V O  he planted islands in the deep.
"D’TT"’“I'"!)' Those who go down to the sea
tell of its expanse 
)]])“'X.y/0 U/r> when our ears hear it
; “D/D we are astonished.
23^Psalms 135.7; 147.16-18; 148.8.
24)
Job 38.22-30 is considered in our comparative study of Sir and 
Wisdom Literature. Please see pp-.70-71.
As in Ps 107.23,26 Sirach interchanges ~jj ) JNl and 13*11 . Although the
phrase '□’71 ’I")/’ also appears in the Hebrew text of DI 42.10b the overall
influence is most likely from Psalm 107. Following this discussion Sirach
extends a call to praise, then concludes his hymn with: ’'TT’TO ..."
« ) *  ^ have seen (but) few of His works." (Sir 43.32b). This
25)
comment harkens back to the Psalm form with which he opened the poem.
The measure of Psalm influence here is more intense than at any point in 
the previous forty chapters of Sir. However, this same text is surpassed 
by the last two chapters in Sir. In fact, Sir 51 contains almost a third 
of Schechter*s total Psalm references. We shall look briefly at these 
texts because they hold a final key of explanation on how Sirach used the 
Psalms.
Sirach chose to conclude the formal part of his book by telling of
Simon, the high priest, leading the congregation in fervent worship. Here
the influence of the Psalms is felt in the action of Worship (Sir 50.18),
"... 1 r’/p 1* li/71 J 'fl’ J , and the sound of song was given ...". With an
emendation to Sir 50.18b the text reads, "a sweet sound of praise went up."
The emendation is based on that recommended in Levi (op cit., p.71, notes
’g 1; 1h *). The Greek gives a very vivid picture (Sir 50.18),
0 (  yjCtXlUJ&01 And the singers praised (Him)
f ' V  < p W V tX t£  C C V T w V ^ with their voices,
€v TtXg Cg T uJ CyJtUKcxvQr}/JGACf, in sweet and full toned melody.
The book could very well have ended with this chapter especially with the
26)inscription of Sirach's name, a bold act for wisdom literature. 
Nonetheless, the autobiographical style of Sir 51, which is in keeping with 
his earlier texts, makes it quite evident that Sirach has added yet another 
chapter. Whether it is all authentic to Sirach is a question we shall 
consider shortly. The opening verses (Sir 51.1-12) are presented as the
25) ’
Other Psalm influences within the same creation hymn include: Sir
42.16b (Pss 104.31; 57.11), 43.19a (Ps 147.16), 43.28 (PS 145.3).
26)
It was on this account that the pseudonyms of David and Solomon 
figure so largely in the Psalms and Wisdom.
author's prayer of thanksgiving. It is crammed with phrases and a whole
27)
statement from the Psalms.
If this same prayer were _ apart from its present context it would 
more likely be placed as Psalm 151. The Hebrew text follows this prayer 
with a fifteen line canticle containing the refrain, " )7£)77 • n h y k  ‘ o , for 
His steadfast love endures for ever." Its dependence on Psalm 136 is 
unmistakable; however, it is not found in either the Greek, Syriac or Latin 
translations. Moreover.no commentator seriously considers it a part of the
y
original Hebrew text. I. Levi answers well when he writes,
It has so many points in common with the "Eighteen 
Benedictions", a Pharisaic prayer, and by mentioning the Messiah 
son of David, directly contradicting the^gkpress opinion of the 
author, that its authenticity is dubious.
There follows Sirach's personal testimony to wisdom and an invitation to
his U/TI/3 mT jL • As stated earlier both of these are in keeping with the
message and form found elsewhere in Sir. The Hebrew MS B concludes the
whole book with the statement,
TJ!£/, 77‘* May the name of the Lord be blessed
: Tf/> ) J / i_y) 77 from this time forth and for evermore!
This is a direct quote from Psalm 113.2.
All of this demands a new perspective on the relationship between
Sir and the Psalms. In response to the questions set down at the outset of
this study it must be concluded: 1/ not all the material accredited to the
Psalms is peculiar to Psalmody, 2/ . nowhere - within Sir does the Psalm
tradition raise or answer profound theological -issues. By the time Psalm
Ps.18.47bSir 51.1b 1 J V ' 377 r* 7C
Sir 51.1c 7 0 ^ Ps.22.22a
Sir 51.2 " H  Ps.27.1
Sir 51.2ii S ' & S l  V T 79 0  Pss.49.16a; 56.14
Sir 51.2b V  37 VJ>S77 O )  Ps.24.15b
Sir 51.2d J T O  >011/1 Ps.40.5b (Heb)
Sir 51.6b V7) )'/77?V7 VP771 Pss.8 8 .4b; 86.13
Sir 51.8 ) * “I 0 71 > *;•* >/3Tli >n7t ps.25.6
Sir 51.12b * P / 3 * )  Ps.41.1
28; 'I. 'Levi, op. cit., p.73, Note 1g '.
influence does occur there is little real formative impact on Sirach's
book. His doctrine of creation is already formulated. Most of the Psalm
tradition appears after Sir 39.32-35; it is this text that marks the
completion of Sirach's creation theology. Sir 39.35 offers a call to
praise. For more detailed discussion of Sir 39.32-35 see p. 170. It is
not till Sirach responds himself with full praise by writing a creation
hymn that Psalm influence appears in full force, in Sir 42.15-43.33. This
and other hymnic expressions in Sir 50-51 add no new theological thoughts.
The most that can be said is that they develop the call to praise given in
Sir 39.35. In sum, there is no formative influence but merely expressive
use of the liturgical language so familiar in the Psalms. Why should this
be so? Sirach, who is referred to by his grandson as, " 0  \^ p 0 ^ o \u /U (T ^ ,
the Jerusalemite", had a close acquaintance with the Temple and cult in
Jerusalem. This acquaintance is reflected in his respect for the priestly
29)office, love of the temple and intimate knowledge of its rituals. Though
found elsewhere in the text all three are described with much feeling in
Sir 50. It opens with a display of love and respect for Simon the high
priest, who was his contemporary, and moves into a lively service of
30)worship. His frequenting the temple is the only thing that could allow
such an intimate description of the service of worship. Sirach's reference
to Simon, " ; J7*IZ/Q ••• coming forth from the house of the
veil" could very well be an indication of this very chapter being inspired 
from his being in attendance on the Day of Atonement. F. O'Fearghail claims 
it was the 'Daily Whole Offering' (Bib 59, 1978, p.316). Regardless of the 
day in question Sirach's familiarity with cult and temple is undeniable.
29)
Sir 7.29-31. Sirach calls for honour to the priests and 
practical support for them; Sir 36 contains his prayer for Israel, the 
temple and her people; Sir 45.6-22 describes Aaron with a lengthy and 
glowing statement. ^
30)
This last clause is stated with full awareness of its double 
edge, for Sirach not only describes worship but enables the reader to enter 
into it.
Indeed such is Sirach's admiration for the temple and priestly office that
one contemporary scholar suggests that Sirach may have been a priest
31)himself. This we do not find necessary to claim in order to understand
his love of temple and priestly work: moreover, given the autobiographical
nature of his text it is rather doubtful that this is the sort of
32)information Sirach would have withheld. However, his full commitment
cannot be questioned, for it was his intimate involvement with temple and 
cult where the Psalms would have been prevalent in worship, that led Sirach 
to absorb, them within his own vocabulary. Then, when he endeavoured to
describe the praise and glory of God as revealed in the created order and 
celebrated in private or public worship Sirach broke into the language of 
the Psalms. Herein lies the real influence of the Psalms on Sir.
31)J. F. A. Sawyer, "Was Jeshua Ben Sira a Priest?" Offprint from 
proceedings of the Eighth World Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, 
1982.
'^For comment on the spurious phrase (C p G U Q  0 <T£>Ai/#6(7)|ffound in 
the Sinaiticus (Sir 50.27) see Appendix A, p. 227.
CHAPTER FIVE
SIRACH AND WISDOM LITERATURE
The historical sketch of OT scholarship given in the preceding
chapter holds true in the relationship between Sir and Wisdom Literature.
OT scholarship has not only held Sir to be under the shadow of the old
wisdom corpus, but has often bound this claim tightly to a few specific
texts, namely Job 28 and Proverbs 8 . S. Schechter wrote of Sir, "For B.S.,
though not entirely devoid of original ideas, was, as is well known, a
conscious imitator both as to form and as to matter, his chief model being
1 )the book of Proverbs." R. E. Murphy having presented an exegetical study
on Proverbs 8 , made this statement after quoting Sir 24.1-23, "See the
comments on Proverbs 8 for the personification of Wisdom, and the broader
2)context. Sirach 24 is a reinterpretation of Proverbs 8 ." R. A. F.
MacKenzie introduces Sir 24 as linked with Job 28 but modelled on Proverbs
3)
8 . Our purpose is to look again at Sir in the light of the wisdom books 
of Job, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes with a view to testing this hypothesis of 
strong influence. Before doing so it is important to underline that here 
too we do not deny the close affinity between these works especially since 
all four are of the wisdom school. Our concern, however, is to measure the 
degree of formative influence. The same questions posed in the previous
^S. Schechter; C. Taylor, op. cit., p. 12.
2)R. E. Murphy, op. cit.-, p. 104.
3)R. A. F. MacKenzie,; op. cit., p.100-101.
chapter will be held in tension throughout but they will not determine the
form of this chapter. In this context it must be asked of any
correspondence between Sir and the above named wisdom books: 1/ is the
material drawn upon peculiar to these wisdom texts? 2/ what questions does
the shared tradition raise or answer within Sir? 3/ how wide a usage does
it receive within Sir? In keeping with the BH order we begin with Job.
The fact that Sirach was aware of the man Job is evident from his
comment in-Sir 49.9,
• ‘ i l ’ X  * ? ( .  p ' O T U  U3) And he remembered Job ...
: p l [ i S  p o bio/971 who maintained all the (ways of)
righteousness.
The Greek varies considerably here,
For he remembered his enemies 
feV Op.jSpw with storm
kyccOuJGcw Jo u g  Gu&OvovTixg and he did good to those who made
o t o J g . straight their ways.
t
Understandably the RSV, in trying to give . a reasonable interpretation of
the Greek, here changed the subject from 'he' to God; however, for Sir
49.8-9 in the extant Hebrew, Ezekiel, is clearly the subject. It is quite
conceivable that the grandson mistakenly read H ?’?(.'Job1 as H-'JX 'enemy'.,
(See W. 0. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, op. cit., p.333). English
translations tend to follow the Greek. In favour of the Hebrew fragment is
the whole context of the statement: in discussing Ezekiel it would appear
Sirach is referring to the two passages where Ezekiel drew attention to the
three righteous men (Ezekiel 14.14,20). The first of these citings reads,
’B 'V ' i T t n  J' 77) Even if these three men
T l0 ) > n i  71 f a n  were in it
i i > - K ) !>xn 7i] Noah, Daniel and Job
T U l p l X l  T t /O T I by their righteousness alone
upti v v e i they would deliver but their own lives
; 77)77' *71 7 i (says) the Lord God.
Although the Sir fragment is partly mutilated Sirach's form and message is
in keeping with that of Ezekiel. If the Sir 49.9 fragment had all three
names Sirach did change the Ezekiel order of the names by beginning his 
text with Z L l'd i • HLA suggests the reading follows the name Job;
however if the doubtful letters were read [fjk'’ [i]i the Ezekiel list 
becomes the more likely. Ultimately one can only surmise the mutilation, 
but the name Job is not in doubt. The plQfj which is suggested by both 
Levi and HLA as the final word in Sir 49.9b, not only keeps the Ezekiel 
theme of righteousness, but offers a description consistent with the man 
Job who is so very clearly pictured in the opening words of the book of Job 
(Job l.lb), "jJ/l/a TO) 7)’7l\>7C 'X7M -><£/•} uVl (jpX)... (Job was) perfect 
and upright and feared God and turned away from evil." If we add to this 
Job's consolation that regardless of pain, '~)/3 7C Ttf3* • • 1
had not denied the words of the Holy One" (Job 6.10c), you have a picture 
of a very faithful man: one who was perfect, upright and feared God.
Considering the man and his book it is understandable that Job should be 
placed on Sirach's honour roll.
The fact that Sirach was aware not only of the man Job but a text 
similar to the Job account within the present OT canon becomes apparent 
from Sir 40.5-6c,
777CJ p  7 *  There is only jealousy.
7 T I $ )  anxiety and dread
>J7$Pi Fear of death and
71771'41 (much strife)
I V ) ]  4 7 at the time of rest 
) 2 D V /0  upon his bed
the sleep of night .
fj’Y-v'fj (will frustrate his heart)
*pnf> A little, in vain
y ^ 2 0  but a "moment he rests
w . . 7ii y i n )  and then is disturbed by dream(s) ...
i. \ } 'tW 3  (P y /2 ... by the vision of his soul ...
4)We have-based our translation on the proposed reading from HLA and 
Levi. Both suggest that f l l ' j / f l  should read 77 7 U 41 . See Levi op. cit., 
p.48, Note 'h ' . JB states, "The Hebr. and the contexts uggest (sic) that 
sleep brings thoughts no less painful.", op. cit., p. 1091, Note 40d. Also 
in v 5b, a marginal note suggests -that the final word could be , for
the lacuna. ^
A marginal note proposes that the gap at the end of v 5d should read
VI -V ”7 • For v 5b HLA notes 71 "7 71'Jl as erroneous. Le^ vi suggests it
should read 77^77 sn ( op cit., p.48, note of v 6c is possibly a
lapsus from v 6a making the first two indecipherable. With parts of the
Hebrew fragment remaining in doubt the Greek is an aid in clarifying and
confirming the message (Sir 40.4b-6c),
O o p iO g  HCCl (There is) anger and envy
KCLiTap<x^)r[ & X I GCLhOg ancj struggle and unrest
KcCi Q o fto g  Q c e v a  70  u anc^  fear of death
KtfU /ArjyCcxjUC< K & i  G p tg  and wrath and rivalry
K<£t K ctcp y l ccvaTT(x6G£vJg And at the time one rests
CTTi KO<T.Y\g upon his bed
UTJVOg V U t frb g his sleep at night
y v to G fV  (XOToO t confuse his mind.
oXiycv Cog ooS^v ev ttvaTTcfuGGi He gets little or no rest ...
• - •T cQ o p vP tyucyp g  CV opcXGCC perturbed by the visions
Kccpfa'ccg ckCj T o Q j . , Qf his heart ...
The message of this text corresponds to that stated by Job (Job 7.13-14),
When I say, "my couch will comfort me 
TtU/' my bed will ease (the burden of)
, my complaint,"
V7J/DP77IZ * ] 4 ) 4 l T I ) then you shatter me with dreams
I ] 4 1 X 2 4 1  4 1 ) l yT T } f i ) and terrify me with visions.
No other OT text gives a similar description of the torment of dreams
i z r n u  !=y. ■ ■ ' v.
Through the above findings we concur with OT scholarship that Sirach
was familiar with the book of Job. We will now consider the closest
correspondences in creation faith, form and language in order to measure
the degree of influence which the book of Job had on Sir. The first such
citing is Job 11.8-S, where_ the wisdom of God is compared with the
threefold created order. Since there is no extant Hebrew for the text in
Sir for comparison, we will cite LXX.
^ O u p tX V O g? higher than heaven,
_ and what can you do?
TiOV e v  QOOU it is deeper than those in Sheol
77 0(6ceg^ ^ what can you know?
(] k p O T E p o c  jU€Tp>OV y f j $  Its measure is longer than the earth
^ £ \) p 0 U g  & <x\(XG C‘Y \Q ‘j  p  broader than the sea.
This does seem a close parallel with Sir 1.3
O f o g  o b p x v o  0 k<x\ ^
Tr\<xrog yijq
KCLl (k fiu G C ro y  KCCi <TO <pi'<£V
r f g  k E i ^ y i ' a a - e i )
and the deep and wisdom 
who can search them out?
The height of heaven and the breadth
of earth
Despite the likeness of thought, form and language between the two above 
texts closer examination shows three important differences. 1/ Job employs
established his own. 3/ The rhetorical questions in this Job text are a 
direct challenge to Job while Sirach's question follows the general form of 
DI which leaves the challenge open to any man or god.
The Job text most frequently called on by scholarship for an 
influence on Sir is Job 28: the poem on personified Wisdom. Many scholars
would argue that Job 28 was not originally a part of the book of Job. M.
i
Pope- sums scholarly opinion by stating, "Virtually all critics are agreed 
that the poem on wisdom, xxviii is extraneous," (Job, A B, 15, Doubleday & 
Company, Inc., New York, 1965, p. xviii). However, if Job 28 ■ was an
addition it was there by the time of Sirach, thus it is not an issue for 
our presentation.
Early in his text Sirach made the claim that wisdom pre-existed. 
This same issue is raised twice in Job (15.7; 38.21) but in each case it is 
God's questioning Job's knowledge of the created order. There is a close 
correspondence between Job 15.7,
(X&OU '.Sheol' while Sirach chooses 2/ Sirach follows
the P . order of creation with - o u p x v o u  , y? i q  and while Job
Jli’h v  ']3h
Were you born the first among men 
and brought forth before the hills?
and Proverbs 8.25 where personified Wisdom states,
) y i ( 0 7 i  t j u i & i  
:>vj  s u y i x
Before the mountains were shaped 
before the hills I was brought forth .
/
but nowhere within Job's poem to personified wisdom is the concern of
pre-existence explicitly claimed. Two themes dominate Job's poem. Wisdom
is unsearchable and she is priceless. The lengthy statement on man's skill
at finding precious metals is followed by the theme question in Job 28.12,
77/307717) But wisdom,
7ty/DV7 where may she be found
•’ 77 7 *3 V)pjO 717 ’ 7t) and where is the place of
i understanding?
This question is repeated in Job 28.20. It offers a stark contrast to Sir
^ * \ s
1.1a, • " j j 'x ^ C C  TfttpOL Kupou* • • , All wisdom comes from the Lord ..."
According to the grandson's translation the place of Wisdom is yet more
candidly stated in Sir 1.9-10,
H i c c u r o g  e K j f t f e v  CfUTpf The Lord himself created her
Kori e<6ey / < a \ C i L f T t l V  he saw her and apportioned her
Kcs< & • ( ancj p0ured her out upon
77<xvtcc Tct £pyc( c tu T O v , his works,
.... jucTOL TTGGtyS G ^ p  KOg ^ with all flesh
K&Tcc T ’q y  &QG(V C(b7Q0> according to his gift,
KOti € )(^ p 'r[y Y \6 € V aru'T^ V and he supplied her
7olg  ix y c c n ^ G tv  (XuroV, to those who love him.
5)There is no mystery here about either the origin or place of wisdom. On
first sight the series of verbs in the above statement (Sir 1.9) seem to
offer some linguistic links with Job 28.27,
T O T G y t  & £ V  OCUTf^y  ^ Then he saw her
K(X( (X U T ^ V and declared her
£lQi/J.C«2<xq g E,(^(\/((XG €V . he established and searched (her) out.
However, closer inspection reveals that out of four verbs only the verb 
OpcCdJ 'to see' is common to both texts. Ce^l'^VC UUJ occurs in Sir 1.3. 
Like Job Sirach refers to Wisdom in the third person but in Sir 24 Wisdom
5) >r vIn a poetic gesture Sirach has wisdom state for herself, " J:yi0
(C770 GTOMOCTOQ 0^ i'(T T O O  kEnS@ 0V> 7 came forth from the mouth of the Most 
High." ' (Sir 24.3a).
speaks in the first person. Finally, Job makes it quite obvious that 
Wisdom is the priceless one who cannot be compared to the most precious of 
things on earth (Job 28.19),
For Sirach it is the heart of his poem to make Wisdom comparable. Wisdom 
can be; compared to the most stately of trees, sweetest of spices, the most 
precious substance, loveliest of blossoms or most glorious fruits (Sir
24.13-18). The real significance in this difference is more than a 
literary one: it means for Sirach Wisdom is comparable, tangible and very
present while, for Job, she remains unsearchable and imcomparable.
Job has two statements on the climatic elements which require close 
consideration (Job 37.5-12; 38.22-30), the first of which stands as a very 
real parallel with Sirach's poem on the same theme (Sir 43.13-22). Both 
make the claim that as part of the created order the elements respond to
elements named by Job and has behind the literary presentation the same 
purpose: to display the mighty power of God. The use of the atmospheric
conditions to this end is, however, not peculiar to Job. In our previous 
chapter we saw the Psalmists make a similar presentation (Psalms 135.5-7; 
148.7-8). Moreover,the writer of Jubilees lists the climatic elements as 
being created on the first day. (Jubilees 2.2). In brief, although there 
is here a greater affinity in style and theme between Sirach's poem and 
that of Job1 s,neither the material nor the form are exclusive to Job. In 
his second passage on the heavenly elements Job speaks of their being used 
by God for vengeance (Job 38.22-23),
Ou k  j c u j Q f o e T t t f  c r& rfi 
TondXiov AiOfont'ac
tT O j ip a f f r a ^ Q ^ e r c x i
neither with pure gold 
shall it be valued.
The topaz of Ethopia cannot 
be compared with it,





&  VO *££ TOC I<££ GO f
elc Sjp<xY 'effibv 
c L tto A € .m o u  
K & i jC'
Have you entered 
the storehouses of snow 
have you seen 
the storehouses of hail 
which I have reserved for you 
for the time of trouble 
for the day of war 
and battle?
Sirach is equally bold about seeing the elements as part of God's armaments
(Sir 39.28-29),
£.6'T \v  JTV6.UyUCCT^ <X £ {g There are winds that have been
Gf<6l Kyi<ftV^ 6t<T{<STC( ( « , ^ created for vengeance ...
Fire and hail and famine 
Kcr( Q a v c c ro g ^ and death *
TTCiVTc( T&UTCt C (g  G k S iK ^ lV  all of these for vengeance
£ riT ((T T C (( have been created ...
The parallels are not as strong with Job here as in the previous poem.
Moreover, from much earlier tradition there are accounts of God using the
elements to His advantage. The hail is used in a mighty blitz on Egypt (Ex
9.22),7 ^
Cirrev£e K v p to g T T a b g Alu/u.^ v The Lord said to Moses
Vxretyov T r y  y f i p c t  6 0 V  stretch your hand
G ig  TOV o u p a v d v  toward heaven
tfat t C T a i  y & X a f a  that there may be hail
£771 T T a & c x v  y f j y  upon all the land
A W u T T T O U /e rJ i T6 ro u g 'M p um & JQ of Egypt, upon man
KaV Tcc KTfiVri K<x\ e T f ( and the beasts and upon
T T a .G C (v jg o T & v tiv  r f \ v  all the plants of the field
feTTi rijf yjjj. in the land.
The earlier statement on the threefold creation showed language
links between Job and Sir which were enabled largely by drawing on common
tradition. This can be seen again where Job turns to the J’ document (Job
10.9),
1/D 71D '3 X l ' l D T  Remember that you made me like clay
; ' J J . ’ W' f l and will return me to dust.
Although the word 'clay' is not in J, the potter language provides the
imagery for 'like clay'. The same creation theme occurs in Job 33.6b when
Elihu declares, " ’jJt'TjQ 3/071/3 •••,-moreover I too was formed from
clay ..." In our comparative study of J and Sir it was seen how Sirach
used similar terminology repeatedly, forging a strong bond with J. Thus
6 )
The Hebrew fragment is too mutilated to carry the full sense of 
the text but in Sir 39.29 where the Greek translates e l g eK&iKfytftV the 
Hebrew reads for judgement.
7) *
See also Joshua 10.12-14; I Kings 17; Amos 4.7-9,13.
the common creation language in Job and Sir is often an indication of these 
two wisdom writers drawing on the same tradition to formulate their 
separate statements of creation faith.
This is not to deny that Sirach depended on the Job text for some of 
his creation material: a point made clear in Wisdom's testimony (Sir
24.5),
yOfioVQupavcu Alone I made the heavenly circle
ctpvfsujy 7T£p(eTT(XT'f^$(x 4 and dn ^he depths of the abyss have
walked.
The rare CfT word y u p o Y  is found in DI 40.22 and Job 22.14b, but the action
depicted is very similar to the Job citing, "...K^t y u p o Y  OVpQ-YOU 
r /
■ 6iCtO f>CUG£TCCl , and He walks the heavenly circle." The second part of 
Sirach's statement which shows wisdom walking the abyss is almost a direct 
quote from Job 38.16b where God challenges Job saying, " . . ^ -gy £ $  f y u t S t V
i
C L f iu G 6 0 \J  irepitTTOCTtpTCCg > ••• have you walked in the recesses of the
abyss?" Another possible dependency is seen in Sirach's opening form to
8 )
his poem, f r x ' d / y / O  (Sir 42.15b),
l T \ ~ ) ‘d 'U X ) W T T ?  H?) and what I have seen I will declare.
which is seemingly a direct quote from Job 15.17b,
:*7733T>7tl ’TJ’TniJT) and what I have seen I will declare.
But, it is arguable that this is no more than a common expression used by
both writers. The conclusion of this same poem, " ’ * * 1
have seen (but) few of his works" (Sir 43.32b) is a faint echo of Job
26.14a "... { l ) % p  7 7 ’ Beholcl those are but the outskirts of
his ways ..." Where Sir does differ sharply with Job's form is in the use
of rhetorical questions. The same observation made in the rhetorical style
9)of Job 11.8-9 is consistent throughout his text: the questions are always
8)
As was seen in our previous chapter Sir 42.15a is a Psalm 
dependency.
9)The only variation in Job's form is that the questions are at 
times posed by Job himself (Job 21) or God (Job 38), but they are always 
directed to the individual. Please see the note on rhetorical form, p . 34 
and for comment on Job 11.8-9 see p.67.
directed to a specific individual. Sirach's rhetorical questions always
follow the open, general form of DI where any man or god is challenged to
reply. In sum, the above findings on creation faith hardly warrant
Schechter's claim that the whole of Sirach's cosmography is a mere echo of
10)the last chapters of Job.
What can be said of scholarship; claims for the influence of
Proverbs on Sir? Since Sirach wrote as one within the wisdom school it is
not surprising that one of his key themes is the fear of the Lord: but
here too he is no mere imitator. His independent thinking shows best when
paralleled with the two closest correspondences. Here is the picture
following this order (Proverbs 1.7a; Psalm 110.10a (Gk); Sir 1.14a),
A p X ) ')  (pOpO£ The beginning of Wisdom is the fear
QeoOy of God,
9A f x i \  GOtpffXG" ( p d f io £  The beginning of Wisdom is the fear 
K u p l'o V y of the Lord,
A p i h  60(ptCC<£ (f io fid lG Q c ti The beginning of Wisdom is to fear 
TCV Kt i p t OVy the Lord,
✓
Sirach's use of (p O 0 o $ in the verbal form casts doubt on von Rad's claim.
11)that Sirach is repeating the Proverbs maxim verbatim and that of R. Y.
12)Scott that he is directly quoting Proverbs 1.7. - -
To overlook the subtle changes is to walk into the trap of making 
large assumptions. This would seem to be the case when many look at Sir in 
light of the poem to Wisdom in Proverbs 8.22-32. It is true there are two 
very definite similarities between Sir and the Proverbs poem on personified 
Wisdom. The first is the concept of pre-existent Wisdom which is described 
in Proverbs 8.22,24a(GK),
"^S. Schechter; C. Taylor,.op. cit., p.26, Note 2.
11)G. von Rd, op. cit., p.'243, (our underlining).
12)
R. B. Y. Scott, op.f cit., p. 209, (our underlining). From the
Greek it cannot be claimed that this is a direct quote. The Hebrew is not
extant; however, since the grandson translates 'fear' as a noun three times 
in this same poem (Sir 1.11, 12,18) it is difficult to believe that the
verbal forms of 'fear' are in error (Sir 1.14,16,20). For such a sharp
distinction it is quite possible that 7)70’^ , as seen in Deuteronomy 4.10 
stood behind the verbal forms, while the infinitive construct 'Tl'XTT , lie 
behind the noun /forms. Vl?iV which occurs in Sir 40.26,27 is translated 
as (p o jB c q by the grandson.
97^*1/ 'C W ’Tq v  € ( £  first of his way for his work, ...
'€pYC ( C<l/TO 0^ . . .
TTpd r e v  Top  yhy 7T0l}p (X {, . , before the world was created . . .
In Sir 1.4a it states,
'tfpOTZ.ptX ITCCVTLOy £KTc<TTXi <Soy>icC"' Before all things Wisdom was created
As in Proverbs 8 , Sirach also resorts to the first person form for his 
central poem on Wisdom (Sir 24). Both of these characteristics, 
pre-existent Wisdom and person'fied Wisdom speaking in the first person, 
could only' have come from Proverbs 8 . Yet, in the Proverbs poem the 
concept of pre-existent Wisdom is a major issue requiring half the poem to 
establish it while Sirach makes it a reality with one brief comment in his 
introductory statement (Sir 1.4). It is never openly discussed again, 
including his main tribute to Wisdom (Sir 24). With these two similarities 
the correspondence stops. The remainder of the Proverbs poem emphasises
i
how personified Wisdom was in a special personal relationship with the Lord, 
possibly as a co-creator, but certainly as his darling. She describes 
herself as,
j \ ?' I  n r v  ...I was the one in whom He delighted.. . k y a j  T r p o c e f ix tp c v . ; ° •
13)(Proverbs 8.30b) That this in fact means delight to Yahweh is confirmed 
by the Hebrew in Pr 8.30bc, " V7pT7 U J /I H I ’ 13)' TJLy) v /X V 71577 70
... 1 V9f>, and I was delight daily, making sport before him ...". Never in 
Sir is there a hint of personified Wisdom sharing in the work of creation: 
for Sirach God alone is the creator of P377 • Nor does Sirach ever portray 
Wisdom as sporting before the Lord. She is simply at His command (Sir
24.8a),
m e  x j u i  u  e c i u t J U  m e
13)
The role of the i has been much debated: See T. H. Gas ter,
"Proverbs1', VT, 4(1954), pp.77-79; P'. A. H. de Boer, "The Counsellor," VTS 
3(1955), pp.42-71; R. B. Scott,. "Wisdom in Creation: the 'AMON of Proverbs
viii 30", VT, 10(1960) pp.213-23; J. de Savignac, "La Sagesse en Proverbes 
viii 23-31", VT, 12(1962), pp.211-15; R. N. Whybray, "Proverbs viii 22-31 
and its supposed Prototypes," SAIW, op. cit., pp.390-400.
J J S\ ' /  (
TOTC € V £ T £ i A & < 0  y /O i O Then the Creator of all things
KTt<JTf)g Gnr&YTUJV; commanded me,
K K t 0  K T t 'a tx c  u &  and the 0ne wh0 created rae
KCCTi.va.uaevJh'<™>Clfp M ° '> " - assigned the place for my tent ...
Remarks in Sirach's opening poem give a sense of an impersonal relationship 
between Wisdom and God (Sir 1.9c, 10b) whereby Yahweh, having created
Wisdom He,  ^}
poured her out 
! }Q Tfl TTCXVTti TCC £ p y a  a b T O U ; upon all his works, .
. Koc( k x o p h 'y y i^ e v (x o r r y  • • • and supplied her
TO?g &yccTTu/<jiV  ( x d r o V . to those who love him.
One other concept of Wisdom in Proverbs which differs sharply from
that in Sir is.the presenting of Wisdom as a U , , T l - y y  , 'tree of life'.
It is a concept which appears in Genesis and is used on four separate
occasions in Proverbs (3.18;11.30;13.12;15.4). The first applies
directly to Wisdom while the other citings describe the fruit of Wisdom
(what she offers to those who heed her). These are the only occurrences of
t
the - a " T 7 ~ y y  outside the Genesis account. Sirach never applies this 
analogy to Wisdom. For Sirach Wisdom is like any number of trees: she
forms a garden of the most beautiful, bountiful and biggest-of trees (Sir
24.13-18). But, Wisdom must not be identified solely with any one -tree. 
Why did Sirach tread so circumspectly here? Could it not be that the 
" Q 1 , ' T j ~ y j /  was too closely identified with th e J /U  3 ) vA-Vl 71 , 'tree
of the knowledge of good and evil,' which was desired to make one wise? 
That this is so becomes the more apparent when Wisdom makes her promise
(Sir 24.22),
o u iw k o u -jjy  u o u ’ . ., „ >  ^ _ Who ever obeys me
oi>K T<X( ... . . . .% r ~,—  ^ ;—  * will not be put to shame
Kcu oi e p y a lo y e v o i e v  G/tO( those who work with my help
< X M « rT Y ic o v c iv  . will not sin#
14)
The tree of life was also important in ancient Near Eastern myth. 
See W. McKane, Proverbs (OTL) ..SCM Press Ltd, 1970, p.296. McKane rightly 
adds that for the Proverbs citings it is the vitality of Wisdom that the 
'tree of life' symbolizes, for discussion of the Gn occurrences see, E. A. 
Speiser, Genesis (AB), Doubleday and- Company Inc., New York, 1964, 
pp.27-28.
The use of l / f fc c  ftCuvJV and the pairing of C C (C ^ U Y ^ 'shame' and C C p fe p T b p iX  
'sin' produces a parallel with Gn 3 in thought concept which is not so 
subtle. Thus the use of the garden of trees concept defuses any sense of 
false hopes. It is almost as if Wisdom is now everything that the Garden 
of Eden held minus the two trees of temptation which dominated the centre.
Thus Sirach wrote, "... 71313 p J / D  H '7 l  v/17C"V Fear of God is like a
1 15)garden of blessing ..." (Sir 40.27a).
Having met this thorny issue of how to depict Wisdom Sirach is quite
prepared -to return to Proverbs, following the example given there of
Wisdom's invitation. But here too it is not a total dependence on
Proverbs. Wisdom extends her invitation in deliberate contrast to Dame
Folly, Proverbs 9.4-5a,
t*
O g  G 6"T(V  C ftppuJVj who ever is simple,
e K K h v a T u J  r r p o g  JJG. . 9 turn aside to me.
Kar\ ro ig  k i& eeG i (ppCvCbv €(7TGV And to him who is without sense she; 
y • says,
Em k TB (J>c(y6T€ t u j v  G /iu jv  ctpTWV,. * 'Come eat of my bread' ...
Sirach has Wisdom simply announce a general invitation (Sir 24.19), 
TTp oO eX Q cTB  i r p o g  /J € ; Come to me,
ot (-rT iO u /u o O vT eg  ju o everyone who desires me, ; . - -
Kttt CCTTO Tu>V y£Y7[}XCl7uj juou and from my produce,    "
i£ j j .T T \r p & Y jl ’£ ‘ eat your fill.
Sirach's use of ETTcOu/XO U VTEQ 'everyone who desires' parallels closely
with DI's invitation which opens with o l  & y u s Y T 6 g  'everyone who thirsts'
✓
and concludes with TTpO <J£yC T£ \DI 55.1-3). This leaves only the main 
subject, personified Wisdom, extending an invitation, as peculiar with 
Proverbs 9.4-5a.
Near the end of Proverbs the rhetorical question is used (Proverbs
30.4).
15) *
The grandson's translation reads, " (poflog K V pfou  w g  Tt<xpa.&CCG 0C
£ u X o y ((X g •. •, Fear of the Lord is like a Paradise blessing ..." (Sir
40.27a).
T ig  C iV€p'ri G ig  TcV  O u p c tv c v , ^ 0  ^ a s  ascended to heaven
/<tTf « C ( T € p j  p  ) ' \ an(^  come down?
T ig  tfl/vyycxyGV €V KCXvW; Who has held the wind in his bosom?
T ig  t5 \iyk ,6Tp £yc .V  u 6 u jp  Who has held the waters
‘6 V  t jU C iT l 'u j ’ in a cloak?
r i g  (ZK pod 'ry fey  TT&VTuJV Who has established all
T&v CKKpuJV TY{g Y t y g } , „ the ends of the earth? ...
», .fyn o vou a  Toig T€KVag ctuTOu} what is his son's name?
iVQ( yV&S'; Surely you know!
Depending on how the very difficult text in Proverbs 30.1 is translated
this could be part of a dialogue between individuals. This would place it
in a form closer to Job's rhetorical style, whereby the questions are
directed to a specific individual. Other parallels with Job include the
analogy of containing the waters: not a cloak but the clouds are God's
binding force in Job 26.8. The taunting statement " Vv'oc JYuJg» surely you
know", of Pr 8.30 is similar to the comment expressed by c l  o l& ocg ' in Job
38.5a. Here too we must conclude that the form, language and theology
employed by Sirach in such texts as Sir 18.4b-5,
KCi{ TlQ SGI Who can search out
p e y c tX s i ix (x u t c u j  ^ his mighty deeds?
KpjXTog JU CycfYXw C ^JYY\pauTou His majestic power
r i g  GjE,c<p(6/U Y l()£T c \l j  who can measure?
Kcu Ti£ TTpOG&iyfpl G K o ltiY tlfd Q v*1 Who can fully recount
Tci cX cq  c iuTO U j his mercies?
align far more readily with DI's rhetorical form. For both Sir and DI the
greatness of God is immeasurable for its abundant fullness but never from a
sense of 2  71 'emptiness', 'vanity' which is hinted at in the above
Proverbs text. W. McKane suggests that there is a hiddenness,. an
unknowability in Proverbs 30.4 which is similar to that of Ecclesiastes,
for Auger sees the teaching of wisdom as "... empty speculation and vain
16)imagining." This contrasts sharply with Sirach.
As for Ecclesiastes itself, apart from confusion with the Latin
title, Ecclesiasticus, there is little similarity with Sir. The measure of 
direct influence amounts to several phrases and one brief comment. The 
phrase J])') 'long or patient spirit' used in the Hebrew fragment of
16)W. McKane, op. cit., p.647.
17)
Sir 5.11b is identical with that of Ecclesiastes 7.8. It does show an
awareness of the language of Qoheleth as does the use of (Sir
11.14d). ■fUt’ Dti/ with the initial letter 1 \U ' instead of ' D '  is only found 
once in OT: that one citing is in Eel. 17b. All other OT citings use
The strongest appeal to Ecclesiastes by Sirach is to be found in
Sir 40.lb-2, where Sirach having mentioned the "much labour" for all men
.. 18) continues,




Totig dia\oy(CMOug ocintpv 
kcc) (poflov KapSdexg 
kmvoicc nptf<$omg? fyiepcc TeXeurfig.
... from the day they come from their
mother's womb
till the day they return
to the mother of all.
Their troubling thoughts
and fear of heart
anxious anticipation, the day of
death ...
This commentary by Sirach on man's toil matches closely Ecclesiastes
5.14-16,
c^Af^y ocrrb 
y<X6Tf>bgjuyprpog ecu tou yu/jvdg 
hm<STp€pei tcO TtopevQijycu wgrpe} 
Kcu oyScv q{j Xfyutycrcu 
}£v / io ^ Q u j  ccurou. , ,
Keti rig rrepccpefcc ccdrQ,
^ JJC ^ & £(e tg aveuov j  
xdi ye ttccscii cc7 rpjudpca <xutou
}£Y 6KOTG.I Kui TTevQei
KcCi Qu/xup jroWw  
Krtt appujfiTicc jKcp( y d .
As he came from
his mother's womb naked
he shall return to go as he came
and he shall take nothing
for his toil ...
And what profit has he, 
that labours for the wind? . -■ -~.
And at any rate all his days (are) 
in darkness and grief 
and much worry
and sickness and bitterness.
Despite the mixed tradition of Genesis and Job the predominant thought 
pattern in the Sir text is that of Ecclesiastes. Both texts stress the
■ 17 J /
However, Levi notes Sirach's use is not with the same
signification, I. Levi, op. cit., p.5, Note 'r'.
18)The Hebrew fragment omits verse 2 ,thereby giving rise to the 
speculation that the Greek text is corrupt (see W. Oesterley,
Ecclesiasticus, op. cit., p.265-266); however, the description of man's
anxious thoughts in verse 2 parallels well with the summation and effect of
anxiety spoken of in verse 5. Moreover it explains that the "heavy yoke" 
mentioned in verse 1 is more than physical labour: it includes
psychological- trauma. For ’citing and discussion of Sir 40.5-6c see 
pp.66-67.
burdens of life and labour which weigh man down to the grave or earth (the
mother of all). This is, however, the only major dependency on Qoheleth in
the whole of Sir. It would seem that Qoheleth's sense of the in
t1 37? was too far from the direction which Sirach wanted to chart in
revealing the D 3 . D  of God in the created order.*
In retrospect what can really be claimed for the relationship
between Sir and Wisdom Literature? In an attempt not to" devalue we have
included some of the less conspicuous material and yet the very brevity of
this chapter is in itself a witness to the lack of influence. Even in the
proverbial sayings Sirach claimed a style of his own, grouping the proverbs
around themes thereby removing them from their old form of proverbial
19)listings. More than a shift of f*orm, he restates most of the proverbs
such that R. B. Y. Scott writes, "Although the content of Sirach's
instruction oovers much of the same ground as that of Proverbs and there
are verbal echoes of the old book, only two or three direct quotations are
20)made from it." The theory that Proverbs is a major influence, a model 
for the whole of Sir, has little evidence to substantiate it. As for the 
book of Job, it is not creation faith ,but the figure of Job that has the 
most marked influence on Sir. With the three major poems on personified 
Wisdom scholarship must now accentuate the differences so as not to blur 
the texts. In short, a new perspective is needed: Sir must no longer be
held under the shadow of old wisdom.
While the many wise sayings in the book of Proverbs appear to 
have no particular order, examples of Sirach's 'groupings' include, Sir 
2.1-18, patience in trouble; Sir 3.1-16, submission to parents; Sir
11.29-34, hospitality; Sir 20.1-8, silence; Sir 32.1-17, some banquet 
manners.
20)
R. B. Y. Scott, op. cit., p.209.
CHAPTER SIX
SIRACH AND EARLY'JEWISH APOCALYPTIC
i
The close dating of Sir at 180 BC enables an" entry into the 
fascinating theological thought world which surrounded its author. The 
foregoing:comparative studies indicate the high degree to which Sirach was 
influenced by the earlier writings. In our introductory chapter, on pp.l; 
6 , it was stated that we do not regard Hellenization as a primary 
motivating factor. We hold to this.' M. Hengel in speaking of Hellenization 
said, "We find the first slight traces of Greek in Koheleth, in Ben Sira 
and with the musical instruments in the Book of Daniel." He then adds that 
they become "extraordinarily numerous" in later Jewish rabbinic 
literature.^ Yet, there is more for inquiry into his contemporary 
circumstances. We know from Sir 50 that Sirach was much impressed by the 
then spiritual/political leader of his community, Simon the High Priest. If 
the political has a low profile the question must be asked about the 
theological thought world in which he lived. The apocalyptic world, in 
both oral and written form, was nearing its crest at the very period when 
Sirach was preparing his wisdom in creation document. Our purpose in this 
chapter is to examine this theological thought world in which Sirach wrote.
M. Hengel, Jews Greeks and Barbarians, Trans, by J. Bowden, SCM 
Press, London, 1980, p.116. As part of the "slight traces" in Sir Hengel 
points to Sirach's use of his own name within the book and the comment "He 
is all" in Sir 43.27 (pp. 121-123)’. Greek influence on the name is a 
.possibility but even if we consider Qoheleth a nom de plume it may also be 
this provided sufficient influence from within the Wisdom School. On the 
claims of pantheistic overtones in Sir 43.27 E. Jacob says, "It is a bit 
rash to draw such conclusions." • Jacob sees instead that the 'He is all' 
statement refers to God as creator of all, thereby keeping Sirach well 
within the Israelite tradition. See E. Jacob, "Wisdom And Religion In 
Sirach" in Israelite Wisdom, edited by J. G. Gammie et al, Scholars Press, 
New York, 1978, p.257.
Ultimately the examination will determine any possible formative influence, 
particularly on Sirach's doctrine of creation. The investigation into this 
theological thought world will be in two parts: 1/ a brief description of
this literary genre under, "terms, titles and theories", 2/ a study of the 
rise of apocalyptic. This will be followed by an evaluation of the measure 
of influence from apocalyptic on Sir.
I Terms, titles and theories
The confusion of terms, titles and apocalyptic theories throws one 
into a sea of possibilities. This variant of possibilities was planted 
within the literature itself, aided by the historical setting and
interpolations by later Christian writers. At times the only thing that
appears for certain is that the authorship so boldly declared is spurious.
I
Scholars who pursue this elusive corpus of Jewish literature portray
the lack of agreement when trying to settle on a definition for
apocalyptic. J. Barr in his Rylands lecture, "Jewish Apocalyptic In Recent
Scholarly. Study", says a book is considered an apocalypse if we move
beyond the dual distinction of form and content to consider a number of
levels: language use, structure, the sort of thing that is told and
2)
doctrine. Here Barr is following the search through literary levels
already advanced by K. Koch who advocates, "In view of the throng of
contradictory theories, it would seem advisable to narrow down the
criterion of what is apocalyptic, rather than to extend it, and to insist
3)on starting from a strictly form-critical basis." When this definition
J. Barr, "Jewish Apocalyptic In Recent Scholarly Study", Reprinted 
from the "Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester", 
Vol.58, No. 1, Autumn 1975, p.16.
3) • ;K. Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic, SCM Press Ltd., London,
1972, p.35.
is applied to Jubilees its limits are challenged, for the best Barr can
conclude is, "Only in a very limited sense could the book be called an
apocalypse; but it has many contacts with apocalyptic." (op. cit., p.17). He
prefers to see it more as a midrash but concedes that the tendency to
rewrite does not allow for an easy placement under this category either. We
believe if allowance is made for the developmental stages, Jubilees would 
\
appear to be earlier than a more full blown work like Daniel. The dating
of Jubilees will be considered later in this chapter, but sufficient to say
that style and content place it at a time when apocalyptic thinking was
4)firmly attached to its parent, traditional material. In its more
infantile state, it naturally does not fit the description so much more
conducive to later works like, The Book of The Secrets of Enoch, which is
also known as 2 Enoch, The Slavonic Book of Enoch or as J. Charlesworth's
5)recent work indicates, 2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch.
F. C. Burkitt writing early in this century makes this very
concise statement on apocalyptic in his Schweich Lectures entitled, Jewish
and Christian Apocalypses, "The doctrine of the apocalypse is the doctrine
6 )of the Last Judgement." . He later quotes, 4 Ezra 7.50, ’The Most High has
4)
The choice of "traditional material" here as parent rather than 
simply prophecy or wisdom is an intentional one for although many scholars, 
P. D. Hanson being the most recent, consider apocalyptic the child of 
prophecy while a few others such as G. von Rad turn to wisdom as its source 
we believe either can be too restricting. It is apparent that Genesis gave 
birth to Jubilees. 'Creation Faith' whether from Genesis, the Prophets or 
Wisdom Literature might also be considered an important component of the 
Apocalyptic world.
5)
J. Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha. Apocalyptic 
Literature and Testaments, Vol.I, Darton Longman and Todd, London, 1983.
0 ^
F. C. Burkitt, Jewish and Christian Apocalypses, Oxford University 
Press, London, 1914, p.2.
not made one world but two' then declares that this is the essential thing,
7)
the very central doctrine which animates all apocalypses. Barr
appropriately cautions that, 4 Ezra 7.50, is the standard example cited by
those scholars who hold firmly to the 'doctrine of the two ages' but he
further cautions that the terminology of ' this age' and ' the age to come1
L 8 )depends very largely on a semantic shift in the Hebrew term ~ a p ) y  .
Moreover ,this dualistic element is found throughout the New Testament but
it does not warrant the term apocalypse for the whole of the NT. L. Morris
speaks to1this very issue when he claims that the adjective apocalyptic is
derived from the Greek apokalypsis in Revelation 1.1: this context gives
9)the understanding of 'uncovering' or 'revelation'. Koch refutes this
saying the adjective is not derived from apokalypsis as in Rv 1.1, but a
second, narrower use of the word describing secret, divine disclosures
10)
which pertain to the end of this present world and a new heavenly state. 
What apocalyptic describes is not clear but the etymology is distinctly 
that of Revelation 1.1, adding to the already confused state the 
predicament wherein a New Testament phrase gives a title to what is really 
a Jewish OT concept. In attempting to clarify the apocalyptic blur D. 
Russell follows a list known as the "marks of apocalyptic" put forward by 
the Swedish scholar, J. Lindblom. These marks include: transcendentalism,
mythology, cosmological survey, pessimistic historical surveys, dualism, 
division of time into periods, teaching of two ways, numerology, 




J. Barr, op. cit., p.35. Barr explains that this understanding of
1olam is not only post-biblical, but it is not evidenced in the main Qumran
writings. It is in rabbinic Hebrew that it becomes well established.
9)L. Morris, Apocalyptic, Inter-Varsity Press, London, 1973, p.20.
10) . "
K. Koch, op. cit., p.19. The second source Koch describes as the
title of early literary works which resemble the book of Revelation.
11)esoterism. This characteristics list was closely followed by most
scholars from the late 1930's to the mid-sixties, but of the Lindblom list
H. H. Rowley rightly states that some of these must be viewed more as the
12)accidents than the essence of apocalyptic. Not everything in it applies
to all apocalyptic and on the other hand much of *it is appropriate to other
literary forms within the OT. P. D. Hanson shows the inadequacy of long
lists of apocalyptic characteristics by giving four adverse results,
(1 ) the sources of apocalyptic are misunderstood, (2 ) the
period of origin is centuries off the mark, meaning that the
resulting typology of apocalyptic literature is grossly
inaccurate, (3) the historical and sociological matrix of
apocalyptic is left unexplained (4) essential nature of
apocalyptic is inadequately clarified.
Hanson concludes,much later in his text, that lists of either literary
features or concepts are far too abstract for defining such an alive entity
14)
as apocalyptic. J. Charlesworth's recent publication shows that
I
confusion persists, "Unfortunately there is presently no consensus
15)
regarding the precise definition of this adjective (apocalyptic) ..."
To a lesser degree, yet indicative of the same lack of consensus, is
the term pseudepigrapha. Here J. Bloch reminds us that there was little
distinction between fiction and history so long as the appearance of
16)antiquity was given. Despite this lack of concern for fact, including
"^D. S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic 
(200BC-AD100), SCM Press, London, second impression, 1971, p.105.
12)
H. H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic (a study of Jewish and 
Christian Apocalypses from Daniel to Revelation), Lutterworth Press, 
London, New and Revised edition, 1963, p.13.
13)P. D. Hanson, The Dawn of Apocalyptic (The Historical and 
Sociological Roots of Jewish Apocalyptic Eschatology), Fortress Press, 




J. H. Charlesworth, op. cit., p.3.
16) x
J. Bloch, On Apocalyptic In Judaism (an authorized facsimile of 
the original by Maurice Jacob Inc.) The Dropsie College For Hebrew, 
Philadelphia, 1976, p.49.
authorship, D. S. Russell goes far afield to explain the significance of a
pseudonym by giving an understanding of Hebrew psychology with its sense of
corporate personality and time sequence whereby the past is telescoped into
17)the now. H. H. Rowley, meanwhile, does not believe pseudonymity is
integral to apocalyptic, noting that the first half of Daniel is anonymous:
the second half is attributed to Daniel not to deceive, but simply to
' 18) identify with the writer of the first part of the book. This same
consideration holds true for DI. Charlesworth clarifies that although the
term pseudepigrapha is a transliteration of a Greek plural noun, indicating
works with 'false inscription^ it is employed by contemporary scholarship
not because it denotes something spurious about the documents, but because
19)
the term has been inherited and is now used internationally. This
brings us to the question of titles. They too reflect the lack of any 
agreed understanding on this literary corpus called 'apocalyptic' (a matter 
earlier illustrated by the four possible titles for 2 Enoch). Despite 
Charlesworth's explanation that pseudepigrapha is an 'inherited title' this 
does not fully justify the complete title given to his own publication, The 
Old Testament Pseudepigrapha. Apocalyptic Literature & Testaments. Firstly 
it could give a sense of the words pseudepigrapha and apocalyptic being
interchangeable, but of greater concern is the fact that out of
twenty-eight documents studied twenty-two were written in the Christian Era 
extending as late as the ninth century. This places some of the works
under consideration well beyond the latest acceptable date for the OT canon 
and into a time when the apocalyptic works were shut out of the Hebrew
17)
D. S. Russell, op. cit., p.136.
18)H. H. Rowley, op. cit, p.37.
19)J. H. Charlesworth, op cit., p.xxv.
world. Furthermore, there is only one complete apocalypse within the
Jewish/Protestant canon, similarly with the NT. The Roman Catholic
canonical list has only added one more, 2 Ezra, which is also confusingly
entitled 1 Esdras. Why must Charlesworth use the words, The Old Testament
... in his title? A more appropriate description would be 'Judaic
Writings', for although etymologically pseudepigrapha denotes writings
attributed to figures featured in the OT, this hardly justifies the
inclusion of 'Old Testament' in his title. Moreover, to argue that
pseudepigrapha is an inherited title is only to perpetuate an unquestioned
misnomer. Such action in modern scholarship, in a field where titles are
already a source of confusion, is of little help. Charlesworth himself
readily acknowledges how misleading titles are by exemplifying the Life of
Adam and Eve which is essentially the same as the Apocalypse of Moses (an
20)inapt title for an account of Adam and Eve). In other works the title
may have been most appropriate at one time but with interpolations or even
rewriting of much of the text, the title is no longer apt.
It stands that in any body of literature where divergence is so wide 
on terms and titles so it will be with apocalyptic theories.~ It might well 
be asked, what group or groups of people produced the apocalyptic 
literature between 200 BC-100 AD? How representative of the total Jewish 
community were they? Could they have been a relatively small group with a 
massive output like the Qumran Community? Were they estranged from more 
main line writers like Sirach? The .number of theories on this question of 
party representation alone is sufficient to indicate how diversified 
scholarship is here too. One of the more sweeping statements is by Bloch 
who contends that the apocalyptists comprised no party but cut right across 
all party lines representing teachers, preachers, thinkers and writers of
20) s
J. H. Charlesworth, op. cit., p.4.
the day: all of whom adhered to the basic religious teachings of
21)
Israel. P. D. Hanson responds happily to this theory saying, "We
applaud Joshua Bloch's rejection of the 'party' model as a means of
22)explaining the history of Jewish apocalyptic." This strong affirmation
seems only an opportunity to present his own view which ultimately is very
different from Bloch's, for he concludes that Bloch's view is inadequate in
23)explaining involvement of specific groups at certain periods. As will
be seen more fully in this chapter, according to Hanson's theory the
sociological circumstances surrounding these 'groups' gave rise to
apocalyptic. Koch believes it was not only a party but a distinctly
Palestinian one, perhaps an obscure group within society opposed to the
more learned sages. He takes this a step further by suggesting they were a
people with, "... a particular linguistic training, perhaps even a
24)
particular me'ntality." Charleswortht with every good reason cuts right
through the above theories, including Hanson's which has as a keystone the
notion of a strong, all-powerful ruling party, when he writes,
The simplistic picture of Early Judaism should be recast; 
it certainly was not a religion which had fallen intq arduous - 
legalism due to the crippling demands of the law, nor was it 
characterized by four dominant sects ... Three examples 
suffice to demonstrate this insight: First, none of the
present translators strives to identify a document with a 
particular Jewish sect. We cannot identify with certainty any 
author of a pseudepigraphon as being a Pharisee or an Essene or 
a member of another sect. Second, Palestinian Jews were 
influenced by Egyptian, Persian, and Greek ideas. Hence, the
21)
J. Bloch, op. cit., p.136.
22)




K. Koch, op. cit., p.27.
old distinction between "Palestinian Judaism" and "Hellenistic 
Judaism" must be either redefined or discarded. Third, because 
of the variegated, even contradictory, nature of the ideas 
popular in many sectors of post-exilic Judaism, it is obvious 
that Judaism was not monolithically {^ jtructured or shaped by a 
central and all-powerful "orthodoxy".
In sum, it should neither be surprising nor disturbing that agreement within
the apocalyptic world is hitherto unobtainable. This is as it should be.
Apocalyptic literature was never intended to be easily aligned: simple
'yes' and 'no' answers or any amount of detective work which assumes full
understanding will be left looking a bit shamefaced. For apocalyptic, this
surely has to be described as a healthy state. Both scholar and reader
must keep a very open-ended view.
II The rise and development of Apocalyptic literature
The next portion of this .chapter will be confined to tracing the 
rise- and development of early Jewish Apocalyptic literature. Material 
considered will include sections of the prophets, Daniel, earliest Enoch 
writings and Jubilees. The reasons for staying to the edge of such a large 
field of extant literature are twofold: 1/ it will allow further
understanding of the literary world in which Sirach wrote; 2/ it will help 
indicate possible influences on Sir from a sphere of writing and 
theological thought which stands apart from this more traditional, 
humanistic, wisdom text. The second concern, as indicated earlier, will 
comprise the final portion of this chapter.
Most scholars are in agreement that the roots of apocalyptic lie in 
prophecy. The only two who seriously oppose this view are G. von Rad and 
E. W. Heaton. In his commentary on Daniel, the only full apocalyptic OT
J. Charlesworth, op. /cit., p.xxix.
book, Heaton in disclaiming the influence of prophecy says, "It is,
however, a significant fact (and one too often overlooked) that this
26)prophetic material is almost entirely absent from the Book of Daniel."
He adds,in a section following a discussion of the "Psalms and Wisdom" in
relationship to Daniel,that the Hebrew word mashal describes the book of
27)
Daniel best. G. von Rad notes that the interpretation of the future and
i
the science of omens belonged to the wise men. He then adds, "Apocalyptic,
wisdom's immediate successor certainly did not produce such and similar
28)material out of the blue." Barr, who describes von Rad's position as,
"rather a strange view of apocalyptic", faults his interpretation of
salvation history, "... which is seriously distorting in its application to
29)all late-biblical and post-biblical materials." Barr's own theory is
based on the prophet Ezekiel, whom he describes as the fountain out of
30)which the apbcalyptic river flowed. Early in his presentation Bloch
also shows that the apocalyptic writings are, "... in no small degree a
31)
direct offshoot of prophecy." Rowley sums best with his comment on
apocalyptic origins, "That apocalyptic is the child of prophecy yet
32)diverse, can hardly be disputed." Beyond this established point of
26)




G. von Rad, Wisdom In Israel, Translated by J. Martin, SCM Press, 
London, First English Edition, 1972, p.288.
29)
J. Barr, op. cit., pp.24-25.
3 0)ibid., p.19.
31)
J. Bloch, op. cit., p.5..
32)
H. H. Rowley, op. cit;, p.15.
origin, however, the process of development, the impact of particular
prophecies and the actual point of birth of apocalyptic continue as
debatable issues. One of the more recent and most convincing proposals has
been put forward by P. D. Hanson's, The Dawn of Apocalyptic. A brief
consideration of his thesis seems appropriate here. By choosing from the
apocalyptic strand one theme, that of "apocalyptic eschatology", Hanson
shows that the rise and development of early apocalyptic was, "Neither
sudden nor anomalous" but followed a pattern of unbroken development from
33)pre-exilic and exilic prophecy. Beyond Second Isaiah all that was
required for the dawn of apocalyptic, according to Hanson, was the final
demonstration to a group of alienated disciples that their vision could not 
be realized within mundane structures or through human agency. He believes 
the course of history allowed such a crisis with the return of the exiles 
and restoration of the temple. It is in this setting that Hanson develops 
a highly sociological study. In his thesis the political/religious 
struggle within the community, during the early period of the Second Temple, 
divided Jew against Jew creating two polarized groups: the "visionaries"
and the "hierocratic realists". The first group consisted of redundant 
prophets and levite priests while membership in the so called "hierocratic 
realists" was made up of ruling Zadokite priests. This heavily
sociological account is based on the assumption that the powerless or 
"disenfranchised" who lose all hope of personal achievement in the present 
historical setting move aggressively into the eschatological, visionary 
world. He endeavours to look at the apocalyptic picture through the world 
of both groups, but as R. P. Carroll so rightly accuses in his critique,
33)P. D. Hanson, op. cit., p.8.
"Twilight of Prophecy or Dawn of Apocalyptic", Hanson overplays the
polarizing and puts too much weight on sociological theories which in
34)themselves are suspect. Carroll, who sees the real value in Hanson's
work being the fresh Sitz im Leben it creates for apocalyptic, concludes, 
"It is to the credit of P. Hanson that the debate about the origins of 
apocalyptic will now have to take seriously the possibility that those
t
origins may be derived in part from a period much earlier than has been
35)conventionally thought of as the matrix of apocalyptic". This return to
the sixth century BC was being advocated by F. M. Cross ten years previous
to Hanson's publication, albeit with an acknowledgement of Hanson's
thinking, but Cross's own interpretation is uniquely different. In his
article, "New Directions in the Study of Apocalyptic", Cross does not see
the old tradition silenced so much by the exilic events as by the voice of 
36)
Job. Though the traditional faith did revive briefly in the Chronicler
37)Cross says, "Job brings the ancient religion of Israel to an end."
In keeping with P. D. Hanson's social findings, yet on a more
theological level, it would seem that the "visionaries'" inability to meet
doubt as Job did gave rise to the apocalyptic world. Seeing no hope in the 
present historical circumstances the apocalyptist takes flight into the 
future kingdom which God alone can and will bring. One wonders that if the 
"visionaries" had faced their "powerlessness", their doubt in God's ability 
to change the present circumstances, as did Job and the writer of Psalm 73, 
would this period of Hebrew literature have taken a very different shape?
This too, however, is a flight from the historical reality. The
34)
R. P. Carroll, "Twilight of Prophecy or Dawn on Apocalyptic", 
JSOT, Vol. 14, 1979, p.19.
ibid., p.31.
36)
F. M. Cross, "New Directions in the Study of Apocalyptic", JTCh; 
Vol.6 , 1969, pp.157-165.
37)
'ibid., p.162.
apocalyptists not only survived but thrived from the pre-Hellenistic period
to 100 AD. Of the silent period from the fourth to the middle of the third
century BC, where there is no known apocalyptic literature, Hanson claims
that under the reform measures of Nehemiah and Ezra there was a
reintegration into what he calls, "one dominant socio-religious system
38)
based on 'the law of your God, which is in your hand' (Ezra 7.14)." Out
i
of the silence comes a writing like Jubilees which is a rewrite of Genesis
and part of Exodus. It is ascribed to Moses 'the Father of the Law1. This
brings us to the place where we must discuss what Hanson calls "middle 
39)apocalyptic": specifically early Enoch material, Jubilees and Daniel.
Hanson dates 1 Enoch 6-11, which is the Noah fragment, as late third
century BC while E. Isaac places it as late pre-Maccabean but puts the
Apocalypse of weeks (91.12-17; 93.1-10) and fragments of Enoch's vision
(12-16) as early p r e - M a c c a b e a n U n l i k e  1 Enoch, Jubilees is not of
composite authorship and seems more appropriately dated as early
pre-Hellenistic. The dating is a contentious one with the strongest debate
between S. Zeitli'n and H. Rowley in which Zeitlin calls for an early
pre-Hellenistic date while Rowley argues for a mid-second century
41)dating. After a study of the two books, we feel serious consideration
must be given to Jubilees predating Daniel. Jubilees has a more primitive 
form of angelology in which angels are not assigned personal names nor is 
there talk of the levels of angels. The references to Prince Mastema give
38)




J. L. Charlesworth, op. cit., p.7.
41)
This debate which arose after Rowley first published, The 
Relevance of Apocalyptic is well recorded in JQP, Vol. xxx, 1939-40, pp.1-31, 
vol. xxxvi, 1945-46, pp.183-189.
a form of satanology more in keeping with the Chronicler or the story of
M.icaiah with its lying spirits, I Kings 22.22, which keeps God from being
personally involved in or even responsible for evil. This attributing of
death and destruction to Pince Mastema is even read into the Exodus saga
when the author of Jubilees writes, "Ye were eating the passover in Egypt,
when all the powers of Mastema had been let loose to slay all the first 
• * 
born in the land of Egypt ..." (Jubilees 49.2). The expectation in
Jubilees of a new era is less with a sense of complete destruction of the
present in favour of a whole new creation, as seen in later apocalyptic,
but much more in keeping with the earlier thinking of Trito Isaiah. This
new era of peace and joy is well described in Jubilees 23.27-31a,
And in those days the children will begin to study the
laws, and to seek the commandments, and to turn to the path of
righteousness ... And all their days they will complete and 
live in joy, and there will be no Satan nor any evil destroyer; 
for all their days will be days of blessing and healing. And 
they will rise up and see great peace and drive out their
adversaries ... and their bones will rest in the earth ...
This statement also shows the author's lack of any belief in a
resurrection life so clearly stated in Daniel 12.2, "And many of those who
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake ..." All of this, coupled with
our earlier note of the author's stress on the law, with Moses being the
recipient of esoteric knowledge, would seem to place Jubilees more in the
swell of the apocalyptic wave while Daniel is very much on the crest. This
calls for a dating on Jubilees that is early second century; just prior to
the book of Sir.
The book itself has its name from the fact that its history is 
numbered and dated according to Jubilees (49—year periods mentioned in 
Leviticus 25.8-24). With the Jubilees calendar, which was solar based, 
Zeitlin takes strong issue. He believes the calendar had long been changed 
before the writing of the Jubilees and was by that time a dead issue. Thus,
he concludes, "To say that the book of Jubilees could have been written in
the first or even the second century B.C.E. betrays a lack of comprehension
42)of the history of that period. However, from the Dead Sea Scrolls we
43)
know the calendar was very much an alive issue in the second century BC.
1 Enoch with its Book of Watchers (1 En 1-5) , containing what is
known to be its oldest material, shows a development beyond Jubilees. It
has a highly schematic presentation explaining the source of evil. It
ascribes personal names to angels. Moreover, 1 Enoch's introduction of
Pseudo Enoch (1 Enoch 1.1-3) reflects the description of the all knowing,
righteous one given in Jubilees 4.17-25. In fact, nowhere in the whole of
the Apocalyptic is there a more highly acclaimed account of Enoch than in
Jubilees. Ordinarily one would anticipate a simpler statement being the
oldest but if one allows for the existence of legends creating so prominent
an Enoch figure it stands that when it is finally put to paper an
appropriate summary would be anticipated. Jubilees supplies that. Moreover
later writers do not build upon the character description of Enoch offered
by Jubilees. This holds true with 1 Enoch 1.1-2, 80.1 & 2 Enoch 28.Iff.
The later work of the Qumran Community (Genesis Apocryphon 2.22) describes
Methuselah running to Enoch, "(he ran) to Enoch, his father, to learn the
44)
truth about everything." The 2(Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch, which F.
42)
S. Zeitlin, "The Book of Jubilees, its Character and 
Significance", JQR, Vol xxx 1939-40, p.15.
—  4 3 ) —
G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, Penguin Books Ltd., 
Middlesex, Reprint, 1972, pp.42-44. Therefore, a third century BC dating 
for Jubilees is too early, particularly if it is based on the 'calendar 
debate'.
44)
J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, Biblical Institute Press, 
Rome, 1971, p.53.
I. Andersen dates as late first century AD, offers the latest summary on
45)Enoch's life. Although the whole of the sixty eighth chapter is used as
a final statement on Enoch, there are no new insights except for the exact 
number of books he wrote and the specific date for his ascension with 
reference to a clan celebration following it. Enoch's removal in the 
Jubilees statement is more in keeping with the Genesis 5.24 text and the 
writer's own lack of any belief in a resurrection life. Jubilees simply 
states, "And he was taken from amongst the children of men and we conducted 
him into the Garden of Eden ..." (Jubilees 4.23). In the Garden of Eden 
Enoch supposedly wrote an account of the wickedness of the children of men 
which ultimately lead to God's bringing the flood.
Ill Measure of Early Apocalyptic influence on Sir
The description of Enoch in Jubilees 4.17-25 is one of the most 
conspicuous of the apocalyptic influences on Sir. Sirach's lengthy honour 
roll of the Jewish faithful is headed by Enoch, son of Jared. This is 
supported by both the Greek and Hebrew texts (Sir 44.16),
tvu/Y £Uh^(>6<STtfi€Y KUpi'oJ Enoch pleased the Lord
kcc\  u e r e r i S n  * and was chansed
( jT r o f e ^ M X .  A e r a v o i 'c c t ; (having being) an example of
» repentance
a^  generations.
73 ’/O'/] 7)371 Enoch was found perfect
■jj T} ) «*« ~Q_y 7^77) and walked with the Lord and was taken
"inf* >TUT1 >J1)X a sign of knowledge from
generation to generation.
To say that Sirach was influenced in this, description by old tradition
found in Genesis 5.18-24 is not satisfactory. Within this single OT
account there is little that would distinguish Enoch for such a worthy
position. The book of the generations places Enoch as the seventh
45)
J. L. Charlesworth, op. cit., p.91.
progenitor. That Enoch "walked with God" clearly places him amongst the 
"righteous" but the phrase "he was not, for God took him" ,within this same 
Gn 5.24 text, does not in itself outrightly indicate a supernatural 
ascension. Even if one argued for such an experience, as was obviously 
believed by later Apocalyptists, surely it is a paler one in comparison 
with that of Elijah (II Kings 2.11-12). Neither in Hebrew nor Greek does
i
the language of Sir 44.16a necessarily imply a supernatural ascension. If
it was on the basis of ascension Elijah would be a prime candidate for
first honours. In sum, to place Enoch at the head Sirach needed more
convincing material. Jubilees supplied it. This becomes especially
apparent when one realizes that unlike the Greek text which describes Enoch
as 'an example of repentance', UTTO&€.iyjX,(X JJCfCdolcCQ the original Hebrew
fragment refers to him as a 'sign of knowledge', yfjy~} • The Hebrew is
well backed by the Jubilees description, "And he (Enoch) was the first
among men that are born on earth who learnt writing and knowledge and
46)wisdom ..." (Jubilees 4.17a) . Such a description would no doubt please
an esteemed wisdom teacher. Oesterley tries to explain the shift from 
'knowledge' to ■'repentance' in the Greek by saying jueTtXYOlCCC, 'repentance' 
is a corruption for <£( ecvoi'cX.Q 'intelligence', but this word is never used 
in the LXX to translate ~l . We can only conjecture why the grandson 
made this change: that Enoch is placed in the Garden of Eden as a sign to 
write down the condemnation and judgement of the world, Jubilees 4.23-24, 
could.indicate that Enoch was considered both as a 'sign of knowledge' and 
a 'sign of repentance'. Noah being second on the list could also have 
served the grandson in choosing the phrase 'sign of repentance'.
This same Jubilees text which continues by describing Enoch being 
taken into the Garden of Eden may also help explain why the Latin 
translator chose to add to Sir 44.16, "Enoch placuit Deo; et translatus est 
in paradisum ..., Enoch pleased God: and was translated into paradise ..."
A second occurrence of Enoch, the only name repeated on the list, is 
found in Sir 49.14,
Few have been formed 
ynxT] P>y upon the earth like Enoch
:TJ‘J9 u p  P j 7C)71 UP) and moreover he was taken from (its)
face.
Some scholars, such as R. Beckwith, have overworked this text as indicative
47)of Sirach's belief in resurrection life. This is taking a single text
out of; its fuller context. Sirach, like the writer of Jubilees, held no
such doctrine. It is the old sheol concept which dominates his book (Sir
14.12-16; 17.27; 41.4; 48.5). The final reference in this list with its
mention of raising "a corpse from death", thereby saving it from "Hades",
is with respect to Elijah's miraculous work. (I Kings 17.17-24).
In our comparative study with DI on p. 33 , apocalyptic colourings
were noted in the language used in describing the prophet DI in Sir
48.24-25. This seems the more likely, not just because of the two later
apocalyptic works on the prophet Isaiah, but early traces of apocalyptic
thinking which lie in prophecy; especially DI whose book has been referred
48)
to as 'proto-apocalyptic'. On:the other hand? the account of Wisdom's
journey in Sir 24.3-7 from heaven to earth should- not be held as a 
correspondence with some of the heavenly journies in search of secret 
knowledge as in 2 Enoch, also known as The Book Of The Secrets of Enoch. 
Out of his journies it was said he learned all the works of heaven, earth 
and sea,whereas Wisdom's walk through the heavenly circuit, sea, abyss and 
earth is more to emphasize the inclusion of ron” . This in turn stresses 
the extent of her search for the right 'resting place'.
47)
R. Beckwith, "The Earliest Enoch Literature and Its Calendar: 
Marks of Their Origin Date and Motivation", RDQ, Vol. x, 1979-81, p.367. At 
most this text (Sir 49.14) must be seen as a sofi: relinquishing to the 
growing reports on Enoch; yet there is nothing in Sir 49.14 which could not 
be attributed directly to Gn 5.24.
48)
The two later apocalyptic works on Isaiah are, The Martyrdom of 
Isaiah, and The Ascension of Isaiah. For the reference on Isaiah as 
'proto-apocalyptic'see P. Hanson, op. cit., p.27.
Sirach used thirty separate divine titles with 'Most High' employed
most frequently (33x in Sir). All except one of these are found in earlier
OT tradition. As noted in our Psalms study 'Creator of all things', 
< ■* r /
O K T ( G T t l£  C C n a v r iM V i s not used within the whole of the OT: for this
one unique, central title in Sir 24.8a, Sirach is probably indebted to
49)apocalyptic literature. The writer of Jubilees used the title 'Creator
of all things' on three separate occasions (Jubilees 11.17; 22.27; 45.5). A
fourth reference, though not using the title explicitly, serves as an
explanation of the same (Jubilees 36.7): where Isaac is said to make his
sons swear an oath, "... by the name glorious and honoured and great and
splendid and wonderful and mighty, which created the heavens and the earth
and all things together - that ye will fear and worship him." This also
sums up well the reason for, q K 7 f(5Tfy£ cCn’CCYTUJY’ being at the heart of
Sirach's doctrine of creation: it points all back to the Creator and calls
all to fear and worship Him. Finally, on God's relationship with Israel
Sirach states that, "He appointed a ruler to every nation,but Israel is The
Lord's own portion".(Sir 17.17). Although God's authority over other
nations is not a new concept, the specific assignment of "a ruler to every
nation" is a step beyond earlier tradition. Here again, although Sirach
removes the apocalyptic language, the step is made under the influence of
Jubilees 15.31b-32a where it is written,
... for there are many nations and many peoples, and all are 
His, and over all has he placed spirits in authority to lead
  them astray from Him. But over Israel He did not-appoint any
angel or spirit, for He alone is their ruler.
With reference to the Sir 17.17 text, J. Snaith redresses Sirach's stripped
down apocalyptic statement saying, "However the ruler of this verse may not
^^Except for u^>(.GTUJ ’V d /x fie c G ik z i (Most High, King of All) which 
might be considered a variation on 'Creator of all' there is but this
single occurrence in Sir. in Sir 51.12d is spurious. Also the
Hebrew fragment lacks Sir 50.15, which contains, "Most High, King of All".
refer to a human ruler but to angels, semidivine beings whom it was believed
50)God had appointed to control other nations ..." Snaith's comment is
backed with reference to Michael and the Prince of the Kingdom of Persia 
(Daniel 10.13). This text with its more developed concept of angelology, 
post-dates Sir while the Jubilees passage is previous to Sir and all 
inclusive with the phrase, "over all (nations) he has placed spirits".
In sum, what can be said of the Sir relationship with Apocalyptic?
Working amidst a sea of literary activity contrary to his own, Sirach
managed to stand apart. In considering the whole text with the influences
drawn by Sir from a much earlier tradition, the Apocalyptic impact becomes
very measurable. The placing of Enoch at the head of his honour roll was a
bold one, in light of the dearth of early tradition, whereas Noah, who was
second, has ample support within primeval history. The key title, Creator
of all things, although a well developed concept in earlier tradition
needed that final bridge to justify its full employment. Jubilees spanned
the gap. On other occasions apocalyptic thinking seems to have slipped in
almost despite himself. On the whole Sirach was aware of the Apocalyptic
tradition, particularly the Enoch tradition, but chose to keep it at a safe
distance. P. D. Hanson's thesis on the two distinct groups, visionaries 
51)and hierocratic, could be one possible explanation for Sirach's standing 
apart. Sirach's theological position suits well the hierocratic group. He 
turned to apocalyptic thought sparingly and only when it could offer the 
-fullest possible impact.. It was Sirach's doctrine of creation which was 
served best by Apocalyptic literature. In comparison to all else it was a 
meagre amount but it made a significant difference.
J. Snaith, op. cit., p.89 (underlining is to indicate italics by
author).
51)




There are eight major creation texts spread throughout Sir. These 
texts are: Sir 1.1-10; 15.14-20; 16.24-17.14; 18.1-14; 24; 33.7-19;
39.16-35; 42.15-43.33. Before asking what r&Le they play in the book, we 
shall examine them in detail, according to order of occurrence.
Personified Wisdom in Creation (Sir 1.1-10)
IT&.6K GC(pi'<X ITCXpd Kupi'oU  1 '
KXI M 6 7' (XUTOO €(TT( V 
£ (£  TOY CCtuJVCX *
/x m m ^ v  6ctXocffarujV  m 2 .
kcl\ (TTtxyovccg OeToO
kcti y ^u e p xq  od G jyo q
T ig  e£<zai&/at{6'e( ;
v p c g  o u p a y o u  3 .
KoX T rX cL rog  y ^ g
Kki ocfiuGGCy 'kcc\ GCfCccy
TCQ £ ^ N Y « K G e L  '
~ a p o r lp < x TTcxvTuy 4.
eKHG7<X<. COpCcL
Kcci c 'd v e u c g  ( p p o v fa e w g  
l£  ocltZ'Yog'.
yCkoc ^ c q C a q  6.
nV ( ccneKOLkOfdyir
All wisdom is from the Lord ' 
and is with him 
for ever.
Sand of the seas 
and drops of rain 
and days of eternity 
who can count?
Height of heaven 
and breadth of earth 
and abyss and wisdom 
who can search (them) out? 
Before all things 
wisdom was created 
and wise understanding 
from eternity.
The root of wisdom
to whom has (it) been revealed?
Codex 248 adds,
TTW  G C fL C C g  " The spring of wisdom is
\o y o g ,i &<zg u tv uijliGTC{g God's word in heaven
K<zi (Ki rropeioCL GLuTi^g ancj her ways are
&YTcbcci o t l& V ic i  , the eternal commandments.
The Latin offers an identical translation. It is also included in the 
Syro-Hexaplar.
K<Xi Tpc TTCLVCUpyeu^KXi K (XUi ijg anc^  ker clever .devices
Tl'f? ty Y U * \  ^ who can know?
£(.q € iS TiV 8 . One is wise,
f o f l z p o q  6 ( f o £ p a >  to be feared greatly,
yo g  Ci 11 seated upon
TOU BpcYOO (X U T C U •  ^ his throne.
tfCpiog’ a d r c g  f fc T i t fe v  < x 6 T i\v 9. The Lord Himself created her 
Keel C j& G Y KceL  ^ and saw.and
>€ E .)n p {^ /(C G S V  CX.^’T t iY  numbered her
K & l CCoTi\V  ^ and poured her out
&iil7<LYTC(^T& 'ip 'fd  ceo jo u ^ upon all his works,
i MCTOL JT<X6fl<g G & fK O g -  ^ 1 0 . with all flesh .
KCCiiX T iiy  g o f  tv ccO rocj) according to his gift,
and he supplied her 
TG ig CLpX.irdj6i.y c c u tO Y * -^ 0 those who love him.
Sirach's opening words <yo<p(<X and K U p iO U, the predominant subjects
for the whole book, are immediately coupled with the sense of totality and
eternity. That the very first word is TfOCGOC ( r> 3 ) is not only
appropriate for the sense of totality but serves as the first indication of
the Judaic doctrine of creation: a doctrine in which, as we saw earlier,
the concept of £ois very central. The repetition of 'all' at three other
points within this same introductory statement further underlines its
centrality (Sir 1.4a, 9d, 10a). which usually stands behind
0C<coyer provides a sense of stretching indefinitely into the future. Thus
the two main subjects are encompassed between & D and -prM-*/ . It is
important to distinguish between cTO(p(C< and ftu p H O U within this opening
verse, for the two must not be considered equal. TFo(6<X <SO<p(<X TTCXPOC f( l)o fo u
makes it immediately apparent that the Lord is the provider of all wisdom.
She comes forth as one of his attributes. Because of the context, which
clearly indicates that God created Wisdom (Sir 1.9a), it is more likely
that, y/3 stood behind T/Ctpcx in v la rather than ’lOr1 as in Pr 8.30c.
2)
Cursives 70, 106 and 253 add,
GOCp-uZg Knowledge of wisdom
T lY l to whom was it revealed?
Kcc<- t \ v TTcAuTTftAhtV c d iliig and her great experience
T ig  G'UVfiKCVJ who can understand?
It is also retained by the Latin but is quite clearly a doublet of v 6 .
Following this introductory statement the next two lines (Sir 1.2-3)
make a single unit expressing the innumerable and immeasurable. The
numbering in groups of three is consciously but not obsessively used by
3)Sirach. This may account for the Latin, Syriac and some Greek MSS
rearranging the form by deleting wisdom in verse three and combining the
two strophes into a single verse; thereby accentuating the threefold 
!
concept. The Latin of Sir 1.3 reads,
A r e n a  tn y>t<xriGT Sand of the sea,
e i p lu y ia e  quHo.s> and drops of rain,
C t d ie s  SaS-Cud and days of the world
q \x tS d 'tn u y * e r o -V it  ? who has numbered?
C o.ed 3 Height of heaven,
e i  /a 'it ic id  it iC w i f e r t a e  and breadth of earth
£ i  p r o iu N d u r *  a b yssi and depth of abyss
<lui$ d iw e v s u e , eft? who has measured?
Whatever else may have been the reasons for a threefold concept,
with the naming of OUfoCYOU , y ^ g  and CC/3u<S<S0y , as in Genesis 1.1-2, they
are not only immeasurable like the c e ju ^ o y, 6TC C yO Y& $ UeTOU and )y /£ p < x g
exluJYog, they also represent the ^ 3  of creation. Both sets -together
represent the fullness and infinite quality of wisdom. They are bound
together by the rhetorical question, " T l 'q  , who can search them
out?" Although the phrase " 3(£jjp(dY BceXceGGuiVis found elsewhere in the OT^
there is only one other text which infers such a comparison for wisdom. In
1 Kings 5.9 Solomon was said to have been granted largeness of mind which
was " j U ’Tl >fI9L/~(’^  -)U/ l i k e  the sand which is upon the seashore."
Although subtle it does nonetheless establish an early link with the Patron
3)
See also Sir 23.16; 25.1; 26.5; 50.25. The phenomenon of
numbering using number sayings was used in the OT to aid the memory. It 
is possible that Sirach may have derived his threefold form from the P 
concept of creation but more likely it too stands as a memory aid.
4)
Gn 22.17; 32.13; Hosea 2.1 (Heb), are the only other texts with 
the phrase 'sand of the sea'. Job 29.18; Ps 139.18 use only the word 
'sand'.
of Wisdom without openly mentioning Solomon by name. Perhaps Sirach's 
break in the more traditional stance by not ascribing his work to Solomon
helps explain not only the veiled reference here but the fact that there is
5) 'no direct reference to Solomon till Sir 47.14b. The phrase (TTOCyOYCg
UG.70U 'drops of rain' is also in the LXX of Job 36.27; its main
contribution in Sir 1.2a is simply to make more vivid the sense of the
i
( s 3 /.
innumerable. The third expression ly u e p o c g  o c m y o q ' days of eternity' m  
Sir 1.2b increases yet further the sense of the innumerable but with the 
added purpose of echoing the understanding of 'eternity' used in the 
opening verse.
/
In v 4a the pre-existence of Wisdom is openly stated, "7TpOTGpCC 
TfCCVJuJV CKTiGTCU (JOqx'ctj before all things Wisdom was created." Sir 1 .1a
stated that wisdom was TTCCp'oC KupiOU but by v 9a it is explicitly stated,
'  3 >- > \
" K u p w g  a u r o g  c K i i m a u r y  , The Lord Himself created her, ..." Wisdom was
created first. She was created by the Lord. Sir 1.4b does more than
reiterate the pre-existence of wisdom; by the employment of-fiE,
'from eternity' it links back to the opening words of the poem which
)  \  ) ^
describes the relationship of wisdom and the Lord as being a g  t o y  c c iv v c c
i
for ever'. These same phrases when combined give a sense of the totality 
of time: one stretching into the future 'for ever' and the other reaching
retrospectively 'for ever'. The pair of rhetorical questions which follow 
in v 6 enlarge the picture of fathomless wisdom. The first questions the 
p f'Z o c 'root' of wisdom which. ...follows on the reality that it 
was planted long, long ages ago, deep into the past, before all things. It
is this reality that makes the question rhetorical. Who could uncover a
5)
In this context the comparison for Solomon's wisdom is u ig  
TTO K X/jeg , 'like a river'. Sirach used this same analogy in Sir 24.25-27. 
There wisdom is compared to rivers in their season of fullness. Sirach 
infers that his own wisdom became a river in Sir 24.31c.
root that goes that deep? It is not unlike the rhetorical question which
Eliphaz placed before Job, "... were you brought forth before the hills?"
(Job 15.7b). The second question moves from the origin to the essence of
wisdom which the Greek translator describes well with -fjccV00py£Vf4OCTCC
'clever devices'. The Latin translation is consistent with this picture of
wisdom, "et astutias illius quis agnovit?, and who has known her astute
!
counsels?" The answer is immediately given with the statement, "£t£ £GTlV
a o < p o g t (p o f ic p b g  <S<p6ip<x.> • • One is wise, greatly to be feared ..." It is
this One alone who knows the root and essence of wisdom. The Latin
)
translator not being satisfied with went a step further to identify
this One by the inclusion of the words," Creator omnipotens, Almighty
Creator." For Sirach's first readers, any of the community of the
faithful, such an addition was hardly necessary. What is surprising is the
single use of the word CO^Po g . It is found only in the Greek MSS. Neither
the Latin nor Syriac contain it. There is no extant Hebrew. Sir 1.8a is
the only time that it occurs in reference to God; all other citings in Sir
are with reference to man. In its context, immediately following the pair
of rhetorical questions, it could simply be a response meaning God alone
knows the root of wisdom and God alone knows her clever devices. He
*
created her. (SO(pOQ could also mean God alone has the fullness of wisdom.
This understanding of God being 'all knowing' is expressed by Sirach with
the statement (Sir 42.19-20a),
vU'Tn 71 j 71/3 He declares things that are past and
things yet to come 
*. ~}]>n 77^ 3/i) and reveals the traces of hidden
) J /3 /2  Ttjr* No knowledge is lacking from Him ...
Following ( jo p o g  "the phrase <poj3cpOg (SipO^pci 'to be feared greatly' in Sir
1.8a serves as an identity for£(£ . These words announce a theme which
will remain throughout Sir. In this same introductory chapter Sirach is
not merely making a word play when he writes, " p i f a  00 <pi&G (pofi£~6@cLt l OY
K u p io y  , to fear the Lord is the root of wisdom." (Sir 1.20a). In Sir
/* /
1.18a fear of the Lord is seen as, " 6~£.(p (£V0Q  , the crown of
wisdom." Such is its importance to Sirach's text that he immediately 
follows this opening poem on wisdom in creation by one of equal length on 
"f/OfiOg KVpiOU" (Sir 1.11-20) .
j
Sir 1.8a, with its image of the wise One who is greatly to be 
feared, is paralleled by a picture of the same wise One seated upon the 
QpOYO$(Sir 1.8b). This could be taken as an early signal of the theocracy 
within Sir: a theocracy in which Sirach describes God as appointing rulers
for every nation, but Israel remains the Lord's own portion (Sir 17.17). 
That the description of God seated on the throne is not a passive one, but 
possibly points to His kingship as depicted in Is 6.1, 5 or the
Enthronement Ps 47.8b, is assumed by the Latin translation, "Rex potens .. . 
et dominans Deus, powerful King ... and God of dominion." However, this is 
how the Latin understood it. The only other possible direct reference to 
the Kingship of God in Sir is the title " u y f t f T l p  , Most High,
King of all" (Sir 50.15d). However, this verse is wanting in the Hebrew. 
Thus, the most that can be said about any possible correspondence here with 
Isaiah or the Enthronement Pss is that the Latin translator collated 
tradition giving a more vivid picture of God seated upon His throne.
The next verse that follows in this opening poem on creation (Sir
1.9a) demonstrates well_ the independence and the power of God in
relationship to wisdom, " ^ ( jp io q  (XVJOQ £K TiG 6V  (XUThy ’ The Lord Himself 
created her." The emphatic use ofCCUTOC^ makes it unquestionably clear that 
God alone is creator. This important aspect of the doctrine of creation is 
restated in the central poem where personified Wisdom speaks of God as
"0 K TlG T'rfi GCTT&VTuJV , K&i O KTi'^CC^ ju C  • •• the Creator of all things, and
the one who created me ..." (Sir 24.8a). In the opening text, where it is
first declared that God created wisdom, the Latin translator uses a
theological concept which does not exist in Sir when he states, "Ipse
creavit illam in Spiritu sancto ..., He created her in the Holy Spirit . ..
(Sir 1.9). Never does Sirach attempt to equate 7)/ODT7 with the T? which
hovered over the waters at creation nor does he identify it with the
tf/7p 770 as seen in Ps 51.13. Besides creating wisdom, God
CCUTtyV 'numbered her'. The choice of this verb hearkens back to the first
rhetorical question, "TV Q Who can count?" The Latin
translator picks up the word play and responds to the first two opening
questions with the phrase, "et dinumeravit, et menus est, and numbered and
measured her" (Sir 1.9b). The response in both the Greek and Latin texts
gives the desired effect of designating yet again that the ultimate power
of creation is in God's hands. He is the only wise one. In sum, from the
perspective of man, Wisdom is innumerable and immeasurable, but from the
perspective of the Creator she too knows her bounds. The third verb in the
series 'poured out' leads to the placing of wisdom. Although it
seems terribly impersonal, more like a disposing of Wisdom, she receives
0  \ ^  ^
her rightful commissioning in Sir 24.8a. The placing of Wisdom "£T7l
Ti&YTCt' /  (X £ p y a  CCUTOU, upon all his works" indicates how intimate Wisdom is
to the whole created order. Wisdom and creation are literally united with
this brief statement. This -in itself helps explain why the created order
is so fundamental to Sir; a matter which will become much more apparent in
0 )
It is true that'c^Ay^cSV is the same verb used of the Holy Spirit 
in Acts 2.33 but this hardly justifies the Latin translation discussed 
above.
the Sirach creation tradition which follows this opening poem. Sirach
closes out this poem on Wisdom in creation by adding that she is also
amongst TfOC<S'f^ 6<X pfcO £ ' all flesh'. Here Wisdom is placed as a 'gift'
U 0 6 ( V  ). It is not unlike Paul's later description of grace in Ro 3.24,
7)or indeed that of Sirach's description of mercy (Sir 18.11-14). Sirach's
choice of & o 6 ( V  underscores that God is the initiator and (SCC.pY\0^the
' 8 ) N ■" ) <■>
receiver. That GCCpKO means mankind is clarified by " T O (^  ccyctTfUXSiV 
> /■
cXU TOY, those who love him." This comment is not to particularize Sirach's 
9)
message , instead it becomes a leadin',-, statement for the next major block 
of creation material which is on man's free will.
Man's Free Will (Sir 15.14-20)
V7’^ X-)tz/3 U'Tl^X 
tn?c ?ca k  
171 vpan 
) 0 VII77 T2
: I'll
V 97”Nn "Q7C 
77VX/2 -)AU/4l
innvii 
: )7)iS"7 VDUlvS’ 
)7. )?/7XV7'D?C 
T i ' T l - I } 1 77V77C UQ
14. God from in the beginning 
created man
and delivered him 
into the hand of the one who 
spoils him
and placed him 
in the hand of his own 
inclination
15. If you desire
you can keep the commandment 
and have (keep) understanding 
to do His will.
If you trust Him
also of a truth you shall live,
7)
For commentary on Sir 18.11-14 see pp.130-132.
Q ^
In Sir 15.14-20 it will be seen that man is not merely a passive 
receiver; he must decide.
9)
To particularize "those who love him" is to curtail Sirach's more 
universalistic message far too quickly. W. Oesterley is amongst those who 
sees only a particularistic attitude in the whole of Sir op. cit., p.9. For 
the opposing view see A. Schokel, "The vision of Man in Sirach 
16:24-17:14", in Israelite Wisdom, Scholars Press, N.Y. 1978, pp.242-243.
pb)/3 16. Poured out before you
"D VI) WTt (are) fire and water
ygnv/nu/xi to which you desire
.-p-]' stretch forth your hand.
"inX ’iSr5 17‘ Before man
'HM/Ol U " T 1 (are) life and death
Y9 T1' —\u/7<. which he desires
’ )!* ^ 1* shall be given to him.
1)1 77/9D77 TIP6*0 Sufficient is the wisdom of the
* Lord
yfl)~))3d VV07C H^e is  ^mighty in Power
, i il?J77) anc^  sees things .
f>7C ']>y 19. The eyes of God
} > \l /_ y /2 )7CY see wor^s
Lj’jy -pD'1 171) and He knows
* W'TC f>y3/0 io every deed of man.
tu* xi> 20. He does not command
7tU T)\> man to sin
73' 1*1771 an<^  does hot strengthen
: 2 TO ’U^ ITC men of lies.
n n ^ / 2  xl> No mercy
70^71^)1/ on ^ em ^at commits vanity
‘ 1 ) V  7)r>3/3 t-VJ nor on him that betrays a secret.
The creation of man, his relationship to God and man's free will
appear in stark, brief comments; indeed, if the whole passage were
considered in its isolated context, it would make little sense. Sir 15.14a
comes closer than any other OT text in paralleling Gn 1 .laypfrTO-lz73 U '7 }  r*7C
X T L  X , when God from the beginning created ..." But, unlike the P
writer who goes on to list created works, leaving any reference to 72 7  ?C
till all things are created, Sirach leaves his dependence on P's opening
formula and immediately states " -j j ^ X  7 0 7 1  7C > (God) created man". Man
alone remains the subject for Sir 15.14-20, as surely as Wisdom was for Sir
1.1-10. The 'created works' are postponed till the third block of creation
material. Sir 15.14b has been met with varied opinions.I Levi considers the
two remaining clauses as do u b le ts .W .  Oesterley is amongst scholars who
view the clause referring to God's leaving man to the hand of the spoiler
as a gloss.Neither the Greek nor Latin versions contain this clause.
10) /
I. Levi, op. cit., p.24, Note 'e' .
11)W. 0. E. Oesterley, The Wisdom of Ben-Sira, SPCK, London, 1916,
p.47, Note 1.
However MS A reads, "... ) 9^)77 "V-l J'Tj'Jl’tfP) , and delivered him into the
hand of the one who spoils him ..." MS B is fragmented on this clause, but
what is extant corresponds with MS A, " , t , t ~l *2 7 7 ] and delivered him
into the handi i n ", This is not to be mistaken for the second clause "and
placed him in the hand of his free will," for this too exists in both MSS A
and B._ One could argue that the silence of the Greek and Latin versions
could point to the Hebrew being a late addition; however silence in the
face of both Hebrew MSS is hardly a sufficient case. It is more likely
that the grandson took liberty here to excise a seemingly inconsistent part
of his grandfather's theology. As for the Latin, it was translated from the
12)
Greek. Considering Sirach's dependence on J creation theology, it is 
possible that we have here a veiled reference to the fall. Surely it is as 
at home in Sir as the message in Sir 25.24,
Q; TT®s YyVC C (KO (Z From a woman
sin had its beginning^
JSat (XUTi^V and because of her
(XTtoOvlqGKOMQi n<XV7€$ we all die.
) 9 nT7J77 is personified sin. Anybody or anything enticing man away from
God's will is sin. The final clause in Sir 15.14 shows man has a choice,
" 7 ’2 771777 » an<3 placed him in the hand of his free will." This
clause, which exists in all MSS, is central to Sirach's doctrine of
creation. Man was not created as God's puppet. He has been given choice.
The first choice which Sirach sees before man is the J ] ) • This
13)word had a variety of possible-renderings as seen in MS B, Sir 45.5b.
Sirach dependencies on what we call the J document were discussed 
on pp. 25-31.
13)
For the translation and discussion of Sir 45.5b see p.149.
The Greek cursives use the plural when translating 7l)^/0 • But for the 
present discussion it little matters whether we use a narrow definition, 
such as only the ten commandments, or a wider interpretation meaning any 
word that points the way. God's word or will is the way of life. Sirach 
adds, " )})*$•") 77 7) 12 771 > and (it is) wisdom to do His will." (Sir
15.15b). Sirach immediately adds that it is not only wisdom to do His will
1 14)
but if you trust God, " 7] 177 VI ... you shall live." (Sir 15.15c).
There is no cause here for believing that 'life' described in this claim,
means resurrection life, for without any further discussion,Sirach reverts
to the reality of man's choice. This he exemplifies by the analogies 'fire
and water'; 'life and death'. In Sir 15.16a -p V3) U/7C. could both be seen
as fundamental elements for life, but they may also be symbols of danger
and death as in Is 43.2. The added clause, " u !> W  y Q T l 'f l *W?Cl that
which you desire stretch forth your hand" in v 16b clarifies this picture.
The thought of the hand stretched forth in water is refreshing and
cleansing, but placing the hand to fire is quite the contrary. If one were
to allow for a less penalizing message in this verse, it would only be a
temporary stay,for v 17 makes the consequences of man's choice very stark.
He must choose life or death. The antithesis is retained for as water is
to fire so is death to life. Again in Sirach's own words, if you choose
God's will, "77 >77'/I , you shall live." (Sir 15.15c). Sirach has already
developed at this point a major doctrinal statement on created man. In
sum, man has the right to choose but the way of God (that is, the
14)
The claim "you shall live" is wanting in the Greek. It reads 
instead, " KCCi TT(G 7iV  TTOir[(ya.L e d > 6 o K ic c g , and to act faithfully is 
within your power." The same argument as given above with v 15b holds true 
here; for again, both MSS A and B contain the statement; therefore we see 
it as an intentional change by the Greek translator. That Sirach actually 
meant 'life' becomes more apparent in v 17.
commandment) is the way of wisdom. The way of wisdom is the way of life. 
Of God's wisdom Sirach concludes, "... • * > DTI Tl , sufficient is the 
wisdom of the Lord ... " (Sir 15.18a). This has the twofold purpose of 
enticing one to the way of wisdom and at the same time pointing to the 
fullness of God's character. The second half of v 18 moves into a 
description of God as mighty and omnipresent with the words; W? no P yy> 7C
The importance of this claim is that it reminds man that there can be no 
escape from God. Man may choose freely but he can not work in secret; for
no doubt but that it includes all things and man's actions; for it names 
) ) 'L?jy A  'His works' which in context can only mean God's created works.
of man." (Sir 15.19b). Surely for man there is no escape from God. This 
'all seeing' power of God is vividly presented in Sir 23.18b-20.' The theme 
of the all seeing God is specifically developed around man's immorality, 
in this case adultery. It is given a creation context by the addition of
v 20. There is no extant Hebrew but the Greek reads (Sir 23.18b-20),
} (He is) mighty in power and sees all things." (Sir 15.18b).
nothing is hidden from the One who, "sees all things." MS A has -ofo 'all 
of them' while MS B simply has 'all things'. With v 19 Sirach leaves
Sirach next singles out man with the phrase " U/'7C r5-V^ )/0 . .., every deed
M y a jv  zv rft j  auroO
T ( \  M e  
(TKorogk u k X u j  juou, 
k <z ( of loiyol'm € KochvnrouGiv 
Koc'i o u & £ c c  u e  b o #
oumK M rr{atJii^eTo:^ 0
18b. (Man) says in his soul,'
"who sees me?" 
darkness surrounds me , 
and the walls hide me 
and no one sees me,
"of what shall I be afraid?"
my sins __
the Most High does not
remember.
]UJTTIl)V 19. And the eyes of men 
are his (only) fear, 
and he does not know 
that the eyes of the Lord
jU i/p \oTr\<XvC u>g‘ ^ \ i O V  are ten thousand times brighter
( p U T G W C T e p O i  t h a n  t h e  s u n
im p t e T T O V T B S  -TTOiGOlQ «jey look upon all
blobs kvepvTTUJv , the wavs of men
Kofi K<xravooO w rcg ecg
the ways of men 
and perceive even 
hidden ways.
Before* all was created 
it was known to Him
c a r S K p u f K - M i f i x * , ,
n p i v  )?' K T(< jQ f\Va< TCC TTCXMTCL 2 0 .
31 /  _  . j- <->  0 . 0 M 1 U W H 11J.III
CX YUJCT*J ocoruj and thus also
o u t u JC KCCt ju e r c z  
. to CWVTsXeb^Vca. they were completed.
Nothing is hidden from before'God's eyes for He saw things before they
actually were formed, which we take to mean He saw in his own mind's eye
what shape they would take before creation. Besides the pre-existent
Wisdom, this is the only other reference to the pre-existent work of God.
Here it offers an absolute sense of God's all seeing power. The analogy of
God's eyes seeing ten thousand times brighter than the sun takes on even
more emphasis when one considers the immense power of the sun described by
15)
Sirach in Sir 43.2-5. These same watchful eyes continue to scan.'
Man has the right to choose, thus the sins that man commits can not
be blamed on God for as Sirach wrote, " 7))^ 7C/3* (God)
does not command man to sin." (Sir 15.20a). MS A is fully extant but on
this claim MS B has only the words X^77 r3 • MS B varies slightly with MS A
in Sir 15.20b. MS A reads,
: >0/72: U  7777 -pch and does not strengthen men of lies.
while MS B reads,
U  * *7 p  U  1  /2 f3 and does not teach deceit
: 1T0 ’ U/JPCr* to men of lies.
MS B makes for a better parallel with v 20a, clarifying and extending the
message, but in both MSS the message is evident, God is not to blame for
man's sin. The grandson certainly conveyed this message when he translated
(Sir 15.20),
For citing and commentary on this poem see pp.176-178.
OUK €YTCC XcCTO He has not commanded
OU&EYi <X<J€ft£lY any one to be ungodly
KOi'i OUK e£ujK€Ya'Ye&LV and He has not given permission
OU&evi <Xju(XpT<fcV€iV'. (for) any one to sin.
This important aspect of Sirach's doctrine of creation will be followed
through as part of Sirach's next block of creation tradition (Sir 17.1-14).
For the present, Sirach has laid a foundation stone with the above claim.
The last line of this chapter, Sir 15.20cd, is seriotisly doubted by
scholars as being original to the text. I Levi describes v 20d as, "An
16)
unintelligible addition, to fill the line." To this it must be said
first that the words " : Tlj'PJD • • •" do not fill the line. The
Cambridge Genizah fragment shows it neither reaching far to the left nor 
completing the page. There remains at least four centimeters of empty
space at the bottom of the leaf. If by "fill" Levi means complete the 
thought, its parallel in v 20c which reads, h  u ti~ \/3 TCj3* No m ercy
on him that commits vanity" surely does not require the statement, "Nor on 
him that betrays a secret," to complete its intent. Sir 15.20 does offer 
excellent Hebrew parallelism but need that infer a later hand? For Sir 
20cd the Greek is wanting ? whereas the Latin has added a separate 
conclusion, "non enim concupiscit multitudinem filiorum infidelium et 
inutilium. For He desired not a multitude of faithless and unprofitable 
children." (Sir 15.22). However, in both MSS A and B, both statements 
appear unmutilated. HLA not only shows both MSS in agreement; it offers no 
indication of corruption. An important factor should be held in tension 
here; at this point the whole creation passage has reached its apex with 
Sir 15.20a but then a strong claim is added which does not seem to allow 
for compassion, forgiveness or mercy. Sirach himself is not always
16)
I. Levi, op. cit., p.24, Note 'o'.
consistent, as is evidenced by the end of his third block of creation
tradition (Sir 18.13). Here the mercy of God is said to be "upon all
flesh." The "no mercy" of Sir 15.20c has now changed to the picture of one
17)"turning back like a shepherd his flock." It may be that the omission
in the Greek is indicative of the grandson's desire to maintain a 
consistency by deleting inexplicably strong or seemingly inconsistent
i
claims by his grandfather. , The emotional tie of the grandson to
grandfather undoubtedly was part of the persuasive power for the
translating of his work,but it may also be that this same human tie led the
grandson to ensure a consistent and acceptable theology. Modern
scholarship should be wary of perpetuating this defensive line by claiming
too hastily that a text is the work of a later hand, particularly when it
18)is supported by two MSS of the original work.
The centrality of man amidst the created order (Sir 16.24-17.14)
This creation passage will be examined in three parts: 1/ the
created order (Sir 16.24-30), 2/ man's place in creation (Sir 17.1-4), 3/ 
Sirach's synthesis (Sir 17.6-14).
For a full translation and commentary on Sir 18.13 see pp.130-131.
18)
For a fuller explanation of discrepancies between the Greek and 
Hebrew see Appendix A,pp. 228-229.
The created order (Sir 16.24-30)
„ A k O V G c V  /u q u ,  T 6 X V Q V  
K & t/taQ e  I p r ^ j u L i p  
K & i 'e m  X o y w v / A t v j i p c f c y p  
T?i KdP&Ca g o v  ,
*€KfccyuJ CV G rc c O ^ i Cb 
TTociSeuxy 
KcCi eV  OL K p ig E c o i  
(Xjroty y e X & trrcGTfayy.
x \E v  K p iG € L  K U p C O U  
7<x <fpycc' (x u t o u
hlLk OCiro 7TO(.^p-eujg a v T U J V  
StiGTGiX ev /aGpf£eng g u T tb v, 
EKCGpDiGeV e {?  CLiWYCC
i a p p ya : oco roO
K<Z( re c g  a p x p g  (Xu t u j v  (1$
Y£V€&S' a& Tuji.
cure £Tre(v/<z<rciv 
cure  'eKCTTCocGcxY 
kcCt cuX eGeXiircV  
curb Ton' tpyuJV a.uru^Y,
EKCKGTOg TOY 7fA fjcrctfy Oci-Tcd 
a u H  £He£Ai^£v'j 
K<Xl ecug  c t i & v o g  
a u k  ccTTGc6 p p o n :(TiV  
rcu p f a c c T o g ^ o L U T c d  • 
h a t  / A t r k .  r a . v r &  K O p ceg  
et g ^  rh y/j v e r r ip A e p e v
K & \  kv£TTAri<y€V CCc/TriV 
T tZ ’V (x y o $ tZ i v c c u t o O ■
V ux \  Tfccvrbg t p c u  
exa\uyev jo  irppG yrrcy cdjT)[g}
kocL €<■£ cL b r^ v 4 kTfOGTf’c q ^ a & r u J V .
24. Listen to me, my son, 
and learn knowledge 
and hold fast my words 
to your heart.
25. I will impart by weight 
instruction
and by exactness 
I will declare knowledge.
26. By judgement of the Lord 
his works are
from the beginning,
and from creating them
he determined their divisions.
27. He arranged for an eternity 
his works
and their dominion for their 
generations. 
They neither hunger 
nor thirst
and they never cease 
from their works.
28. Everyone does not squeeze aside
his neighbour,
and till eternity
they shall never disobey
his words.
29. And after this the Lord 
looked upon the earth 
and filled it . 
with his good things.
30. (With) All living beings
he covered the surface thereof, 
and into it they return.
Only the exordium and the first clause of the poem on created works are
19)extant in Hebrew. (Sir 16.22-24a), ,
^ b w  ) - f ip )  *l>7t ' i x ' .n v  
!>J)
•Tin k p v /*?l Ti-ya#
; ^J/i Jl)Vp( yj!67ll) 
i >u/v/o ^7C ?naD 
.« . ur?<r>/3
Listen to me and receive my wisdom 
and upon my words set your heart.
I will pour by weight my spirit 
and in humility I will declare my
knowledge. 
When God created His works 
from the beginning ...
19) LExcept for the phrase T371;,7? p x / 'concerning their life' there is
no further extant Hebrew till Sir 18.30 and from there it is very
fragmented till Sir 30.11. Sir 16.22 (Heb) is 16.24 in the Greek.
We saw earlier in our comparative study with the P material how Gn 1.1
20)influenced v 24a. However it is more Sirach's use of this creation
21)tradition that we are most concerned with at this juncture.
j /
The eternal ( QCMJVlog ) attribute of God which was seen in Sir 1.1, 
4 to be shared with wisdom is now also seen in the created works. By the 
use of the phrase " BpycC. odfTOU > his works" in this context of Sir 16.26a
i
it would seem the text is with specific reference to the created order.
This becomes the more obvious from the statement, " £ i€ & T € (k $ V  jjepl&cCQ
(X.VTUJV > He determined their divisions, "(Sir 16.26b) which can only mean
the works of separation: waters from the waters, waters from the land and
day from night. Si-r 16.27a is more likely with reference to
the placing of the luminaries but such a sharp distinction need not be
insisted upon because the significant factor lies in the realization that
the created order alone is being considered here : all of His works
previous to creating X jjJO Q 'living beings' as described in Gn
22)
1.1-25. Sirach's purpose was not merely to maintain P order. Let us
recall what was said of 'His works' in the first creation text considered, 
"KdT< e £ e y € £ V  OCuTr^Y e r r i  ttocVTCC TOC £ p y tx  a u jO U» and He poured her (wisdom) 
out upon all His works." (Sir 1.9c). Wisdom was from the beginning 
( ) * placed within the created order. With this in mind let us now
look further at the attributes of the created order. Besides being for an 
eternity ( £ tg  cC(UJVG( ) they have a dominion ( <xppcC£ ). It is also
20)
See comparative study p. 12.
21)
For comment on Sirach's highly personal claims in the exordium 
see "Schema in Sir", p. 192.
2 2) -j ■*
This same v e r b  c K O C M is used in Sir 42.21a. There it is 
with reference to ordering "the splendours of wisdom."
claimed that, " 0 U 7 6  £7T£(VCC6CCY 0 0 7 6  gfrGTfi&ScXV, they neither hunger nor 
thirst." (Sir 16.27c). It is from the above attributes, coupled with the 
fact that the created works do not cease from their labour, nor crowd their 
neighbour aside and will never disobey God's word that a significant 
picture arises. This represents the closest Sirach comes to personifying 
the created order. The whole presentation of the ruling, satisfied, 
obedient and harmonious creation is to stand in contrast to, " TTfXYT^ C
%UJOU > aH  living beings." A break is indicated to begin the contrast with 
the phrase, KOU yUCTOC TCCUTtf' and after this1 followed by the P refrain of 
God looking upon the earth. (Sir 16.29a). Although God's next act of 
creation covers the earth with cCycC&UJV 'good things', they are finite. The 
limits of the flesh are best described in Sirach's own words (Sir 14.17),
~}W271 rO A11 flesh
77 wears out like a garment
TjM-V and ‘the decree from eternity is,
"You shall surely die."
At best all physical flesh is but a short blaze of glory. It must return
to the earth. At this point man's lot would seem to be far less than the
created order. That Sirach leaves no room for doubting man's inclusion
amongst 77<XV70Q J(x)0U ' all living beings' is made the more evident in
our next strophe.
Man's place in creation (Sir 17.1-4)
lv The Lord created
man of the earth (dust) 
and turned him back to it again.
KOptcq £ K TiG£Y 
e *  Y K  jfc v d fL V T T O V  . , 
KtCi ir< x h(/ C C T 7 6 6 T p e y 6 Y
CK070V £ig iXUT^y,
Y ^ ja p p o ig  (X p iB jU C V  ^ 2 . Numbered days
/<<:<:«. KCKi.pc''-' £ 6 o J  KCY Ql£: T O ig and time he gave to them
fc'dx eOiL’KGV t C v T a g  ‘e<pou3'tC<-Y but he gave them authority over
£ T f i  O C uTYpg. things there upon.
f< (X o ) £(JLU 7C Y  h v t o ( J C € y   ^ 3. He gave them strength like unto
x j f (XJJ7Q \jg\G yvH Himself
kCCL KCCT^ £L£Cy<X G LUTCO and like his own image
ppTQ i jJCTGV C CC TC  u g «  ^ ^ he created them.
*£&yp<(SV T O Y  (pG pScY C iuToO 4. He placed the fear of them
upon all flesh£7Ti^ TTcCGYjtg a a p K c g
&CCL k C < T (X K V p C € i!€ L V  and granted them dom
6 t \p t U J V  %(X.L T f£ T £ L V U J V . beasts and birds.,
mion over
The parallel statement to man's creation which quickly marks his 
end, ''and turned him back to it (the earth) again," ensures that man is 
amongst the Tl& V TO g XwOU 'all living beings' that shared the same
y _ .
fate in the first strophe,even though the past tense of the verbs £ Y \ l i< 5 € V  
'created' and OC]T£GTpG.(p & Y  'turned' would seem to specify Adam. Adam 
stands as a harbinger for all mankind. Sir 17.2 changes to the plural 
C C U T o J g 'them' and with it comes the ultimate mark of man's mortality. He 
is given numbered days, a limited time. Truly man's lot stands in stark 
contrast with that of the created order. However, with the emphatic use of 
K O li 'but' there comes a radical turn about for man. Man is raised ■ from 
dust to the highest estate. He is given authority 'e l^ O 'O G l& V ’ ' and 
dominion ' KOCT<XKUpiCU£.(V Here we note Sirach's reversal of order from 
that in Gn: giving numbered days before authority, authority before image,
presentation of man in the negative first. It is true the created works in 
Sir 16.27c also exercise their own particular dominion, but God created 
man, " K (X T } 61K0YCC txhlCU' like His own image." (Sir 17.3b). It is this that 
places man not only at the centre but above all created things. He has a 
potential of worth beyond all created things. The fear of man is
23)
Codex Vaticanus adds.as v 5,
^ X d jS o Y  V fY iffW  TUJYTT£YT€ The use of five powers
Too KupKou i ' / € f Y f a £X-Tu;i> they received from the Lord,
’G f c T D V V o O v  cc u T O iS ®ut as a sixth he distributed
'C&wf>>]p<x70 pcep(j{u)V to them the gift of understanding
Kct< T 0 \  l£f$dojUOV VO V and as a seventh the word
3£p#tyY€cZ Tiov e v cp Y faxT W Y the interpreter of His pov/ers.
Oc. TOO i
£771 r r a O \ g  G & p K O Q ' uP°n all flesh'. But, this shared sovereignty with 
God is not without its conditions. For these conditions we must turn to 
the third strophe where Sirach gives his synthesis.
1 v 24)Sirach's synthesis (Sir 17.6-14)
S tecjfjovX iQ Y  K x l  CoGGcf-Y 
cgctXjucog u jjff-  kxpSCixY
ZocuA;eV(5tctv6c<r&&:c ccd roZg .
36T7i/TTpMTlV G UVCG euJg .
\ ycjtX yure v <x 6 Tpbg
CtyCcObc Keel f t^xKCC 
u r r i & e ^ e v  e o u T c lq  t 
" f ^ ^ y r o v  b < p 6ccX p Z o Y  a u r c u  
C i r r r k g  K o c p S ic c g ' c l u t S j v  
6 e t c %cx.i o c u T o Z g
r c ^ e Y < x h e i o v  t u v  e p y v r a O r c d .  
KiZ l  G VCM  Cl CXy ((X G ’M 0  0  
cc(vcGouamcVfl 
(Yoc £ L hy ic VTc\ i 
Tx jucy<xk<ic(x tu /v  epyti'Y azTcu, 
ufcpeZhKev ecC'Tctq ernGThnriy  
. V d j J O Y Z c c q g  ( ■
I p ° £ b 7 h i r e v  (XUTcZc,
6 c < x o c l d t y c g
e s T Y i a z v a d r b b Y  
Kcc<. T O -K fC p iO tT a  ecu T e d  
U // £ o € ( .c ,£ 'V  (X O T C C g  
/U p p c t X g Z c v  S c ^ L h g  
£ <4 C v c <  6 f>6<xXjuh  cci- n l  V,
b e k t x y  fV-'YYig CLUTod 
Y[ K QU!?£ V To o u g  CL t ‘ T il' y.
25)
6 . Inclination and tongue 
and eyes, ears and a heart
he gave them for understanding,
7. The knowledge of understanding 
he filled them with
and good and evil 
he showed them.
8 . He set his eye 
upon their hearts 
to show them
the majesty of his works.
10. And His holy name 
they shall praise, 
that they may declare 
the majesty of his works.
11. He bestowed knowledge upon them 
and the law of life ..
he gave them for an inheritance,
12. An everlasting covenant 
he established with them 
and his judgements
he showed them.
13. The majesty of(his) glory 
their eyes saw,
and the glory of his voice 
their ear heard.
The Latin translator changed the versification placing v 6 as v 5 
and collated the J statement to provide this reading "creavit ex ipso 
adjutorium simile sibi ... He created out of him a helpmate like 
himself ..." Codex B adds as v 5 a summary of v 6 , for citation see p.118, 
Note 23. The order of vv 6-10 varies-between;the Syriac and Greek. This 
dislocation of vv causes much conjecture, but for reasons given on pp.120-121 
we hold to the Greek order as cited above.
25)MSS 70 and 248 add as v 9,
Kc u j£<£lJK£ SZ And He gave them to boast for ever
&/n T o lg  docujA&Tiocs ooovob, of His wonders.
/<c£< <zCti£V ££U%‘ O C Q  s > ■* ^nd ^e said to them,
H p O G Z ^ e  t£ &TfC rcti, i CQ (xSc^c-c, "Beware of all unrighteousness".
rf£5"5 ( X i / r c t . f ' £n<3 gave them commandment,
e cl< 7 /Iv TTefi t o o  t t \ Y [ 6 ( 0 V . each one concerning his neighbour.
The pronounced placement of <$tccfiouX ioV ’inclination' at the very opening is 
significant for the whole pericope. It is the same translation used for 
inclination1 in Sir 15.14 where the Hebrew fragment gives a clear
i
understanding of the importance of man's yetzer.
TJ37I r>?t God from in the beginning
. . .U 1 7 C  7 0 2  k .  created man ...
: n % ’ T 2  I T l l J l 'J  and placed him in the hand of his
inclination.
e l e c t r i c  i n c M f t V  
x v Gpojttcv 1 A l ’  j  
KcXi Ctf'qKGV CCL’Tcv'iv y£(p( 
iiocpoukC ou ccuroO r  *
He himself from the beginning created 
man
and left him in the hand 
of his inclination.
Man's yetzer is most important for Sirach's doctrine of creation as it 
explains man's ability to choose between 2 )W  'good' and J O  'evil'. The 
RSV and NEB switch the order of Sir 17.6a placing inclination or counsel at 
the end, but its seemingly odd placement at the opening makes it stand out. 
The positioning of inclination (yetzer) accentuates its significance. With 
this realization it is important that neither the wording'nor the order of 
the words, nor versification order as given by the Greek, be changed 
despite the recommendation of some scholars. W. Oesterley is amongst those 
who propose that the Greek translator misunderstood by reading
OR \
("counsel") for ("and he formed"). Some commentators also
suggest following the Syriac order of verses which opens with the clause,
27)"He filled them with understanding ..." . Both of these
26)W. 0. E. Oesterley, op. cit., p. 116. In asking if the grandson 
misrepresented ^  'artd he formed' as“)^ .*’? 'and an inclination' it should 
be noted the extant Hebrew reads >7)^ 'His’inclination or counsel' in Sir 
15.14c which the grandson translated as oC^ouXi'ou CO/TOU in Sir 14.14b.
27)
ibid, p.116.
recommendations bring an unnecessary disruption to the text. The Latin 
translator, though prefacing the additional clause as indicated above in 
Note 24, retained the understanding of yetzer by translating consilium
'counsel'. Segal in his reconstruction chose (which BDB notes as neo
28) * / \ 
Hebrew for impulse). The four words that follow A ( 0  V
'inclination' are also key words: y \ u / G ’< J0 (V 'tongue', 0<j»Q<i)sJL(0 V  Q
'eyes', ujTCC 'ears' and K(Xy>& (0(Y 'heart or mind'. All five together
make up the total equipping of man for the receiving of wisdom. The
created order reflects wisdom without choice; it must be unfailing in its
work, obedience and rule. It must show respect with its neighbour. That
is how God created it. It is not so with man. God equipped man, filled
J y /
him with £JT $U V C G £U}£'understanding knowledge' and showed him
Otyccdcc KOLi K(XKCt ' good and evil' but gifted him with God
runs the risk that man may disobey his word and live in chaos.
Following v 7 the Syriac and Sinaiticus read, "and that they might
glory in His wonaerous acts" as v 8 . The order of vv 6-8 is . also changed 
29)by the Syriac. The Greek order and the content of v 8 , "He set His eye 
upon their hearts to show them the majesty of his works" are preferable for 
the following reasons. First the whole pericope is in the context of the 
all seeing God: Sir 16.17-23, which opens with the warning, "Do not say,
'I shall be hidden from the Lord ...'" and Sir 17.15 which concludes, 
"Their ways are always before Him, they will not be hid from His eyes." 
Secondly, it is with good intentions that God looks into man's heart;
CCUTolQ JO /JZycxXG iO V TUJV £pyu)f(Xi/Tov, to show them the majesty of 
his works." (Sir 17.8b). In seeing the majesty of God's work man's desire
28)
M. Segal, op. cit., p. 9 P -
29)
The Syriac rearranges the Greek versification to read 7, 6 , 8b, 
8a consecutively. See W. 0. Oesterley, The Wisdom of Ben-Sira, op. cit., 
p.51 and Note 3.
will be to praise His holy name, thus it is logical that v 10 should follow 
next, "and His holy name they shall praise, that they may declare the 
majesty of His works." Finally, that God's eye is upon man's heart seems 
most appropriate because the influences man's choice of a yetzer ha-tob 
or yetzer ha-rac . It is at this juncture that* wisdom as a gift becomes 
crucial: Wisdom is only gifted to " 7*0 <£* ccy<X7T&6W  (X U TO V, those who love 
Him." (Sir 1.10b). Those who love Him will want to praise His holy name. 
Thus v 8 must be retained and followed by the claim of man's response. In 
sum, the corollary of God's seeing into man's heart is that man can also 
see uT O L jj£ y c < \e ? < X T u J Y € p y tO V  (XUTOU , the majesty of his works." (Sir 
17.10c). This becomes good, news for man to see and declare.
The phrase yo jU O V ' law of life' in Sir 17.11b is found only
once elsewhere in Sir; that citing is Sir 45.5d where Sirach is paying 
tribute to Moses. It is the context of this second citing which helps 
confirm that this first occurrence is in fact referring to the theophany of 
Moses. But why the expression VQ/AOV ? This too goes back to the
importance of 6 i & $ o u ) \{Q Y  'inclination'. In his first discussion of 
yetzer Sirach said (Sir 15.15),
77J^/3 ~n?i If you wish you can keep the
commandment
; niiS*'! T l D l ' j l ) anc^  have (keep) understanding to do
His will.
He then adds (Sir 15.17a),
v/7J)/0 ) 1]"77 T n X ,JS>i> Before man is life and death ...
The-first quotation with 'His will' offers a clue to the meaning of
VO M O V  , while the second explains the consequence. To do His will
is life and to disobey is death. Man must choose between his own will or 
God's will. Man is not alone-. ■ yo/iqV j(a4|f'law of life', KfyV
(XLLJYO Z 'everlasting covenant', K p i/jtx T (X . 'judgements' and £V7"0/\fy 
'commandment' serve as guide to His will. Further discussion of the
relationship between 77">J>/7 and 77/OD77 is given on pages 144tol52 of
this chapter. In our present pericope the theophany of Moses stands as an
example of the wisdom of God in equipping man: man saw the / i e . y c c \ t l  ° y
'majesty of glory'and heard £ o £ < X V  'the glory of His
voice'. Man was not left with the evidence of wisdom in the created order 
alone, but was given a personal encounter whereby God spoke His wisdom
I ■
saying "' J ip O G fy e T C  OClfo 77<*VTOf O C S f'K O U » Beware of all 
unrighteousness'". This is the first of only two occasions in which Sirach 
has God speak directly (the second is Sir 24.8 where God addresses Wisdom). 
The first effect is the ultimate authority which the words carry and 
secondly it serves as a warning ( )• All men must exercise
their yetzer wisely. The choice of the commandment concerning one's 
T I O V  'neighbour' is not because it has a greater importance than any 
other, instead the very word which closes out the whole pericope directs 
the reader's attention back to the previous strophe, Sir 16.28a, where the
same word was employed to describe hov; the created order stood with respect
\ x  ^ 30)
for T T n h C iO V  G C U TC U 'his neighbour'. By receiving the gift of
~T1/D D T I this same harmony could be experienced amongst mortal men. Just
how in need man is of God's wisdom becomes the point of the fourth creation
block (Sir 18.1-14).
God and Man (Sir 18.1-14)
For purposes of contrast -this passage is best considered in three 
parts; the greatness of God (Sir 18.1-7), the limits of man (Sir 18.8-10) 
and God's great mercy (Sir 18.11-14).
Here we have an example of the subtlety in Sirach's style.
The greatness of God (sir 18.1-7)
He who lives for ever 
created all things together.
The Lord alone shall be 
declared righteous.
To none has he given power 
to declare His works 
and who can trace out 
His mighty works?
His majestic strength 
who can measure? 
and who can fully recount 
His mercies?
It is not possible to diminish
them
nor increase them 
and it is not possible to trace
out
the wonders of the Lord.
When a man is finished 
at that time he is beginning 
and when he stops
at that time he will be at a loss.
This poem echoes parallels in form and language with Sir 1.1-10, the 
creation statement introducing Wisdom. The repeated use of the rhetorical 
question in Sir 18.4b-5 draws parallels with the same form seen in Sir
1.2,6. The verbs 'trace out' and 'recount' are common to both passages. 
Sir 18-1-7 reinforces much of what was said in the opening poem, but. there, 
is one very significant difference; here God is the main subject. Wisdom 
is not even mentioned. Immediately, in the . opening verse of Sir 18 the 
writer heralds God's eternal character, " O  X t o v  TO Y CCLUJycC, He who 
lives for ever". (Sir 18.1a). The phrase TO V (X iW V cX is also stated
in Sir 1.1. but there it had a shared if not pointed emphasis on wisdom. In
1 .
2 .
'0  iy h v  £< c  j o y  c a i o v a  
KT«?£ y tcc r r a  vroc k o ( v ^
K ()p (o g juovoq KorawS^ <s6Tocl
o u B e v 'i k £ & T ro ( in < j6 v ^ a 4.
*€£&yye?\cc( to. 1X0rov. 
kcc'c T (g  c Z iY v e u iS Q i  
T o i jU Q y a iX e z a  a u r o d p   ^ ^  
K p a T o q  y U e y o d iW G 'v v r f ia v r o u  5.
7 <g (B/tyjjrz raci;
KcCt 7Tpo<sari<T€(. inyMccGQca
r k 'c h e t i  ocOt o v j
O U K  J&6’ T (Y  J€ .\(X T 7 W O C C ( 6*
0 u 6 k  TTpO <s6£iVC C (
K Z <  c b K Z V T l Y  3e&lXViCCGO C(
To. 6 < xu M cx& t,c (. t o  a  K o p (o ^ ‘ 
o rc c v  s u v 'T e h e o i  c c \0 p w n o q ) 7.
t S t g  o c p v e T ft i '
K a t  OTOC.V TT^OcT^TOCL 
-rnre hirnPftOh <T6T<Xi -
31) ^  ^Codex B adds, a
Kcxr o&K e t iT iY  ccX)\0g TrA^ ir ocuTou. 2b.
o\a.KiXu>v T o v  x c o / to v 3.
kv  OTTtB(Xjmj ^ L p ° g  OCuTOU
KoCi Trocar a  O ttcckou£(. r£>
6s^r[MCcTi a y fo u y
aurog yap /Pcxat^evg’ rrccv'TuJV
Kp<XT£( CXuTOV
kv <xurc(g  
ixy(a c x t t o / S e ^ \ u j Y .
And there are no others besides
Him
Who guides the world
in the hollow of His hand
and all things are obedient to His
will,
for He is King of all things 
in His power 
He separates among them 
good things from bad things.
this context "for ever" is specifically referring to God's eternal nature. 
Although the opening verse only states " f0  j(u/V  " He is openly named in v 2 
with KOpiOQ • The result of God's creative action in Sir 1.1,9 was Wisdom; 
however in Sir 18.1 it is T(X ITGOfTCC • The use of KOlVlf^ » common or 
together simply means at the same time. This hardly seems to add insight;
its significance eludes unless one holds in tension the opening poem (Sir
l ’ '
1.1-10). There Wisdom was created separately. In Sir 1.4a it reads,
" T T p o T Z ^ K  TTfcVTWV '>€KT15TCC( 6'0<p{OC , Before all things Wisdom was created."
Sir 18.1 now gives account for the creation of all (other) things.
This realization of pre-existent Wisdom is not to hold her too high
for the indirect references themselves keep her well back. Wisdom is never
given the position of being equal to God at any point in Sir. In Sir 18.2
it is apparent that no one can be compared to God for, " JUOVOS
6lKCCl(JjB}i&£T<%( > The Lord alone shall be declared righteous." A ( O V O £
distances the Lord from 1T&.VT<Z , including wisdom. The Greek MS Codex
B, adds the emphatic statement, "and there are no others besides Him." Of
this clause, and v 3 which is excluded from the main MSS, (see note 31,
p.124) it can best be said that these are notes that are supplied to bring
out the implied meaning. It is interesting that the Latin, which often
32)includes notes and at the same time expands by way of commentary , to Sir 
18.1 it adds, "... et manet invictus rex in aeternum, and He remains an 
invincible king for ever." From this brief addition it goes immediately to 
what is v 4 in the Greek MSS. Here the Latin makes a change of form 
placing it as a question "Quis sufficit enarrare opera illius? Who is able 
to declare His works?" (Sir 18.2). The Greek translation places it as a 
declarative statement,"oudev'l 3£t£Troiq<S€V c7 rcC CCUTOU
32)
For example see the Latin translation at Sir 1.5, 8,9.
To none has He given power to declare His wo^ks." (Sir 18.4a). The
emphasis on none makes one wonder if Wisdom has been forgotten or 
distanced. The introductory poem to Wisdom says the Lord poured her out on
with all things created in common. None of these of themselves declare His
works. Secondly, the main focus here is not moving toward all things or 
personified Wisdom but man. Man, when endowed with the gift of wisdom can 
begin to declare God's works. This is well demonstrated by Sirach himself 
in Sir 42.15-43.33; the whole of which is on ” >u/j/,O "• Sir 18.4b may
explain why the Latin translator put the whole of v 4 in the form of two 
questions; for the Greek translator, having said none can declare God's 
works ,now turns to the rhetorical form asking, "and who can trace out his 
mighty works?" Both the verb e l ( ,'to trace out'and the rhetorical
form first appeared in Sir 1.3b in attempting to describe the immeasurable 
quality of Wisdom. Since Wisdom is part of God's creative work, though 
pre-existent, it only presses further the fathomless works of God.
power and sees all things." (Sir 15.18b). The Greek offers an exact 
translation. Now in Sir 18.5 the omnipresent God is seen as also being 
omnipotent. Placing the earlier claim that He is "mighty in power" within 
the. rhetorical form gives the added effect (Sir 18.5a),
The strength of God is immeasurable. He is omnipotent. Paralleling the 
claim on God's power is another•characteristic which unlike anything else 
balances out the picture of this awesome power. The parallel is His mercy. 
Again the rhetorical form is effective in giving the impression of the
" TTOCVTCC. t'<X 'kpy# OCUTOV , all His works." (Sir 1.9b). Two factors help 
explain this claim of Sir 18.4a. First, the concern in this Sir 18 poem is
In Sir 18.5 the character of God is stated more explicitly. 
Previously Sirach had described God as, " jn-rn) > mighty in
Kpkroq /xeycrkwGu^g ccurov 
rC g  '£%cc.f>(6/L<}i<S£TX(; 
His majestic strength 
who can measure?
immeasurable mercies of God, " /(#'< ttC 7 T p o 6 d fo e i TcC 6’X O \
OCUTOU > an<3 who can fully recount His mercies?" This claim on God's 
abundant mercy will be taken a step further in the third part of this 
creation poem (Sir 18.11-14). For the present it is stressed that it is 
not possible "to diminish them nor increase them.*" (Sir 18.6a). Both the 
strength and mercy of God are steadfast; no one can change them. For the
i ^
created works and their continuation this is most vital; for it offers both 
assurance and consistency. Using the same verb Y6U10 > ho trace out, 
employed in Sir 1.3 and Sir 18.4b it is said of God's created works,
O & K  € 6 T W  k£l)(V (C C<Sa rb c  6{XU/CX<5(CK t o o KUfXOVand it is not possible to 
trace out the wonders of the Lord." (Sir 18.6b). Indeed not only is it 
the same verb as Sir 18.4b but the same thought, but now the rhetorical 
form is dropped for an outright claim.
The translator drives further the impossibility of tracing out the
works of the Lord by closing out this pericope on "The Greatness of God"
with the following description of anyone who would try to recount (Sir
18.7), "
'o t g c V GoVT6\€.<Sf^ <xvBpu?TJ'o£i When a man is finished 
T076. 0(.py€TO L(f at that time he is beginning
Koc( ‘oTocy rrauG ^ T O d ^ and when he stops
T 0 7 €  ccTropq& jf<T&T0C(. at that time he will be at a loss.
Sirach himself having presented many of the works of the Lord in his hymn 
7< concluded in Sir 43.32b " j 1 have seen
(but) a few of His works." In his Wisdom, in his striving, Sirach saw but 
the fringe of God's expanse. With the realization of man's limits in Sir 
18.7 two things are accomplished, the greatness of God is resounded and the 
second portion of this creation passage, which is on the limits of man, is 
introduced. , .
The limits of man (Sir 18.8-10)
T( OCvBQUjVOQ, 8. What is man,
v, -ri' £ and nf what 1KCCi 77 i\  Y pric ic ; a O r o u ; and of what use is he?
i f  lb  k y c & d v  (x u ro O  What is.his good
Kccc TI TO KCCKOV a u r o O  and what is his evil?
ttp l& jUO q h u H p & V  bcvtipCjTTOU 9- The number of man’s days
TToXXcc Z T h  eKCCTOV.' is S r e a t (at) a hundred years.
I j jg  cTTayuJY O ^ o c ro g TO- Like a drop of wa-ter
dcjro &<xidcG<J}\<Z from the sea
; K<Xi Wh(bOQ OC/iyUOU, and a Pebble from the sand,
O U TUX- bXCycc 3e r h  so are a few years
9e v  \M e p c f. c t lu /v o k  * in the day of eternity.
The first observation of Sir 18.8-10 is its relative brevity in
comparison to the account on "The Greatness of God" in Sir 18.1-7. The
second observation is that contrary to the very positive view given in the
first part of this creation poem, Sir 18.8-10 is a very negative statement.
It requires very little to measure man. The succinct opening verse says it
33)all in two questions. The 77" oiyQpLOTTOq question is the first
indication that here a comparison is being drawn with the description on
the greatness of God. Any measure about man which might be given is
stopped by the second question, " ftoct. Tl ^ J and of what use is
he?" If this question is taken as a continuation of the rhetorical style,
which assumes an answer, one feels at this point the answer is issued. The
answer is "nothing". Sir 18.8b must assume the same rhetorical style with
the same response "nothing" or it is left with a deafening silence.
The translator has placed before the reader only one consideration
for man, his limited days. This reality was already stated in Sir 17.2a
where the creation of man was considered,
f\M€.PCKq G C p jfi/jo U j  ^ Numbered days
KCti KCCtpbv OCUTolq and time he gave them ...
33)
For discussion on the question, 'What is man?' and other OT 
passages which raise the same question see pp.47-49.
Just previous to this verse it was stated that, "The Lord created man of 
the earth and turned him back to it again." Here, and in the message that 
follows in Sir 18.9-10,there is an impression that not only is man limited 
but all seems in vain. If the creative power of God stopped with the mere 
physical creation it would be in vain. Sirach* is fully aware here, and
throughout his book, that there needs to be a connecting and continuing
i .
power between God and man. Wisdom becomes that power and displays herself
fully as such in the next and most crucial block of creation tradition, Sir
24. Meanwhile the creation theme continues to build on the two realities
of God's greatness and man's limits. He does this by reintroducing the
concept of. man's limited days in Sir 18.9-10. In brief, v 9 is simply
saying if man lives to be one hundred /that is considered many years, but by
further employment of the comparative style in v 10 the writer is really
saying that is negligible beside "the day of eternity." This is achieved
ingeniously by echoing a message given in Sir 1.2. There the phrases:
" CZjUjAOV y sand of the seas", " GTCCyOV&q U6TOU , drops of rain",
e x > „ '
Y^MCpocg CCluJVOQ , days of eternity" were used to demonstrate the
immeasurable quality of wisdom but now in Sir 18.10 "(JTQCyuJY bScCTOQ, drop
of water", "lp}\(pO$ » a pebble from sand", " ^ jU £ p (X  OCiU)Yog, day of
eternity" are effectively used to show the meagre measure of man's days.
The author has accomplished this by one slight change in each analogy; in
Sir 1.2 all three elements are in the plural but in Sir 18.10 all are in
the singular. Thus, sand of the seas" becomes "a pebble from the sand";
"drops of rain" becomes "a drop of water" and "days of eternity" becomes
"the day of eternity." What does Sirach want the reader to see in the
correspondence between Sir 1.2 and Sir 18.10? At minimum it is that
limited man has nothing to offer but the God of abundance does. That
reality points to the final portion of this creation passage.
God's Great Mercy (Sir 18.11-14)
&10C TO U TO  €jX(XKpodv//T\(T£V ^l. Therefore long suffering
€~ft a u jo c g  j^s Lor(j toward them
Kcc\ k & i ^ e e v k t f '  czC'TOug and pours out upon them
TO  3e X e o g  OCUToLf> His mercy.
C id e v  K a'( 3£7TeyY U J 12. He sees and knows
Tf$ V  K&TGC<STf>0<p'Y]V oC U TU J/ that their sudden end
& T( T fO V /[p<x is evil
d u x  TOUTO €7? /\} {& u V€.V therefore He increased
JOV ^ ^ X c C G M O v  CCUTOV • His forgiveness.
(xvOp>u?TToU 13. The mercy of man is
&77V T O / 7tXY[<JCo /  ocuTOOj upon his neighbour.
3£)i€O g Sc K v p C c v  The mercy of the Lord is
J£77C TTCtGCtY G<XpKCC upon all flesh
’tX ky 'X ivV  K&< 7T<Xt£&UUJ/ reproving and training
K<%\ <£i£(X<5KUJV and teaching
KCCI \7 T l6 T f> € p u J / and turning back
UJg TTOijty^y like a shepherd
TO  T T 0 ( /x / (0 /  CCdtOV * his flock.
T O u g ’e K S t'X o /ja v o u g  -r7a(fc(aveh£a. 14. He has mercy upon them
that accept training
j(<Xi TO U g K a ra C T T e u d o v T C C g and that diligently seek....
*€7T( TOC K p W c c T *  o c u r o O . after His judgements.
Having established man's limited state to the point that his very 
existence seems in vain the translator makes a sharp change with d ic e  
T o U 'O  • he announces two things in Sir 18.11 which bring hope to man's 
circumstances. The Lord is long suffering, which is yet another positive 
added to the earlier character description of God in Sir 18.1-5. The 
second tells of an action by God, saying, "f<«.V *£7?* O C uTobq T O
£ 0 g  CCUTOV and pours out upon them His mercy." (Sir 8.11b). The 
employment of the verb ' e Z e ^ e e v  brings a correspondence with an earlier 
action whereby God, ".. a u r ^ v  a n  r r o c / r ^ . - T o c  e p y x  a u r o u  ,
poured her (wisdom) out upon all His works." (Sir 1.9c).
God's reasoning for pouring out His mercy comes in Sir 18.12a.
Behind this verse stands the earlier tradition seen in Sir 15.19 where 
Sirach declared,
r* X  *3',V  The eyes of God
j 'fc/j/zO JTCV see His works
'V 3' } 711 and He knows
; V'-?C t * j /S A  h  every deed of man.
The above text, Sir 15.19, is considered on pp.111-112 of this chapter. In
Sir 18.12a God acts because He sees and knows man's end. The term
KCCT0(.GTpO<p\v 'enb' combined with TTOY^fOC indicates that it is not just
the span, but the condition of man's end that is in view. With this return
to man's plight a second <£<<* TOUTO announces another crucial response by
God. .God increases, " y o Y  k ^ k o iG /A O Y  G tv T O U  , His forgiveness." (Sir
18.12b).
Returning to the now very familiar comparative style there is a
contrasting of man's mercy and God's mercy in Sir 18.13. Man's is limited
to, " TrX tyy fo Y  CCUTOU » h is  neighbour" while the mercy of God is n hiTC
TiczGocv upon all flesh". This phrase describing the placement of
God's mercy,coupled with the earlier thought of mercy being "poured out" in
Sir 18.11b, combines to give a strong echo of Sir 1.9b-10a. There Wisdom
which was poured out upon God's works was also said to be "/UeTCC TTciGijq
(jC Z p K O g, with all flesh." While mercy holds hope for the whole of
creation,the parallel with wisdom,reminds one that Wisdom awaits to fulfil
her role. The analogy which follows in Sir 18.13b, of leading like a
shepherd his flock, builds further the picture of mercy generously poured
out. For a brief moment it would appear mercy is also personified with the
. 34)training, teaching and shepherding However, this generous gifting of
mercy with such an important role is somewhat restrained^ as the following 
verse, Sir 18.14, makes it clear that there are certain conditions to man's
JB translators state, "... God's all-embracing mercy in its 
instructive aspect emphasised here (v 13c,d), appears for the first time in 
the OT at this point." op. cit., p.1059, Note c.
receiving mercy. He must accept training and seek God's judgements. With 
this realization we are back to the reality that man must exercise his 
yetzer. But this same conditional statement points to the fact that man 
has a guide. That guide is God's judgements. But all of this, the 
greatness of God, depravity of man, linking of mercy and Wisdom and 
pointing the way is a preparation for the most important creation passage,
Sir 24. For there we see how Wisdom becomes the connecting and continuing 
bond between God and man.
Chapter 24, for the purposes of this study, will be divided into the 
following sections: Wisdom bestowed on the beloved (Sir 24.1-12), The
Paradise of Wisdom (Sir 24.13-22), T1 “'J) \H and T) (Sir 24.23),
Paradise continued (Sir 24.25-29) and Sirach's testimony to Wisdom (Sir 
24.30-34).
Wisdom bestowed on the beloved (Sir 24.1-12)
Kcrl <=vyuiffio AciOu GCUTYfi 
K a u ^ a - e T c n .  r _
H aotpta ah 'ise i 1. Wisdom will praise 
.her life j
and in the midst of her people 
will glory.
2. In the congregation of the Most
CTpyUa: ccurfig ccva'^ec
K4U eVCCVTl & u V X /l€ L U f  (X U re u
High
she will open her mouth
and in the presence of his power
she will glory
We hold to the more literal translation 'her life' rather than 
the idiomatic 'herself' because nowhere in Sir does Wisdom praise self, but 
always the created works of God. See notation on pp.133-134.
Eyh a rrb CTCpiQCTog U(pI'dTcU 3.
€ ^ \ e c V f y
K a t w q^ c jL it jfX ln
K o i je p a X u ip c f  y t jv .fey a; fey Gp^Xoig KcxreGK^ YtufcX. 4.
Kcci o  B p o v o q ju o a  
e v  c t u X w  v e o i X ' n q  .
yOpov ovpctvcu kxtfi<\uJ<7cx 5.
y j v b  v )i
K0C(. ev ficcde c btfiutftTuj
, i r e p c e n c E r m i x -
e Y H u u c c a v  O c c X o c .& G 'n c 6 .
Ktft kk yij
Af&'l 6/ TTeCVTi 
K x ( k p v c t  k K T Y iffe c ju n y  . 
z f i s r a  r o u T w v  t t o l v t u j v  
c x y a r r t t U G iY  eX r[Tp(Ta 
K<X( kv KXt[p c vom t'oc. 
r i 'v o g  avX<<yQy[crojuccc. 
T o r e ’e v e r e C X c tT o  M at c
7.
8 .
'•^ < ‘0 K T ^ M ' f rffT^ CCnimN' 
Karejrpuesv rqv crKYiVinv pou  
kccl e u re v
‘Fv laKuJfl KctTeaTtfqYiucToV
Ka\ kv IGf>(Xr\X 
KecmKX)n(>cvo/j.y{6YvrL .
7TPO r o b  o d & v c q
Kcxl eujq' occujVOQ
ou p } \ inXCjru) .
JC v  6Kyjvij a v i a  , . 
kvtiTTidx (Xurc b eAzlTcvpvrfict 
KcCi o u r  tu g gy Siwv &  
y y r r c Xe i  riyccnnMev^
cjLLoCujq p e  {K<xTe'7T£tua-<;V
KateYtefoo&cxXqju /( kl^ouc/otpcu. 
fcal egfiXutocX kv \a tp  12.
ie&ozccGsUeYLU 
'ey jttep i6( KupCo u} ^




I from the mouth of the Most High
came forth
and like a mist
covered the earth.
I dwelt in high places, 
and my throne was 
in a pillar of cloud.
Alone I .encompassed the heavenly
circle
and walked in the depths of the
abyss.
In the waves of the sea
and in the whole earth
and in every people
and nation I made a possession.
With all of these
I sought a resting place
and in whose inheritance
shall I rest?
Then the Creator of all things 
commanded me, 
and the one who created me 
caused my tent to rest 
and he said,
"In Jacob let your dwelling tent
be,
and in Israel 
be your inheritance".
For an eternity
from the beginning he created me, 
and until eternity 
I shall not cease.
In the holy tent
before him I ministered-, >’
and so I was established in Zion. 
In the beloved city 
likewise he caused me to rest 
and in Jerusalem was my dominion. 
And I took root in a people 
that was honoured 
In the Lord's portion, 
his inheritance.
Sirach begins with a brief exordium but its purpose here, unlike Sir 
16.22-24 where Sirach was about to speak wisdom, is to present personified 
Wisdom who will speak for herself. The opening line states, " {tf  ( jo y f c (
* f \ 7 **
CK (V£6€( ty V y y X y  e (U T ) jg  > Wisdom will praise her life"; in this context 
life seems a better translation for / 7 W 9 J  which probably stood behind
the Greek translation It allows a better preparation for the
whole poem in which the attributes of Wisdom are praised. The RSV
understandably chose to translate y t y r p  aurric as 'herself'. However
we hold to the above translation as an acknowledgement of the Lord's 
excellence in creation rather than a flight into self praise. For never in 
Sir does Wisdom enter into self praise. This contrasts with the Proverbs
i *
picture of Wisdom singing her own praises in Pr 8.12-21. Such a
translation also helps underline that this creation poem in Sir 24 is no 
mere copy of the Pr 8 presentation. Admittedly in his enthusiastic 
presentation, with its repeated use of K<KU^)j(j€TC(l 'she will glory', Sirach 
has left a fine line between boasting of self for self and boasting of self 
for the Lord. This may help explain why the Latin translator added, "et in 
Deo honorabitur, and in God shall be honoured." (Sir 24.1). For Sirach 
Wisdom's greatness must never be exalted to or beyond the Lord (a point 
which we saw made very evident in Sir 1.1-10 and again in Sir 18.1-14). 
Wisdom's confinement to the £ K K X )^ (T ((X 'congregation' to glorify before 
God's S u V C X /jC L U C 'power' also ensures that it is a glorifying which will 
be directed to the Lord. In sum, the glorifying by Wisdom is no different 
from that seen in the created order or Sirach's own testimony at the end of 
this same poem. Sirach states elsewhere, " j {33 1,1 ~7)!10)... and
the glory of the Lord is upon all his works." (Sir 42.16b). Since God 
created , including Wisdom, it is His glory that fills
When the translator writes that Wisdom will " OTQjUCt (X^T)jQ~CCY0C^ < » 
will open her mouth," it is not only a poetic way of saying she is about to 
speak: it links up with the opening words of Wisdom's speech which tell of
her source, " ’EyuJ CCTTO (JTOyUCLTOq u y iG T O U  kLrftBov, I came forth from 
the mouth of the Most High." The Lord spoke her into creation. This has a
close correspondence with the Gn 1 refrain, " Tp 7] an(^  said,"
but it is closer yet to DI 45.23; 48.3; 55.11 all of which describe the
36)
~ ) 3 1  going forth from the mouth of the Lord. Considering Sirach's
strong dependence on both P and DI it is very likely that we have a 
synthesis here, but the DI reference is sufficiently dominant, so that it 
is hardly necessary to force such a dual dependence. If a second formative
i '
influence is sought for this text it is more likely that of Gn 2.6. It is
here that Sir 1.5 which is wanting in most of the Greek MSS but included in
the Latin, Syro-Hex and Codex 248, needs consideration.
777|y)j G O < p (0 t$  X o y t i f The source of wisdom is God's word
t y  S y jiG T Q U ; _ on high
HOCt a i rropefac adrfe and her ways are
k,VTOh(XC C c \u J V lO ( ‘ eternal commandments.
This links well with Wisdom being spoken into existence. which is
a rare OT word was first used in Gn 2.6. Besides its employment in Sir 1.5
a synonym 'mist' is used in Sir 24.3b to describe how Wisdom was
spread over the earth. These correspondences within Sir and between Sir
and Gn 2.6 give rise to two concerns. Sir 1.5 which is viewed by three MSS
as primary to Sir and shares a close correspondence with Sir 24.3b should
be seen at minimum as an important early commentary on the text. It makes
explicit what is implicit. It also provides a bridge between Gn 2.6 and
Sir 24.36 making stronger the case that Wisdom came forth like the
( 1 K ) of creation. Like the ^ > 1  of Gn 2.6 Wisdom also
K C C T€K <x\u fC ( y i \ v  'covered the earth'. In Sir 39.22b Sirach said God's
blessing floods like the Nile *177ID)... and saturates the
world like the river. "The grandson brought the analogy yet closer to Gn 2.6
36)
It is interesting to, note J. G. Snaith's reference to the NEB 
translation, "I am the word which was spoken by the Most High", op. cit., 
pp.119;121. He justifies the rendering by reference to DI 55.11 and Gn 
1-2 .
by translating as ^ y [^ (X V 'dry land'. Nowhere else in the LXX does
Hj'ipccV render {>'141 • This verse also corresponds with Gn 2.6 and Sir
24.23b. It becomes a particularly strong bridge if we consider that the 
blessing is Wisdom.
At this point scholarship may be right in questioning the order of
versification. R. A. F. MacKenzie is one who notes that Sir 24.3 should be
* 3 7 )  '
followed by Sir 24.9.
T T P O  TO U  ^C t& V O Q  For an eternity
bcTT1 K P ) ( T \ C , ' £ ' t \ T ( G £ V from the beginning He created me,
K<x\ £iVq c x l& V O g and until eternity
M$\ k^Xf/TUb I shall not cease.
It allows for better continuity between vv 8 to 10 and appropriately
restates Sirach's earlier claim that Wisdom comes from the Lord and shall
remain for an eternity (Sir 1.1). The relocation of v 9 continues a smooth
syntax with the verse which follows, " gyuJ kv t j  K&'T&GKfyl/utftX, I
dwelt in high places ..." (Sir 24.4a). The use of /J O 'O’, my throne,
in Sir 24.4b could be a veiled reference toward Wisdom's authority in Sir
24.11b; however, it is a delegated CK commanded by the One who is
wise sitting upon the throne (Sir 1.8). There is no indication that she
ruled with God; there is no understanding of wisdom ever ruling in Sir
until her appointment to Jerusalem.
Without any actual reference to the act of creation, personified 
Wisdom testifies to having walked the whole of the created order: y u p o V  
o d p O tV O U  'the heavenly circle', ^ a . 6 e {  CtfiuGGuJV 'depths of the abyss', 
KU/UCttJ(V waves of the sea', 'the whole earth'. She
invesitgates The investigation by Wisdom continues in v 6b. Here
she is said to have searched every nation and people. The purpose of the
37)
R. A. F. MacKenzie, op. cit., p. 101. We would add that such a 
change of versification would match the order of presentation of Wisdom's 
source and eternal quality given in the opening words of the book (Sir
1.1-4).
search is given in v 7. / ( € J c (  TcVTU J-V  jtcXVTlUY , that is, with all peoples
and nations Wisdom inquired, "... K<£ t k v  KA \p o V O A ( 'a  T.Voff C t v A l a f f t f t y a r
and in whose inheritance shall I rest?" This of course was not just to
rest from her lengthy walk throughout the ^pD Ti but to make her dwelling.
* /
Following the break in Wisdom's speech provided by 7*0 T£ in v 8a, the
c * u f
answer to her question comes by a commandment from 0  K T  ((GTrJ_b
i .
a r r o t v T & V  ’ the Creator of all things'. The Creator instructed Wisdom, "'In 
Jacob let your dwelling tent be, and in Israel be your inheritance1." (Sir 
24.8b). This appears to support the general, Rabbinic view that God 
offered Torah to all nations but only Israel accepted. Not only did she
_ , * f /
enter Israel but Z .IU J V where she then went, " £ V  G K ^ Y )^  CCyi<X, into the
38)Holy Tent." (Sir 24.10a). On entering the Tabernacle Wisdom describes 
herself as having assumed priestly functions when she says, " 6 Vu)77(0 V
O C U TO U before him 1 ministered." (Sir 24.10a). Finally in
answer to which inheritance Wisdom should possess ,it is not their
inheritance, that is the children of Israel, but 'His inheritance' 
( K A 't^pQVOjufoLQ CCUTOU )• It is not the land she inherits but the people. 
Wisdom had already been poured out into the created works but now she can
say» " Kcci k p p t fu J G a  CV X a w  £ e & o £ c tq t f6 Y u /> and I took root in an honoured
people." (Sir 24.12a). God's gift of Wisdom promised in Sir 1.10b has now
been made, " T 0 ? g  (kycCffUJGiYC(OToYt to those who love Him." In note 9 on
p. 107 of this chapter we drew attention to the debate which exists about
the universalistic or particularistic view of man in Sir. A. Schokel says,
"In sum, I think that Ben Sira is talking from the beginning to the end
39)about man in general." He then clarifies, "He speaks of man in general
38) ’
Wisdom's taking up residence in Zion shows correspondence with Ps
132.8; 13-15. For the discussion see the comparative study p. 56.
39)
A. Schokel, op. cit., p.243 (our underlining indicates italics by
author).
40)from the point of view of Israel." Besides his study of the text, which
is based on Sir 16.24, Schokel points to the prologue where the grandson
uses the phrase "those on the outside." Schokel takes this to mean that
the windows of Sirach's school have been mentally opened, that all might
hear. It is an imaginative interpretation; however T0 ( £  need not
mean man in general. Indeed, even if we do allow for man in general with 
!
verse 5a in the prologue, by v 30 of the prologue the grandson is referring
1 - , - 41)
to, " T C tg GV 77j 'TTOLpOiKiCf » those who live in a foreign land." By
this stage, that the grandson is specifically referring to the dispersed
Jews is made the more evident with the additional description, "...
T Tp O /«X ra (rK € .U (xK o jL (€V O U g ‘ T a .  E V V O /A ^ Q  f i o r c u e i v  , (those) being
already predisposed, in regard to their ethical culture, to live in
accordance with the law." (Sir Prologue v 35). In Sir 24.23c
" G u v o c y iv y r iq  lo t w f i , congregations of Jacob" would seem to offer support
for the concept of the dispersed Jews. Sirach's prayer for Israel
demonstrates both the pluralistic reality and his pointed concern for the
dispersed, (Sir 36.11),
rO Gather all the tribes of Jacob*
• ~D ~lp ’o'O ) PTl 1VI') that they may receive their
inheritance as in days of old.
In sum, by Sir 24.12, with the bestowing of Wisdom on the beloved, one must
conclude at minimum that Sirach sees the Jews as very much favoured with
Wisdom. She has taken root in their midst. Her presence and her gifts are
first given to Israel. It is in Jerusalem that Wisdom has her C ^O  U G ('C C
'dominion'. Here Sirach's message has moved from universalistic to 
42)particularistic.
40)
ibid., p.243 (again underlining indicates author's italics).
41)
Such a movement from the general to the particular in the 
prologue would also match the flow within Sir for it too moves from the 
universalistic to the particularistic. Just how particularistic Sir has 
become is evidenced by the exclusively Jewish honour roll (Sir 44-50).
42)
For further discussion see p. 221 of Chapter Nine, "Conclusions".
The Paradise of Wisdom (Sir 24.13-22)
cue K l & p o g  a v u w w d h v  13
e v  ru j  A i g a V t u  
kcc) ‘tbs tKv7Tccpi<T60£ 
kv iQp6<jjv' A tp y u u jy  .
& jg  (pc/Tyfe b c y u w v B in V 14
, A i y Y a &a l C  , ,
K a i  £>g (f ’ V T a  f c o o c u
'cV lep ivco , s 
tu g  e X & C a  e u r r p e r r y j c  ■
cy jr e & t tp  
kcci c C Y t / f / iV v h y
d ig  irX c c tc c v o g . %
u /g  K L V Y o t/iu y u o v x & i ccTnkXacdog ^
c c p t p u o c T w  & e £ io t« x  o a u r i V
/ x ) Z g < r ^ p v ' * k K \ e K T i L •
S te S w K K - C U tO & iC X Y, 
djg ppcXfaYj^ HdCc ovuK
KaCi 0 ‘ 7~<X K7t\
KdLt d ig  X ip d v o u  a r j u t g  
?£ v c > k i \ y jj -
kyoo u ) g ‘T e p € / j . ( v 6 o g  
e % £ T e < Y ^  K X a & o u g / t o V j  
Keel c l K \ gc6 o i  jjqu & A c l£ c <
£ <Zrf K*} X&prrcq. 
eyuj d ig  a jx ire h o g  
kpXapr^cra y p p i \ \
Kcc\ r j x  'ccv6h u c c  
Hccpncg 66'£t{g m i  irXcirrev*
T T fc c > e \e 6 T £  T r p o g M e ,
Oc € 7Ttu  V yUO VYT6g / . l e u  ,
K a t  core til'v yevnjKxr&v juqu 
ie/ c(TrA 'ri<T8yiT€< . 
to  ykp pv^poewcv jjou
Cjirepro acAi yA ok6 
kpeg i[  K X Y i p c v o ^ o c n a u
V7i€p pcX < 70 g ■ Ahpco Y.
01 \h -e icvreg . Me
£ Ti 7T£( Ycc(TO U (T( V3 
Kolc o l  tTcV o  v r e g  /c e






I was exhalted like a cedar
in Lebanon
And like a cypress
on the hills of Hermon.
I was exalted like a palm tree . 
in Engedi
and like rose plants
in Jericho,
like a comely olive
on the plain
and I was exalted
like a plane tree.
Like cinnamon and aspalathus 
I gave a scent of spices 
and like choice myrrh 
I spread a sweet smell, 
like galbanum and onyx 
and stacte
and like the fume of frankinsense 
in the tent.
I like the terebinth ... ......
extended my branches,
and my branches are branches
of glory and grace.
I like a vine
caused thankfulness to grow,
and my blossoms
are the fruit of glory and^j
riches. _
Come to me, ’j'; V' . n . " /'
you who desire me, 
and from my produce 
have your fill.
For the remembrance of me 
is sweeter than honey 
and my inheritance 
than the honeycomb.
Those that eat me 
will (still) hunger, 
and those who drink me 
will (still) thirst.
43)The Latin adds,"Ego mater pulchrae dilectionis, et timoris, et 
agnitionis, et sanctae spei In me gratia omnis viae et veritatis; in me 
omnis spes vitae et virtutis. I  am the mother of fair love, and fear and 
knowledge and hoiy hope. In me is all grace of the way and truth; in me is 
all hope of life and truth." The first verse is probably with reference to 
Mary while the second is a Christian gloss based on a text similar to John
14.6. Greek cursives *70 and 248 add a similar statement as the one on 
"Mother of fair love".
L C('L ZfY&Zc/xcvcc br e/tcc
b  y u C C K O U ti)  J jtG U 22. Those who obey me
will not be put to shame, 
and those who work in me 
will not sin.
Few commentators give a satisfactory interpretation to this text 
which constitutes one third of Sirach's central chapter. J. Snaith openly 
admits the various images seem of "uncertain significance."44) In our 
exegesis it will be seen that this passage is built on fhe image of the 
Paradise Garden (Gn 2-3) . Indeed this same claim is true for the whole of 
Sir 24. Although there are other dependencies,the overall scheme is based 
on Gn 2-3. The having covered the earth in Gn 2.6 enables the most
beautiful, bountiful and fruitful garden. It is a garden pleasing to the 
sight and taste. Sirach likewise presents Wisdom as a garden which is the 
most beautiful, aromatic and fruitful. The form of this garden poem which 
makes such a dependent use of ib g - ■ like' coupled with repeated use of the 
verb tfVU iyO U J 'to exalt' presents Wisdom in the most inviting terms. As 
seen above,Wisdom also came forth from the Lord like the T T h Y Y ) covering
the whole earth, but then concentrating her efforts in one garden. The 
results of her efforts seem to out stride that of Eden (both in 
presentation and as will be seen, in her fruits). While trees are primary 
to Eden (Gn 2.9) and Wisdom's garden (Sir 24.13-14), Sirach places much
odoriferous gum). This savoury list serves the purpose of drawing Wisdom's 
association yet closer to the temple and cult (the previous pericope 
already depicted Wisdom in a priestly role). Stacte, onycha and galbanum
emphasis on the aromatic with the inclusion of: KlVVbC/AiO/AOV 'cinnamon', 
C L G T r a h c c d o Q  (aspalathus which is used in making perfume)
(galbanum, sweet smelling resin), O Y U & . (onyx, which is not the stone but 
a special substance used to give sweet odour), GTCXKTY^ (stacte, an
44)
J. Snaith, op. cit., p.123.
were all used in the making of incense in Exodus 30.34. When we consider
c .
the comparative style of the poem, indicated by the repetition of UJCg (a 
style used only a second time in Sir, that being in the description of the 
High Priest, Simon, in Sir 50.6-10) Wisdom's identity with temple and cult 
is even, more conspicuous. Wisdom says of herself, "... I gave forth the 
aroma of spices and spread a pleasant odour." (Sir 24.15bc). The presence 
of Wisdom filled the with a pleasing odour, as pleasing as any
incense.
Most commentators make reference to the place names which are given
45)with the various trees as indicating some form of geographic boundary.
It could be another subtlety of Sirach's style; however in the previous 
pericope Wisdom’s bounds are openly stated by God, "'Ev IcCKiOft 
K aTa<S i\tf\/U J<50V  /<CCt fcv lepocrjh  K c c r a K ^ p o V O ^ ^ T l . In Jacob let your 
dwelling tent be, and in Israel be your inheritance." (Sir 24.8cd). The 
specific 'resting place' within la K L O ^  or l(S p 0 C \} \ is then named when 
Wisdom says, " O uTCUq k v  Z iu J V  € 6 T f ip ( ^ 0 } jV   ^ And so I was established 
in Zion." (Sir 24.10b). Zion has become the new Garden of Eden. This had 
already been prophesied in DI 51.3. The LXX of this DI prophecy says of
Z i u j y  that r a  a u r / i c w i1 1 be made u u jg  i r a p d i e c  g o v  K u p i o u , like
the garden of the Lord." The Hebrew states that the desert of j  ) ^  will 
be made j ~ jy D  'like Eden' and her desert-plain 77/77"1 “JrJD 'like the garden 
of the Lord'. For the restored Zion, besides gladness and joy, the sound 
of thanksgiving will be an outward sign. While the LXX of DI has the verb 
C d ^ 0 ju d X o ^ O /J (X ( (to make full acknowledgement, give thanks) the Sir text 
has the noun y p i p ( V  (thankfulness, grace). ^ C C p iY  is described as one
45) . ’See J. Snaith, op. cit., p. 123 where he considers the bounds to
include the whole of Israel and R. A. F. MacKenzie, op. cit., p.101 who
draws a similar conclusion.
of the fruits of Wisdom, "k y a t (h $  (X/XTXihOQ € p X & < 5 T \6 (X  ppXpCV » 1 like a vine 
caused thankfulness to sprout." (Sir 24.17a). Although / can mean
grace (that is probably its understanding in the verse which immediately 
precedes which portrays the branches of Wisdom as branches of £ 6 1 ^  k ° c< 
i"*33 second occurrence is more in keeping with the result it
brings on the part of the recipient. L and S define on the part of
i 46) * /
the receiver as thankfulness, thanks and gratitude. ^a^er
described in the grandson's translation as being " UJg J T £ V
€U?\Oy('oci<g * like a Paradise of blessings." (Sir 40.17).4*^  However it
is not till Sir 40.27 that the clear link between Wisdom and Paradise is
presented. There Sirach wrote,
7 1 3 1 3  73*71 i>7C s/7?C~V Fear of the Lord is like an Eden of
blessing
• 77 V7977 ~ l ) 3 D  1>D JD) and over all glory is its canopy.
For Sir 40.27a the grandson translated 7 1 3 1 3  J 1 J / 1  as y j g  TT(Xpoc£eiGOg
e C /A o y i 'a g  • It would appear that the grandson saw 'Eden' and 'paradise'
as interchangeable.
A. Fournier-Bidoz is one recent commentator who also draws parallels
- -48 ) •
between the Genesis Paradise account and Sir 24.12-17. His lines of
correspondence are drawn too closely to the tree of life, saying "le grand 
arbre renvoie a un paradis, a l'arbre de vie: profond et fecond symbole,
qui, dans le texte du Siracide, eclaire utilement, croyons-nous 1'ensemble
46)
H. Liddell, R_. _Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1889, Eighth Edition, p.882.
47)
The grandson has obviously translated this under the influence of 
Sir 40.27, for the Hebrew of Sir 40.17 reads *71 J)l% ) 0 ) ^  UrM-Vr5 ‘7‘^Tl)
” ; ) j y j i -r_y^  , and kindness shall never be removed and almsgiving endures
for ever".
48)
A. Fournier-Bidoz, "L'Arbre Et La Demeure: Siracide XXIV
10-17", VT, XXIV No. 1, 1984, pp. 1-10. Our own Sir/Gn correspondence had 
been well formulated before this article was published but we note it with 
interest as a direction in which Sir studies are moving.
49)XXIV 12-17 ..." Proverbs is the only other OT text which takes up the
50)analogy of U M 7J“y_y (tree of life). Sirach never used the term
~ D " H - y y  • The very form of Sirach's Paradise text is laid out in such a
fashion as to avoid this single analogy. On the other hand, the invitation
of Wisdom which follows the garden scene does seem to have a veiled
reference to the Genesis saga of the tree of knowledge,'good and evil(yy 
i ■
_ iO )  'IMU V7JH 77 which was "desired to make one wise". (Gn 3.6). The
Sir phrase q \  £ T [ ( 6 ujL(OUYT6Q  f lO V  ' those who desire me', combined with the
invitation to eat yC V^jd iC C TU JV jlfO U 'm y produce' could be seen as a direct
51)opposition to the Genesis tree of wisdom. It is as if Wisdom invites her
partakers to a communion in which they eat and drink of her yet they will
T T € ( \/0 (( )O U 6 '(V 'still hunger' and 'still thirst'. She does
not offer a quick panacea but as Fournier-Bidoz rightly notes,
La Sagesse persuade et seduit, mais ceux qui, la desirant, 
viendront a elle, ne connaitront pas la honte (Sir XXIV 19-21); ils 
ne seront pas chasses du paradis, mais bien comblees de Sagesse (Sir 
XXIV 25-27): ils trouverphp en elle le repos et la joie (Sir
VI.28), la vie (Sir IV.12). j
Wisdom's speech ends with her claims of no shame or sin to the obedient,
but the Garden of Eden imagery will be developed yet further. Temporarily,
however, this creation symbolism is interrupted by Sirach's inclusion of a
brief summary statement (Sir 24.23): as promised in Chapter 1 page 6 this
text will now be given close consideration.
49).K.„ibid., p.6 .
50)
For a discussion on jj  > ' 7 > - y y  see our comparative study p.75.
51) .
Sir 24.19 is the only invitation by Wisdom in Sir. Sir 6.19 is 
an invitation to Wisdom while Sir 15.3 is a promise about Wisdom. In Sir 
15.3 her produce is named as "the bread of understanding" and "the water of 
Wisdom."
52)
A Fournier-Bidoz, op. cit., p.9.
TriKH and 77/I'D77 (Sir 24.23)
TocuTa TTGiVTCLpt'BkOS £(tx3}jK hC All this is the book of the covenant 
6 6 .0 V  ( } W (G T O V ;  ^ of the Most High God,
v o M o v 'b /k n s i 'X e c T O  )(/«v Mwwfyf the law, which Moses commanded us
KAI'}pOVO/tl<XV as an inheritance for ‘the
congregations
Ic C K W fi, of 'Jacob.
Before beginning the exegesis of this passage we shall present a brief 
survey of OT scholarship on the understanding of y o / j ( Q £  'law' within this 
text. G. Sheppard makes the outright claim that \/O/^OC, is equated with 
Pentateuch because of the lack of attention given to the legal material and
the restricting of Wisdom's autobiographical history to the narratives of
53) 'the Pentateuch. We accept that yO /X O C , does not simply mean an
aggregate of the law as might be suggested by the term j3 ( J 3 ) \0 Q  C
54)'book of the covenant'. .• We question G. Sheppard's claim, on the other
hand, that Wisdom's autobiographical statement is confined to the
Pentateuchal narratives. As evidenced in our exegesis thus far, much of
Sir 24 is dependent on Gn 1-3. As will be seen shortly, other influences
for Sir 24 include Pss and Pr (see pp.147-150). J. Blenkinsopp begins on a
more cautious note by making a justifiably strong plea that the grandson's
prologue represents a tripartite canon; but suggests that Sirach's own text
(Sir 39.1) might represent a mature, stage in the development of a
55)threefold canon. By the time he considers Sir 24.23, however, he
concludes that Wisdom is assimilated with Torah. That he actually means
53)
G. Sheppard, op. cit., p.14, Note 59.
54)
J. Morgenstern sees the material of 'the Book of the Covenant' 
confined to Ex 20.23-22.19; 2 3 . 1 0 - 1 9 " See his four part study, "The Book 
of the Covenant", HUCA, Vol V, 1928, pp.1-151, Vol VII, 1930, pp.19-258; 
Vol VIII-IX, 1931-32, pp.1-50; Vol XXXIII, 1962, pp.59-105.
55)
J. Blenkinsopp, op. cit., p.l.
Pentateuch by Torah is not readily evident until he addresses the
dependence of Sir on the Psalms, which, he stresses, in themselves have a
56)Pentateuchal form. The influence of the Psalms on this text is one we
shall consider in greater detail shortly. E. Jacob takes a more open view
of Torah in this text when he writes, "It designates the Pentateuch and
5 7)
perhaps even the totality of the biblical books (Sir 24:23)." Finally,
i
J. A. Sanders in his introduction to Torah and Canon, said, "Neither the
ancient Hebrew nor Greek Old Testament manuscript traditions use the word
Torah (Greek nomos) to', designate Pentateuch. Perhaps the earliest really
clear use of the word law to refer exclusively to the Pentateuch is the
58)prologue to Sirach ..." All of this points out two realities: 1) the
uncertainty as to when Torah came to equal Pentateuch, 2) there exists a
✓
variety of opinions on the understanding of V0/ ( O (J* in Sir 24.23. With
this, it must be underlined ,our purpose is not to determine a dating for
the formulation of a threefold canon, but more concisely, to determine
whether Sirach chose to restrict his understanding of Torah to Pentateuch.
*
The word V0/C(O(~ which the LXX most frequently uses in translating
found six times in Sir previous to Sir 24.23. < In not one of
these (Sir 2.16; 9.15; 15.1; 17.11; 19.20; 21.11) is there any lengthy
59)consideration of 71*1)vj"l • The fourth citing (Sir 17.11) employs VOjL(OV
56)ibid., p.144-145.
57)E. Jacob, "Wisdom and Religion in Sirach," in Israelite Wisdom: 
Theological and Literary Essays in Honor of Samuel Terrien, edited by J. G. 
Gammel et al, Scholars Press, New York, 1978, p.255.
58)J. A. Sanders, Torah and Canon, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 
1972, p.2. J. Sanders does later concede that the Aramic and Hebrew words 
in Ezra and Nehemiah are possibly reference to the Pentateuch as known 
then.
5 9 ) ,, _ _
'For a study of Torah see, G. Ostborn, Tora in the 0T, Lund, Hakan 
Ohlssons Boktryckeri, 1945. There are very few books on the study of Torah 
but this is an excellent one. See also, J. W. Beecher, "Torah: A Word-
Study in the Old Testament", JBL, Vol XXIV, 1905, pp. 1-16. For an 
explanation of "most frequently", please see Note 65 on p. 1 4 9.
X u J t jG  'law of life' and offers but a brief inference to the theophany of
Moses (the same term occurs again in Sir 45.5). Following Sir 24.23 there
are only two major references to Torah: (Sir 32.14-33.3) on keeping the
60)
Torah or commandments and (Sir 39.1-11) the student of the law. It
would appear that Sirach is working on an assumption. With what does he 
equate Torah? Even if we allow for the argument that by second century BC
i ^
Torah was considered to equate Pentateuch; contemporary '“theology was not
readily assumed by Sirach. This was the main point of our findings in the
previous chapter, "Sirach and Early Jewish Apocalyptic." Of Sir 24.23
itself, one of'the most conspicuous observations is that Sir 24.23b is a
61)direct quote from Deuteronomy 33.4. The grandson translates Sir 24.23b
as follows,
VQMO V oV  ^ £Y£i£(}<XT0 The iaw which Moses commanded us
KAtypOVO/tHZY GuVOCyUjyai^ J a s  an inheritance for the
congregations of Jacob.
Here we have a very strong pointer to the understanding of \/6yUOC * From
this direct dependence in thought it can be assumed Sirach was aware of a
62)book similar to our present canonical text of Deuteronomy. Out of this
it is an easy step to realize Sirach was exposed to the understanding of 
Divine will in mi'/i which is expressed in Deuteronomy 4.6-8 where Moses 
is commanding 7 1 to Israel. The LXX of DT 4.6-8 reads,
60)
On the question of possible divisions within Sir see p.209-211.
61) — 
For DT 33.4 the LXX varies from the MT in that
'congregations' is actually 'congregation of' in the MT. The LXX
has changed from the singular to the plural.
62)Since there is no extant Hebrew for Sir 24 we must, as in all 
previous incidences, use Greek as our primary text. The agreement amongst 
the Greek MSS for Sir 24.23 gives no cause to believe we have a corrupt 
text. Thus we are working on the premise that Sir 24.23 represents 
Sirach's thought. However, only a few GK MSS include Sir 24.24 which reads
iG ^u(£i)V Do not cease to be strong
K U flU J   ^ in the Lord,
K0h\<x(S&€ jrpo Z  olZ to y cling to Him that He
‘/ytf A'f>KTcc(UJ<i'f{ fyttXG, may strengthen you;
7 T o cV T O p p cC T $eo g The Lord Almighty alone
M c s o q  }e$T \V t is God,
K a \ g u k  6 0 T (Y  %Ti and there is no saviour
a d r o u  G uJTtjp . besides Him.
KciLtfuSx^CG’Bz kai VcOyje'Tc 
c n  ixo fq (?c<f(OL u /i& V  
Kcti ^  *T v v c a g  fe v <z v t fc v 
7t & .v t 'lu y  ra )v  k S y u /v  
&crot kccv a;KQvGtjJ<Si\' 
tt&xTcl Tec SjKoudj/jaTcX raar<x 
m \  e p o v d v  
*l&ou X a o g  crocpog
KCCi Z T T iG T j^ J X U J V
To e O y o q rc ju iy e e  r e v  7 0 . . .
K * \  TT6<0V *C 6VCQ /<£**
101 kcTTiV CCVTUJ 
S iK C C l(J jjc £ L T e c  p a l  K ftfjC L T < X  £ iK < X X C t 
ftticTal TTtXYToc. TC\; /(fiioy TCOfoY y 
ov ££6u)jxi G Y U lT iC V  u/iaJV CquepaYy
And keep them and do them
for this is your wisdom





"Surely a wise people 
and understanding 
is this great nation ...
And what great nation 
is there that has 
righteous statutes and judgements 
according to all this law, 
which I set before you today?
This text places a foundation for the relationship between 7l''))V7 and 
”77/DO71 . Torah is the will of God and the Wisdom of the people. There 
is. a developmental process which grows out of this within the wisdom
school, but before looking to this, more specific instructions on the 
keeping of TIIJnH follow in this same speech by Moses (Deut. 6.6-7),
k x ( k tro u  T a p fy c c T a  T a u r a  
o u a J£ytu kvre^O M cci'
t ro t  crnM^pov 
£Y 7/J Ktip<fccc COO 
K x l £y tft ipVYh 6CU .
T rp o p ip d c e ig  ccC rk  
ro b g  u to d g  c o u  
K&'t }i(Jc.Sf{(T£ig e v  c tu r c ig  
x < x 6 t [u 6 Y o q  'ev o c k u J
k’cii iropeuojuevog fey o S uj 
ita.\ K o iT a X o p ie v o f  
^icCYicToc/xevog .
And all these words 
which I command 
you today
shall be in your heart 
and in your soul.
And you shall teach them diligently,
to your children
and talk of them
sitting in the house
and walking in the way
and lying down
and standing up.
That this understanding of T I D ' J l as will of God and wisdom of the people 
is carried forward by the wisdom school is marked by the wise man's
statement (Proverbs 6.20-23),
Y(7 cpuXtxcce yo/ j  co g  TT<xrpogcou 
ka\ ju \ heroicq Qc-cuouqnrprpSq So o , 
k&ayGa &  <xbtc-o^hri cq «fc« wavTcg 
Kac ‘£yK\o(uJGc(i fern <tuj T p a ^ A ip .  
)Jv7k<x ccv TiefiTroiT^q kric^cu a V n (v f
Kelt /xeT<x c o o  <tc7u; . 
uqS'av M6euSqq, (puAasoiru cc
My son, keep your father's law 
and reject not your mother's teaching. 
Bind them upon your soul always 
and tie them about your neck.
When you walk, they will lead you, 
and be with your household.
When you lie down they will watch over
you
<Y<z EyEipOpeVM crci. when you wake they will talk with you.
cTt \ 6 y j c $  e v T o X q  vou.ou^ ^ por ^ g  commandment is a lamp and the
 ^  ^ y \ ^ CLL laW 3 light
ftctt <56C£ j(ay?i$ e A E y y o g  KO.\.^ and a way of life are the reproofs and
ir<x .i£e (C<. instruction.
In both language and thought pattern the Deuteronomy dependency is
apparent. Not only did the wise man draw from the past, he projected this
"ill) V? understanding into the future. This text provides two important
bridges with Sir. The concluding phrase which describes Torah as a
o S b g  Z u fijjg ' 'way of life', corresponds closely to that used in Sir
17.12 where yO/UOV X a>? [g '^ aw life' is used in reference to Moses
receiving the law. It is used a second time where Sirach gives account of
Moses on the honour roll (Sir 45.5d). For the wise man, " o T l
’E Y T o h q  VO/UOU f & g , the commandment of law is a lamp and a light" (Pr
6.23a). The Hebrew for Pr 6.23a reads, 77“)}J7I T U ^ / O  HI ”3
Likewise, Sirach considers " i j j g  <pu/g TT<a(X€iCCV , teaching like a
63)
light." (Sir 24.27a). At the end of this central creation chapter
Sirach promises in his testimony to Wisdom, " e j t  TTa.iX etiX V ’ (O g  O p O p O V  
(pUJTlUJ y I will yet make instruction shine forth like the dawn." '(Sir 
24.32a).
There are at least three other syntactic moves by which Sirach 
further aligns his thinking on Torah with that of the Wisdom School. Just 
prior to equating Wisdom with Torah there stands this seemingly 
insignificant comment (Sir 24.20),
TO y a p  yLTVhjUOGU VOV /Y O U for the remembrance of me
0 tT £ O ~ S jU & \ i yAcJk 6j is sweeter than honey,
X a 'r ) {  K^Y\POVo/AidC ^ o u  and mY inheritance
(jTT£f> y t(e A lT O g  K t^ p C o ^ * sweeter than the honeycomb .
Again we return to Proverbs where the wise man encourages the eating of
'honey' and K ^ p fo V  'honeycomb' . Pr 24.13-14a reads,
63) f
For discussion o n the translation t u g  cpuJg TTG£(&E(CCV see p. 153.
C pa^6 } u l e  . son eat honey
ccytx&bv yCCfi K h P i'o Y for the honeycomb is good,
CI J~  ./iylL.jflr' in that it- cswpptpnc;l y a  y h u k c tv d fy in that it sweetens
t
h
C ro f ta V T ftC T f j fV^jj Wisdom is to your soul ...
G ou b  < j / ( X P y y your mouth
otiruJc o c ^ a -h  50 also know 64)
^  H wisdom is -ho vntir soul ...
The Psalmist presented this same analogy of J j i X i  K<X[ 'honey and
the honeycomb' to 0 VO/jt.O$ • (Ps 18.11b GK). In a second Torah Psalm we
read, ",... j a  k o y ia .  G ou , U T T C p  / / e X l  KCCt K ^ p l 'o v  TU> 6 T $ /4 (Z T C  y U o O  » His
word is sweeter than honey and the honeycomb to my mouth.” (Ps 118.103 GK) .
These -three texts are the only occurrences of this analogy in the OT. It
would appear as a subtlety in Sirach-'s style to have made the above
statement drawing on all three texts, fully aware that his early readers
would know of its application to both Wisdom and Torah. For Sirach it
offered a superb syntactic link, immediately before equating Wisdom with
Torah. These same Psalms hold an. explanation for the infrequent use of the
term V O / ( ° S  within Sir previous to Sir 24.23. Synonyms are frequently 
✓
employed for V 0 / , ( 0 C the above wisdom Psalms. The list includes at
least ten possible synonyms for Y O /j( 0 £  : word, saying, commandment
65)statutes, judgements, precepts, way, testimony, knowledge and covenant.
The grandson, in referring to Moses (Sir 45.5) employs four of these (all 
of which refer to Torah): £ V T o A c t £  'commandments'; {r7T(CTTJ|yL(
'knowledge', d (O c 6 lj}^ ? jV  'covenant' and ' judgements ' . He also
includes a fifth which is indigenous to Sir, YOjUOY 'law of life'.
The Hebrew fragment reads (Sir 45.5b),
64)
The comparison is made the more apparent in the Hebrew with the 
reading, 77/3 377 77j/ 1 j3..., thus know wisdom-is (such) _ to your
soul.” (Pr 24.14a). Here we take ''knowledge of wisdom' to mean Torah. 
Likewise with Pss 18.11b GK and 118.103 GK; the context of the analogies of 
honey within these Torah Psalms lends weight to the fact that they do apply 
to Torah.
65)
, Ps 118(GK) alone contains eight of the above synonyms. In 
Proverbs 6.20 ] /o '^ (o g translates ^  \f l)& /D  and 6& G jL {0 \Jg translates .
It is for this reason we said V O A ° S  translates "most frequently”
on p. 1 4 5 ; however this seeming inconsistency shows that not only can 
alternative words be used for Torah, y o jU O G  may also be supplanted.
7]) 5^/0 ) 1 >1  uu/'J anc* Placed into his hand the
commandment
. ^  ^ j j j j i  u  11 j )  jj~ ) )\fi instruction of life and discernment.
, That He might teach unto Jacob His P p  77 72 H /2 ?? &
/ 1 statutes
)'W Q lU /X ) j ’s J V lJ /) anc* testimonies and judgements
to Israel*
The description of the responsibility of Aaron's priestly office contains a 
similar array of synonyms for V 0 y /.O (^ (Sir 45.17 GK). The list in itself
i ■ , -
shows the wide concept of Torah which had developed within the Wisdom
School. Yet, Sirach makes one other syntactic link: this time
specifically with the torah Psalm (118 GK). The Psalmist opens with the 
promise that those who, "... TTOp>6UOyUEVOL £/ VO/JUJ K U p fo V  > walk in the 
law of the Lord,” will not be put to shame. This becomes a theme refrain 
for the Psalmist (Ps 118.6a, 31, 46, 80). It is also a theme in Sir; first 
listing things of which one should be ashamed (Sir 41.17-28), then things 
of which not to be ashamed-(Sir 42.1-5). Sirach begins his list of 'not to 
be ashamed' with (Sir 42.2a),
) 'JT))V7 ^  ^aw
, anc^  statute • • •
r ^
In Sir 24.22a Wisdom herself promises, " q  UTTOCftodlUVJAOU O U K
oc ( 6 ^  u  vS tjtfe  r o d , the one who obeys me will not be put to shame." Again,
just before the marriage of 7 7 /D D T 7  and T n w j  this promise is made.
One might well ask, "Why the importance of form, language and
theological links with Deuteronomy, Psalms and Proverbs?" In all three
= will of God. Few would dispute this as the case for the
Deuteronomy passages cited and Proverbs } but as we saw earlier J.
Blenkinsopp equated 77~ )JV 7  as Pentateuch in Sir 24.23 largely on the basis
66)of the Torah Psalms. A. F. Kirkpatrick in commenting on
71) T P  7 \~ ) ) ' f l in Ps 119 (Hebrew) said,
For our earlier discussion on J. Blenkinsopp's theory see p. 144-145.
The 'Lav/ of God', which the Psalmist describes in its 
manifold aspects as His Law, word, promise, commandments, 
statutes, judgements, precepts, testimonies, ways, is not the 
law in the narrower sense of the Mosaic legislation or the 
Pentateuch. The Hebrew word torah has a wider range of 
meaning, and here as in Pss. i and xix, it must b^understood 
to mean all Divine revelation as the guide of life.
A. A. Anderson in his more recent commentary responds to this claim by
Kirkpatrick saying,
Some such view as that of Kirkpatrick ... may well be near 
‘ the mark, in affirming that this law is not 'the Mosaic 
legislation or the Pentateuch' in the narrower ggnse, but
rather 'all Divine revelation as the guide of life.'
Likewise A. Wei'ser in his excellent book, The Psalms, underlines that the
Torah man in Psalm 1 is not the orthodox view of man acquiring knowledge of
the law, but a challenge for man to yield his whole being to the will of
69)
God. This admirable description is the closest possible parallel to an
understanding of Torah in Sir 24.23. It is a definition which holds true
throughout Sirach's whole book, which culminates with the picture of
Sirach's own contemporary, Simon the High Priest, leading the Assembly of
Jacob in worship (Sir 50.1-24). In sum, E. Jacob was at least moving in
the right direction with his comment on Sir 24.23 as being Pentateuch and
70)possibly all the biblical books. To restrict Torah merely to a
definition of Pentateuch is to seriously limit the fuller meaning of Sir. 
Sirach simply developed his inherited wisdom view that Torah = will of God 
a step further by adding Torah = Wisdom. That is why Wisdom is the main
67)
A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book of the Psalms, Cambridge, at the 
University Press 1917, p.700.
68)
A. A. Anderson, Psalms, Vol 2 (New Century Bible), Oliphants, 
London, 1972, p.807.
69)
A. Weiser, The Psalms, translated by H. Hartwell, 0TL, The 
Westminister Press, Philadelphia, Nineth edition, 1976, p.104.
70)
E. Jacob, op. cit., p.255. Although by 2nd century BC, in main 
stream Judaism, Torah may have equated Pentateuch, it would appear Sirach 
chose to hold to the broader interpretation developed by the old Wisdom 
School.
focal point in this central chapter and not Torah. Sirach was already well
aware that all word which instructs or points the way to the will of God is
Thus the assumption held in Sir is that Torah equates will of
God. From this Sirach developed the theory that Torah equates Wisdom. For
further discussion see pp.214-215.
Following Sirach1 s summary statement on and TI/3DTI he
i *
continues his Paradise imagery by drawing further on the Genesis creation 
account.
Paradise continued (Sir 24.25-29)
o  T T i ju r r X w v  w q  ( p l c u i v  25. 
t r o jp C c c v  
K c c ^ w g  T i \ f > c g   ^
c y  f i u e / p c c c g  v f w v  >
O CKVCCTJ^np lL y  fcq  E u fp d T f iC  26. 
&  & V<£ (T (V  L
:k <j>ccCvujv vug f&q TTctL&ia.v 27. 
q u e p a c g  r p u y r r r o u .
C U  (T U V £ T £ A £ (J £ \/ o  T fp u /T Q g 28.
% .v , YV & V O C i oiUT'nV
k & l o u T U /g  o e c p a r o g  o u k
£ V i ' d  <T£ V cco T tfy  .
k r f c ,  y a p  6 c c \a $ 6 Y ig Y T t\y fi6 > t& i 29.
o ia x Q tiM .c c  < x u  T r ig  
a b r r t q  
OCTTO k p t & G o u j u e y < x \ b £ .
It fills one like the Pishon
with wisdom
and like the Tigris
in the days of new (fruits),
it swells one like the Euphrates
with understanding
and like the Jordan
in the days of harvest,
it shines forth teaching like
light,
like the Gihon
in the days of harvest.
The first one did not know her
perfectly, 
and likewise the last one has not 
searched her out.
For filled from the sea are 
her thoughts 
and her counsels 
from the great abyss.
Sirach1 s return to the Genesis saga of the Garden of Eden becomes apparent
with his listing of rivers in Sir 24.25-27. In Gn 2.10-14 the LXX lists:
Pishon, Gihon, Tigris and Euphrates. The MT of Gn 2.10-14 records: Pishon, 
Gihon, Hiddekel and Euphrates. Sir 24.25-27 includes: Pishon, Tigris,
Euphrates, Jordan and Gihon. Thus, the Sir text includes three of the MT 
and all four of the LXX listing. If we accept that Tigris is the Greek 
equivalent of Hiddekel then Sir includes the complete list of both 
traditions. Together the rivers give a very clear analogy: the will of God
i
as revealed through all V O jU O ^ . fills man with C O (p ((X 'wisdom', C u V S C i C
'understanding' and T r a v e l c t teaching'. Two rivers of creation are
linked with a season which enables an even greater sense of fullness:
£ v  ' r y u k p x i c  v e u > v ' Tigris in the days of new (fruits)'; \huJV  '£ V
f [ /U € f< X (£ Gihon in the days of harvest'. The inclusion of the
Jordan with the rivers of creation helps draw the attention to Israel,
wherein Wisdom has made her inheritance. Some commentators change the
translation for 'light' to 'Nile' on the grounds that the grandson read
71)
(sic) for^TCO . Given the fact that the grandson is aware that
he is translating a list of rivers it would be more understandable if the
proposal were in reverse, that is translating, 'IPC'D for^JTO . This is
not an unusual or new analogy for wisdom; earlier syntax showed how Pr
6.23a stated ~) ) 7C TJ~))'T I) 'Torah is light'. Baruch 4.1-3, which is
directly influenced by Sir 24, credits TOI'H with light. Finally the
/ ^
same verb employed in translating 'e K f W Y U J V  w q  (p u Q  'shine forth like 
light,' in Sir 24.27 is restated where Sirach writes of instruction and 
.prophecy in his testimony, " Kai( €£(p(X \/U) <XUT(X. € l£  JU&KpoLV, and I will 
make them shine afar." (Sir 24.32b). In this second citing it is promised
71)
W. 0. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, op. cit., p.162, also R. A. F. 
Mackenzie, op. cit., p.103. Despite such suggestions the RSV simply uses 
'light' in Sir 24.27, offering no alternative reading. The JB reads 'Nile' 
but acknowledges it as a correction on the basis of the Syriac.
that teaching will shine i j j g  b p d p O V  ■> like the dawn. All of the above 
suggests the text should stand as translated.
Immediately following the analogy of the rivers of creation Sirach 
recalls o  TTpVJTO£ 'the first one'. This too is, in both order of 
occurrence and theme, a close modelling on the Genesis saga where the 
naming of the rivers is followed by God taking ~fOl/ C ti/d p iO T T OV into the 
garden where he is given the commandment about the 'tree of knowledge of 
good and evil.' The fact that Wisdom is the fathomless one helps explain 
why Sirach paralleled o  'the first one,' (Adam ) with
0  >€<J^C(To£  ' the last one'. No man can fully search her out. Besides adding 
to the fullness of Wisdom already seen in the analogy of the rivers, the 
employment of * & s i) (v iK 6 e v  c c u r t fv 'searched her out' with 6 c t \ ' sea'
and OLj$06<5OV 'abyss' reminds the reader of Sirach's earlier message on 
fathomless wisdom (Sir .1.2-3). In this new context -it is the 
^(CCVO^/UOC 'thoughts' and 'counsels' of Wisdom that are said to be
immeasurable, for they come from the boundless 9 c x \0 C $ 5 r{Q and a ^ U 6 6 0 U  . 
As if this does not make Wisdom inviting enough Sirach turns now to his 
personal encounter with Wisdom's Eden.
Sirach's testimony to Wisdom (Sir 24.30-34)
KScytu uJg b iu J p u i
CKTfO TTOTCCjU C U
K<x\ db<g 6 6 ^ y a j v b g  
Z Z f j A f o v  e lg  r r < x p d d e « jo ^
30. And I like a canal 
from a river
and like a watering canal 
came into a Garden of Eden. 72)
72'
In light of our textual study in Sir showing the overall 
dependency on Genesis 2-3 especially in Sir 24, we are intentionally 
standing apart from other English translations in using 'Garden of Eden'. 
In Sir 40.27, we also noted on p. 142 how the grandson translated 
J i y o  as lu g  TTLXpaSectfcg edXcyicxg- Finally, L and S give 'Garden 
of Eden'^ as a-possible rendering for TT<kp<x£>£i<Jog , op cit., p. 595.
6  ill (X TJcTlUJ M C U  TO V K riltC V , 3i. i said "I will water my orchard
K(XL /J -C t UGUJ jUOU T rp j f TTpC{<T((XV and soak my garden plot"
K<*1 i&cu eyoVCTC j i C (  id jp u t . and behold my canal became
£i£ TfOTCi/xOV ,■ into a river
K<x\ C TTCTClJU6gJUOV e y e v o r o  and my river became
£(£ 6 ocX.<XC6(XV *}i „ into a sea.
J£T ( 7ra<6£(C(V d ig  UJTlW 32. I will yet make teaching shine
%  ^ . forth like the dawn
KCCt £K(p(XVU! CCuTCC dii'G £C£ JJCCKpXV. and will make them shine afar.
£ T i & i£& <S K (Xhi(XV  dug TTpOfjjTOLiXV 33. I will yet pour out instruction
like prophecy.
K d i fc(XT<X.\£l\puJ GCUT'qy And leave it *
y c V € (X g  C ((& V U JV . unto generations of eternity.
(&€Te CTt C v K  € jiO t JUOVtp 34. Behold that I have not laboured
t  ^ *€K O T T tfx G (X ^ for myself alone,
ctXa5 ocT7ct6(V Toig £kXy[T0U6{VCCVTY\y, - but for all them that seek her.
The Latin translation considers the above text as simply a continuation of
Wisdom's speech stating, "Ego sapientia effudi flumina, I wisdom have
poured out rivers." (Sir 24.40). The Greek, " t f f ly u J , And I", while
maintaining the first person form familiar throughout the poem, would seem
to indicate that Sirach is speaking. This same autobiographical form
73)appears elsewhere in Sir. Finally the same claim made in Sir 24.34,that 
Sirach did not labour for himself alone is restated in Sir 33.18 GX,
KcCTOOJodGaTC b n  OUK k jio ) Consider that I laboured not for
/ { S v u J  ‘e K O m a G a  myself alone
a W o c  n a c n v  re<t % y\t o Gw  but for a11 them that seek -
TT(Xl6£('cC Y . instruction.
Sirach's experience as a child of wisdom is summarized in highly poetic
form in the first half of this strophe. (Sir 33.16-17 GK). Building 
further on the Genesis Garden imagery (with the stream becoming four
rivers) he envisages his canal entering Paradise, becoming a river and
ultimately a sea. Sirach's personal description with j / o u  TOV K ^ T fO V 'my 
orchard' and /J O U  TTpcxdKXV'my garden' echoes both Wisdom's Paradise
73)
See Sir 33.16-18; 39.12,32; 50.27; 51.13-32 for further
autobiographical statements.
and the Garden of trees depicted in Gn 2.9. It also reflects the 
possessive style Sirach used in his exordium, Sir 16.22-24a (H), with words 
like "my wisdom", "my spirit" and "my knowledge." The watering that 
results in a sea, links back to his earlier poetic analogies on the 
immeasurable Wisdom whose thoughts ' k ic c v o riu o L ' are from the sea (Sir 
24.29a). Sirach has fully entered into the boundless source of Wisdom. Out
i
of this sea of wisdom he promises to shine instruction far and wide, "unto 
generations of eternity." (Sir 24.33b). It is as if he is a lighthouse in 
this great sea beaconing and pointing from his own experience to the course 
that must be followed. Who ultimately determines that course becomes 
Sirach's theme for his sixth creation block.
74)Inequality in Creation (Sir 33.7-19)
This block of creation tradition will be presented in three parts, 
Sir 33.7-9, Inequality amongs created works; Sir 33.10-15, Inequality 
amongst Men; Sir 33.16-19, Sirach's testimony to God's exalting.
As noted on p. 12, Note 4, the chapter numbers between Sir 30-36 
vary considerably in the Hebrew and Greek. With no extant Hebrew for this 
passage we must not only accept the translators verse and chapter numbering 
but use the grandson's translation as our primary text.
Inequality amongst created works (Sir 33.7-9)
7. Why does one day 
surpass other days 
and the light of every day 
in the year is from the sun?
8 . By the knowledge of the Lord 
they were distinguished, 
and he varied th§ seasons 
and feasts
9. Some of them He exalted 
and hallowed
and some of them he made 
into ordinary days.
The issue of inequality within the created works is hit directly 
with a question which highlights the discrepancy. In a word,Sirach wants 
to know why one day is any better than another when they are all as a 
result of the same source, the sun. It is a hard hitting practical example 
which could bring one into the whole realm of how the created order 
operates. Although Sirach offers a poem on the sun in Sir 43.2-5, nowhere 
does he enter into any detailed discussion of the actual influence of the 
sun on days. He is not concerned about the scientific workings or even the 
discrepancies within the created order. No, despite the logic of the 
question and its possible avenues for exploration, Sirach moves at once, 
seemingly to avoid any negative account of creation, to a succinct 
explanation for the inequality. The grandson records his answer with the 
words, " £Y  yvu JG C i K U p i'o U  £ieyvJy?(4'6q6cCV * • • By the knowledge of the Lord 
they were distinguished ..." (Sir 33.8a). Behind yYU J& G t one assumes the 
word V7J/“7 'knowledge'. This same Hebrew word can also mean wisdom, 
particularly within Wisdom literature. (See BDB, op. cit., p.395). Thus 
one can assume that either 7^-/”] stood behind yyuJ(5£( in Sir 33.8a or 
71/0377 . it was by God's wisdom that the inequality of days was 
determined. From 'days' in general Sirach moves in Sir 33.8b to the
f T i  Y [M -epa
'r^ nipag vnepkpei 
Kz'i t t< x v  
GviauroO a o' 
ev yvuj6£( Kupiov 
$ ( e ^ u j f { ' ( r d Y \G  ckv, ^
K t \  K o i ip o v f
Kfiit e o p j a g ;
<X771 a b - r d -v  p u x r e v  
ka) ^y/Vtrev 
kaO c tu T w v  f r d r ^ K G V
Gig cc^ f&yuov Y jjA e p u J V .
calendar with its focus on varied seasons and feasts. In Sir 43.6-8, where
Sirach offers a poem to the moon he indicates that it is by the moon that
75)the calendar is determined. But that only brings one back full circle
for since God created the moon it must be said that all days are determined 
by God's wisdom. Sir 33.9 serves both as a summary of what has been 
claimed and a link for what follows. By God's decision some days are
i
"exalted" and "hallowed" while others are made "ordinary" days. There is 
no attempt to explain beyond the fact of God's choice. For as Sirach said 
elsewhere, Kj/S' nT7H) ••• and by His words He does His will." (Sir
43.26b). In sum, God determined the inequality, for He can do as He 
pleases.
Inequality amongst Men (Sir 33.10-15)
kcc\  ccvOp&noL iravreg 1 0 .
a iio  'e S d fo u g ,
Kcc( €K yi\c
’6KT(<50r[
'eniGTijjutiS K 11 •
K U f i O f £ ( e y u ) p { c r € V  c c d ro u g  
Kcc'( fiXKoiiiTGGV 
tag b S o u g  oCoTjjcv.
c c u t & v  oOAoyy^G^v 1 2 .
K x }  CCYuyutGGV f ^
Koc) ££ c c uT lV Y  Y iy t a a c v
Kcc\ jrpcg auTOV tjyyc&ev
c a r]  c c u t & y  KccryipocG ccro
Kcc\ \ ic C n £ ( v u J < r e v  
K*c 0CV€GTp€(p e v  a u T o u g  
ccrro o r x v e u j g  c c O t u jV •
And all men ,
are from the ground, 
and out of the dust 
Adam was created.
In the fullness of His knowledge 
the Lord distinguished them 
and varied 
their ways.
Some of them He blessed 
and exalted
and some of them He made holy 
and brought near to Himself 
But some of them He cursed 
and brought low 
and He turned them 
from their place.
75)Both the poem to the sun and the one on' the moon are discussed in 
our final creation block on pp .176-179.
U ig  T T 'r \\b g  f tZ p t t ju k v J g  13. Like the potter's clay
£V CCuToO in His hand
— Vended. (xl O^Oi av700 ~ ways
K a r a  T l{v  GU&OKI CCV o c & r o u - ) are according to His pleasure
O u ru jq  OCvOpWTTOC €Y Y 6 i p \ thus men are in the hand
t o o  T r o ir fc c c v r a g  a u r o h g  of Him who craated them
dcito 6 o u v c c i o c u r o lg  to sive them
Kccroc T)]tf K p c G l V  ccb TO U , according to His judgement.
O L T T eV aV rtT O U  K & .K 0O 14- Opposite evil
TO  ccyccdov is good
k£t( (X jTG YCCi/n Tou O a vccT O U and opposite death
k Jfo/tf, is life
o o r u j c  (X i reyavT t  eba e f fov c  Thus ° p p ° s i t e  t f te  g ° d l y
k u t x p T w l o i ;  ■ r  is the sinner-
K e A  ' o o t w C  % U j8} i £ u / 0 V  1 5 ‘ And thus look
£<e TfdvTa tcc “epYX upon a11 the works
t o o  6 t f / ia T o u of the Most Hish
660 <£uo , , , two by two
%V K<XT€YCCVT( TOO C V O g  . one opposite the other.
Just as the days have a common source in the sun, men too ;have a
common source. CLvQpuJiTOt- irScYT^g > 'all men' are from the ground. With
the naming of Adam in Sir 33.10b the translator has retained for us a
prototype; while at the same time underlining that all men, from the first
76)to the last, are from a common base. Unlike in Sir 33.7 the form used
in Sir 33.10 is not that of a question but an outright fact. But any
equality ends with the common creation substance. As in Sir 33.8 the
writer quickly shifts to an explanation of their differences. The answer
remains the same, " £V b /T (6 T ) j /(^ g , in fullness of His knowledge" God
77)determined their ways. By God's fullness of knowledge He varied the lot
of men. Just as the days vary, so too with men. In Sir 33.12 there follows 
a picture of just how varied the ways of men are. It opens with language 
very much in keeping with that employed for the description of varied days.
76)
In Sir 24.28, though unnamed, Adam is also used as a prototype in 
enabling a common link with all men.
77)
} L and S, op. cit., p. 302 indicates that the meaning of
CTf can range from knowledge in a particular skill as in archery or
war, to knowledge as in wisdom or scientific knowledge.
In fact two of the verbs are repeated. Both days and men are 
bCYUyuJtfGV 'exalted' and 'made holy'. The correspondence between
the two demonstrates God's consistency in action through all of creation. 
In Sir the greatest evidence of man being 'blessed', 'exalted' and made 
'holy' is the lengthy honour roll (Sir 44-50). However, nowhere is this 
concept of God's choosing to exalt man more clearly described than at the
The actual exegesis of this prayer is presented in our "Schema In Sir",
concern. Both the Hebrew and Greek agree on the fact that God exalts. The
original intent of Sirach's message stands.
But in returning to Sir 33.12b there exists a contrasting picture, 
just as there was with days. But the contrast amongst men is made far 
sharper. For while some days were simply made "ordinary" in Sir 33.9b, of 
men it is said some are "cursed", "brought low" and turned out. The verbs 
do ring an echo of Gn 3.17-23 where God is said to curse the ground on 
account of Adam. Adam was brought low by being reminded that he was dust 
and ashes and he was turned out of Eden. The fact that Adam is named in
end of the historic roll where Simon prays (Sir 50.22),
And now bless
In Sirach's own words the prayer reads (Sir 50.22),
£7 0 ^* ,77r,7< *'' Lord God of Israel
~1 w^° does wondrously- on earth
T217C who exalts man from the womb
V7?r 7CJ ;T)7L7?\fly Now bless
J 7? UC/») and who does unto him
according to His pleasure.
p. 208. For the present the 'who exalts' is our main
translator did choose tylUJY1 our days' instead of ~D~I~X ; however the
78)Sir 33.10b makes the correspondence the more likely. In Sir 33.13 there
follows an explanation for the inequality amongst men. Using the potter 
imagery and having already stated earlier that all men are "from the 
ground" (Sir 33.10a), the claim is made that man is shaped by God's will. 
Previously, in Sir 33.8-9 the impression was given that God does as He 
pleases, but now it is openly stated in Sir 33.13b,
A
-7T K S a t OLi O&Ol (XU TO U  ■ a11 His ways
WTCC TtyY e b & o x fa v t tb r o v - are according to His pleasure -
This very phrase was employed in Simon's prayer where Sirach wrote " jTlvj/’j
...and who does unto him according to His pleasure.11 (Sir
50.22d). In short, God will do with man as he decides, or "according to
His judgement" (Sir 33.13d). This whole presentation seems to dictate
against the concept of yetzer built up in Sir 15.14-20. It would appear
men are merely moulded into shape by God's decision. However,it would also
1
appear Sirach moves toward amending this discrepancy in Sir 33.14-15. He 
brings back the reality of opposites ,"evil and good", "death and life", 
"godly and sinner"; a contrast of choice which is similar to that given in 
Sir 15.16-17 , where the concept of yetzer was first presented. This 
correspondence at least hints that man has choice. But. when v 14 is 
combined with Sir 33.15 which has the concept of "pairs" it points to 
another direction of hope. The hope that is implied is based on the fact 
that there is a builtin order for " jtoc. sTCi TCC 0 ijS (GTOiS, all the
works of the Most High." (Sir 33.15a). From this glimmer of hope which 
should help man accept any inequalitities or differences, Sirach moves to a 
personal testimony. For the moment this becomes the strongest point of 
hope.
The amazing factor with this implied claim is that Adam is 
actually highly exalted by Sirach's honour roll in Sir 49.16b. This may 
explain, however, why Sirach has been less than explicit here in Sir 
33.12cd.
Sirach's testimony to God's exalting (Sir 33.16-19)
i ) Y p m v ) f < x  A  
uj$  K a . \ ( Z / /u j ^ £ v o g  
OTTiGW TpuVhTu/V'
t v  e u h o y fo c  Kupcou
e t p B o u r c c
K a i  u j g  T p ? u y u ) V
k w h t i p u j e o c  tyvov.  
foeTavorfcocre bn odK 
tyoi /sovip tKOTrfasa 
cchAac TTceci v ro lg  
X^ToucriY rca(6ei'c(.V. 
c k k o O g c c t e  y U o u >  
ju<£Y(6TaY£g ) \c c o u ,
Kac) o( jfiyou/^EYOi 
kKKA}j<r('cog 
evuircGacrBE.
16. I was last of all 
on watch
like one who gleans 
after the grape-gatherers.
17. By the blessing of the Lord 
I excelled (came first) 
and like a grape-gatherer
I filled my wine press.
18. Consider that I have not 
laboured for myself alone 
but for all
who seek instruction.
19. Listen to me
you who are great among the
people
and you leaders 
of the congregation 
hearken.
The measure by which Sirach was exalted is stressed by the movement from
i
being last, a gleaner, to one who excelled. <p&(£Guo can also carry the
79)meaning, "to come or do first or before others." Sirach turns again to
what has become a formula in Sir 33.7-19; that is, having stated the case 
in one introductory sentence he immediately states a claim crediting the 
Lord. In Sir 33.8 it was "by the knowledge of the Lord" that inequality 
existed amongst days; in Sir 33.11 it was in the "fullness of knowledge", 
that the Lord varied man's ways and now in Sir 33.17 it was "by the 
blessing of the Lord" that Sirach claims to have been exalted. Sirach's 
wine press was changed from that of a gleaner to being filled. The first 
hint that Sirach had any part in his gain comes in Sir 33.18 where it says
79)L and S, op cit., p.859.
the author did not labour for himself alone but for all who seek 
instruction. This whole verse is based on a similar autobiographical claim 
in Sir 24.34, but in the context of Sir 24.30-34 it is more obvious that 
Sirach made choices. The very style whereby the whole account is written 
in the first person shows he assumed some responsibility for his future. 
Sirach made choices, exercised his yetzer. Thus the restating in Sir 33.17
I ■* '
serves as a reminder of the decisions made by Sirach. That all was not
* J \ /
done for " £ jjO ( jyO V uJ , self alone" also brings hope to the reader. It was
* 80)
done for any who are willing to seek instruction (lT £ ( l£ £ l(X V  ) •  
However, we are not long left with the testimonial statement as a main 
source of hope. The hope pointed to when it was stated in Sir 33.15 that 
"all the works of the Most High" are in opposites or pairs, giving the 
impression that despite inequalities there is an order in creation, is 
developed in the next creation block.
God's order and control of creation (Sir 39.16-35) ' - v.-
This passage will be examined under the following headings, A good 
creation in God's control (Sir 39.16-21); God's purpose in all created 
things (Sir 39.22-31); The good creation, a cause for praise (Sir 
39.32-35).
Sir 51.13-22 also holds an autobiographical statement wherein he 
again tells of having sought out Wisdom. It is followed by an invitation 
for all who lack instruction to enter his u/~)*7/3 >m2 • (Sir 51.23b).
A good creation in God's control (Sir 39.16-21)
U ’lJG? 7JI’D 






nsi * ^ 2  
[jj’TCJ 
:) ’1 *_y' *131/3
-JJ/) 7j£)J/<a
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- ) 6 z >/3 WpTl]
) / i y  w y n )  jtfp p-rC
x h i  j ' ? 0
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16. God's works, all of them are good 
and every need He provides in His
time.
17. (Waters) stood heaped 1 M 1 
that which goes forth from His
mouth
His store chamber.
18. (Forthwith) His will attains its
end
and there is no restraint 
to His salvation
19.- The works of all 
flesh are before Him 
and nothing can be hid 
from in front of His eyes.
20. From everlasting unto 
everlasting He beholds 
is there a limit
to His salvation?
Nothing is small or insignificant
to Him
and nothing is too wonderful 
or too hard for Him.
21. None can say,
"This for what reason is this?" 
For everything has been chosen 
for its purpose
none can say,
"This is worse than that" 
for everything in its own time 
is excellent.
Sirach opens with the P affirmation that all of God's works are
81)
good. With this approval of created works Sir 39.16b then adds that God 
meets every need, nothing is wanting. Scribal correction supports this 
with ) p ’0 0 1 . But the phrase ) sf fy  2  clarifies that this is done in His 
own time. This enables a sense of order and makes it plain from the outset 
that God controls. The grandson's translation varies for Sir 39.16. It 
reads,
A marginal note in MS B changes 23 r* ID to I3 077 , though it gives 
a smoother reading the correction is not a crucial one for the content. A 
more crucial correction is that in Sir 39.16 b where is corrected
to read ) ~p 19 '0 '> .
... . j £ s
lo t £PY(X f(U f(O U  JTOCVTCX All the works of the Lord
07( K a \c x . G yoS pcC are very good
Keel Tt2<V jr p o G T t t . Y M (X and all He commands
t v  K a tp f i  auroOm
o d K  eCFTlV € ( T T € i  VJ
is done in His time.t v  K O LiP M  a u ro o  e e r a i r  is aone in m s
’ sT iv e ln e t ^  No one can saF>
V r o u r o  ■ £ ( C  T( T O 0 7 0 - "What is this?" "For what is that?"
TTdCTa v e ( p \ Y m p &  KOTOV For all things in His time
■ ' wil1 be sou?ht out-
The grandson has changed 3 1 IP to K clA(X G (pO &poc 1 very good1 perhaps under
the influence of ">3 3' in Sir 39.21d. For 77-)>b P D ) he has translated
TTCCV TTpoGTCYy/^cc . Neither changes the essence of the message but the
insertion of Sir 39.16cd is a major change from the Hebrew. It can be
accounted for however by the fact that v 16cd is actually Sir 39.21ab in
the Hebrew fragment. So here we simply have a change in versification. For
82)the purpose of our exegesis the Hebrew order will be retained.
For Sir 39.17a, which is seriously mutilated, HLA suggested a
possible reading may be, "... ~) J , at His word (the-
83)waters) stood in a heap." The grandson's translation corresponds with
this. The second part of this verse " TCi^ J/3) , that which goes
forth from His mouth, His store chamber" becomes K<X( 6 T 0 / i ( X . T  C
CXU T O O  OUToSoppioL uSbTnJY, and at the words of His mouth reservoirs of 
water." (Sir 39.17b); not only returns to the Hebrew versification but is 
supported by the Hebrew text. The whole of v 17 gives a picture of God’s 
controlling power. It may be drawing on the historic moment of the parting 
of the Red Sea (Exodus 14.21) or it could also be with reference to the 
creation account where P describes God separating the dry land and thereby 
containing the waters. (Grt"1.9-10). Indeed, it is possible that he has 
included both in this single verse. Sir 39.18b carries through the sense 
of salvation or deliverance but the whole verse emphasises that God's will
82)
The RSV complicated the versification the more by placing Sir 
39.16cd as v 17ab.
83)
HLA, op. cit., p.40. It also suggests the first word of v 18a 
read J } nTI and that v 20b read, " ; ) _>/) v  v i r* ^ 977,0 )5 fc? " •
Here too the texts are difficult to decipher. '
is always carried out. In Sir 33.7-13 it was made clear that God could do 
as He pleases,but here in Sir 39.18 there is a slight shift to this claim 
with the words, " 77’ ... His will attains its end." What God 
wills is made complete, it is finished. This gives an amazing sense of 
God's authority and control over all things. The remainder of v 18 
underlines this with the words, /V7y) PTC) ... and there is
i *
no restraint to His salvation. In Sir 39.19,Sirach returns to his concept 
of the omnipresent God saying, the works of ~\V3, rO , all flesh, are before 
Him and nothing can be ” )'7 W  ~7 7/3 \/7'DU > hid from in front of His eyes."
This picks up on Sirach's earlier claim in Sir 15.18-20 where God is said 
to see "all things" and know "every deed of man." Because of God's eternal
nature described in v 20a there is no end to His observing all, " jj/}j//0
.. . W ’3? T l ^ i - y  ~1J/) , From everlasting to everlasting He beholds." This 
ultimate control and oversight by God gives immeasurable hope. v 20b is 
not easily deciphered. Levi sees it in the form of a rhetorical question, 
" i ) u/ pl i ]  . . . is there a limit to His salvation?"; 
while HLA simply restates the thought of v 18b, " j5 fj?
; ) V7_k) W'f l r ’ S 9 £7/0 thus to His salvation there is no limit." In 
either case God's ultimate authority and control is undeniable. Sirach 
continues this thought by stating in Sir 39.20cd,
) / 0 j y  (? 2 //3 ) Nothing is small or insignificant to
Him
7t ^ €>7 J ' Tt ) an^ nothing is too wonderful
: p/Q /O pT77) or to° hard for Him.
To all living creatures small and great this is good news. The grandson
does not carry this fuller message for Sir 39.20. Instead, having
translated, "From everlasting to everlasting He beholds them" in Sir
39.20a, the Greek simply concludes with " ft<X( o u @ € V  S .6 T IV  O ctU jU acG ( o Y
CYOCYTi OV c c b to u » and nothing is marvellous to Him." It would appear the
grandson took as a summary statement " j 7 / 0 ... 7C r* 9 7 7CJ , and 
nothing is too wonderful ... for Him." (Sir 39.20d). In Sir 39.21 both 
the Hebrew and Greek are at one with the message that all things have been 
created with a purpose. Both preface the claim with the fact that none can 
question the purpose of things. To question the purpose of existence of a 
thing is unnecessary because all things ( rO  77 ) have their purpose. Not
1
only does everything have purpose, but it is senseless to compare for 
" foT) > everything in its own time is excellent." (Sir
39.21d). links back to the opening appeal of Sir 39.16a} that all
God's works are . It also sustains the sense of purpose in all
creation which will be developed further in the second portion of this 
creation block.
God's purpose in all created things (Sir 39.22-31)
7 1 9 ’ t s n  i T t o  N m m u  
•.7i A i n  Tino) 
u/’ir r p j / t  p  
:7l])U//0 797V)
U>/3v/7 ’'T}[)Tl~)7^
p  r3TJ llfy'?
: - / ’ i )  2 i(P 'o,-v'-j}3 p  
7 [Si* h  vx-)]
V lX  ‘ '’ Tl1?
:vj>n) Wna} Tivo 
\ua n  i h  [ w n  'ifru]
:i?z) i v is"1 nn
22. His blessing overflows like the
Nile
and saturates the world like a
river.
23. Thus His indignation drives out
nations
and He turns a watered land to
salt.
24. The paths of the perfect are
straight.
Thus to the wicked they are 
stumbling blocks
25. Good things were created for the
good from the beginning 
Thus to the evil, good and ev^j
26. First of all things necessary 
to the life of man
water and fire and iron and salt 
flour of wheat, milk and honey 
blood of the grape, oil and
Because of the mutilated state of the fragment this is based on
the Greek.
Jl’tf" -D'2/fofi [vi’h h  27. All these are good to the good
: )00 711 7I.y"')f) D'-Y^r1 )0 Thus to the evil they are turned
to evil.
)1^[)1 tfdutol’ n/7j “7?^ 28. There are winds created for
judgement
f: j] 1) lJ''[l71 VdKlfj and their wrath lay on their
scourges heavily.
J / O ’ 11110 71010/ In the time of the end they pour
out their wrath,
f > ) n 117^.113 ji~)V) and aPPease the wrath of Him tj^t
>- • created them.
1 '137) S I  312) V7C fire an  ^hail, famine and
pestilence
hlHill W S V / O 1? 77 r’TC "Dr) These als0 were created for
L J judgement.
j - n s )  n p - K  j W  vTi’Ti 30. Beasts of prey, scorpions and
vipers
3 1 V )  311(1 the avenSing sword
: fu^yin 17 077 7)}> to slay the wicked
77^  Jo a11 °f these were created for
their purposes
'fl-yl3) i % ) X 2 ~ ' J \ A T I i and are in store t m  he app°ints.
U'TITC )TJ]‘d3 ^1. When He comands them they rejoice
4 x  )> '□77771) and in their prescribed task they
' rebel not against His mouth.
Sirach begins with a creation statement reflective of the J 
description of the waters springing up to flood the dry ground in Gn 2.5-6. 
Sirach sees God's blessing saturating the f r l l )  . His analogy of the 
river, here specifically naming the Nile, is mindful of the comparison of 
Wisdom with the five major rivers in Sir 24.25-26. In Sir 47.14b Solomon 
is said to " i v w  i? C 2  r f i - w  , overflow like the Nile with instruction."
Collating the three texts (Sir 24.25-26; 39.22; 47.14b) it becomes clear 
that God's 'blessing' is Wisdom. In contrast to Sir 39.22 in the following
verse ) / 2 S T  'His indignation' drives out nations, turns well watered
ground to salt. Here we are reminded of the inequalities in creation seen 
in Sir 33.12 where it was said some men are 'blessed' while others are 
'cursed' and 'turned out'. If God can exercise this authority with 
individuals it follows that He can do likewise with X2' ) 3 'nations'. Sirach 
continues on the theme of the faithful and the wicked in vv 24-25 by
85) ** —
This verse is similarly dependent on the Greek. ] 71*1' 1377,. is
indicated as a possible reading by HLA in v 28d.
adding that the straight paths of the are stumbling blocks to the
wicked. With Sir 39.25b, Sirach's claim of 'good and evil' being created 
for the evil is not simply to create contrast but to underline that there 
is purpose in all God's works. This sense of purpose in all things is then 
illustrated in Sir 39.26-30.
Beginning with the essentials which sustain man in Sir 39.26, Sirach 
I .
compiles his list to illustrate the essence of all things. The basic needs
of man include water, fire, iron and salt, flour of wheat, milk and
honey, blood of the grape and clothing. ’ All come as part of God's created
works and undoubtedly are included with the 'good' which the evil are said
to share (Sir 39.25b). The purpose of all these basics is unquestionable.
In v 27 it is said that all these are good to the good but to the evil they
are ")397I3 7ISlr1 i turned to evil." So, even though the evil share in
'good', to them it becomes revil. This is not unlike the earlier claim in
v 24 that what is good for the good becomes a 'stumbling block' for the
wicked. In Sir 39.28-29 the listing of elements: winds, fire, hail and
pestilence which would appear to have no use are turned into God's
armaments. He uses them for judgement ( y  )• In sum, what is good
becomes evil to the evil and what appears as evil God turns to good. The
final portion of His list contained in v 30 includes beasts of prey,
scorpions, vipers and the avenging sword. All of these could also be
considered useless, but Sirach concludes the list with the words, "Tite h
) T t ' l l l  T30-))af> ••• all of these were created for their purposes." (Sir
39.30c). The fact that all are in (His) store chamber holds in tension the
earlier promise in Sir 39.16b that every need will be met, IvOJ/H . Sir
39.30 further echoes the opening claim of v 16a that all God's works are
good. The obedience of the created works seen in Sir 16.28b with the words
"they will never disobey His words",is re-emphasised in Sir 39.31. But in 
this new context they are not only obedient, they are said to "rejoice" at 
his command. The final expression in v 31 " :)'£) ivf Ttl3 » and in
their prescribed task they rebel not against His mouth" simply underlines 
their obedience; that is, they will not disobey his word. This willing 
obedience opens the way for Sirach's concluding portion to this seventh 
creation block.
The good creation, a cause for praise (Sir 39.32-35)
tf'Tci/o p  b y  
• j i m ' u r n  i 
: ’■fl'Tirn 2-D33I 
T J ’ J I f f  u h  ? 7 C T l t l ' y ' / 3
: p id t > ; w y i  ■ p i s  h b
TIT 77/0 -in 717- ~>sOxb T^C
: T 1 T  I j y j .  h ~ i ]  ’3
l b  l>02 71- f l y  
r  - - U'3-771
[ w n j p T i  w o n  m u
32. Thus from the first I stood firm 
and when I had considered it
I set it down in writing.
33. The works of God all of them are
good
they supply every need in His
time.
34. (None) can say, "This is worse
_than that"
For everything shows its strength
in its time.
35. Now with all your heart 
sing praise
and bless the Name of the Holy
One.
The importance of.v 32 lies in its context as much as content. The 
fact that this autobiographical statement comes at the conclusion of this 
major creation passage adds much significance. With the presentation of 
this seventh major creation statement Sirach has now formulated his own 
doctrine of creation. Thus, the personal statement is a claim not just for 
Sir 39.16-35, but the whole of his now formulated doctrine of creation.
Indeed, not just the creation material, but the whole book is a result of
Sirach's having 'stood firm', 'considered' and'written it down'. Sir 39.33 
simply restates the opening claim of Sir 39.16 that all the works of God 
are good and are used in His time. Despite inequalities, contrasts and 
peculiarities such as famine and pestilence, all are good and will find use 
I • The final ) n/T_/jL given in Sir 39.*33b places once again the
reality of order and purpose in f>071 . The whole of Sir 39.34 reinforces
A
the sense of purpose and timing which God has built into creation. The
fact that all is good is underlined by the statement, "None can say, 'This
86)is worse than that'". There is no sense comparing, for as Sirach said, 
Tjfo r*?C 'U/Jl/zO "• With the final claims establishing the
doctrine of creation within his book he now calls all to praise. This call 
is offered in Sir 39.35 with the words,
87)
{331 ~flsT l-y ^ow your heart
sinS praise
[ : U / ) l ] ] ) U  vfiTC )0“)D anc* bless the name of the Holy One.
Sirach himself does just that by writing a creation hymn of praise in Sir
42.15-43.33.
Hymn of Praise on the Works of God (Sir 42.15-43.33)
This lengthy creation hymn will be considered under the following 
headings, Creation. reflects the majesty and might of God (Sir 42.15-25).; 
God's wonders in the firmament, earth and deep (Sir 43.1-26); A call to 
Praise (Sir 43.27-33).
The reading for 'none' is made possible by the marginal 
correction in MS B which changes £?C to y ? C  .
87) L
The scribal addition TlZfi] following i? is unnecessary. This is
surely understood with the expression )U ~ ) T 7 •
Creation reflects the majesty and might of God (Sir 42.15-25)
\>% 'vya to 20 r x  
:7729£>/t) 'fl'TT! 7777 
J 515*7 U 'T l l3#  *1/3)X 1
: I J T p r ’ H ) ^  kV37
J i h i V r  .u / /2 w
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h  }>> *77 201
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jdJI ITlfoOTl 71072JP
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, s r ™  Ttip 
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15. I will recall to mind the works
of the Lord 
and that which I have seen I will
recount. 
By God's word is His pleasure 
and He does His will by His
decree.-
16. The rising of the sun 
is revealed over all
and the glory of the Lord is upon
all His works.
17. The Holy Ones of God have not the
power
to recount the wonders of the
Lord.
God has given strength to His
hosts
to stand in the presence of His
glory.
18. He searches the deep and the
heart
and discerns all their secrets. 
For the Most High knows all 
things
and He looks into the eternalgg^
signs.
19. He declares things that are past 
(and) things yet to come
and reveals the traces of hidden
things.
20. No knowledge is lacking from Him 
and not a word escapes Him
21. The mighty words of His wisdom
has he ordered 
One is He from everlasting 
nothing has been added 
and nothing taken away 
and He needs none to instruct,
(Him).89)
88)Sir 42.18cd is found only in the Masada'Scroll. See HLA, op. 
cit., p .49.
89)From Sir 42.21d-25 the Hebrew fragment verses are dislocated, 
however, HLA reorders and includes v 22 which is found only in the Masada 
Scroll. For purposes of citing, except for v 22, we continue our quotation 
from I Levi. His order is the same as HLA .
[u] 7/0 773 rO 30^77
;Tl^2/0 TllTD 1 Y
22. How desirable are all His works 
for ever shining visions to
behold.
fiyjfr i[/3)j/t  j n  k i t i  
£3/1 qilss h 1? )
23. He lives and abides for ever 
and for every need all are
obedient.
717/2 717 T m u / T l io 24. All things are different, this
from that
[:] " u  >W U77/3 77^-Y x f> l  
: l ilts  -jk71 77[r] 77T 25. One thing surpasses another in'
and He made not one of them t >, « .
its goodness.
f z n ? M  t f 'J .T J j r ’ [ v ] 2 V '  ' / I ' ) And who shall be filled with
beholding (their) beauty?
Sirach begins the hymn by saying he will recount what he has seen 
of God's created works. He then recalls how God's works were done by His 
word. This P theological concept is more obviously linked by the Masada 
Scroll which reads", ) ' W A  ’ITPC 1/37C2- > By the word of the Lord are His
works." (Sir 42.15c). Sirach adds to this claim by divine fiat, " !>j 9 i 
i ~ n p l >  m a n  , and He does His will by His decree." His creative power 
fulfills His creative pleasure. , This same creation concept was established 
in Sir 33.13 with the words, "all His ways are according to His pleasure ." 
Likewise the sun which was said to give light to every day in Sir 33.7, now 
floods its light [jj £>_y . (Sir 42.16a). With this claim that the sun 
reveals God's works, Sirach next offers the theme of his whole hymn,
" ) ' & J /S 3 r>D b y  *1 * 1)20) > and the glory of the Lord is upon all His
works." (Sir 42.16b). What follows in vv 17-25 is largely a summary of 
previous creation statements. He begins with the fact that God's works are 
immeasurable,a fact implicit throughout Sir, but openly stated in Sir 18.4, 
"To none has He given power to declare His works. And who can trace out 
His mighty works?" Here in Sir 42.17a that even God's 'holy ones' or 'His 
hosts' can not recount His works ‘therefore, comes as no surprise. If we 
accept } ' 7 ( 1  % as angelic beings it is no surprise either that faithful 
men who magnify the Lord can not fully recount; a matter to which Sirach 
himself concedes by the end of his hymn in Sir 43.30d 32(H). Though none
can fully fathom His works, God's 'Holy Ones' are said to have been given 
the strength to stand ' i v j 3 (Sir 42.17d). Standing i~j)~2.z> 19^
means they see God's glory; a glory evidenced in the created works. But
this measure of searching out is also made possible by God's gift of 
y/37t. y/O1^  is not simply physical strength but . the power of insight,
wisdom. This restriction of even His 'Holy Ones' is now contrasted in Sir 
42.18-20 by yet another picture of the omnipotent and omnipresent God. The 
fact that God searches the T2 171 >il and 1  £> stresses in a single parallel 
how he searches the depths of created works and the depths of man. He also 
sees deep into the past and deep into the future. In sum Sirach says,
h  ) 9 h  x h  ." A similar claim was made in Sir-39.19b, "
1 3 1 / 1  , and nothing can be hid from His eyes." Sirach's references in 
Sir 42.19 to 'things that are past', 'things yet to come' and 'hidden 
things' would appear to carry apocalyptic overtones, but in context it can 
be said, at most, that he is using contemporary language of his day to 
express as fully as- possible God's wisdom and might. In short, it is the 
message, not merely the words, that are the real point of focus here. 
Indeed, this same claim was first made in Sir 39.20a without the use of 
apocalyptic language, "IP 'J '*  T i h - /  1 J / ) nfj-K/O > From eternity to eternity 
He beholds." This eternal quality of God is seen in His works in Sir 
42.22, which are said to be "forever shining visions to behold." The 
'shining visions' are most likely with reference to the created works of 
the firmament. This is said in part because Sir 42.23a makes the claim 
that, "He lives and abides for ever"; however ,the 7C J 7) of MS B reads as 
rOTl in the Masada Scroll and is translated by the grandson as "TT#.VT(X  
TCLUTCH XPl all of these live". jo77 of the Masada Scroll we take to mean 
the eternal works of the created order, in particular the firmament. These
works later become a focal point for Sirach's pen with his poem "Wonders of 
the firmament." (Sir 43.1-12). Although the creation statement of Sir 
42.23a is very much within Sirach's Doctrine of creation, it is out of 
context if one holds to the employment of 77 , for the message that 
follows in Sir 42.23b-25 is also with reference to created works. Sir 
42.23b speaks of the obedience of the created works. This concept was seen 
in Sir 16.28b and again at the end of Sirach's list of created things in 
Sir 39.30cd where it states, "all of these were created for their purposes 
and are in (His) store chamber." This sense of purpose and order is 
continued by Sirach's statement in Sir 42.24a, T I T  \ U/ U  **0
• • •  , all things are different, this from that." But this too is
building on the earlier concept of pairs seen in Sir 33.15. The grandson's 
translation of Sir 42.24 gives a very vivid picture of the 'twofold' order 
and enables an insight into how the lost portion of the fragment may have 
read. His translation reads,
Sirach finally closes out this portion of his hymn by reaffirming the 
'goodness' of created things and then raises a rhetorical question. A 
combination of a correction in MS B and the reading of the Masada Scroll 
enables the word . However the full question, "and who shall be
filled with beholding (their) beauty?" still holds uncertainty. MS B which 
is fragmented at v 25b has a scribal note which adds the word » bu't
the Masada Scroll reads T 2 ~ 1 ) 7 1 . The grandson translated it 3l s , ( £ q £ ( X Y  
QCUTOU- is most likely that the Masada Scroll retains the original
thought. As was seen in Sir 42.23a, the Masada Scroll' s use of instead
of 7C ) 7? made for a more logical reading. Here too the main subject is
TrcKYroc £{<>5 6z 
“tv K ccrivavrc ro u  ce v o c
Kac o u t ,  ' t r r o ' r ^ a e V  
O u S k v  ,€ ^ \ £ ' i 7 T 0 V .
All things are twofold 
one opposite the other 
and He has not made 
anything incomplete.
'works', thus the employment of no ’their' maintains a consistency in the 
message. Although it is true that the works are of God, therefore 'His 
glory' is implicit, the hymn continues on the theme of beholding the beauty 
or splendour of His works.
God's wonders in the firmament, earth and deep (Sir 43.1-26)
This creation passage will be examined under subdivisions as 
follows, Wonders in the firmament (Sir 43.1-12); Wonders on earth (Sir 
43.13-22); Wonders in the deep (Sir 43.23-26).
Wonders in the firmament (Sir 43.1-12)
"Din/O 
"177 is\>
~ n ' /2 \u  a x j / )  
: )  ~ ) 1  71 
71/37] uJ/zuj
.... ? n n  77/o
I'VTiSTn 
k i ' T i l T ’J i y  
m - m  ’19? 
: ? d v?
’90)
1. The beauty of the height 
is the pure firmament 
and the vault of the heavens, 
spreading out its splendour.
2. The sun swells with burning heat 
How terrible are the works of the
Lord.
3. When it shines at noon 
it scorches the world 
before its burning heat 
who can stand?
For Sir 43.1 Levi has only the letter ' ^ ' but from the Masada 
Scroll v la.is extant and a fragment of v lb. HLA enables the full text of 
v lb; thus our quotation of Sir 43.1 is based on these two readings. See 
HLA, op. cit., p.50.
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4. A heated furnace makes (works) .
melt7 J
The sending forth of the sun 
(sets) mountains ablaze.
The rays from the light 
scorches the inhabited earth 
and light from the lamp scorches
the eyes.
5. For great is the Lord who made it 
and His words cause His mighty ones
to gleam.
6. The moon also shines from time to
time
for rule of time and an 
everlasting sign.
7. From it are the festivals and
times of decree 
(and it changes at the time) when
it is.full.
8. The month renews itself from the
moon
how terrible is she in her 
changing.
An instrument of the host on high 
she paves the firmament with her 
shining.
9. The beauty of heaven
is the splendour of the stars 
a gleaming array 
in the heights of God.
10. By the word of God the.order
stands
and they are not sleepy at their
watches.
11. See the rainbow
and bless the One who created it 
for exceedingly (majestic is its
glory).
12. It encompasses the vault in its
glory
and the hand of God stretched .
y d. jit out i i * f
In Sirach's poem on the wonders of the _ V p 2  he includes all four 
lights of creation: sun, moon, stars and rainbow. _ y 1 p~) was considered
in Hebrew thought as a beat~°u'ct bowl—shaped' expanse which held back the
91)
HLA notes 13 77 as erroneous but the Masada Scroll has •» u / jy 'O  
instead of 27 77j O  , ibid., p.50.
^^HLA enables the final word for Sir 43.12b, £"*712)^33 *IL , 'in
might'. See HLA op. cit., p.51.
upper waters. Besides using what is a P creation word, Sirach kept the P
listing of Gn 1.16 which names the sun, moon and stars in that order. Thus
Sirach singles out the sun for his first detailed description of the
firmament. In the opening portion of his hymn, Sir 42.16a, the sun was
presented as if it was an eye over the whole of creation. This imagery was
made the more obvious by the grandson's translation, " fyA(0 £ (pcuT(%UJl/ KcCfcZ
*
TTCXV \ 7 T , The sun looks down on everything with its light." 
(Sir 42.16a). But in Sir 43.2 the sun itself is an example of the 
splendour in the created works. Having referred to its burning heat, 
Sirach wrote, "How terrible are the works of the Lord." (Sir 43.2b). 
172)7 77/3 means 'awe inspiring' as opposed to something to be dreaded. 
Yet, at its zenith Sirach asks of )ZL~)11 , 'its burning heat,' "who can 
stand it?" (Sir 43.3b). This question gives rise for a comparison in Sir
43.4 between the sun and a heated, furnace. But, there is no real comparison
93) 94)for the furnace may melt its works but the sun sets mountains on
fire. The words 7C and "3 ^ 1  are used instead of U /A  UJ in Sir 43.4cd. • 
Thus the sun not only sets mountains ablaze, it scorches the earth and the 
eyes. However, all this power of the sun is but a reflection of God's 
greatness, a matter which Sirach stresses by writing " * M jj’iP  "*3
. . . } T l Y / ) - y , For great is the Lord who made it ..." (Sir 43.5a). He furthers 
this sense of God's power by adding that it is His 1 1 1  which causes the 
sun to gleam. Again, the grandson is more graphic in his translation by 
writing, —" Kcx) £ V  'hoy'Ol^  CtUTOU KtXj€^ 176V66V TTOfZW, at His word it 
hastens on its journey." (Sir 43.5b).
93)
See note 91, p. 177.
94)
A marginal note in MS B corrects the spelling from to
Sir 43.6-8 contains a brief poem on the work of the moon. The
95)moon's influence in forming the lunar calendar is pointed to with the 
words, " y J) V 7 , for rule of time" in v 6b. The fact that this same 
verse describes the moon as an "everlasting sign" places it amongst the 
eternal works inferred by the Masada Scroll in Sir* 42.23a. The ~n^)_y also 
means it has a shared quality with Wisdom and the Lord as seen in Sir 1.1; 
18.1. Its rule of time is continued in Sir 43.7-8a in that it determines 
the festivals and the months. The same expression used in describing the 
sun in Sir 43.2b, X~)lJ 77/0, is also applied to the moon in v 8b. From the 
text "... *d ) 3/3 "'flu 7 ( 2 H  } fo , an instrument of the host on high" in
Sir 43.8c, TtllB could be an abbreviated form for 'God of hosts'. This 
would be more in keeping with the earlier thought that the sun is dependent
on the 3 ZLT ; so too the moon is His instrument. However that would call
for a hapax legomenon; thus it is more likely that 7£3.% simply means the 
'army' or full parade of lights in the . Amongst this army the moon
is chosen as an instrument for rule of time. -
Immediately following this description of the moon Sirach gives a 
short account on the stars. Their greatest renown is their beauty, for 
Sirach writes, "The beauty of heaven is the splendour of the stars ..." 
(Sir 43.9a). Like the sun this "gleaming array" is commanded by God's 
m i .  In Sir 43.10 they not only respond to God's word but never are they 
sleepy or relaxed in their watches. The words 'not sleepy' appear simply 
to stress how they perform their watches. With all three created works a 
built-in purpose has been named - the sun brings light and heat, the moon 
provides time and the stars stand on watch.
The rainbow is reserved for the final comment on the wonders of the
firmament. In Sir 43.11 the sTf p becomes the source of inspiration for
For an earlier reference on the Lunar calendar see p. 19 , Note 9.
a call to bless the Lord. Sirach wrote, "...Tl'U'IJ/ \IWp T\TO , See
the rainbow and bless the One who created it." This touches on the purpose
of the whole hymn; that is, on beholding the beauty of created things it
should evoke praise to the One who created them, for as Sirach later
writes," < p  ItfJ/sD £>3/3 r'Hp 7tJ'Tn,and He is greater than all His works."
(Sir 43.28b). One final unique factor about the rainbow is the manner in
which it was created. Whereas the "'ill brought forth and^sustained the sun
and stars, Sirach says, " \>X “p) , and the hand of God" stretched out the
rainbow. (Sir 43.12b). This reference to God creating 'by hand1 could be
explained by the original P context in Gn 9.13a where it states, n
j l-kl VN7 ] V7U/p, I set my rainbow in the clouds ..." The verb J'Ttt gives
rise to the more demonstrative creation act in which God by His hand
stretched out or placed the rainbow. As he effortlessly spoke the creation
into being, so with his hand he placed with ease a rainbow across the
y ’p-i. Finally, although the moon stands as an "vflJf ^1) X  » everlasting
sign" in Sir 43.6b the rainbow was known to be placed as an eternal promise
96)that God would never again destroy his creation.
Wonders on earth (Sir 43.13-222
13. His might sends out the lightning 
and makes its flashes bright (in
judgement)
14. For it He created a store house 
and clouds fly forth (like a
bird.).
96)
See Gn 9.12-16 for the full account of God's 'everlasting
covenant.'
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15. By His might he makes the clouds
strong
and the hail stones are broken,
in pieces
16. The voice of His thunder 
makes the earth to travail 
and by His strength He shakes
the mountains.
17. And fear of Him stirs up the
south wind, 
the whirlwind of the north 
hurricane and tempest!
Like birds He sprinkles His snow 
and like settling locusts 
is the coming down thereof.
18. The beauty of its whiteness
dazzles the eyes 
and the heart is wonder struck at 
its coming down.
19. Also the hoar-frost (He pours
out) like salt, 
and it causes flowers to bloom 
like sapphires.
20. The cold of the north wind He
causes to blow 
and like a bottle hardens the ,
pond.
Upon every gathering of water he 
spreads a crust 
and like a breastplate the pond
puts it on
21. The produce of the mountains
He dries up with scorching heat 
• and the springing grass of the
meadows
as (with) a flame.
22. Healing for all things
is the dropping from the clouds 
the dew which quickly refreshes 
the parched ground.
In Sir 39.28a; 30b the winds, fire, hail, famine and pestilence were 
said to be created IP9 W O r* 'for judgement'. Now in Sir 43.13 the lightning 
is added to this list. — In Sir 39.30d all are said to be . The
97)
Because only a few letters are extant in MS B Sir 43.15 is 
dependent on the Masada Scroll.
98) /  
The order has been lost in vv 16-17. HLA places v 17a where Levi
has v 16s. in the Greek v 16b is v 17a.
present text, Sir 43.14a again reminds that God has " [-)]*)a: K 3 3  , created 
a store chamber." The lightning is also placed in it. The becomes a
symbol of God's might and His control over creation. For Sir 43.14b it 
would appear the clouds also fly out of the store chamber. The grandson 
certainly has this impression when he writes in Sir 43.14, " £ ( &  TOUTO
t y i & y p y p r a v  6 ^ a u p O \ y KoC( € ^ £ T r r ^ ( T a Y  V € f £ \ ( Z i  v g  i r e r e i V p L ’ Therefore the 
storehouses are opened and the clouds fly forth like birds." The might of 
God is once again stressed in Sir 43.15 by His 'strengthening' the clouds 
and breaking the hailstones in pieces. This picture of God's might 
continues in the following verse where the voice of "His -thunder" is said 
to cause the earth to travail while the mountains shake by "His strength." 
(Sir 43.16). God's influence over the elements is resumed in v 17 with the 
listing of the south wind, whirlwind of the north, hurricane and tempest. 
All are initiated by "fear of Him." In Sir 43.17b Sirach paints a vivid 
picture of God scattering the snow like birds and like settling locusts. 
With Sir 43.18-21, there follows a description which these elements cause.' 
The whiteness of the falling snow dazzles the eyes and excites the heart. A 
marginal note in v 19a 'He pours out', enables the description of God
pouring out the hoar frost like salt. This display of God's strength is 
said to cause "flowers to bloom like sapphires." (Sir 43.19b). The 
results of the hoar frost are vividly pictured by the Latin translator "... 
et dum gelaverit, fiet tanguam cacumina tribuli, and when it freezes it 
shall become like the tops of thistles." (Sir 43.21b). The results of God's - 
causing the north wind to blow, harden the pond "like a bottle", give the 
waters a crust and the pond a breastplate. (Sir 43.20). The rather 
unusual expression O) is simply translated by the Greek as, "K^C
- n a ^ c c r a c  x p o c r r o c W o g  'ey* u6<xrog, and ice freezes over the water."
(Sir 43.20b). The effects of the sun described in Sir 43.3-4 are again 
mentioned in Sir 43.21. J .1 T 1 which was used in the first account of the
sun's heat is again employed in v 21a. In Sir 43.21 the 'scorching heat' 
is said to dry up the produce of the mountains and (burn) like a flame the 
grass of the meadows. In contrast to this burning heat of the sun Sirach 
closes out this portion of his hymn by adding that the rain brings 
r * D , healing for all things" and the 'dew' refreshes the parched,
ground. This final comment serves to remind that there is a balancing 
influence amidst the wonders on earth. It also reaffirms that there is a 
purpose for all things.
Wonders of the deep (Sir 43.23-26)
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23. By His counsel
He stilled the great deep 
and planted islands in the deep
24. They that go down to the sea -• 
declare its end (expanse)
and when our ears hear it we
marvel.
25. There in are wonders, 
marvels of His works
all manner of living things 
and monsters of the deep.
26. For His own sake He makes His
work to prosper 
and by His words He does His
pleasure.
God's control of the deep is proclaimed immediately, for Sirach says, 
" J yflZL U/TJ/3 , by His counsel", God stilled the T i  TL~) . This is mindful of 
the 77 7~) moving over the face of the ZJ )J ]  s(7 in Gn 1.2. Sirach actually
employs in Sir 43.23b; however the description of God planting
islands in the 73)7177 is unique to Sir. This image of God does much to 
underline His absolute control over all of creation. It is as if the 
immeasurable God is showing just how measurable even the ~U 171 71 is to Him. 
In Sir 43.24a the message of those that go dowp to the sea tells of "its 
end." ) T T & p  was translated by the grandson as " K i v S v v o v  a v j ? i g  , its 
dangers." Although 'dangers' fits the context well, especially with the 
mentioned in Sir 43.25b, is clearly present in the extant
Hebrew. need not be read as 'end' literally but could be seen as an
expression of the sea's expanse or vastness. This too gives cause for 
marvel. The contents of the deep are simply named as "all manner of living 
things." The only specific reference is to " TlH'*) » monsters of
the deep." One is left wondering what these great creatures were. The 
Latin translator endeavoured to give an answer when he wrote, "... et 
omnium pecorum et creatura belluarum, and all living things and monstrous 
creatures of whales." (Sir 43.27b). Sirach closes out this portion of 
his hymn with a brief explanation on the existence of the works of the deep 
saying, Tlj3^  )7Ji//3r> f ° r  His own sake He makes His work to prosper."
(Sir 43.26a). It may have been the theology of this statement, the thought 
of God acting on selfish motives, combined with the fact that -j?Cr>/0 could 
read either 'messenger' or 'work', that forced a later scribe to correct 
this claim so as to read, " - j ^ / 2  TJ r> JUl-VyO , because of His
messenger He makes His work to prosper." This may also be, in part, the 
reason for the grandson translating, " 8 0  o i l iT O V  c d o & o T  CCyyehcG d u T O V , 
because of Him His messenger has a prosperous journey." (Sir 43.26a). The 
problem with translating "His messenger" is that there is no previous 
reference to "His messenger" elsewhere in Sir. Secondly, the whole theme 
of Sir 43.23-26(.H)continues the discussion on God's works. 'Messengers' 
could be read with ^ 7C'>i i / ) 1 p  in mind; these were the "Holy Ones" or "angels
of God" mentioned in Sir 42.17a. But the scribal correction of Sir 43.26a 
has the singular, 'messenger'. It may be that the reference is to Sirach 
himself, but Sirach has elsewhere in his book either referred to himself by 
name or by using the first person pronoun 'I'. From the manner in which 
the grandson translated, it would appear he intends by 'messenger', those 
who go down to the sea. He may also be specifically thinking of his 
grandfather who according to Sir 51.13a did travel considerably; however 
all of this makes a considerable trek from the original text which reads,
" ~J?Cr,/Q 7 7 Jl-kkGr* » ^or own sa^e He makes His work to prosper.."
99)(Sir 43.26a). When one considers that the text, as it stands, makes an 
excellent parallel with the second part of the verse, " J ,
and by His will He does His pleasure", and more than paralleling it
continues the theme of the whole hymn, there seems little justification for 
either the emendation, or Greek translation. Sir 43.1-26 has given a
detailed description of . Accepting the reading as it stands in Sir
43.26a places the whole verse as a conclusion to this portion of the hymn 
about the Wonders of creation. Sirach then follows with a conclusion to
the whole hymn in Sir 43.27-33.
A call to Praise (Sir 43.27-33)
7tr5 ”7)-V 27. Yet more like these will not be
i added
; P377 7(177 1 3 7  Y ]>) The end word is, 'He is all'.
99) )DI 42.10b uses the expression, " ) 7CP/2 ) a ' T l » the sea and its
entire contents." It could be that such an expression determined Sirach's
use of the older form - j tc instead of the more normal word T lD ? d p /0  '>
especially since his theme in Sir 43.23-26 is on works of the sea.
-7l_y Tlj’f lZ ) ] ] 28. We will yet magnify
though we can not fathom 
> j ' 'V jJ /Z ?Oy3 £>113 XlTlj For He is greater than all His
works.
' 1 7 C /5 ' n 2 9 . Exceedingly terrible is the Lord
>n) x h v  and wonderful are His words.
30. You that magnify the Lord
\> ) p  )/OvYTl lift up your voice
l^ OJsTl h i  with all your strength
1 1 )_y yj' 'o for there is yet more.
773 Id'hU'fl 7U',/0)3/D ^ou that exhalt Him renew your
strength
IXr’fl }?C) and weary not,
A n ^ T n ' V ?  for y°u wil1 never fully *
search Him out.
7 3 H  32* Many things greater than these
 ^ lie hidden
J ' W J / jO / D  iP-V/O Only a few of His works have I
seen
f 11* T lV j /J 'flTt 33* A11 things has the Lord created
r : ' j ] / 2 ' 5 j ]  jjjj and to (the faithful has He given
' wisdom.)
Sirach has reached the end of illustrating God's might and majesty 
in creation. He makes this plain with the clipped statement, "Yet more 
like these will not be added." (Sir 43.27a). Attention is now focused 
directly on the Creator. The change is accomplished with an even more 
succinct statement, "' foT? 7C) , He is all'." (Sir 43.27b). Behind
this brief statement lie three important factors for Sirach's doctrine of 
creation. The One who created all things is both omnipotent and 
omnipresent. God controls all things; for at His word, by His command He 
does His pleasure. That control extends to man who, although he has free 
will, is still like clay in the Father's hand. Besides being present to 
all things and controlling all things God is above all things. With this
^ ^ T h e  Greek includes as v 31,
T \g  COPaKeV a u r b v  Who has seen him
K<X( b w i n y h ' G ' e ' f & t  ) , , and can describe Him?
Kcc't r i g  COJTOV and who can extol Him
KCC&1&G 'e c - r y l / j as He is?
Since it is wanting in the Hebrew, introduces a new theological concept in 
v 31a not previously stated in Sir and breaks the syntax of vv 30-32 of the 
Hebrew, it is possibly a later addition.
third factor we understand "'He is all'" to mean He is all this and more.
It carries much the same effect as " T cXuTCC JfcCVTOC, all this" in Sir
24.23a. In that context Wisdom or Torah was considered to be all that was
101previously described and more. The fact that God is greater than all
His works is openly stated by Sirach " i p y y A  /o>Q r'jlP /HT)) •••" (Sir 
43.28b). Just previous to this claim Sirach had decided "We will yet
a
magnify though we can not fathom." (Sir 43.28a). In His all, God is 
unfathomable. In this same hymn it was stated twice when describing God's 
works " 7 ( 1 ) 1  77/0, how terrible," (Sir 43.2b; 8b), but now of the Lord
Sirach writes, "... -j ? ( /$  1 7 C [ / l ]  "  ’ , Exceedingly terrible is the
Lord." (Sir 43.29a). God's words are then described as 'wonderful'. A 
scribal correction changed J 1 to His might.' The grandson
translated, " fcoc) @CX.U/JCX.6T)\ >) < £ w c ($ T £ fa  Q&TOU, and marvellous in His 
power." (Sir 43.29b). The expression jx » 'by-the word of God' in
Sir 43.10a carries the same intent as , 'by His might' in Sir
43.15a or , 'and by His strength' in Sir 43.16b.- All speak-of the
creative power of God. I l l ' l l  in Sir 43.29 carries the same understanding. 
It would appear both the scribe and the grandson wanted to spell that out 
rather than allowing the original wording to stand. Although both have 
honoured the message in its immediate context, the loss comes in recalling 
that Sirach opened his hymn with the concept of creation by divine fiat 
" ))) %>1 TP 77 r>7( l y 2  )7 (1 - , By God's word is His pleasure" (Sir 42.15c); 
”Yll was a significant part of the creation act. Just prior to the text 
under consideration, Sir 43.26, stated "y )*£■*) I ' l l l l )  , and by His
words He does His pleasure." The use of the plural 'His words' gives even
For our earlier discussion on Wisdom = Torah see pp. 151-152.
more cause for maintaining the expression p"yi7 in Sir 43.29b. It must be 
said that the full statement, "and wonderful are His words" is consistent 
with Sirach's doctrine of creation and retains an echoing link across the 
hymn; therefore, it should remain unaltered.
By Sir 43.30, Sirach who has already entered into praise through the 
claims made in vv 28b-29, now invites others to praise. However it is not 
a general invitation; it is for, "You that magnify the Lord ..." (Sir 
43.30a). In Sir 1.10b it was noted that Wisdom was supplied "to those who 
love Him" and in Sir 15.10 Sirach wrote, 'J. tj ]  f>-j] ^  UDTl 7131 » in 'the
mouth of the wise praise is uttered . Those who love God and know
Wisdom are invited to lift their voices to ’full strength in praise. But 
even the exercising of full strength is not enough " l i y  U/"* ’I), for there is 
yet more." (Sir 43.30b). They are encouraged to renew their strength and 
"weary not" for, the more, literally means there is no end to the cause for 
praise. Sirach concludes, " , for you will never fully
search Him out." (Sir 43.30d). Why not? Because His Wisdom is 
unfathomable, Sir 1.2-4, God Himself is unfathomable (Sir 18.5; 43.28, 30d) 
and His works can not be traced out (Sir 18.6b). It is with this third 
reality that Sirach concludes his hymn saying, "many things greater than 
these lie hidden." That Sirach should name the works last is 
understandable for 'God's works' have been the theme of this whole creation 
hymn. Their immeasurable quality is again emphasised with Sirach's 
personal statement, N|p7^0 ip y /3 , only a few of His works have I
seen." (Sir 43.32b). This same expression recalls his opening words,"
In our earlier discussion of "those who love Him" on p.107, we 
cautioned against particularizing too hastily, but here in Sir 43.30, Sirach 
has become very particularistic.
?n ~) DTX, I will call to mind the works of the Lord." (Sir
42.15a). A summary statement, not just for this creation hymn, but for
Sirach's whole doctrine of creation is presented with the concluding words,
" jT1 11 *n v j / j  -flTC i all things has the Lord created." (Sir 43.33a).
The second part of this final verse, "and to (the faithful He has given 
i 03
Wisdom)' , opens the door to the bridge building which Sirach has used to 
establish schema in his book.
The strength of the context, whereby Sirach has just sung the 
creation hymn of praise and called the wise to praise, then offers his 
lengthy list of the praiseworthies; all this, provides the main basis for 
the assumed reading. See Levi, op. cit., p.58, Note 'f '. In the same text 




The possibility of schema in Sir is not a matter which scholarship 
has seriously considered. Usually the possibility of any schema in Sir is 
dismissed by way of a brief comment. G. von Rad is representative of such 
an approach when he writes in his study, "The Wisdom of Jesus Sirach", the 
following claim,
His book, too, defies all attempts to impose a schema on 
it. But it is characteristic of Sirach that he deals with 
specific 'themes' in fairly comprehensive units (respect of 
one's father: 3.1-16; relations with the poor: 4.1-10; with
friends: 6.6-17; with women 9-. 1-9; on rulers: 9.17-10.18;
on physicians: 38.1-15; etc.). But even these units reveal no
inner structure; they are to bb thought of, rather, as bodies 
of traditions in which all kinds of material - relevant, old 
and well-known, but also new and surprising - have come 
together.
The translators of the JB have this comment on Sir form in their, 
"Introduction To Ecclesiasticus,"
In form, the book resembles its predecessors and models.
Apart from the section hymning the glory of God in nature,
42.15-43:33, and in history, 44:1-50:29, with the appendices 
of, respectively, a hymn of thanksgiving, 51:1-12, and a poem 
on the quest for wisdom, 51:13-30, the book is no more 
logically put together than Proverbs or Ecclesiastes. The most 
diverse topics are dealt with, in no order and with some 
repetition; the t^ics are presented in small groups of loosely 
connected maxims.
^G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, op. cit., p.240, Note 2. 
^JB op. cit., p.1034.
The decision of no schema is based on the arrangement of wise sayings with 
no consideration for the high measure of creation tradition in Sir. Also 
much weight in the JB description is placed on the book's "predecessors and 
models." From our study of dependencies it is now open to question what 
Sirach's models included. Certainly they can no longer be exclusive to the 
Wisdom Tradition. The above comments allow little room for Sirach's genius 
at developing and extending older traditional material; creating a 
synthesis which offers a whole fresh understanding of creation theology. 
Sirach was no mere imitator in either his form or theology.
Sirach nothing was haphazard. Why should such a charge be allowed to stand 
against his work? Disarray would not seem to be part of his vocabulary. 
Most commentators are willing to concede that Sirach did rearrange the 
proverbial sayings around themes. This is but one indication of just how 
ordered Sirach was in his whole presentation. Some of the autobiographical 
comments within his book help indicate just how carefully Sirach thought 
through the presentation of his findings. By way of introduction to his 
third block of creation tradition, Sirach wrote the following exordium (Sir 
16.22-24a),
I T I J ) )  l y / l W  Listen to me and receive my wisdom
i j> )./r^*n:n l>-vi and upon my words set your heart.
’T])") TIjy'^ 'l7C I will pour by weight my spirit
To make such a charge of "no order" against the work of a man who
3)sought out order in all things seems astounding. Sirach searched out and
4)
held up order as a basic component of God's works (Sir 39.16-35). For
: 77/77*  -m77 11 and in humility I will declare my
knowledge.
) '0 X/O When God created His works 




For a discussion of this passage see pp .163-171.
The fact that Sirach has thought through to an 'owned state' rather than 
simply echoing the thinking of past wise ones, is witnessed by the 
words; "my wisdom", "my words" and "my knowledge." Sirach shows little 
hesitation in claiming what he has thought through. This introductory 
statement portrays the author as one who has taken a highly schematic 
approach. He has requested the ear of his audience, assured them of his
j
careful thinking, then leads immediately into his subject on creation with
5)a statement that shouts of form. By way of introduction to Sirach's 
seventh block of creation material (unfortunately there is no extant 
Hebrew) the grandson translated ^CK6(KlYy\CTO/((Xl » Yet more
will I utter what I have thought through ..." ' (Sir 39.12a). At the end 
of this very important portion of his creation tradition Sirach wrote, Sir 
39.32,
5,yV?!7 (^ 7(1/0 jo j\y Thus from the first I stood firm
and when I had considered it 
j’^ TnTl i>TJDaj I set it down in writing.
Not only do these words conclude the seventh major creation passage; they
draw to a close what is now Sirach's fully developed doctrine of creation.
Beginning at Sir 1.1 through to Sir 39.35 Sirach has placed seven major
creation statements which sum up his understanding of the Judaic doctrine
of creation. One major creation text follows, Sir 42.15-43.33, but it adds
no new theological insights. That is not to say his hymn of praise, Sir
42.15-43.33, is not a significant part of Sirach's continuing schema. On
the contrary it is highly important, as are two other texts which close out
the book, Sir 50.1-11, 22-23. As a final proof of schema in Sir these two
passages combined with the eight major creation statements will now be
5)
Sirach's final statement, which rings with familiarity of Gn 1.1 
provides the added effect of assuring his listeners of a sound base while 
at the same time enabling an acceptable form in which to broach his 
subject.
investigated on the basis of content, context, and inter-textual links. So 
that we might see the unfolding schema all passages will be presented in 
order of occurrence; beginning with Sir 1.1-10. On completion of our 
hypothesis of creation schema consideration will then be given to its 
relationship with the whole of Sir (see. pp. 209-2*18).
The first major part of Sirach's thesis is laid in the opening words
of his book with the poem on Wisdom. That Wisdom is with the Lord for
eternity, and existed before all other created things and the fact that she
was created by the Lord, poured into all His created works and gifted to
those who love Him, provides the foundation blocks for building Sirach's
Doctrine of creation. More than enabling this doctrinal statement, it also
becomes the basis for explaining how man can receive wisdom and thereby
understand the ways and sayings of the wise. It is fair to say this claim
is made in retrospect, that is, having considered all that follows.
However, at minimum one would say of the context of Sir 1.1-10, at the very
opening of Sir, that this poem contains a significant theme which can be
6 )anticipated to develop as the book unfolds. He does develop it and in a 
highly schematic fashion.
Why then have so many people missed the schema? Possibly the
biggest decoy to not seeing a schema in Sir lies in the fact that the
second creation text does not occur till Sir 15.14-20, but at that point 
three major blocks are implanted in very quick succession. Admittedly, it 
would have made Sirach's schema more conspicuous if he had placed one or 
more of these three texts earlier in his book. Why did Sirach arrange them 
so? This becomes understandable when all three passages are considered by
The word 'minimum' is used here because in any literary work one 
anticipates that what stands at the"first is significant and indicative 
of the direction-In which the author wil.1 move.
content and context. In his second creation block, Sir 15.14-20, Sirach 
opens another key part of his creation theology. Using a form reflective 
of Gn 1.1 for his opening statement, "God from in the beginning created man 
...", he immediately introduces man as the main subject of his pericope. To 
this opening statement Sirach adds that man has been given free will, 
yetzer. It is made clear that although there will be much demanding man's
a
choice, including the spoiler, Sirach concludes the opening statement with
the reality that decision is left in the hand of man. He can follow the
temptations and lures which satisfy self-will . or choose the will of God. 
The choices before man are then placed in the contrasting forms of fire and 
water, life and death. But, man is not cut adrift to make his decisions. 
He has God's commandment. To this he adds, "(it is) wisdom to do (God's) 
will". (Sir 15.15b). We now have before us a third crucial aspect of what 
might well be called Sirach's triune theology: God, wisdom and man. How
man can receive God's gift of wisdom now becomes the pointed issue.
From the first portion of Sirach's third creation block, Sir 
16.24-30 (G), creation itself is made the basis for understanding how this 
triune concept works. Following his exordium which introduces this 
creation passage, Sirach returns to the Gn 1.1 form which was used in the 
previous creation block. Sirach introduces the next development in his 
creation thought with this statement, PUXj0 t>K 7 0 HD » From the
beginning when God created His works." (Sir 16.24a). This repeated form
give_s an immediate link with Sir 15.14-20, with the main difference being 
that the subject is no longer man but God's works. What is the link 
between man and God's works? Well, with this introductory statement there 
follows a poem lauding the created works as: orderly, eternal, neither
hungering nor thirsting, respectful of neighbour, and always obedient. This
harmonious picture of creation provides an important background for the 
second portion of this creation block, Sir 17.1-4, which again focuses its 
attention back to man. The opening description of man being of the earth 
and being turned back after limited days stands as a sharp contrast to that 
of the eternal, harmonious created works. This is not to deny that man has 
been favoured by God. Indeed, man has been favoured, for as Sirach 
indicates man has received God's image, strength and a position of rule or 
dominion. Sirach follows through this theme in Sir 17.6-14, showing the 
more God's favour on man. God has equipped man mentally, physically and 
emotionally. God has also gifted man with the 'law of life', 'knowledge', 
'everlasting covenant' and 'judgements'. In sum, man has been given the 
ability and means to follow a certain way. n X ) ^ ( T ( 'o V » the final word 
in Sir 17.6-14 stands as a . syntactical move which directs the 
reader's attention back to the created order, particularly in Sir 16.28a 
where it says of the harmonious order, "Everyone does not squeeze aside his 
neighbour." It must also be noted that the first word in the list of man's 
attributes, Sir 17.6, is £ (  ocfloO'Xl OV . This not only marks the importance 
of 'free will' but becomes a key linguistic link back to the second block 
of creation tradition which introduced the reality of man's or
yetzer. (Sir 15.14c).
The fourth block of creation tradition follows close behind the 
above developments. In Sir 18.1-14 ,a three part poem on the limitless 
nature of the_ eternal God, the restricted nature of man and the abundant 
mercy of God underlines several realities. Man desperately needs to be 
somehow connected to the eternal, all wise, omnipotent God. It is by God's 
mercy alone that such a saving link could be initiated, but man will still 
have to decide or make a choice. In these three creation blockstwhich
extend from Sir 15.14-18.14,Sirach has developed a God/man theology but he 
has never said what the saving link might be. Nor did Sirach explicitly 
indicate what enables the created works to be so harmonious and eternal. It 
could only be assumed from the first creation block, with its claim that 
God created wisdom, "and poured her out on all His works" (Sir 1.9b), that 
wisdom is the cause for the happy state amongst the created works. However, 
there exists certain linguistic and form links which holds Sir 1.1-10 in 
the picture. Those links are especially strong with Sir 18.1-10. Not only 
is there a correspondence in length between this portion of the fourth 
creation block and Sir 1.1-10, the eternal quality of wisdom seen in the 
first poem is explictly attributed to God in Sir 18.1. The verb 
k .^ i^ V € 0 u J 'to trace out' first seen in Sir 1.3b is employed twice in this 
poem on the eternal God. Those citings are Sir 18.4b, 6b. As with its use 
in Sir 1.3b the verb is chosen in both Sir 18.4b, 6b to indicate the 
immeasurable. In its new context the verb is employed with reference to 
God's immeasurable works or wonders. God's strength and mercies are also 
considered immeasurable in Sir 18.5. The immeasurable nature and work of 
God is all presented by way of rhetorical questions. In thought pattern 
and form this establishes close parallel with Sir 1.3. Why have these
lines beeen drawn with the first creation poem? By doing so Sirach holds
before the reader the fact that the attributes of God are shared with 
wisdom. Sirach made one other syntactical link. That link was between Sir 
18.10 and Sir 1.3. In Sir 18..10} by changing his comparative analogies: 
sand of the seas, drops of rain and days of eternity to three similar 
analogies, but all in the singular: drop of water from the sea, pebble
from the sand, and day of eternity, he has achieved the reverse result.
Man's days are presented in the most minute, measurable quantity. The
significance of this correspondence is not simply because it contrasts; no( 
its real importance lies in that it points to Wisdom while underlining 
man's deprivation. With this realization a new proposition is raised. If 
Wisdom shares God's attributes and holds what man so desperately lacks, if 
man can acquire Wisdom, the created pre-existent one, then the necessary 
link with God could be accomplished. In sum, all that has been said thus
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far stands as a powerful ploy for man's accepting Wisdom. But what about 
the placement of these first four blocks of creation theology? The first 
block being placed at the opening of Sir is understandable in that it 
announces what is to come. In considering the above three creation blocks, 
Sir 15.14-18.14 their close interdependence was evidenced. Sirach could 
not afford to separate these important components of his creation doctrine. 
They belong as one. They offer one message: man is free to choose,
created works are harmonious and eternal without choice, man is equipped 
for his choosing. The picture of contrast between God's abundant nature 
and man's deprivation in Sir 18.1-10 would indicate the most logical choice 
to be God's will. This choice was pointed to at the outset, with Sirach's 
words, "... and wisdom is to do His will." (Sir 15.15b). If Sirach had 
broken up the last three blocks of creation tradition by placing one 
earlier in his book, Sir 18.1-14 would seem the logical choice because of 
its correspondence with Sir 1.1-10. But, one factor discredits that 
proposal. In its present context Sir 18.1-14 is not only used to draw 
parallels with Wisdom in Sir 1.1-10; thereby drawing the two poems closer 
together, but by speaking of man's deprivation and God's mercy it opens the 
door for the all important message contained in Sirach's central chapter. 
Sir 24 is not only central by context but content.
Sir 24 not only builds on the overall schema it also holds schema
within schema. The internal schema,which is based on the J document, has
Wisdom come forth covering. the earth like a mist and eventually
concentrating in Zion. In Zion Wisdom becomes like a garden, presents an
invitation to man and fills him like rivers at their time of fullness. The
7)rivers of creation form the main part of the analogy. The manner m
4
which Wisdom portrays herself. at the opening of Sir 24 holds correspondence 
with Sir 1.1-10. In Sir 24.3 Wisdom says, ”1 came forth from the mouth of
the Most High" but this is only an elaboration on Sir 1.9a where it is
claimed, "The Lord Himself created her ..." The fact that Wisdom reminds 
her listeners in Sir 24.4 that, "I dwelt in high places, and my throne was
in a pillar of cloud" can only be explained by the fact that Wisdom
pre-existed. In Sir 1.4, a direct parallel even to the very location in 
the two poems, reads "Wisdom was created before all things and prudent 
understanding from eternity." Her entry into creation has moved from being 
"poured out upon all His works" (Sir 1.9b) to the personified Wisdom now 
walking the ^377 . In Sir 24.5-6b, ^071 is actually named with the
employment of the words heaven, abyss and earth. In Sir 1.3 heaven, earth 
and abyss were named as comparative analogies for Wisdom, whereas in Sir
24.5-6b they have become paths for her journeys in search of a special 
place, a particular people. The whole of creation is merely a route to a 
chosen place. It is under a commandment from "The creator of all things" 
in Sir-24.8, that Wisdom finally rests in Zion. In Zion She..became the 
most beautiful, aromatic and fruitful part of creation. For Sirach's 
overall schema it can now be said that Wisdom is not only in creation, She 
is like the choicest of created things. She is now at home and extends the
7)
For a fuller outline see p. 30 and for the detailed study of Sir 
24 see pp. 132-136.
invitation, "Come to me, you who desire me and eat your fill of my 
produce." (Sir 24.19). In Sir 6.19 an invitation was extended for Wisdom, 
saying, "Come to her like one who plows and sows and wait for her good 
harvest." In Sir 15.3 the produce of Wisdom is said to be "bread of 
understanding" and "water of wisdom." It is not till this central chapter, 
Sir 24.19, that Wisdom herself invites listeners to partake of her
4
produce.
There follows in Sir 24.23 another important schematic move. In Sir 
15.15a it was said that man can choose if he desires to keep the 
commanmdent and to it was added this proviso "... Wisdom is to do His 
will..." (Sir 15.15b). In our exegesis of Sir 24.23 on pages 144 to 152 we 
saw how Torah = will of God, but also Wisdom = Torah. The verging of 
Wisdom and Torah was like the joining of two mighty rivers. The rivers 
analogy in Sir 24.25-27, which draws heavily on the Gn 2 creation list of 
rivers, is not just to demonstrate the fullness of Wisdom, but her 
influence on man. Using the phrase o u K  y7a'U'£V linguistic links are
established with Sir 1.3b which also describes the immeasurable Wisdom. 
While showing Wisdom to be fathomless,.at the same time Sir 24.28 points to 
the limits of man for neither the first (Adam) nor the last one have been 
able to fathom her. This theme of limited man had already been considered 
in Sir 18.8-10. The term "last one" could be with reference to Sirach 
himself; in any case he continues building his schema by offering a
personal testimony to_the fullness that Wisdom brings to any who accepts
her invitation. He is a convert to Wisdom and will preach her gospel.
Thus, Sirach makes the concluding promise of Sir 24.34, "Behold that I have 
not laboured for myself alone but for all those that seek her." This form 
of the personal testimony holds links with Sir 39.12, 32; 50.27; 51.13-23. 
All these offer personal statements by Sirach. Also the invitation of
Wisdom inSir 24.19 is echoed by Sirach's personal invitation in Sir 51.23, 
"Draw near to me, you who are untaught, and lodge in my school."
At this point it would appear Sirach has successfully accomplished 
the goal of using creation as his schema; however as his book continues, so 
too does his schema. The wise one writes eight more chapters of wise 
sayings only to be interrupted by yet another creation statement in Sir
4
33.7-19. For any person who might receive wisdom and be tempted with an 
exaggerated picture of self, or be tempted to deify Wisdom, Sirach 
establishes in his sixth major creation block a statement on the ultimate 
authority of God. Despite its seeming conflict with the picture of man and 
free will presented in Sir- 15.14-20, the present creation block acts to 
declare that things stand as they do in creation because that is the way 
God decided. The seeming inequality is throughout the created order and 
amongst man. In Sir 33.13a we learn that man is to God like the clay in a 
potter's hand. The best explanation for God's actions comes in Sir 33.13b, 
"... for all His ways are as He pleases ..." This same statement is echoed 
in Sirach's prayer for Israel, Sir 36.8b(H), T/yO -yl3 V3 ^  •..
~71 'Jl > f°r w^° will say to you, "What are you making?" ' It becomes a 
creation refrain in Sir 39.18a(H) and Sir 43.26b(H). God is ultimately in
control of all things. The brief creation statement in Sir 33.10 claiming
all men to be "from the ground", not only serves as a syntactical link 
which gives man a common base, just as the days have a common base in that 
all come from the sun, it also links back to the first full creation
statement of man in Sir 17.1-4. In Sir 17.1 man was said to be of the 
earth and destined to return to it. It must now be said that despite man's 
superlative gifts wherein he looks like God, shares His strength and has 
dominion, it is God who ultimately decides who will be raised up and who
will be brought low. In sum, all the supreme equipping of man described in 
Sir 17.2-12 is now held in check, by the reality in Sir 33.11-12 that God 
ultimately determines man's lot. In concluding this creation block Sirach 
restates the portion of his testimony given in Sir 24.34. In Sir 33.18(G) 
it states "Consider that I have not laboured fob myself alone , but for all 
who seek instruction." In both citings it is used as a concluding 
statement to the creation block. In its new context it serves not simply 
to parallel the testimony, but the whole message of Sir 24, concerning the 
fullness of Wisdom, is held before the reader. It is Wisdom that Sirach 
will make shine and the practical efforts of establishing a school in Sir 
51.23 demonstrates the full extent to which Sirach did go in enabling her 
to shine. The closing exhortation "Listen to me", in Sir 39.19(G) t echoes 
the exordium of Sir 16.22-24(H),which opened the third creation block. In 
fact the same command is given in Sir 16.22a with the words, 
" . . . UJ
It is in Sirach's seventh block of creation tradition, Sir 39.16-35, 
that he elaborates on God's purpose and timing in all things. This 
explanation of purpose started to unfold in Sir 33.15 with the comment "And 
thus look upon all the works of the Most High (they exist) two by two, one 
opposite the other." Sirach now resumes this theme on purpose in creation. 
We noted earlier on p.192 Sirach's personal statement, "Yet more will I 
utter which I have thought through ..."(Sir 39.12a). The more, would 
appear to be in direct relationship to the unfinished claims on God's 
purpose in Sir 33.15. Indeed, Sirach opens his next creation statement 
with the words, "God's works are all good and every need He provides in His 
time." (Sir 39.16). Again, there is the echoing of Sir 33.13b in Sir 
39.18a(H) with the words, "His will attains its end." The theme of the all
seeing God presented in Sir 15.18-19 is then affirmed in Sir 39.19 with the 
words, "The works of all flesh are before Him and nothing can be hid from 
in front of His eyes." Sir 39.22 with its description of God's blessing 
overflowing like the Nile, saturating the world like a river, rings of
familiar claims made for Wisdom in Sir 24.3b, 25-27. From our exegesis of 
Sir 24.3 on pp. 135-136 it was suggested that God's 'blessing' is Wisdom. 
She overflows like rivers and has covered the whole earth. Some scholars 
would claim that the phrase "like the Nile" actually existed in Sir 24.27a; 
however, we do not share that view for the reasons given on p. 153 . Nor 
does Sir 39.22 need this added correspondence to affirm its parallels with 
Sir 24. It is in Sir 39.26-30, with his list of the basic needs of man, 
followed by the declaring of function for: winds, hail, famine and
pestilence, that Sirach pushes to the ultimate his belief that God has put 
purpose in all created things. Sirach's ensuing description of created 
things rejoicing at His command and not rebelling against His word draws 
correspondence with the earlier claim in Sir 16.28b, "... they shall never 
disobey His word." Sirach then finally brings toward a close his seventh 
creation block with the personal claim, "Thus, from the first I stood firm 
and when I had considered it I set it down in writing." (Sir 39.32). Such 
a statement underlines just how schematic Sirach's approach has been; not 
just because of his systematic manner of standing firm, considering and
then putting pen to paper. In its creation context and when viewed in 
relation to Sir 39.12a, "Yet more will I .utter which I have thought through 
...," and when one looks back over the previous six major creation
statements, seeing how he has used each to carefully construct his case, 
the comment in Sir 39.32 carries considerable weight in favouring a schema 
in Sir. This same statement signals an end to the major theological
arguments which have been used to formulate Sirach's understanding of the
Judaic doctrine of creation. Yet, though there is nothing new to add, the
schema built on creation faith does not end. The final statement in the
seventh creation block is to sing praise and bless the name of the Holy
One. (Sir 39.35). This is precisely what Sirach will do in his eighth
creation block, Sir 42.15-43.33. Herein Sirach writes a lengthy hymn of
praise which summarizes much of his creation theology. It is a hymn that
not only sings of the majesty and might of God, but demonstrates much of
what Sirach said previously. A simplistic summary of Sirach's creation
8)thought is first contained in Sir 42.15-25. One major fact is missing; 
the role of wisdom. It is now understood. God is the main subject with the 
most explicit statement on Wisdom being, "The mighty works of His Wisdom
has He ordained." (Sir 42.21a). In Sir 18.1-6 the nature of the Eternal
One was described in a brief, carefully placed statement but now Sirach
sings of God's glory with all of his might.
The second major portion of Sirach's hymn, Sir 43.1-26, looks at 
wonders in the heavens, earth and deep. These stand as a summary of the
whole created order. These same concepts of creation: heavens, earth and
deep were employed in the identical order in Sir 1.3 to describe 
immeasurable Wisdom. But within the context of Sir 43.1-26 it is their own 
immeasurability that is accented. Sirach concluded in Sir 43.27a "Yet more 
of these things will not be added ..." and later confessed in Sir 43.32b, 
"... only a few of His works have I seen." The beauty and vastness of 
these created wonders all serve to reflect the glory of God, the Creator of 
all things. Ultimately, stirred by the full array, Sirach moves into a
For contents of this outline please see pp.172-176 of chapter
seven.
call to Praise. But with the call, Sirach reminds that God can not be 
fully searched out. The verb 'search out' sparks connections from Sir 
1-43.'9)
In context Sirach's creation hymn does yet more. It provides a 
platform for the whole of the historic roll. It was previously noted in
the exegesis of Sir 43.30 that the call to praise was only for the
10) Jfaithful. From the creation hymn to the historic roll, Sirach moves
from the glory of God in creation to the glory of God in created man. The
lengthy list of the hasidim men, Sir 44-50, is indicative of many who have
accepted Wisdom and praised the Lord. Having said, pf77 1)71 D 3 . 1  ,
great glory the Most High has allotted them," in Sir 44.2a, Sirach then
describes them in Sir 44.3-5 as a group of men who are: rulers, wise in
counsel, prophetic, wise in speech and authors of wise sayings and psalms.
All of these attributes are the fruits of having accepted Wisdom. Just as
God created His works to reflect His glory, so too with faithful men. The
first and last named on Sirach's honours list are set apart as particularly
outstanding men. Enoch,who heads the list,is described by Sirach as a
" f l J / ' i V7J7< , sign of knowledge," in Sir 44.16b. A second favourable
statement on Enoch is given in Sir 49.14a, " ' j ' J J l O  J 1 7 (T 7  1 % ) 7  ULy/3
• ♦ « , few have been created on earth like Enoch . The last one
on the formal list is Adam. Of Adam, Sirach wrote, " 'T ll 'PCf)'/7 1T) 3 _^y)
12)
i n l a n d  above all living things is the glory of Adam." (Sir 49.16b). That 
it is Adam and not simply- 'man' may- be taken from the fact that the whole 
context is that of a listing of individuals for honours. Adam is
9 )For occurrences see Sir 1.3; 18.4,6; 24.28; 43.28a(H), 30d(H). 
^^See p . 188 of chapter seven.
^■^The grandson's translation offered an even more superlative claim
for Enoch by writing " O d U ' i S  et<T(c?d>i e r r )  rRr y ' h f  lo i o O m c o t o s '  E vuyc N£
one was created on earth like Enoch." (Sir 49.14a). *•
12)This is the first positive account of Adam since the Gn 3 event.
referred to in Sir 40.1b and indirectly in Sir 24.28a. He is nowhere else 
on the honours roll. With the content of Sir 49.16 being the listing of 
prediluvial characters, in reverse order, Adam would follow naturally after 
Shem and Seth. The Greek and Latin both translate Adam. Finally, 
contemporary scholars such as R. A. F. Mackenzie assume this translation 
for 77“7 (R. A. F. Mackenzie op. cit, p.188). Therefore, although Enoch 
was a 'sign of knowledge' or 'wisdom', the fact that Adam was above all in 
his glory, may account for Sirch's more reserved statement that, "Few have 
been created on earth like Enoch ..." (Sir 44.14a).
Sirach made one other syntactical move which completed his schema. 
As a special tribute to his contemporary, Simon the High Priest, Sirach 
wrote a poem in Sir 50.5-11 and a prayer, Sir 50.22-23, which closes out 
the formal part of his book. Together, the poem and the prayer bring to a 
head much of what has already been claimed in Sirach's creation theology. 
The context of the poem is that of Simon coming forth to lead the 
congregation in worship. Of particular relevance to our study of the poem 
is the description in Sir 50.5-7,11. Sirach wrote here of Simon,
m m  7i/2  
? 77too /Trp^ni 
•.^70^071 J l '2 /2
5. How glorious was he
when he looked forth from the tent 
when he came out of the house of
atonement.
6 . Like star light from between the
clouds
r u / ) A  v r a  7J“VDJ and like the full moon on the^^
feast days.
7 1  i > 7 C  y f l / F l V A  U / y O U O )  
1 i>/2 71
7. And like the sun shining upon the
and like the rainbow appearing in
temple of the king
the cloud.
11. ... When he put on his glorious
robes
and clothed himself in full
splendour.
13)
is noted as erroneous by HLA. It is perhaps a lapsus
from v 6a.
~ 1 )H  T l l T j O  f r y  l ^ C l l f r y i When he went up to the altar of
majesty
: u / ~ i p y 3  y f i ^ r y  1 1 1 ]1) and made glorious the court of the
sanctuary.
This is man reflecting God's glory at its fullest. The form of the poem
with its repeated use of 'like', is similar to that in Sir 24.13-18. Sir
50.5-10 is the only other occasion when Sirach has written a poem based on
this comparative form. Both poems are similar in length;* there are twelve
counts of 'like' in Sir 24.13-17 and eleven in Sir 50.5-11. In the first
poem Wisdom is described in the most superlative terms. The syntactical
move in form enables a very close parallel between personfied Wisdom and
Simon. Also the contents of Sir 50.8-10, of the Simon poem, with its
comparative references to: roses in days of first fruits, lilies by the
14)stream, fire and incense, olive and cypress trees, are all reflective of
Sir 24.13-17. The specific naming of Lebanon in Sir 50.8c draws a direct
correspondence with the opening verse of the poem on Wisdom where Wisdom
15)said, "I grew tall like a cedar in Lebanon." (Sir 24.13a). Sirach's
description of Simon does more than link his schema back to the central 
chapter. The comparative analogies: HDJDD. like star light;"
" 7tfrj2 Tl-PD) > an<3 like the full moon"; " and like the sun";
" , and like the rainbow" - all these give a direct link back to
Sirach's hymn of Praise. In Sir 43.1-12 the beauty or splendour of the
firmament is portrayed by writing a poem on each of the four created works: 
sun, moon, stars and rainbow. In Sir 50.6-7 Simon is figuratively dressed in 
these glorious works of creation. The opening expression in the Simon
14)
The Hebrew fragment has 'like an oleaster' instead of 'like a
cypress' which the Greek translates; however our accent here is on the
comparative use of trees.
15)
In Sir 50.12d(H) the 'Sons of Aaron' standing by Simon are 
described, "Like young cedar trees in Lebanon." This draws yet closer to 
Sir 24.13a.
poem, " '2~J717 77/3 , how glorious", holds a direct correspondence with the 
opening words of Simon's poem on the wonders of the firmament. HLA, which 
enables the reading of Sir 43.1b, describes the vault of heaven 
" y-j-jyj » spreading out its splendour." We see the link as based
on the employment o f '^ '7 7 7 ; however it is interesting that a similar form 
to T7-/3 ^s usec^  in Sir 43.2b, with the expression, " 7 0 ) 7  71/3 > how
terrible." The same word *7 ”771 is used a second time in the poem on the 
wonders of the firmament. The second occurrence is in Sir 43.9a where MS B 
has, "33)3 7 7 7 7) uVDtf/ » The beauty of heaven is the splendour of
the stars." It may have been this second citing which had the greatest 
influence. For having pictured Simon in his initial appearance with glory 
or splendour in Sir 50.5, Sirach moves immediately to employ as his first 
comparative analogy, the expression, " 7 ) X  1 0 ) 0 3  "• The grandson
f ) \
translates, what in Hebrew is literally 'like star of light', as " tu f  (ZCTfyf 
C W & iY O Q , like a morning star." (Sir 50.6a). The comparative analogy of 
the moon which follows in Sir 50.6b not only holds correspondence with Sir
43.6-8, which is Sirach's poem on the moon, it also links back to the 
seventh creation block. In Sir 39.12b, which opens the creation statement, 
Sirach is seen making this claim of himself, " ICC
>£Tfh)r[p u /@ )^ V , And I am filled like the moon at full." Although the Hebrew 
is not extant for Sir 39.12b Sirach's own description of Simon in Sir 50.6b 
reads, " ’a/a) Tcfr/2 777 0^ ) , like the full moon on the feast
days". This not only links the two creation texts into the schema, but 
enables a close identity of the two wise men, Simon and Sirach. \ T } W j ) 2 ) in 
Sir 50.7b offers a direct correspondence with Sirach's account of the 
in Sir 43.11-12. Two other adjectives describe Simon's dress in Sir 
50.11. His robes are said to be 'glorious' and Simon is described as
clothed in 'full splendour'. In Sir 50.lid it is said that on entering the 
sanctuary Simon made it 'glorious'. The opening words of this poem said 
Simon was glorious with the use of the expression 1 “7 77J 77/3 . In Sir 
50-lid 1  *777 becomes a syntactical link within the Simon poem, but on this 
occasion it is used in the verbal form so that Simon is seen as spreading 
glory.
That the glory is not confined to Simon's outward appearance is
evidenced by his prayer at the close of the service. Sirach uses Simon's
prayer as a final syntactical move to complete his schema. The main part
16)of Simon's benediction reads in Sir 50.22-23,
111 22. Now bless the Lord
God of Israel
who does wonderful things on
earth.
17771/0 T H X  "PyO77 ^ho exalted man from the womb
)71^y) an<^  does unto him acccording to
His will.
1 77/3377 77of> 777"* 23' May He Srant unto you wisdom of
' heart
i 773^3^3. ~D) r> WJ. "'V'’) an<^  ma7 there be peace among
you.
The title ’God of Israel' is translated T o v  0£bv T T C t/T u 'V , God of all. 
Such a change in the Greek seems quite unnecessary. 'God of Israel' by 
this point in Sirach's thesis surely also entails 'God of all'. Sirach 
actually used the title ioTJ ' n l ’ x  in Sir 36.1a(H) and again in Sir 
45.23c with the phrase, " jo > for the God of all." But even
without the title Sirach's book has implied from the opening poem that God 
is the God of h u . It is openly stated at other points such as Sir 
43.33, "all things has the Lord created." It is understandable that Sirach 
should choose the title 'God of Israel' at this stage of his thesis, for
16)
A third verse, Sir 50.24, appears to be Simon's personal plea for 
mercy and deliverance but the grandson translates it as a plea for all. 
Simon's plea for I ' l V T I in Sir 50.24a could be a word play with 
"7‘DTl ’•u/'JTifin Sir 44.1a which announces the honour roll. He certainly is 
named with the honoured.
his message has become more and more particularized. Simon's reference to
God doing wondrously on earth could be a specific link back to the 'Wonders
on earth' depicted in Sirach's poem, Sir 43.13-22, but it is more likely
with regard to all the mighty deeds of God in creation. The statement,
"who exalted man from the womb ..." smacks of God's decision and ultimate
authority described in the sixth creation block, Sir 33.7-19. There it was
underlined that God exalts or makes man low as He decides. The claim which
closes out Sir 50.22 affirms this. In fact the expression, "and does unto
him according to His will" stands as a resounding echo to "and all His ways
are according to His pleasure", which is stated in the midst of the imagery
of man being to God as clay is to the potter's hand. (Sir 33.13). It is
also one more addition to the creation refrain already described on p.2 0 0 .
This refrain not only builds schema, but provides a main plank which runs
through the center of Sirach's creation theology. The words of the prayer
in Sir 50.23 really sum the basic purpose of the book ; that man might gain
~H.)> 77/3377 and U ) MJ . It is for this reason that the doors of Sirach's
house of learning are opened in Sir 51.23-25. Having extended the
invitation in Sir 51.23a with the words, " xPrOI )73 > turn unto me
you unlearned," Sirach then adds, "...77/D 117 T D t5 ) l p  » wisdom for
yourselves ..." (Sir 51.25b). The purpose of Sirach's book is not simply
that others might know wise sayings but that they might seek Wisdom for
themselves. Sirach, who found Wisdom in his youth, lays a path that others
17)might discover her. The pathway - which Sirach formed was through the
doctrine of creation which spans right across his book.
But the question that remains ist how does the creation schema lend 
support for all the material in Sirach's book? Broadly speaking all of Sir
17)Sirach testified in Sir 51.15(H), "My foot trod in her footstep; 
from my youth I learned Wisdom."
can be divided into three major units. The term 'unit' is not inherent to
Sir but is one we are employing for the purpose of this study. Nor are the
units themselves necessarily inherent to the book. We view them as natural
divisions into which Sir can be allocated, without seriously impairing the
larger message. Indeed, it would be impossible to argue that such
divisions or units were intended as a part of the original structure by
*
Sirach. Thus, we see them as plausible subsections largely for the purpose 
of our examination. The three units are, Sir 1-23; Sir 24-42.14; Sir
42.15-51. We are not the first to propose subdivision in Sir. R. A. F.
Mackenzie suggested a twofold division with the first part ending with
18)Sirach's testimony in Sir 33.16-18. The problem we see with such an
approach is that there are at least five testimonial statements, Sir 
24.30-34, 33.16-18; 39.12-13; 39.32; 51.13-22. Three of these could be 
considered as concluding statements, Sir 24.30-34; 33.16-18; 51.13-22. For 
any working units within Sir, we believe the decision needs to be based 
more upon the content of all the material and not simply a particular 
literary style.
There are three reasons for our wanting to separate Sir into the 
above recommended units. All three units begin with a creation statement. 
Sir 1-23 opens with the creation poem on Wisdom in Sir 1.1-10. Sir 24, 
which introduces the second unit, is central to the whole of Sir both 
literally and figuratively (for discussion see pp.132-156). Sir
42.15-43.33, the lengthiest creation statement in Sir, introduces the whole 
historical account. The relationship between this creation hymn and the 
historical unit, which has already been discussed on pp.204-205 of this 
chapter, is such that the creation block bridges the whole of Sir with what
18)R. A. F. Mackenzie, op. cit., p.127.
might otherwise be considered an isolated topic in Sir. The second reason
for choosing our three units is that there is material peculiar to each.
Sir 1-23, though interspersed with creation theology, is largely proverbial
sayings. Sir 24-42.14 declares the relationship between Torah and Wisdom
while adding yet more proverbial sayings. Sir 42.15-51 speaks of the
historical reality of Wisdom. Finally, the three divisions we propose are
based on the assumption that there is an underlying message and that each
unit builds upon the other. Thus, the units may be seen as steps within
the book. However this developmental claim opens up the whole
consideration of schema. Close examination will now be given particularly
to the first two units for, as indicated above, unit three has already been
largely considered.
At the outset two factors should be noted about Sirach's proverbs.
Sirach did not simply parrot earlier proverbs but restated and created new
ones. Of all the proverbs in Sir, R. B. Y. Scott notes that there were
19)only two or three direct quotations made from the book of Proverbs. It
was because of this that Sirach could write at the formal conclusion of his 
book, Sir 50.27a
H 'JOlPC £ vQ) T D I/O Wise instruction and well thought out
proverbs
J/mj' j j  belonging to Simeon, son of Jesus,
-tf'Ji'i’ K  J2 son of Eleazar,
: 7C1'2> J2 son of Sira.
The translation of TP31J7C is following that suggested by the JB (see
Note ' T' , p.1109)-.— However, the exact translation of j j ->j $ )  pc remains in
question. Although this word in Sir 50.27a may be uncertain the claim
placed on the work by Sirach is not in doubt. A similar claim of
authorship for the whole of Sir is stated a second time at the close of the
Hebrew text. In Sir 51.30iii it says,
19)R. B. Y. Scott, op. cit., p.209.
\)J/AW ’H I  71777 T V  Thus far the words of Simeon,
jj y ) W 1 y2 son of vJesus, called Ben Sira ,
The second point for consideration is that Sirach believed those who
understood the wise sayings would be able to create their own proverbs.
Although the Hebrew is not extant for Sir 18:29 the Greek translation
reads,
(T U V 6 T0 ) *6Y  AOVOIC Those who understand 'sayings
K a \  a v T O i  \GO(p/CTOCVT0  and become skilled themselves
Kac) dvu j^ jS fiM C C v also P°ur for1&)
7TOLpO,M ror<; cckp  (fe ? C  ■ apt proverbs.
This points to the purpose of Sirach's book; that others might gain Wisdom 
and show forth her fruit for themselves. Such results are only possible 
for those who heed Sirach's invitation to "..*77/0 077 ". (Sir
51.25b).
The contents of Sir 1-23 is primarily that of proverbial sayings.
The sheer bulk of material created by the long lists of proverbs demands 
21)
attention. But, what does one see on examination? What could be the
purpose of such a prolific outflow? On examination one sees lengthy lists
22)of proverbs arranged around themes, most of which are concerned with 
practical daily living. They become a code of conduct for life. Only the 
wise can understand and follow them. But they are more than a code for 
living. These wise sayings are the fruit out of the heart of one who has
20)
The second K<x l is translated as emphatic instead of simply 
copulative. It makes for a clearer translation and stresses the underlying 
purpose of Sirach's work as stated above.
21)
On p. 193 of this chapter it was stated that the large block of 
material between the first two creation statements stood as a decoy or 
deception to schema. We now claim that that need not be the case.
22)
Some of the themes include, The fear of God, Sir 1.11-25; 
Friendship, Sir 6.5-17; the Poor, Sir 7.32-37; Pride, Sir 10.6-18; Envy and 
Greed, Sir 14.3-19; Self-control, Sir 18.30-19.3 and Swearing, Sir 23.7-15.
received Wisdom. The lists of wise sayings are far from being exhaustive, 
but are sufficient to serve as an enticement to any who are seeking Wisdom. 
This may help to explain why the invitation by Wisdom does not come till 
Sir 24.19. By this point the evidence of Wisdom's benefits are well known. 
With, all of this, Wisdom's beauty and bounty are ultimately described in 
one final poem in Sir 24.13-18 and then Personified Wisdom announces her 
invitation, "Come to me, you who desire me, and eat your fill of my
produce." (Sir 24.19). The accent in the invitation is with those who 
desire. If we recall the four creation texts which support this body of 
material, Sirach told the reader that Wisdom was eternal, a gift from God 
for those who love Him (Sir 1.1-10). He also made it apparent that man has 
yetzer, ability to choose. Man is also created with all the necessary 
equipment to incorporate Wisdom into his life (Sir 15.14-17.14). In a 
resounding statement in Sir 18.1-14, Sirach made it very clear that God 
stands behind or above all things including Wisdom. It is God who will
gift her to those who desire her. With this picture of the fruit of Wisdom 
Sir 24 stands as a mid point pillar to the whole book. In Sir 24
Personified Wisdom makes the open invitation and Sirachtestifies 
personally to her benefits. His testimony is not simply based on the words 
of Sir 24.30-34, but on all that has been said thus far. No longer need 
the lengthy lists of wise sayings be a deception but a declaration. All of 
this has come out of the heart of one who received Wisdom.
Sir 24, which stands at the heart of the book, not only closes out
unit one but becomes the launching pad for unit two, Sir 24-42.14. The
base which Sir 24 provides is not just a full creation statement, but a 
claim that Wisdom equals Torah. The "All this" which introduces the claim 
in Sir 24.23a,we take to mean all that has been said thus far in the whole 
book about Wisdom. All that has been said about Wisdom to date also holds
true for Torah. It too fills man with wisdom, understanding and
instruction. A brief poem, Sir 24.23-27, describes Torah's influence on
man. Sirach returns to familiar analogies used in Sir 1.3; 18.10 to
describe the immeasurable Torah/Wisdom. This claim of Torah equalling
Wisdom is not a departure from Sirach's earlier thought, but a development.
Hints of the relationship between Torah and Wisdom were seen earlier in
23) 1proverbial sayings.
Immediately following Sir 24, there continue throughout the next
unit further lists of proverbial sayings united under themes. In some
24)cases the themes are repeated but new proverbs are created. Besides
these same themes, many new ones are also composed, such as table manners 
in Sir 31.12-32.17; Wisdom from travel, Sir 34.9-17 and respect for the 
physician in Sir 38.1-15. This unit is also used to make two statements on 
Torah. They are found in Sir 32.15-33 and Sir 39.1-15. On p.l4 5of chapter 
seven we noted with some surprise the lack of Torah references or 
discussion in the first twenty four chapters of Sir. This could be taken 
to mean that he is simply following an assumed understanding of Torah such 
as Torah = Pentateuch which by Sirach's time was a fairly widely accepted 
view. He is working on an assumption, but it is made clear in Sir 24.23-29 
that Wisdom = Torah. Once this assumption is clarified it is then apparent
23)
See Sir 1.26a "If you desire wisdom, keep the commandments ..." 
Sir 15.1b "... he who holds to the law will obtain wisdom."
Sir 19.20 "All wisdom is the fear of the Lord, and in all
wisdom there is the fulfilment of the law."
Sir 21.11 "Whoever keeps the law controls his thoughts, and
wisdom is the fulfilment of the fear of the Lord."
24)
Examples of themes repeated are, Parenting, Sir 7.22-30; 30.1-13, 
Women, Sir 9.1-13; 25.13-26.27; Friendship, Sir 6.5-17; 37.1-6.
that all which is said about Wisdom is applicable to Torah. "To seek the 
Law" and "to fear the Lord" become oneandthe same thing; indeed these two 
clauses are used in the opening verses of the first full statement on 
Torah, Sir 32.15-16. Since Torah and Wisdom are oneandthe same it can be 
said of the student of the law, "If the great Lord is willing, he will be 
filled with the spirit of understanding; he will pour forth words of 
wisdom" (Sir 39.6). If Torah = Wisdom, what is said of Torah in the two 
above passages also holds true for Wisdom. Since Wisdom can not be 
confined solely to a set of laws or even a particular set of books, a much
broader concept for Torah must be understood in Sir. It was for this
reason, in part, that we argued on pp.150-152 of chapter seven, that Torah 
= will of God. Torah must therefore also mean 'a way of life1. Not only 
is this in keeping with the understanding of Torah in the earlier Wisdom 
School, it fits the whole of Sirach's wisdom message. The one who finds
wisdom has a way of life that is built on the will of God.
The creation material which stands as a part of this unit, Sir
24;32.7-18; 39.16-35 underlines the fact that although man has choice, the
Creator of all things is ultimately in control. This was made understood
in the opening clause of Sir 39.6 with the words, "If the great Lord is
willing ..." This ultimate authority is balanced out by the fact that God
has also placed order and purpose within all of creation. This larger
picture of creation, that of Torah and Wisdom developed in unit two, holds
in-tension .a statement made in the first unit, "If you desire you can keep
the commandment and (it is) wisdom to do His will." (Sir 15.15ab, H). In
this second unit Sirach makes use of the testimonial as a part of his
25)
creation tradition. As one who was created in the image of God, gifted
25)
See Sir 24.30-34; 33.16-17; 39.12,32.
with all the necessary attributes to receive Wisdom, and given the
25)
opportunity to study the law , Sirach's life bears witness to the
transforming power of Wisdom. Although the lengthy lists of wise sayings
would imply a large measure of Wisdom,Sirach steps out from behind the many
proverbial statements to lay claim to them, yet stresses the fact that
Wisdom is the source. They are the fruit of Wisdom. But here again it was
*
equally important that Sirach develop his creation theology to the point 
that the reader realizes that God who rules over all ultimately determines 
the lot of each man. At the same time fthe hope which Sirach's testimony 
holds out is that he, who once was a gleaner, now boasts a full harvest. If 
he had simply compiled the wise sayings without laying such strong personal 
claim his work would have lacked considerable impact. As it now stands all 
the wise sayings are but the fruit of a life of Wisdom. The hope stands 
that others who so seek may . also be transformed from gleaners to 
harvesters.
The third unit which opens with the lengthy creation hymn sings of
the wisdom of God, not evidenced simply in Torah now, but in the very
27)creation itself. This opens the way to the historical roll and brings 
Sirach's thesis to its sharpest point; man who has become a recipient of 
wisdom reflects the glory of God and bears out the virtues of Wisdom. That 
Sirach intended the honour roll to be updated is apparent from the addition
of his contemporary, Simon. From Sir 50.1-24, it would seem that Sirach
viewed Simon as a living example of Wisdom embodied. Sirach then closes 
out his book with a final testimony in which claim is laid to all that is 
written within, but only after a poem, equal in length to the one that
His diligent study of all the word of God is testified to, not 
just by his book, but by the words of his grandson in the prologue.
27)
For earlier discussion see pp.204-208of this chapter.
opened the book, attributes his searching out of Wisdom as the source of
his gain. Sirach concludes the poem with the remark in Sir 51.22 that the
Lord gave him a tongue as a reward and with it he would praise the Lord.
Praise would appear to be a particular mark of the wise. In Sir 15.10H
28)Sirach said, "in the mouth of the wise praise is littered." All mankind, 
having been created in the image of God, is free to search out Wisdom as
all the faithful ones have done. It is therefore significant that Sirach
should conclude his book with a second invitation to any who desire a heart
29) l
of wisdom. The closing words of the invitation read, " 7 2 0 ?  )1J> .
30)
xfo 77/3071 get wisdom for yourself without silver." (Sir 51.25b). 
Wisdom, who was poured into all of creation, awaits any who will freely 
receive her. The creation schema is ultimately tied to all that Sirach has 
said in his book. Such a schema lifts Sir far above any claim of disorder.
In sum, the eight blocks of creation tradition, coupled with the 
Simon poem and prayer, act as pillars supporting Sirach's message from Sir 
1-51. The mid point pillar is Sir 24, where Wisdom avails Herself in
highly evocative creation imagery. The pillars together form a bridge
which is the doctrine of creation. On one side of the bridge stands God 
and Wisdom, who waits to be gifted to those who love Him, and on the other 
end stands man. Although Simon is last named it would appear he stands 
first in the queue, symbolic of what happens when man accepts the gift of
28)It was for this reason that only the faithful were invited to 
praise in Sir 43.30. For discussion'see p.188 of chapter 7.
29)
The second formal invitation appears in Sir 51.23-25.
30)That is not to say Sirach would not charge tuition, Sir 51.28 
shows he will, but Wisdom Herself is freely gifted "to those who love (the 
Lord)." (Sir 1.10b).
Wisdom. Simon reflects the glory of God and stands in harmony with the 
whole of creation, and at the pinnacle of creation. Faithful men alone can 
respond in praise to God. Ultimately, the doctrine of creation has not 
just given schema by bridging the whole of Sir, but enabled the presence of 
a God/man theology for Sirach. It is this God/man theology which forms the 
overall purpose of Sirach's book. In brief, there stands the reality of 
eternal Wisdom, her influence on the created works is evidenced, but man is 
left to choose. If he chooses Wisdom, which equals Torah, which equals 
will of God, not only will man reflect the same harmony and glory of the 
created works; he will be at one with God. The attributes of eternal God 
shared in eternal Wisdom will be assumed by man. He will be able to praise 




At the beginning of this research we agreed to hold in tension the 
three questions raised by Ph.B. Harner for measuring the degree of creation
faith in Sir. On the basis of our findings we can now conclude: 1/ creation
faith within Sir goes well beyond an ancillary function, 2/ it provides the
%
main form for his total thought structure, 3/ rather than being merely a 
presupposition, the doctrine of creation is developed as an intricate part 
of Sirach's message. It can be said that Sirach has a distinct doctrine of 
creation running throughout his whole text, which gives it both form and 
authority.
Sirach's dependencies in developing his own unique statement on the 
doctrine of creation are expansive in tradition and chronology, running 
from J to Jubilees. Of the whole range of sources at his disposal it was 
Gn 1-11 that afforded the greatest measure of formative influence. It 
served as the model,providing Sirach with the greatest content in language 
and theology for his doctrine of creation and enabled the key form for Sir 
with its movement from a universalistic to a particularistic message. (This 
will receive further elaboration briefly) . When one __adds to this the 
interest in Priestly acts and cult, the measure of P influence is 
considerable. But without J he would not only have lacked crucial language 
and theology, but also, the form for his central chapter on Wisdom and 
creation. If all the P and J correspondences were removed from Sir it 
would fall flat as a tent without the central pole. DI comes as a close
second on formative influence: its influence is literally from the opening
to the closing words of Sir. The rhetorical question is the main form 
borrowed from DI. We saw some direct borrowings in language, some of which 
help identify a personal testimony to this great Prophet of comfort. The 
Psalms on first sight seem to carry a very substantial influence, but from 
the comparative study, it was realized that the influence is largely 
rhetoric, absorbed from temple and cult into Sirach's vocabulary. Rarely do 
the Psalms raise or answer any real issues within Sirach's doctrine of 
creation or elsewhere in Sir. If they were removed there would be a loss 
of colour particularly when attributing praise and glory to the Creator of 
all things. Perhaps the biggest surprise lies in the wisdom literature; it 
offers little to Sirach's creation faith. Even the major wisdom texts of 
Job 28 and Proverbs 8 , which have long been associated with Sir, contribute 
little by way of direct influence upon his doctrine of creation. Perhaps 
the greatest wisdom contribution is the concept of Torah being the divine 
will of God. In sum, Sirach borrows where scholarship gives little credit 
and borrows little from sources considered influential. At minimum we must 
ask for a review of past and current scholarship concerning the sources 
upon which Sirach was dependent. Such a review would not only open to us 
the full range of Sir sources but a deeper insight into this wisdom teacher 
and his book.
Sirach's literary style has for too long been cramped into the 
category of slavish imitation. V/ith his syntactical style Sirach was 
able to stand apart from traditional sources, indicating a strong 
independence. Accepting the tradition of P and J Sirach was able to create 
a synthesis which, like his text, has his name written across it. He had
no hesitation in owning the faith inherited, nor in shaping it according to
a new Sitz im Leben. The very style of his text, in particular Sir 24,
shows his freedom to reshape. Unlike G. von Rad's claim 1 that Sir lacks
any schema, it must be said the doctrine of creation undergirds the whole
of Sir. With the inclusion of creation material it is true he is in line
with the Wisdom School; however, no wisdom writer previous to Sirach
developed the doctrine of creation to such a full extent. In short, he has
included more creation tradition than any wisdom writer, indeed more than
any other OT book apart from Genesis. For DI, the most scholars will
concede is that the doctrine of creation has a high degree of influence but
never reaches the status of an independent article of faith, often
2)
remaining beneath the shadow of Heilsgeschichte. The Exodus saga is
hardly even a peripheral issue in Sir; instead, Sirach moves from the 
doctrine of creation into the doctrine of election, much as Gn 1-11 turns 
to the call of Abram in Gn 12.1-3. As the sending out of Abram points to 
one people, one nation, likewise, God's commanding Wisdom to rest in Zion 
points to the election of one people, one Nation. This combining of 
creation and history in Sir 24 places the doctrine of creation and the 
doctrine of election back to back. It was for this reason we cautioned 
against dovetailing Sirach's universalistic message with a particularistic 
emphasis too quickly. Although there are early signs of the creation faith 
being developed with one people in mind, by Sir 24 there is no doubt about 
who the chosen ones are. Wisdom's pitching her tent on Zion, having"
^G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, op. cit., p.240. Note 2.
2)
See results of Ph.B. Harner's search of creation faith in DI, op. 
cit., p .305.
searched out rOTl , places the seal on Israel. Following this claim 
Sirach's message becomes more and more particularistic. There is the 
lengthy prayer for Israel in Sir 36.1-17, a final creation statement in Sir
42.15-43.33, followed immediately by Israel's honour roll reaching its apex 
in Sir 50 with a portrayal of Simon, Israel's spiritual and political 
leader. The book concludes with Sirach, the Jerusalemite, offering a final
a
testimony of his Judaic faith and heritage: a heritage which will be
endowed to thirsty souls who may come to his 'house of learning. ' (Sir
51.23-25). His movement from creation to election faith places Sirach well 
outside the older Wisdom tradition which was content to keep Wisdom as a 
universalistic message.
The whole of Sirach's text is a well planned symphony, every note,
every movement is part of the whole. There are subtleties and allusions
throughout which must be seen as notes which give fullness and harmony to
his message. Nowhere can the accusation of writing without consideration
be legitimately raised. This holds true for the five final names added to
3)the honour roll which J. L. Crenshaw described as an afterthought. The
hand of Sirach was too intentional for such a charge. Instead of a
restricted, legalistic view of Torah and Wisdom as held by some scholars, 
it must now be seen that both were written into his text with a very wide 
definition. It is the narrow restricted view of Sir that gives rise to 
comments like that by G. A. F. Knight in his publication, The Psalms. 
Having accused the Jewish faith of_slipping into a legalism, he added, "For 
example already by 180 BC Ben Sira could write: 'Water extinguishes a
J. L. Crenshaw, op. cit., p.152. His comment is in reference to 
Sir 49.14-16.
blazing fire; so almsgiving atones for sin' (Ecclesiasticus 3:30)."4  ^
Despite his love of Torah, temple and cult Sirach could also write (Sir 
34.26), .
So if a man fasts for his sins, and goes again and does the 
same things, who will listen to his prayer? And what has he 
gained by humbling himself?
Torah, temple and cult had significance only because they pointed the way,
enabled glory and praise to the Creator of all things. There needs to be a
shift in OT scholarship's view of Sir. For too long it has been branded
with old forms and concepts which do not fit. Here too we believe a fresh
perspective will open new doors of understanding, turning Sir from one of
the most dormant extant texts to one of the most alive in twentieth century
OT scholarship.
This strong defense of Sir is not to intimate that the text - is 
without inconsistencies. Sirach, while making the case that God is the 
Creator of all, moves quickly to the faith stance that God is the God of 
one people, one nation. This militates against his image of a free God who 
acts according to his own pleasure. This is an unquestioned, inherited 
problem found throughout the OT. The problem of J/~) in creation is one 
Sirach endeavours to address without accepting the resolve of a rewarding 
after life, yet holding tightly to the traditional views on retribution 
despite the works of Job and Qoheleth. Sirach attempts instead to meet the 
challenge with a twofold presentation: all the created works are
harmonious and eternal but all men, who are endowed with freewill, must 
suffer Angst by day and night but sinners seven times over. Leaving a 
rather untidy package here, Sirach turns his efforts fully to the dual
4)
G. A. F. Knight, op. cit., p.255.
themes of God's praise and glory. Man is given a yetzer, yet despite the
gift of freewill Sirach ultimately concludes that inequality within
creation is of God's decision (knowledge). He will raise up or bring low
the man he chooses. These are real issues for which even wisdom has no
easy answer. They are found as unresolved challenges in the whole of the
OT. Sirach adds little of real insight here.
Despite Sirach's inconsistencies there is much wittfin the text which
deserves its receiving a more open acknowledgement. We say this not to
5 )
raise the whole issue of canonical status. This has already been argued.
The fact remains, we have a very closed canon. It must be noted, however,
that in its history covering two millennia,some have given Sir an elevated
credibility: it has been accepted into both the Roman Catholic and Greek
Orthodox canons. The Douay Bible contains this preface statement,
As it was written after the time of Esdras, it is not in 
the Jewish canon: but it is received as canonical and divine
by the catholic church, instructed by apostolical tradition, 
and directed by the Spirit of God.
On the Protestant, evangelical stance John Bunyan had these words, 
following a year long search for a text which to his surprise belonged to 
Sir 2.10,
5 )
W. F. Howard, in calling for a study and re-instatement of the 
Apocrypha, comments,
Good Methodists need have no fear that by doing so they 
are wandering into dangerous by-paths. Wesley's hymns give 
back many an echo from the Apocrypha. May we venture to 
express a hope that when our Lectionary is revised a few 
alternative passages will be chosen from Wisdom "or
Ecclesiasticus, at least ... Signs are not wanting which point 
to the reinstatement of the Old Testament Apocrypha in the 
intelligent regard of lovers of the Bible.
W. F. Howard, "A Wesleyan Methodist on the Re-instatement of the
Apocrypha", IJA, No 40, Series XI, 1915, p.43. See also: J. A. Sanders,
Torah and Canon, op. cit., pp.117-121; J. Blenkinsopp, "The Canon and the 
Authority of the Bible", in Prophecy And Canon, University of Notre Dame 
Press, London, 1977; B. S. Childs, Introduction To The Old Testament as
Scripture, SCM Press Ltd., London, 1979, pp.59-64.
g \
Douay Bible, Printed and Published by Robert & Daniel Read,
Belfast, 1847, p.495. The discovery of the Hebrew fragments post-dates 
this statement on canonical status. However, in the JB op. cit., p.1034 
it is stated, "The Church recognizes the canonicity only of the Greek text
ft
This, at first, did somewhat daunt me; but because, by this 
time, I had got more experience of the love and kindness of 
God, it troubled me the less; especially when I considered that 
though it was not in those Texts that we call Holy and 
Canonical, yet forasmuch as this sentence was the sum and 
substance of many of the Promises, it was my duty to take the 
comfort of it; and I bless God for that word, for it was of G ^  
to me: that word doth still, at times, shine before my face.
It is on this personal level that the authority of Sir will find its real
root, its rightful place. Structures can legislate but the heart must
desire to search out, know and hold truth.
Finally, because Sir serves as a bridge for the biblical doctrine of
creation which runs from Gn to Rv it is our hope that the research which we
must leave at this juncture will be followed through by another into later
Apocalyptic and NT works. The influence of Sir on the Wisdom of Solomon
and Baruch would soon be apparent. It is the words of St Paul, one who
shares more than a passing awareness of Sir, that summarize best what we
have learned through "Sirach And The Judaic Doctrine Of Creation". (Romans
11.33-36)
r s 'R . k Xciutou m 't acm'aq w< yvth6ewg Beou
M eZepaw ijTa nx Kpi/xanx abroO kJ i a v c l ^ i 'x a r c i
OoO( CXUToO * A  \
e y w  vouv KUpfou^ 
u )J T<'g auufiouAog a i r o u  eyevro^ 
jj n'g TTffoebujfiev aOruii, 
u > kcc)  a v T c c T T o S o d i j c e r c c f  a u r u ) :
£fc. CdJTOU" KCCi (XUTOv KcC t &ig cfbToV TO. m x V T t X  > 
c c u t u l )  } j  6 o £ a  e l g r o b g  a l u j v a g *  .
7)
J. Bunyan, Grace Abounding, John Brown edition, 1888, p.65. (We 
acknowledge this quote as first drawn to our attention by R. E. Murphy; op. 
cit., pp.100-1 0 1.) —
Appendix A
Historicity of Sirach: The Problem of Textual Traditions
The title of Sir in the Greek cursives A and S reads, ZoptcC ’I^CTOU 
U (O U  1(e)ip(Xy^ • Codex B abbreviates this to Xctpftf ^ ip C C y . Although 
codex 248 follows A and S it prefaces this title with,
This addition may explain the Latin Vulgate title, Ecclesiasticus, which 
has dominated the Western church. Although the Greek versions have enabled 
the Christian Church to cherish the text through its liturgy, and its 
adoption as part of the deutero canonical books at the Council of Trent by
the Roman Catholic Church, the Jewish community had suppressed the book. It 
was not placed amongst the books that defile the hands.^ Despite this 
action the Hebrew text of Sir was still extant till the time of St Jerome 
(died AD 420). In the preface to his books of Solomon St Jerome wrote, 
Fertur t t  jr a v a p ^ j ro g Jesa f ; { ; { Sketch i i b e r e t
alius yeu&encyp_a(p..ogt SapievXia insert but ur.
Quorum priorem He bratcuryi reperi.nety Ecdesiasticumi, ut apuJ 
L&tiNOS ^ seJ Parabcla$ pruetteta turn. . .
Further discussion on the historicity of the Hebrew text will be resumed
shortly. Evidence for the authenticity of Sir goes beyond the author’s
Rab. Joseph said, "If our masters had not hidden the Book of Ben 
Sira we might interpret the good things which are in it." Cf S. Schechter, 
"The Quotations from Ecclesiasticus in Rabbinic Literature", JQR, 1891, 
Vol. 3, p.687. It is noteworthy that the Genizah which housed many of the 
Sir MSS fragments is derived from the root T  1 3 , to "hide", and is
applied to a room adjoining the synagogue where discarded books were stored 
in lieu of destroying them.
2)
PL, 28, 130 f. cf. A. A. Di Leila, The Hebrew Text of Sirach,
Moulton & Co., The Hague, 1966, p.150.
3)name appearing in some of the titles of the various MSS. The name
appears in the Grandson's prologue and is written across the text itself. 
The grandson, who translated the Hebrew book into Greek referred to the
C ✓ m
author as, o ITCCJTTfOQ JUOU All the Greek cursives have what
appears to have been virtually the signature of the author in the original
text, " ' I r i c o u g  u t c g  h p a % V j \£ < x 7 & p  o  lepo 6oK u jL (h r[Q u (Sir 50.27c).
Sinaiticus adds to this l £ p £ ( j g  O OO ^V jU S lT /jg * however all modern Greek
4)
texts of Sir exclude this phrase noting it as a gloss. W. Oesterley
5 )
rightly described this phrase as a "scribe's conjecture". Moreover, it
is excluded from the Latin Vulgate and does not occur in the Hebrew 
Fragment. The Hebrew MS B has for this same text, "->7 p . .y)W J 1  y x / > &  • • • 
• J ' l •" The addition of o  )epO<S'oAu/ Cin ’^ g by the various Greek MSS
is simply an extra mark of identification given by the grandson. The fact 
that Sirach is of Jerusalem is also apparent from his familiarity with the 
temple and cult: the autobiographical statement in Sir 51.13-14 would also
seem to confirm that his early days were spent in Jerusalem. This issue of 
his locale is also considered in chapter four, page 62.
Sirach's name appears as a subscript, G O (p l< X  li jC'OU U(&U (S€ip<X^ , in 
the Greek cursives B, S and A. The Hebrew MS B includes the name of its
3)The Syriac version is entitled 'Wisdom of Bar Sira'.
4)
A. Rahlfs, " JEOtylA riRAX " Septuaginta, Vol 2, p.468, Note 
27 . J. Hart, Ecclesiasticus in Greek, Cambridge, University Press, 1909, 
pp.69;225. H. B. Swete, " T O 0 I A  EEJPAX " ■’■n The Old Testament in
Greek, Vol 2, Cambridge, University Press, 1922, p.752.
J. Ziegler, Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach (Septuaginta Vol XII, 2), 
Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1980, p.362.
Although the above represent the main Greek versions consulted for our 
study we have consistently used A. Rahlfs' edition when quoting within our 
thesis.
5)
W. 0. E. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, Cambridge, University Press, 
1912, p.XV, Note 1.
author twice in its concluding statement (Sir 51.30 iii; iv). In the first 
citing it reads, tC'V'D J 2 • The second and final
reference deletes the phrase, "who is called", and adds "jT-V'r’TC JH . The 
one name which most consistently appears amongst the variations of all the 
MSS in both Hebrew and Greek is T O ’t) It was this realization
which ultimately decided the author's name and title for his work within
4
our thesis.
Besides Sirach's name and origin the exact dating of Sir helps 
strengthen its historicity. The grandson made reference in his prologue to 
the thirty eighth year of King Euergetes. Euergetes I,reigned only twenty 
five years while Euergetes II, known also as Ptolemy VII, reigned fifty 
four years: the thirty eighth year of his reign would be 132 BC. Allowing
a fifty year span between Sirach and his grandson places the Hebrew
document circa 182 BC. Most scholars agree to the first quarter of the
0)  ^
second century. This dating is also confirmed within Sir 51.1 with
reference to the high priest Simon who was a contemporary with Sirach.
7)
Simon II, who was son of Onias II, died circa 195 B.C.
The variations between the Greek and Hebrew MSS are partially 
explained by the grandson's comment, which openly acknowledges the problems 
of translating, "For things originally spoken in Hebrew have not the same
g ^
On the dating of Sir see J. H. Hart, op. cit., p.253; G. Box; W.
0. Oesterley, APQT, Vol 1, op. cit., p.293; W. 0. Oesterley, 
"Ecclesiasticus" in An Introduction To The Books Of The Apocrypha, London, 
SPCK, 1958, p.226; A. A. Di Leila, op. cit., p.150, Note 1; I. Levi, op. 
cit., p.v; J. Snaith, op. cit., p.l.
7)
For a succinct description of the high priestly office during the 
first quarter of the second century BC see, W. Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, 
Cambridge, University Press, 1912, pp.xlii-xliv; 336. Sir 50.1-4 lists 
some of the renovations Simon completed on the Temple.
force in them, when they are translated into another tongue It may
also be that the grandfather's document was not easy to decipher, or that
he was working from a copy of the original. Sir 11.14 in the Heb MS A is
an instance in which the Greek deletes (see chapter three, page 37 ), while
Sir 44.16 >n)7C is read as i l T T o i e iy jU ( X  fiLETCLVoCaq. In Sir 49.14a
'few' in the Hebrew was translated as 'none' by the grandson. Such
8)
examples may represent what W. Oesterley calls "purposely modified".
This, however, does seem too strong a charge to substantiate. On the other
hand,H. Cadbury's explanation for the variants in the Greek seems too soft
when he writes, "They are natural psychological phenomena, unconscious
9)tendencies such as any of us may have and may never notice". It cannot 
be assumed that the grandson had the same intellectual familiarity with the 
earlier documents of the Fathers as did Sirach. This may in fact explain 
why in Sir 43.27-33, although the Greek renders a good summary of Sirach's 
call to praise, it has lost the direct dependency on DI which the original, 
Hebrew text showed (see chapter three, page 43 ). Neither was the grandson 
always aware of the theology of his g r a n d f a t h e r B e y o n d  the grandson's 
work it must be acknowledged that other hands made glosses such as seen 
above with C(£ p £ \J £  b croXvMCtTfe in codex S. Besides the Greek MSS there was 
a Syriac translation seemingly based largely on the Hebrew, but as Y. Yadin
8 )W. 0. Oesterley, ibid., p.xcix.
9)H. Cadbury, "The Grandson of Ben Sira", BT, Vol.VII, 1956, p.80.
10)
This may best explain the change of 'sign of knowledge' to 'sign 
of repentance' in Sir 44.16b; similarly in Sir 44.17b where the Greek 
renders as c c v T ( x X \o c y /U.<X. . In opening the main creation
text, Sir 16.26, the change of H i t )  to K p i C E K  may represent the
grandson's lack of awareness for both the early tradition links and the 
full significance of the doctrine of creation within his grandfather's text 
at this point.
underlines the Peshitta or Syriac version was much later than the
11)grandson's work and shows awareness of the Greek. The Latin and
Syro-Hexaplar translations were largely dependent on the Greek MSS.
It was the loss of the Hebrew text which forced such a long
historical dependency on the Greek and other versions; however, it was the
discovery of a large number of Hebrew fragments in the Genizah of the
synagogue, at old Cairo in 1896, which opened Sirach studies anew. The
addition of a substantial fragment, Sir 40-49.11, from the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, lead to the formation of four distinct MSS: A, B, C and
D. In 1931 J. Marcus discovered a new Sir leaf amongst the Adler Genizah
12)collection at the Jewish Theological Seminary. It was designated MS E.
Subsequent finds were made by J. Schirmann between 1958-60 which gave
13)additional material to MSS B and C. Qumran discoveries added two minor
14)fragments to MS A in 1964. With the discovery of the Masada Scroll in
1964, another documentary source was added for Sir 39.27-43.30. In all 
there are now eight extant documents representing slightly more than• two 
thirds of the total book by Sirach.
The historicity of the Hebrew MSS is an area of Sir studies which 
has received close consideration. Included in the scholarly list are works 
by Schechter and Taylor,. Box and Oesterley, Levi, Smend and Segal. The 
most convincing of recent studies is the text-critical one by A. Di Leila 
which concludes,
11)Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll From Masada, The Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem, 1965, p .6 (English text).
12)
A. Di Leila, op. cit., p.15.
13)J. Schirmannn, "A New Leaf from the Hebrew 'Ecclesiasticus' (Ben 
Sira)" Tarbiz, 27, 1958/59. pp.440-443; "Some Additional Leaves From
Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew", Tarbiz, 29, 1959/60 pp.125-134.
14)
M. H. Segal, "Ben-Sira In Qumran", Tarbiz, 33, 1964, p.243.
Since there are so many vv. whose authenticity is incontestable, we 
must conclude that unless the contrary is demonstrated the Geniza 
MSS contain the original text or something very near to the original 
text of Ben Sira. Indeed, the Cairo MSS must be presumed genuine 
unless serious and weighty evidenc^. ^can be adduced against the 
originality of a particular passage.
T. Penar, using the principles of Northwest Semitic philology, confirmed Di
Leila's findings saying, "Di Leila is right, when stating that 'The Cairo
16)MSS must be presumed genuine ...'"
Of the Sir Hebrew copies available we have relied mainly on two
sources. The sources are the Semitic Studies Series reprint of I. Levi's,
17)The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus, and The Book of Ben
18)Sira, which is referred to elsewhere in our research as HLA. On
comparing the Levi edition with MSS at the Cambridge Genizah collection we 
have found it meticulous. Levi readily acknowledges when a text is 
illegible and includes marginal corrections which occur in the MSS. His 
book also has a very clear format. It is this that ultimately determined 
our decision to use it as the source for all direct quotations of the 
Hebrew within our research. Its drawback lies in its early dating. Even 
since the reprinted form new materials have been discovered. Neither is it
x
easy to discern in Levi's book which of the documentary sources is being
15)A. Di Leila, op. cit., p.148.
See also textual studies by W. Taylor, "The Originality of the Hebrew Text 
of Ben Sira", (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1910), 
and C. A. MacRae, "The Hebrew Text of Ben Sira" (39.15-43.33), (Ph.D. 
thesis, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1910).
16)
T. Penar, Northwest Semitic Philology And The Hebrew Fragments Of 
Ben Sira, Biblical Institute Press, Rome, 1975, p.l.
17) x
I. Levi, The Hebrew Text Of the Book Of Ecclesiasticus, Semitic 
Studies Series No. 3, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1904, Photomechanical reprint, 
R. Gottheil, M. Jastrow (eds.), 1969.
18)
The Book Of Ben Sira, (Text, Concordance and an Analysis of the 
Vocabulary), Published by, The Academy of the Hebrew Language and the 
Shrine of the Book, Jerusalem, 1973.
quoted. This is where HLA provides an invaluable second source. It
delineates all available sources in a comparative form. This collating the
sources into one, yet keeping the documents identified, makes variations
readily apparent. Although this proves superb for exegetial work, for
purposes of citing it would have been far too ponderous. Thus, our
approach was to quote Levi, but hold it in check against HLA. Early editions
19) 20)of the Hebrew by Schechter and Smend were also taken into 
consideration.
The exact dating, authorship and text-critical proofs leave ample 
reason for believing that the Hebrew MSS closely represent the original 
document composed by Sirach. Consequently, in our research we have tended 
to give priority of credibility to the extant Hebrew, unless the various 
Greek MSS offer a strong case for doing otherwise. On the other hand, 
because the Greek affords the earliest full account of Sir it has proved an 
invaluable source. The Latin Vulgate, despite its many emendations, proved 
a helpful third reference. In.sum, there are three textual traditions 
employed for our research. Order of priority of credibility is Hebrew (1), 
Greek (2),'and Latin (3). Where the Hebrew is not extant the Greek has been 
used as the number one primary document. For purposes of comparative
19)
S. Schechter; C. Taylor, The Wisdom of Ben Sira.,; University Press, 
Cambridge, 1899.
20)
R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, hebraisch und deutsch, 
Berlin, 1906. ____
study, where Sir Hebrew is extant BH is cited, but LXX taken into
consideration. If only the Sir Greek is extant,it is quoted as primary and
LXX employed for comparative citation, while BH is held in tension to
ensure, as far as possible, the original context and content are respected.
Where both Sir Hebrew and Greek exist,but a serious variation stands, both
21)are cited and appeal made according to exegetical principles.
21)




B)Sir Greek only, Sir Greek* ■♦LXX





Verbs and Verbal Roots of Creation in Sir
Sir text Greek Hebrew Fragr
1-4 %K7usrcn (
1.9 e K T i e e v
1.14 t fu  v e K T f c 6 r \
2.18 ) ’ UI-Y/2
4.6 T T 0 \ ' f [ ( S a Q
7.15 e K n G M e ' J r i v u p
7.30 7T O ty t fC X V T a
10.12 T T 0 ( r [ ( y o ( V T 0 g I 71 V/J//2)
10.18 O U K  £ KTiGTCfl n)7tj Ttl^
15.11 c u  n o i r [ c r £ ( 71 u/j/ xb
15.14 k n o i ' y i c r e v X 1 3
16.14 T T 0 l \6 6 l  \ roc € p yc ( J’-V/QD *,71UMJ/n
16.17 K T i 'c e i y - ) x \ ■QiTivni n ’/iu/n
16.26a (16.24a Heb) 'E v  K T i ' c e i T t l J - D
16.26b n o o fc r e u jg
17.1 k ^ n c e v
— -
17.3b e r f  o f r i e s  v
18.1 £ K T ( C £ Y
23.20 K T « j 8?i VC({
24.8 K Tl'& TY lQ ; K T i C S a q
31.27d e K T i & T a f
33.10 C K T i t id Y l
33.13c i r o n i G c x v T c q
36.8b ...(text omitted) HU/y yjl
36.14(36.15a Hebrew) K T16M  C(6 f v
38.1 p V n
38.4 i K T  [ 6 6 V 7 ^ 3  (marginal
38.12 Je K 7 « 5 £ V  1)
38.15 tT O t i is c c v r o Q )77tf/)J/
39.19 e p y a  m a r i S V o ‘n - w y a
39.21 i K T i c r T C d
39.25 £ K T U ? T a i p  V ti
39.28a £ K T ( # T 0 < ( 7CY33 (marginal
39.28d J T 0 (Y l< fC ( V T 0 g -
39.29d(39.30c Hebrew) SKTftfTttf )7tnai
40.1 £  KTl(TT<X( p ^ n
40.10
\ l‘ ' » »> 1 /• (2
42.15a,c tct e p y x  Kuptou^Tcxepycc ixutcv J /O
43.5 TTGl){(TOC.g ) 71 Vi/) jv'
43.11 TTctYi&av-a 71' V ) V
43.32 t u j v  e p y u j v  ccOrou ) ’ WJ//D O
43.33 ’Z T i C i ' r p e V
44.2 e / r n c e v pi>n
47.8 T r o ( r f 6 C ( v r c < \ 7 i v y
49.14 £ K  TtGOtl i s n
49.16 r i j i  x r f c r e i "T1 rO
51.12d
The three main verbs of creation employed by Sirach will now
considered in the following order: 77 ; •
^Considered an addition from Sir 38.1; see G. Box and W. Oesterley, 
"Sirach" in, APOT, Vol. 1, edited by R. H. Charles, Clarendon Press, 




This appears to be the most frequently used creation verb in the
3)OT. Its frequency is partly explained by the fact that ~T\ v j  y  can mean
’make' (create) or 'do'. The majority of occurrences carry the meaning
'do'. ~ T l w y can also have either man or God as subject. When God is
subject it is often 'used for cosmic entitites: creating the firmament,
4)firmament and the earth or the sea. This is the verb of creation most 
often used by Sirach: the above table indicates at least fourteen citings
of the verb or its root. Of the verbal forms above all have God as
subject. The Greek is consistent with the Hebrew fragment except in Sir
15.11; here the Hebrew has 'He', meaning God as subject,but the Greek
5)
changes to the pronoun 'you'. Only the Greek of 15.11 carries the sense 
of 'do'; but both Hebrew and Greek imply 'do' in Sir 16.14. The remainder 
are in reference to acts of creation. All of the nouns refer to the 
creatorship of God except Sir 36.15a -j which could mean deeds of




BDB lists 2622X, p.793; KHB notes 2600X, p.284.
4)
See Gn 1.7, 16, 25; 3.1; Neh 9.6; Job 9.9; Proverbs 8.26; 2 Chron 
2.11; Pss 95.5; 100.3; 102.26; 119.73; 146.6. Occasionally other concrete 
objects may follow, such as: garments, Gn 3.21; tablets, Exodus 32.16;
Israel, Dt 32.6, 15.
5)
The context seems to allow either 'he' or 'you' but the Hebrew is 
favoured by its parallel Sir 15.11a. _—The pronoun 'youcontradicts the 
message in Sir 15.11a. The following verse resumes with 'he'. The NEB 
translated the message to align with the Greek translator's employment of 
'you' but it does not note the Hebrew. The RSV appropriately translates 
'he' within the Sir 15.11 text but notes the Greek.
g)
The JB confirms this by stating, "The exact sense is uncertain 
..." . It then continues with a range of four possibilities: Israel, the
seven patriarchs who were said to have been created before the world, 
Wisdom as the first created or the Messiah's appearance. The translators 
rightly conclude the list with a question mark, thereby underlining again 
the uncertainty of interpretation for Sir 36.15a (Heb).
b) 7O I
It is a rare verb of creation which is largely confined to Gn, DI 
7 )
and the Psalms. Its uniqueness lies in that God is always subject. The 
object is most frequently acts of creation but some exceptions include: new 
historical circumstances in DI 45.8; 48.6; a clean heart in Ps 51.12 and a 
transformed people in Is 65.18. Sirach has at least six citings of •
While the LXX consistently translated 7 0 1  with !T O l€ U J in Gn, elsewhere
v 8)in the OT K U \ L d  is most frequently used. The grandson kept this OT
pattern found outside of Genesis by using K T i X ^  but one ^he
available passages. The one exception is Sir 15.14 where is rendered
£7T O ( \ ( J £ V  • Since the context, "X\ 1 7 t  7C~MI  7 t  \n 'W ? C 'Y 2 A is
clearly a Genesis dependency this may account for his resorting to
T TO lC O J for this text. From this it could be concluded that unless the
context dictates a P dependency the grandson consistently used b C T i % W
when translating T t H  • This does not mean KT/X^ Gan 'only represent
7 C H  for the above Sir table clearly indicates that it can translate' all
three main verbs of creation. f t T / X t U  is also used by the Greek translator
L 9)to render a creation interpretation of ~p ?77 .
7)Gn lOx; DI 16x; Pss 6x.
See P. Humbert's "Emploi et portee du verbe bara (creer) dans L'Ancien 
Testament", dans Opuscules D'un Hebraisant, Neuchatel, 1958, pp.147-165. 
Humbert only accredits 44 citings in the OT in contrast to BDB which 
figures 53x. Considering the frequency of in the psalms BDB - is
hasty in stating, "seldom except in P and Is " (p.135).
G. Singgih suggests that Ecclesiastes 12.1 may be spurious as 7C l I  is not 
found, "... in any other wisdom”literature." The Sirach citings,though not 
capable of authenticating the Ecclesiastes passage? certainly question the 
logic of Singgih's argument. E. G. Singgih, "The Concept of Creation In 
Prophetic Tradition From Amos to Deutero Isaiah" (Ph.D. dissertation, The 
University, Glasgow, 1981), p.300 note 4.
g)
Other LXX translations for ? C H  in the OT are as follows.
K7/Xw : DT 4.32; DI 45.7,8; Jr 38.22; Ezk 28.13, 15; Amos 4.13;
ML 2.10; PSS 50.12; 88.13,48; 101.19; 103.30; 148.5; Ec 12.1.
I T O i e u i : DI 42.5; 43.1; 45.7,12,18; Is 65.18.
KxrcCGXCUafa: DI 40.28; 43.7; 45.7.
KcCJQCSeCKWjm : DI 40.26; 41.20; 43.15 
y/Verccf : di 48.7.
9)See.Sir 7.15; 38.1; 39.25; 40.1; 44.2. A discussion of this
follows on pp.239-240.
c)  n y
This OT verb of creation is frequently associated with the J
document where it is employed three times, with reference to creating man
in Gn 2.7,8 and animals in Gn 2.19. As demonstrated by these three citings
** is associated with the potter language. It may have either God or
man as subject. Although the above J citings depict God as a potter, Is
29.16;41.25, and Jeremiah 18.4-6 portray man as a potter, thereby affirming
its flexibility of subject. The Jeremiah Psalm (Jer 10.16; 51.19) uses
this same pottery expression to present God as the one who has formed
r O m  Sir offers four possible renderings for . ■ The first word
listed on the above table ) J > his Rock, is translated by the Greek as
lT0 iYj<T(X£ giving the impression that the grandson mistakenly read
for 1~ ) i% . The Syriac also translates as 'his Creator'.
However, MS A of the Hebrew fragment clearly indicates . The second
citing, which refers to God's forming man does appear in the Hebrew. It
offers a superlative statement on Enoch, y^)K~n h y  n s n  tfv/y
" . . . y j T i D  (Sir 49.1 4 a ) . S i r  31.27d, which describes God's creating wine,
indicates that the object can be other than man within Sir.^^ The final
12)citing, Sir 51.12d is spurious.
What can be concluded from this lengthy list of creation verbs and 
verbal roots in Sir? Since with, all three verbs the objects are not
tP «y/3 is changed to o u S £ t g  t 'No one' by the Greek
translator. See p. 229 for earlier comment. It may have been the
realization that Enoch heads the honours list, that forced the grandson to 
make the stronger claim. However, this decision overlooks the fact that, 
although Adam was last on the formal list Sirach described Adam's glory as 
"above all living things ..." Sir 49.16b.
^^This is in keeping with OT usage, see DI 44.9,10,12 the forming 
of idols: DI 54.7, the forming of weapons.
12)
For discussion see "Sirach and the Psalms" of this study, p.61.
consistently creation or cosmic entitites in the OT and whereas Sirach and
his translators have maintained a pattern not dissimilar to that of the OT
we would again urge that the context be the guide. The degree of creation
faith can only be measured by the full text and not the occurrence of any
single word including the above verbs of creation. If weight were given
simply to a word it might well be argued that the Psalms were the source of
influence for in Sir rather than DI or Gn. As we evidenced in
chapters two and three of this thesis ,context supports the reverse.
Moreover, b n  which ordinarily is never associated with creation, but
with the settlement in the land (Jos 18.2), is given a creation
13)interpretation by context in Sir. When Sir- 39.25; 40.1 fragments are
paralleled with the Greek and Latin the influence of context in determining
a creation interpretation becomes very apparent. (Sir 39.25a; Hebrew and
Greek; Sir 39.30a, Latin).
. . O '2}^0r> H i P j Good things were created for the good
, , P „ v from the beginning ...
CCycxdoC T o l g  c c y & o o ig £K7(6T<tl Good things were created for the good
cX,7T} • from the beginning . . .
Bona bonis creata sunt ab initio, Good things were created for the good
from the beginning ...
In the above parallel it might be argued that the creation interpretation
is largely the influence of the translator not the context. In Sir 40.1a,
this argument does not hold.
b x  ] > b n  ] > v y  God has apportioned (created) a great
burden
l>~y lab f r i J I a heavy yoke upon
. . . ‘ U 1 7 C  '‘7 3 ^he sons of Adam . . .
’A (T ) (p X tC ( J£KT iGTCCl Much labour was created
J T a v T !  CtV@f>UJTTW- s for every man
K<Xl -(t/'yoS’ f t c c p O g  £ tT l and a heavy yoke upon
U l O U g  A £ c c / i . . . the sons of Adam ...
13)
See Sir 7.15; 38.1; 39.25; 40.1; 44.2.
Occupatio magna creata Great labour is created
est omnibus hominibus, for all men
et jugum grave super and a heavy yoke is upon
filios Adam, ... the sons of Adam ...
The above text is clearly based on creation tradition with the second part 
of verse (Sir 40.1b) adding the distinct Genesi.s creation concept of the 
sons of Adam returning to " : ’77 io ~o?C..., mother of all life". It is 
such a contextual basis which best explains why the grandson consistently 
translated p  r’ H  with K T t% b U .
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